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Preface

The fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster is a long-standing model organism in biomedical
research. Research using Drosophila continuous to provide valuable contributions to our
understanding of the genetics, development, physiology, and behavior of multi-cellular
organisms and of human diseases. Scientific advance is also driven by technical and method-
ological inventions. This third edition of “Drosophila: Methods and Protocols” covers some
of the recent methodological improvements and inventions that drosophilists have made in
recent years. The book starts with a description of FlyBase, a comprehensive database of
Drosophila genes and genomes, methods to experimentally achieve precise spatiotemporal
gene expression, and methods to analyze microRNA function and single-cell transcriptome
data. The next five chapters describe recent CRISPR-based methods for precise genome
editing, transcriptional activation, and cell lineage tracing. Methods for studying protein
function and for tagging proteins are then followed by protocols to control cell and tissue
mechanics and to measure mechanical properties of tissues. The final chapters then detail
methods to prepare, image, and quantitatively analyze tissues, and to study metabolism.

I thank all authors for their expert contributions to this book and hope that the book
provides a valuable resource for researchers using Drosophila as a model organism.

Dresden, Germany Christian Dahmann
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Chapter 1

Using FlyBase: A Database of Drosophila Genes
and Genetics

Victoria K. Jenkins , Aoife Larkin , Jim Thurmond ,
and The FlyBase Consortium

Abstract

Since 1992, FlyBase has provided a freely available online database of information about the model
organism Drosophila melanogaster. Data in FlyBase is curated manually from research papers as well as
computationally from a variety of relevant sources, to serve as an information hub that enables and
accelerates research discovery. This chapter aims to give users new to the database an overview of the layout
and types of data available, as well as introducing some tools with which to access the data. More
experienced users will find useful information about recent improvements and descriptions to enable
more efficient navigation of the database.

Key words FlyBase, Drosophila, Fly, Database, Genome, Gene

1 Introduction

FlyBase is the online genomic resource for the fruit fly Drosophila
melanogaster. As a Model Organism Database (MOD), FlyBase is
responsible for the annotation and maintenance of the genome and
curating data generated by the Drosophila research community.
This includes information from published papers as well as datasets,
analysis tools, correspondence sent directly to FlyBase,
pre-publication data repositories, and more.

As the importance and scope of biological inquiry using Dro-
sophila melanogaster grew over the twentieth century, the need to
standardize and collect knowledge first in books and then in an
online database [1] became evident. The modern-day FlyBase
Consortium is an international, grant-supported project bringing
together researchers at four main sites, plus a variety of

Christian Dahmann (ed.), Drosophila: Methods and Protocols,
Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 2540, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-0716-2541-5_1,
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Science+Business Media, LLC, part of Springer Nature 2022
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collaborators at other genomic and biomedical databases and pro-
jects. FlyBase is proud to be a founding member of the Alliance for
Genome Resources [2], a multi-model organism coalition
providing access to comparative genomics at https://www.
alliancegenome.org. At FlyBase, we continually work to improve
the FAIRness (Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, Reusabil-
ity) of our data and tools [3]. A recent change in our scope is to
focus our curation efforts on Drosophila melanogaster only. All
other Drosophila species’ genomes are hosted and maintained by
NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/annotation_
euk/all).

This chapter is designed to help all users of FlyBase gain a better
understanding of the wide range of data, tools, and information
that FlyBase provides. While most readers are familiar with the
aspects of FlyBase that they use regularly, they may not be aware
of other features that could assist their research and enrich their
participation in the Drosophila research community. By walking
through a variety of FlyBase reports, beginning with the Gene
Report, we hope to provide both overall guidance to those new
to FlyBase, and specific details that may help even the experienced
user. For a quick glance at many of the tools and features at FlyBase,
please see Table 1. For a more in-depth look at some of FlyBase’s
features that is beyond the scope of this chapter, please see our
recent publication in Genetics [4].

2 Overview

The FlyBase home page is designed for quick access to the most
frequently used tools and utilities on the site. A panel of button
icons at the top are one-click links to workhorse destinations within
FlyBase, like the JBrowse genome viewer, BLAST, and the Batch
Download tool. The sidebar has icon links to external resources of
interest to Drosophila researchers and is headed by the FlyBase
Twitter feed. A commentary panel at the bottom of the page dis-
plays a rotating, frequently updated selection of links to brief time-
sensitive news articles. In the center of the page is QuickSearch, the
main FlyBase search engine (see Subheading 3).

The NavBar (navigation menu bar) at the top of the home page
appears on every page of the FlyBase site. On the right side, a search
bar input box can be toggled between twomethods of search: Jump
to Gene/J2G and Search. When J2G is selected and a gene name or
symbol is entered, clicking the Go button goes directly to the Gene
Report for that gene. It will also jump straight to any inputted
FlyBase data class term (see Subheading 3 and Table 2). This search
has some flexibility (uses synonyms and case variations), but it
always tries to go to a report page. When Search is selected, the

2 Victoria K. Jenkins et al.
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field recapitulates the powerful Search FlyBase tab in the Quick-
Search panel. This means such searches can be initiated from any
page in the FlyBase website.

3 QuickSearch

QuickSearch (Fig. 1) is actually several different search engines,
offering a variety of views into the vast FlyBase database [5]. The
panel has tabs at the top; use these to search a specific type of data
(e.g., Homologs, GO, References) or choose the Search FlyBase
tab to see combined results from all of the more than 30 types of
data indexed by FlyBase curators. Some QuickSearch tabs return

Table 1
Major interface tools at FlyBase

Category Tool name Function/Usage

Query tools and
Portals

QuickSearch Targeted searches on various data classes
Vocabularies Search or browse all controlled vocabularies used to annotate

records
Query Builder Advanced field-by-field search for most data classes
Interactions
Browser

Explore genetic and physical interactions via static images

ImageBrowse Browse through Drosophila images by organ system, life cycle,
tagma, or germ layer

RNA-Seq
Similarity

Find genes with expression similar to a query gene across
modENCODE developmental stage, tissue, treatment, or cell line
RNA-Seq data

Genomic and
Map tools

BLAST NCBI BLAST for finding nucleotide and protein sequences in
Drosophila and dozens of related species

JBrowse Graphical representation of D. melanogaster genome features
Cytosearch Search for genetic objects mapped via cytology-based data
Feature
Mapper

Search for sequence-mapped features that overlap a specific region
or gene

RNA-Seq
Profile

Find genes with specific patterns of expression across
modENCODE developmental stage, tissue, treatment, or cell line
RNA-Seq data

RNA-Seq by
Region

Evaluate the expression levels of exons, introns and/or intergenic
regions from modENCODE developmental and tissue RNA-Seq
data

Retrieve and
Convert tools

Batch
Download

Bulk download of individual report fields, FASTA or XML files in a
variety of formats

Sequence
Downloader

Fetch nucleotide or peptide sequences for regions or genes

Upload/
Validate IDs

Import lists of IDs for conversion or updating, then export or
download list

Coordinates
Converter

Convert coordinates between genome releases (e.g.,
D. melanogaster R5 to R6)

Using FlyBase, A Database of Drosophila Genes and Genetics 3



Table 2
Data classes used by FlyBase, with examples

Data
Class Description Selected subtype(s) Example

Total
items in
FlyBase

FBab Aberration In(2R)Cy 23,594

FBal Allele shg2 265,453

FBba Balancer TM6B 613

FBbt Anatomy arista 16,643

FBcl Clones cDNA clone, genomic clone AT22870 772,972

FBcv Internal
controlled
vocabularies

allele class, phenotypic class,
origin of mutation, publication
descriptor

review 1101

GO,
DO,
PSI-
MI,
SO

External
controlled
vocabularies

pull down 58,346

FBdv Developmental
stage

larval stage 202

FBgg Gene groups
and pathways

WNTs 1585

FBgn Gene tj 249,933

FBig Interaction
group

Saf6, not 32,607

FBlc Datasets Biosample, project, reagent
collection

AP-MS_RTK-Ras-
ERK_Interactome

3681

FBmc Molecular
construct

Engineered plasmid pWKO.1-H12 2814

FBms Molecular
segment

Cloned region pBluescript_KS(+) 1286

FBpp Polypeptide egr-PA 46,865

FBrf References Paper, abstract, personal
communication

Ahn, S.J., Marygold,
S.J. (2021). Front. Physiol.
12: 648481.

232,001

FBsf Sequence
feature

TSS, insulator, polyA site,
regulatory region

htl_htl_enhancerFL 600,545

FBsn Strains iso-1 345

FBst Stocks BDSC 17222 135,103

FBtc Cell lines S2-RIKEN 319

(continued)
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specialized result pages, such as the GO (Gene Ontology, see Sub-
heading 4) tab which returns GO terms.

Most of the search tabs return results in what we call a HitList, a
powerful tool all on its own. On a HitList results page, each search
result item is in a panel, providing a quick overview of information
on that item. Small blue or green flags to the right of some items
indicate recent changes to that record; they can be moused over to
provide a quick list of new data. Some items contain button links
that will generate other lists, such as a Gene item having buttons for
lists of related stocks, references, alleles, andmore. Many results will
have expandable descriptions, abstracts, or overviews. Some links
connect to resources external to FlyBase; for example, Human
Disease Model list items may contain links to related records at
Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) [6] or the HGNC

Table 2
(continued)

Data
Class Description Selected subtype(s) Example

Total
items in
FlyBase

FBte Natural
transposon

Transposable element copia 1481

FBti Insertion Transposable element insertion
site

P{lacW}A3-3-53 210,415

FBto Experimental
tool

Tag:Myr(Src64B) 724

FBtp Transposon Transgenic transposable element P{UAS(-FRT)dpp.N} 145,249

FBtr Transcript RNA, mRNA, pseudogene,
snRNA

Rab3-RA 72,548

The count of items in each data class is from release 2021_03. DO is Disease Ontology [13], GO is Gene Ontology

[9, 10], MI is Molecular Interactions Ontology [12], and SO is Sequence Ontology [11]

Fig. 1 The QuickSearch interface provides access to specialized searches within FlyBase
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[7]. Image hit items will show a thumbnail, and reference hit items
may include a graphical abstract. Each data type has an associated
color, used as a highlight background for the main item term and
the data type “chip” in the upper right of each panel. Use these to
quickly scan a long list to see approximate proportions of each type,
or skip to the next item of a type of interest. New searches can be
started using a search form at the top of the left sidebar.

3.1 Filtering Mixed

Lists

The Search FlyBase QuickSearch tab often returns a mixed-type list
composed of several data classes. Because the FlyBase database is so
large, a search for a broad term can return tens or hundreds of
thousands of items, across dozens of data types. To the left of the
list, the Filter by Data Class panel provides a way to explore the data
generated by a search request. Filtering your mixed hit list to a
single data type allows it to be displayed in the Table view, and
permits use of the Convert/Export/Analysis tools (all of which can
be found at the top of the page). The Convert tool converts results
from one type to other allowed types, for example, alleles to stocks
or transgenic constructs. Export sends the results to another Fly-
Base tool, or exports them as a file. HitLists can also be analyzed in
ways appropriate for each type of data class; for example, a list of
genes can be analyzed for GO term enrichment, or a list of refer-
ences analyzed for authors, sorted by frequency.

3.2 GAL4 etc

QuickSearch Tab

A highly specialized QuickSearch tab is the GAL4 etc tab, which
searches for GAL4 and other drivers/binary systems and reporters.
Users can select one of the two main search options to limit their
search by curated expression pattern (for example, by inputting an
anatomy/cell type FBbt term such as midgut and a developmental
FBdv term such as adult stage), or find an allele or construct that
reflects the expression of a particular gene by inputting the gene
symbol or ID. The search results in a HitList table that can be
further refined by filtering individual columns. The GAL4 etc
QuickSearch tab also contains a link to the Frequently Used
GAL4 Drivers table, which lists commonly used GAL4 lines along
with their expression patterns (and provides an image of the expres-
sion pattern, where available).

4 Controlled Vocabularies

FlyBase and other biological databases, like many kinds of reference
databases, rely on ontologies and controlled vocabularies to orga-
nize information. An ontology, to quote Groß et al., “consist[s] of
defined concepts, that are typically structured within trees or acyclic
graphs where the concept nodes are interconnected by is-a, part-of
and other semantic relationships” [8]. In other words, it is a net-
work of related terms, with defined connections between certain
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terms. One of the best-known biological ontologies is GO, or Gene
Ontology [9, 10]. GO contains terms organized into three
domains: biological processes, cellular components, and molecular
functions. Each is a loose hierarchy containing terms which may
have multiple parent and child terms – for example, heart forma-
tion, organelle membrane, and transcription corepressor activity.
These terms can then be associated with genes via connecting
functions, such as “involved_in” or “enables.” By choosing or
developing an ontology, curators define a controlled vocabulary
(CV; the terms within the ontology), giving them a codified struc-
ture in which to categorize data.

FlyBase uses ontologies like GO, Sequence Ontology [11],
Molecular Interactions ontology [12], and Disease Ontology
[13], as well as internally developed controlled vocabularies, to
make FlyBase data more interoperable. FlyBase data classes each
have their own dedicated identifiers (IDs; see Table 2 for examples
of each data class). All FlyBase CVs can be browsed from the
Vocabularies button on the main page. On an individual term’s
page, the Annotations section provides HitLists of all records of a
certain type (gene, allele, construct, Human Disease Model, etc.),
as well as a tree view placing the term within its ontology.

5 The Gene Report

For users interested in a particular gene, the Gene Report is the best
place to start (Fig. 2). The report not only focuses on gene-centric
data but also provides a summary of data more fully described in
other reports. Apart from the top three sections that are open by
default (General Information, Genomic Location, Function), a
variety of other subsections can be navigated to and opened using
the right-hand Report Sections sidebar. The question mark at the
top of the Report Section sidebar links to a help page listing
descriptions of the contents of fields presented in a Gene Report.
A variety of internal and external links are also provided throughout
the report.

5.1 Naming,

Classification, and

Summaries

The General Information section displays gene identifiers (IDs),
such as the official symbol and name of the gene, as well as the
annotation symbol and FlyBase gene ID (FBgn). Use of the unique
official gene symbol/name minimizes ambiguity when referencing
genes in scientific literature. The Also Known As field lists syno-
nyms that have been historically or extensively used in published
literature; see the Synonyms and Secondary IDs subsection of the
Gene Report for more details. Drosophila genes have the prefix
Dmel\, and foreign entities have the symbol of the origin species
of the gene (e.g., Hsap\ for human genes introduced into
D. melanogaster). The Gene Model Status field helps distinguish
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genes with “Current” models (localized to the sequenced genome)
from those whose gene model is “Incomplete” (due to sequencing
gaps), “Uncertain” (supporting data is inconclusive), “Withdrawn”
(new data shows a previous gene model to be unsupported), or
“Unannotated” (the gene is inferred to exist from genetic data
only). Certain types of gene records do not have a gene model in
FlyBase, including foreign genes (e.g., Scer\GAL4, Avic\GFP).
Where relevant, an Enzyme Name field will be visible, containing
the systematic name(s) for an enzyme together with its Enzyme
Commission (EC) number [14]. Genes that encode enzymes have
been specifically reviewed to enhance our annotation of Drosophila
data [15]. The Gene Summary field gives users a quick overview of
what is known about the gene. Usually, this is a Gene Snapshot
generated by FlyBase with input from users [16]. The full list of
available summaries can be found further down the page in the
Summaries subsection. The Stocks Availability field links to a list of
publicly available stocks relating to the gene of interest, which can
also be found in the Stocks and Reagents subsection (see Subhead-
ing 10). The Key Links field lists some links to other key bioinfor-
matic resources; a more extensive list can be found in the External
Crossreferences & Linkouts subsection.

Fig. 2 Example of the top of a Gene Report, in this case ebi. Report sections listed at the right can be all
opened or closed by the buttons there, or by the plus/minus buttons on the section’s dark blue header bar in
the main page. Help information for these sections is available by clicking on the question mark icon
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The Genomic Location section displays the sequence location
of annotated genes and links to the JBrowse [17] genome browser
(see Subheading 9.2). Buttons in the Sequence field allow the user
to download sequences associated with the gene via the Sequence
Downloader tool. Other related information can be found in the
Genomic Location and Detailed Mapping Data subsections.

5.2 Functionality,

Orthology, and

References

The Function section begins with a Gene Ontology (GO, see Sub-
heading 3) summary ribbon, which gives a graphical overview of
GO annotations relating to the gene of interest. The GO annota-
tions (divided into molecular function, biological process, and
cellular component) are grouped under high-level summary cate-
gories and presented as colored cells, with the depth of color
reflecting how many unique terms are grouped in a particular
category. Individual annotations based on experimental or pre-
dicted evidence can be examined in the related sections below the
ribbon. The Function section also displays whether a gene is part of
a Gene Group (see Subheading 11.2) or Pathway (see Subheading
11.3) in FlyBase. Information about the protein fromUniProt [18]
and InterPro [19] is shown, and details about catalytic activity
(derived from GO Molecular Function annotations using EC
cross-references) are shown where relevant.

Most but not all of the sections in the Gene Report will be
covered in their own section in this chapter. Other sections include
the Orthologs section, which lists predicted Human and Model
Organism orthologs via DIOPT [20], along with other orthologs
from OrthoDB [21], and the Paralogs section which lists predicted
paralogs from DIOPT. The Other Information subsection provides
sources for gene name or symbol changes and the (often interest-
ing) etymology behind gene naming by authors. Finally, the Refer-
ences section’s [22] default view uses an algorithm (which accounts
for the major data types captured by FlyBase for each paper) to
select up to 25 Representative Publications for the gene. Users can
filter by publication type to view all publications of a specific type
using the left-hand sidebar, and search for a specific publication
using the filter search field.

6 Alleles and Phenotypes

Alleles and phenotypes have been essential to Drosophila research
ever since Thomas Hunt Morgan first studied a white-eyed mutant
fly [23]. Each Gene Report contains an Alleles, Insertions, Trans-
genic Constructs, and Aberrations subsection, which lists alleles of
the gene along with any associated information. The Alleles data
class in FlyBase comprises both classical alleles affecting the endog-
enous locus and alleles linked to transgenic constructs. Each Gene
Report also contains a Phenotypes subsection, listing phenotypes
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that have been associated with particular alleles of the gene. More
information about phenotypes and interactions linked to a specific
allele can be found on its Allele Report, along with a variety of other
information. In a recent addition to FlyBase, components of alleles
that act as an encoded genetic tool will link to Experimental Tool
Reports (see Fig. 3 and Subheading 6.2), explaining and tracking
their use. These subsections make use of controlled vocabularies
(see Subheading 3), allowing users to efficiently find pertinent data
or reagents.

6.1 Classical Alleles,

Transgenic

Constructs, and

Insertions

The Alleles, Insertions, Transgenic Constructs, and Aberrations
section lists FBal, FBti, FBtp, and FBab data that affect the gene
of interest. Each subsection lists relevant lines in a customizable
table format (for an example, see Fig. 3b). Individual columns can
be chosen for display by the Show/Hide Columns button, and a
text box atop each column filters by inputted search terms. This
section allows the user to easily find useful alleles or transgenic
constructs, with relevant stocks listed in the Stocks column. The
Classical and Insertion Alleles subsection of the Gene Report con-
tains alleles caused by an alteration or insertion at the endogenous
locus of a gene. Users can use the Mutagen column to find infor-
mation (if known) about how a given allele was generated (e.g., by
chemical mutagen, P-element activity, or CRISPR/Cas9 methods)
or the Allele Class column to determine what kind of allele (e.g.,
loss of function, hypomorphic) is listed. Alleles caused by insertions
are also linked to an associated Insertion Report. The Transgenic
Constructs section is subdivided into those constructs containing
or affecting the gene coding region (e.g., UAS lines, RNAi lines)
and those constructs that contain the regulatory region of the gene
(e.g., GAL4 lines, fluorescent reporters). Each construct has an
associated Recombinant Construct Report (providing molecular
details) as well as an associated Allele Report (for consistent cura-
tion and display of phenotypic and expression data). The customiz-
able tables allow users to filter by information of interest, for
example, the regulatory region present (e.g., UAS), and take advan-
tage of the Experimental Tools (see Subheading 6.2) data class to
display if the construct encodes a tool (e.g., GAL4), or is tagged
(e.g., with GFP). All alleles have their own Allele Report, which
contains a variety of information, including how the allele was
generated (if known), curated phenotypes, interactions, and any
human disease model data.

6.2 Experimental

Tools

Creative Drosophila researchers have developed a huge number of
transgenic tools with useful properties that are exploited to study
biological function of a gene product or biological process. To
make these complex tools more approachable, FlyBase has recently
developed a custom ontology and set of FBcv terms to show the
relationships between tools. This ontology-centric approach (for
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Fig. 3 Experimental Tools can be found on their own Report pages, and as alleles on Allele or Gene Reports. (a)
Example of an Experimental Tool Report ( jGCaMP8m). (b) The Allele section of a Gene Report (Bap170) has a
customizable table to filter Experimental Tools
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example, classifying all photoactivatable fluorescent protein repor-
ters or pH sensors together) helps clarify which tools could substi-
tute for each other when designing a multi-element genotype. In
the Transgenic Constructs subsection of the Allele section, several
of the columns have links to an Experimental Tool Report (FBto,
see Fig. 3) to explain each component of the allele. These include
tools that allow a gene product to be detected (e.g., EGFP, FLAG
tag), target a gene product somewhere specific within a cell (e.g.,
nuclear localization signal), drive expression in a binary system
(e.g., UAS, GAL4), or enable clonal or conditional expression
(e.g., FLP, FRT). Reports for genetically encoded sensors are also
available, allowing researchers to find reagents used to monitor
changes in small molecules (e.g., GCaMP6m), pH (e.g., pHluor-
inE), or membrane potential (e.g., Voltron). Reports for tools that
can be used to modulate neuronal activity have also been generated
(e.g., CsChrimson, Kir2.1). Experimental Tool Reports list the
official symbol used in FlyBase and provide a description of the
tool, along with tables of transgenic constructs and insertions that
carry or encode a given tool.

6.3 Phenotypes The Phenotypes section of the Gene Report lists phenotypes that
have been annotated to alleles of the gene of interest, such as
decreased body size or abnormal circadian behavior. This gives an
overview of anatomical and behavioral phenotypes that result from
perturbation of the gene, facilitating access to more detail about
specific phenotypes or alleles of interest. Phenotypic data are
attached to alleles using the phenotypic class (FBcv) and anatomy
(FBbt) controlled vocabularies [24, 25] and can be further refined
through use of qualifier CV terms, distinguished by a “|” (pipe
symbol). Genotypes requiring multiple alleles to result in a particu-
lar phenotype are indicated by the word “with” connecting alleles.
All phenotypic data are curated and attributed to published papers,
usually with some explanatory free text accompanying associated
CV terms (included on Allele Reports). The Phenotype tab in
QuickSearch allows users to search for all alleles associated with
any given phenotypic class and/or anatomy CV term.

6.4 Disease Ontology

Annotations

The Disease Ontology (DO) annotations, found in the Human
Disease Associations section of a Gene Report, associate a DO
term to either an allele (as shown by experimental evidence) or a
gene (as predicted by orthology to a human gene). Models based
on experimental evidence and modifiers based on experimental
evidence list all DO terms that the allele was recorded as being
causative of a disease or modifying another disease-causing allele.
Non-allele-based models, including those caused by aberrations,
are not included in DO annotations, but may be covered by a
Human Disease Model (see Subheading 11.4). Potential Models
Based on Orthology shows a human ortholog to the Gene Report’s
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subject, which has been associated with a DO term via OMIM. This
inference is a prediction, not evidence, but it may assist researchers
who are developing new fly models of human disease. DO terms’
definitions and their relationships to each other can be viewed in
their CV Term Report, accessible by searching for a DO term in
QuickSearch or by clicking on any hyperlinked DO term.

6.5 Disease-

Implicated Variants

Alleles generated to mimic variants associated with a human disease
in Drosophila can be found in the Alleles Representing Disease-
Implicated Variants section. These can be modifications of human
genes expressed inDrosophila, as seen in Hsap\APP, or endogenous
Drosophila genes, as seen in Dmel\crb. Alleles in the table are shown
with links to the associated human variant, its Clinvar ID (https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar), the originating reference, and the
associated disease. Multiple diseases can be associated with the same
allele, causing there to be multiple lines per allele. To easily sort
through results, columns can be filtered by the text box in the
top row.

7 Expression Data

The Expression Data section starts with two ribbons which corre-
spond to the two types of data found here: low throughput and
high throughput. The first ribbon shows how frequently manually
curated, low-throughput data is associated with Drosophila anat-
omy regions (FBbt data class); more color saturation represents
greater amount of curation to the associated term. The second
shows one example of high-throughput data: stage-specific RNA--
seq data from modENCODE [26]. Following the high-
throughput data are links to external sites with Drosophila expres-
sion [27–30], including images of gene expression during embryo-
genesis [31] for selected genes.

7.1 Low-Throughput

Expression Data

FlyBase manually curates three types of low-throughput
expression data: transcript-based, polypeptide-based, and
reporter-based expression. Within these, data will be divided by
what assay or tool was used to obtain it, such as in situ hybridiza-
tion, Western blot, or a specific P-element reporter. Each line in
these sections records expression seen at a specific developmental
range (embryonic through adult) and tissue(s), in a particular
reference, for example, “embryonic stage 11–12, embryonic myo-
blast, Carmena et al. 1995.” Tissue/position terms may be fol-
lowed by a pipe and a modifier, such as “organism | dorsal” or
“muscle founder cell | subset,” to provide more specificity. All stage
and tissue/position terms are linked to that term’s CV Term
Report. The Term Report shows other expression that has been
recorded for that term, as well as the term’s spanning tree to see its
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parent terms and child terms, if any exist. The Additional Descrip-
tive Data section provides a summary and/or clarification of the
expression data in a specific paper.

Gene expression patterns can be searched using the Quick-
Search Expression tab. Like the GAL4 etc QuickSearch tab, users
can search by curated expression pattern using an anatomy/cell
type FBbt term and/or a developmental FBdv term. The search
results in a HitList containing those genes that have been curated as
having a transcript or protein expression pattern reflecting the
chosen search terms. The Expression QuickSearch tab also includes
links to tools to search or browse RNA-Seq expression data.

7.2 High-Throughput

Expression Data

Within the Expression Data section of the Gene Report, the High-
Throughput Expression Data subsection includes expression plots
of high-throughput mRNA RNA-Seq data from modENCODE
[32], mRNA microarray data from FlyAtlas [28], and proteome
data from the Casas-Vila proteome project [33]. FlyBase has pro-
duced quantitative views of the RNA-seq and proteomic data in
different stages and tissues, and views for different cell culture types
and treatments of the RNA-seq data, presented as bar graphs. For
the RNA-Seq data, RPKM counts (reads per kilobase per million
reads) have been calculated, averaged over the exonic extent of
the gene.

Several FlyBase tools are available to query calculated RPKM
data. The RNA-Seq Profile tool allows retrieval of genes with
RNA-Seq expression patterns and levels matching a user-defined
profile; this tool can be accessed from the RNA-Seq icon link on the
homepage, from the Tools menu of the NavBar, or from the
QuickSearch Expression tab. A section of the QuickSearch Expres-
sion tab also provides options to search for similarly expressed genes
using the modENCODE RNA-Seq datasets. The RNA-Seq by
Region tool returns the average RPKM over a specified genomic
region and also offers the option of a gene-specific query that
returns an exon-by-exon RPKM count; this tool can be accessed
from the Tools menu in the NavBar or from the High-Throughput
Expression Data subsection of the Gene Report.

8 Interactions

One-to-one genetic and physical interactions between genes and
gene products, respectively, are displayed in the Interactions section
of a Gene Report. Both types of interactions can be explored
visually using the esyN [34] network diagram. The esyN diagrams
are highly manipulable; scrolling within the diagram will zoom
in/out on the diagram, rather than moving the overall page
up/down, and individual nodes can be dragged to new locations
in the diagram. Further network diagram customization is available
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by clicking on the View in Interactions Browser link. There, below
the esyN diagram, a text-based list of individual interactions lists the
source of the interaction observation, plus other details. The Exter-
nal Data for this section lists other databases that capture physical
or genetic interactions, including BioGRID [35], DroID [36], and
MIST [37].

8.1 Physical

Interactions

Both protein–protein and protein–RNA interactions, but not
DNA–protein interactions, are curated by FlyBase. Only interac-
tions between two D. melanogaster gene products are recorded,
with the rare exception of interactions with human gene products
expressed in the fly that are disease related (for example, Hsap
\APP). A list below the esyN network diagram shows, for each
recorded interaction, the types of assay(s) used and the paper
(s) which reported the interaction. Clicking on an individual pair-
wise interaction brings up its Physical Interaction Report, which
provides further details on the interaction (such as each element’s
role in the assay, any isoform or subregion specificity, and source of
the tissue assayed), and an esyN network diagram of both partici-
pants’ combined interaction networks.

8.2 Genetic

Interactions

Similar to physical interactions, genetic interactions are shown both
as an esyN network diagram and in a list of pairwise interactions.
Since the pairwise list is shown by genes rather than by alleles, there
can be both an enhancing and a suppressing interaction listed for
one pair of genes, but derived from different alleles. For more
information about each interaction, clicking on the associated ref-
erence will list the alleles used in the paper. Selecting an allele from
this list brings up its Allele Report, where detailed descriptions of
genetic interactions can be found in the Interactions section.

9 Genomics Data

In March 2000, the combined sequencing and annotations efforts
of FlyBase, the Berkley and European Drosophila Genome Projects
(BDGP and EDGP), Celera Genomics, and other Drosophila
experts produced Release 1 of theDrosophila melanogaster genome
[38]. The most recent major revision to the genome is Release
6, which was published in 2014 [39]. Between major revisions,
FlyBase incorporates data from publications to update the genome.
These updates are identified by numbers after a period in the release
number (e.g. Release 6.40, which corresponds to 2021_03), with
about six updates made per year. Refinements of sequence data and
annotations made by FlyBase are propagated to other sequence
repositories and genome browsers. Selected archived releases are
available in the Downloads menu of the NavBar, in both HTML
and FTP protocols.
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9.1 Gene Model

Annotations in FlyBase

In FlyBase, a gene model is the set of transcripts and polypeptides
produced by a gene [40]. Gene models are manually curated, based
on a variety of sources, including RNA-seq data (sequences and
exon junctions) and transcription start site data [26, 41]. Atypical
gene models, such as genes with polycistronic or trans-spliced
transcripts, require extra care during manual annotation to capture
all biologically relevant isoforms [42]. In the Gene Model and
Products section of each Gene report, the Comments on Gene
Model section will show when the gene model was most recently
reviewed by FlyBase, and any additional clarifying comments.
Below that, the Sequence Ontology section will list all appropriate
SO terms for that gene, such as “nuclear_gene” or “gene_with_-
stop_codon_readthrough.” In November 2020, FlyBase updated
annotations of all genes to the latest version of the Sequence
Ontology, which allows for more precise classification of
non-coding RNAs and some uncommon gene classes.

In a Gene Report, the GeneModel and Products section begins
with an interactive view of the gene span, RNAs, and CDSs from
JBrowse. Clicking on individual Transcripts or Polypeptides brings
up their associated reports. These reports show the FASTA
sequence, links to other products of the same gene, and links to
external resources, such as GenBank [43] and UniProt. For tran-
scripts, there are links to published cDNA clones that are consistent
with the transcript. For a summary view with information about all
of the transcripts and proteins from a gene, go further down the
Gene Model and Products section to the Transcript Data and
Polypeptide Data subsections. Information about functional
domains can be found directly below the JBrowse display, where
any protein domains identified by Pfam [44] and SMART [45] are
shown. Elements such as known regulatory regions from REDfly
[46] and mapped point mutations within the gene can be seen
using the Feature Mapper tool, in the Mapped Features subsection.
The Sequences Consistent with the Gene Model subsection has
links to NCBI and UniProt records, and the External Data subsec-
tion links to the gene’s entry in the Eukaryotic Promoter
Database [47].

The D. melanogaster reference genome is not from a wild-type
strain [48]. There are numerous genes that have been identified as
carrying mutational lesions; this is indicated in controlled com-
ments in the Comments on Gene Model section. Care must be
taken when accessing sequence information for such genes: the
genomic and transcript sequences represent the mutant case; for
the protein sequence, FlyBase has provided a corrected sequence.

9.2 JBrowse JBrowse (Fig. 4), a genome annotation viewer that is part of the
Generic Model Organism Database (GMOD) tool suite [17], is
used by FlyBase to show gene models and supporting data, such as
cDNAs, ESTs (expressed sequence tags), RNA-Seq data,
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Fig. 4 The JBrowse genome browser. This view of sequence features and genomic data in the region of the
Cyp6a20 gene has been customized by both using the Available Tracks left sidebar form (not shown) to turn
some default tracks off and new data tracks on; and by dragging tracks to new positions vertically. Note the
Developmental Stages RNA-Seq “TopoView” display indicating temporally differential expression of this gene.
Most objects in JBrowse show more information on mousing over, and link to FlyBase reports or external
resources when clicked. (a) Mousing over a track label reveals a menu toggle; the menu includes an option to
download track data. The “About this track” menu option displays a pop-up with a link to the FlyBase
documentation wiki entry for this track, or track group. (b) Some tracks show details by zooming in; this
Transcription Start Site (TSS) has a bar graph with TSS distribution of reads by base. (c) Mousing over an
RNA-Seq junction activates a pop-up with read counts; when overlapping junctions are present (not shown
here), relative read counts can indicate prevalence of alternative exons. (d) Clicking on many objects in
JBrowse links to the full FlyBase report for that feature, as shown here for a transcription factor binding site
(TFBS) sequence feature. (e) Mousing over a Transgenic Insertion site activates a pop-up with summary
information, including associated alleles and stock availability
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transcription start sites, gene predictions, and aligned proteins
[49]. JBrowse allows representation of many other types of
sequence-based data and reagents; essentially, anything that maps
to the genome can be represented on JBrowse. By using the Select
Tracks option, the user can choose to viewmapped genetic variants,
such as mutational lesions, transgenic insertions, aberration
extents, and aberration breakpoints; regions carried on transgenic
constructs such as rescue fragments and RNAi reagents; microarray
oligonucleotides and RNAi amplicons; or high-throughput
mapping of transcription factor binding sites, insulator elements,
and RNA-editing sites. When zoomed in sufficiently, the Nucleo-
tide View track shows the nucleotide sequence by color coding, and
it indicates translation starts and stops in all six forward and reverse
translation frames. When zoomed in to less than 200 bp, the single
letter code for nucleotides and amino acids becomes visible.

JBrowse has replaced GBrowse, and features a client-side archi-
tecture. Performance is therefore limited only by the power of the
hardware running the internet browser, with little dependence on
internet speed. Most users will see fast, smooth zooming and
scrolling along the genome. Tracks can be dragged, opened, or
closed; a useful feature as the FlyBase installation of JBrowse has
well over one hundred data tracks. Track names are in the field at
the top of the sidebar. Mousing over a track name in the browser
display activates a drop-down menu, with display and download
options.

JBrowse can be accessed from one of the button icons at the
top of the homepage or via the Tools menu on the NavBar. In
addition, there is a link to the appropriate genomic region in
JBrowse on the reports for every localized gene and mapped
sequence feature. A genomic BLAST hit obtained using the FlyBase
BLAST tool includes a link to the hit in the relevant region in
JBrowse. QuickSearch HitList results for several data types also
link to JBrowse.

9.3 RNA-seq Tracks of RNA-Seq expression data [32] are particularly informa-
tive when viewed in JBrowse. FlyBase JBrowse has a unique “Topo-
View” display for these data that shows aggregated groups of
RNA-Seq tracks. RNA-Seq data tracks that are displayed using
TopoView include tracks across different developmental stages,
tissues, treatment conditions, and cell lines. RNA-Seq exon junc-
tion data [50], presented in a separate track on JBrowse, are
extremely useful for judging alternative splicing and isoform-spe-
cific expression.
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10 Reagents

There are a variety of ways to find reagents associated with particu-
lar genes or genomic regions. For a given gene, the simplest way is
via the Stocks and Reagents subsection of the Gene Report; this
section lists available fly stocks, genomic and cDNA clones, cell-
based RNAi reagents, and antibodies used in published literature. A
visual representation of sequence-based reagents (such as enhancer
lines, sgRNA reagents, or RNAi lines) is best viewed using theMisc.
Reagents track on JBrowse. The Transgenic Insertions Stocks in
Bloomington, Kyoto track on JBrowse also provides locations of
available transgenic insertion lines, while deficiency and duplication
stocks can be viewed using the Aberrations track on JBrowse. The
Alleles, Insertions, Transgenic Constructs, and Aberrations section
of a Gene Report also allows the user to filter reagents of particular
types and see associated relevant stocks in the Stocks column (see
Subheading 6.1).

10.1 Stocks and

Strains

A list of stock collections withDrosophila lines available to order can
be found via the Links menu on the NavBar. Users interested in a
particular gene will find the button in the Stock Availability field on
the Gene Report the easiest way to find relevant publicly available
stocks. Stock Reports (FBst data class) present the stock genotype
and source collection, along with a stock number linked to the
relevant stock center to facilitate ordering. Strain Reports (FBsn
data class) are a good source of information about commonly used
wild-type (e.g., Oregon-R), mutant (e.g., iso-1), or specifically
inbred (e.g., DGRP-31, from the Drosophila Genetics Reference
Panel [51]) strains. The reports contain information about the
origin of the strain, along with any associated alleles or phenotypes
of note.

10.2 Cell Lines FlyBase curates stable Drosophila derived cell lines in the FBtc data
class. The majority of cell lines are available from the Drosophila
Genomics Resource Center (DGRC; https://dgrc.bio.indiana.
edu). Information provided about lines can include the strain,
developmental stage, and anatomical site of the source material,
where it was originally published, and references which have used
the line.

10.3 cDNAs Most genes have a number of mapped cDNA clones, which FlyBase
curates using the FBcl data class. This includes both large genomic
clones, and gene-specific clones (both full-length cDNAs and
ESTs) from GenBank, the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project
(BDGP) [52], and other sources.
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10.4 Antibodies The Antibodies section of the Gene Report provides curation of
antibodies against a gene’s protein product(s). This is divided into
Lab Generated Antibodies (monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies
curated to publications) and Commercially Available Antibodies
(links to vendors, such as the Developmental Studies Hybridoma
Bank, https://dshb.biology.uiowa.edu). Further description of the
lab generated antibodies can be found in the Additional Polypep-
tide Data and Comments subsection of the Gene Report.

11 Integrated Reports

A number of reports at FlyBase aim to organize and integrate
related data and resources into distinct collections. This allows
association of information and metadata to sets of related data,
for example, Dataset Reports for specific reagent collections, such
as TRiP RNAi lines, or particular projects, such as the modEN-
CODE transcriptome. Gene Group Reports allow easy access to
related sets of genes, such as members of a gene family, or subunits
of a protein complex. Pathway Reports list genes that have been
experimentally shown to act within or regulate a pathway. Human
Disease Model Reports are an excellent entry point for researchers
interested in D. melanogaster models of a particular disease, as they
present and integrate relevant data from numerous sources.

11.1 Large Dataset

Metadata

The FBlc data class is used to curate a large variety of datasets and
reagent collections, along with their associated metadata. This
includes cDNA libraries, sets of stocks or strains, various types of
next-generation sequencing projects, dsRNA reagent collections,
and tissue biosamples that are sources for genomic libraries. These
dataset reports represent distinct parts of a dataset or reagent
collection, typically including several “biosample,” “assay” (raw
data), and “result” (processed data) entities, all connected to each
other and grouped within a higher level “project.” For example, a
tissue sample may have associated raw and processed microarray
data. For some FBlc items, such as a large raw dataset, FlyBase will
not necessarily host the dataset itself, but will show links to the
publication or data provider.

11.2 Gene Groups FlyBase Gene Groups facilitate straightforward analysis of related
genes, such as gene families, protein complex subunits, and other
functional groupings [53, 54]. Gene Groups can be accessed by
entering the name or symbol of a group or member gene in the
Gene Groups tab of QuickSearch, or by following the Gene Group
link on a member Gene Report. The QuickSearch Gene Groups tab
also contains a link to a list of all current gene groups available in
FlyBase. Gene Group Reports give an overall description of the
group, along with relevant key GO terms and links to any related
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gene groups. The Members subsection contains a table of the
members of the gene group, with source material for membership
in the group clearly attributed. This section provides buttons to
view orthologs, download associated data of interest (e.g., expres-
sion data, phenotypes) using Batch Download, or to export gene
group members to a HitList for further analysis. The External Data
subsection lists links to equivalent gene groups in other organisms,
such as WormBase [55] or HGNC [56].

11.3 Pathways Pathway Reports (Fig. 5) facilitate access to data on pathways,
providing the user with a list of manually curated genes that have
been experimentally linked to particular pathways. Pathway
Reports can be accessed by entering the name or symbol of a
pathway or member gene in the Pathways or Gene Groups tab of
QuickSearch, or by following the Pathway link on a member Gene
Report. The Pathways QuickSearch tab also contains a link to a list
of all current pathways available in FlyBase. Pathway Reports give
an overall description of the signaling pathway and are divided into
component groups (minimally: core, positive regulators, and nega-
tive regulators). The core group comprises those genes required for
the activated pathway to function, whereas regulators modify activ-
ity of the core pathway members. Network diagrams are generated
from physical interaction data, linking genes within the pathway.
These networks can be viewed in the pathway view (distinguishes
regulatory interactors) or in the functional view (nodes are colored
depending on molecular function of the gene product). The Mem-
bers subsection lists pathway member genes in a customizable
table, enabling quick access to further information, such as refer-
ences (the # Pathway Refs column lists the number of GO-curated
papers that provide direct experimental evidence for a gene’s role in
a pathway) and reagents (e.g., antibodies, alleles, transgenic con-
structs). This section also provides buttons to view orthologs,
download associated data of interest using Batch Download, and
to export pathway members to a HitList for further analysis.

11.4 Human Disease

Models

In addition to Disease Ontology curation (see Subheading 6.4),
FlyBase curates data relevant to human health in a Human Disease
Model (HDM) Report [57]. These Reports are written with the
goal of making the unique features ofDrosophila that make it such a
powerful model for translational research [58] more accessible to
non-Drosophilists. Thanks to the work of such organizations as
GeneMatcher [59] and the Undiagnosed Disease Network [60],
many more researchers are collaborating on papers including Dro-
sophila work than ever before. These non-Drosophilist researchers
would be aided by a human disease-centric entry to Drosophila
genetics. Additionally, HDM Reports (which make up the FBhh
data class) can capture non-genetic disease models that DO cannot,
such as traumatic brain injury and paraquat-induced Parkinson
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Fig. 5 Example of a Pathway Report, in this case for the Insulin-like Receptor Signaling Pathway. (a) Overall
information about the pathway. (b) Core components of the signaling pathway. Pathway Reports also contain
positive and negative regulators, not shown here



disease. HDM Reports connect users to external databases and
websites which curate human disease data, as well as to internal
FlyBase curation in Gene and Allele Reports. Diseases and their
relations to each other are curated (when possible) according to
their name in OMIM. Diseases are grouped either manually by
FlyBase or according to Phenotypic Series groups from OMIM
(all Parkinson disease subtypes, for example). This flexible report
format allows us to include disease models found in the Drosophila
literature that have not yet been included in other disease databases,
which are noted by the term “postulated” in the name. A list of all
HDMs can be found via a link in the Human Disease tab of
QuickSearch.

HDM Reports begin with an overview of the model, including
a description of the human disease phenotype and genetics, and
what specific work has been performed using Drosophila disease
models. Human-fly orthology can involve multiple paralogs in
either or both organisms that are orthologous to each other, so
only those that are likely to be relevant to the model are included.
For the fly gene(s) in the report, relevant information from their
Gene Report is provided, including DO curation and any disease-
implicated variant alleles (see Subheadings 6.4 and 6.5). More
details on the disease from a clinical viewpoint are provided in the
Disease Summary section, including excerpts from OMIM and
links to resources about the disease and the causal human gene(s).
The Related Diseases section includes both the other members of
an OMIM phenotypic series, if the subject of the HDM is in one,
and/or diseases deemed relevant by FlyBase curators.

12 Bulk Data Analysis and Downloads

A list of gene, protein, or other identifiers is a common starting
point for research tasks. FlyBase has tools to find and build ID lists,
and to analyze lists from FlyBase or elsewhere. ID lists can be
downloaded from a collection of bulk data files (see Table 3 for
names and descriptions of precomputed files) or uploaded into
FlyBase for processing using a number of tools.

12.1 Uploading and

Analyzing Data

The ID Validator tool is the preferred starting point for any analysis
of a list of IDs. A quick link to this tool can be found among the
icon links at the top of the FlyBase home page. Lists can be pasted
into a form or uploaded as a file. Instructions for formatting can be
found on the ID Validator form page. Accepted ID types may
change over time, but currently include FlyBase IDs, “CG” (anno-
tation) IDs, gene symbols, PubMed IDs, and GenBank/UniProt/
Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL accessions. Mixed lists are acceptable.
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Table 3
Files available in the Current Release link in the Downloads drop-down menu of the NavBar

Category File Name Brief description

Genetic and
genomic data

gene_map_table_fb_*.tsv.gz Localization information for
Drosophila genes

dmel_orthologs_in_drosophila_species_fb_*.
tsv.gz

Dmel genes and orthologs in
sequenced Drosophila species

dmel_paralogs_fb_*.tsv.gz D. melanogaster paralogs
dmel_human_orthologs_disease_fb_*.tsv.gz Human orthologs of D. melanogaster

genes
gene_association.fb.gz Gene Ontology (GO) terms assigned

to Dmel genes
gene_snapshots_fb_*.tsv.gz Expert solicited gene snapshots visible

on Gene Reports
automated_gene_summaries.tsv.gz Automated gene summaries as shown

on Gene Reports
gene_rpkm_report_fb_*.tsv.gz
gene_rpkm_matrix_fb_*tsv.gz

Dmel gene expression values based on
RNA-Seq

dmel_unique_protein_isoforms_fb_*.tsv.gz Dmel genes and their unique protein
isoforms

allele_phenotypic_data_fb_*.tsv.gz CV phenotypic data associated with
alleles

disease_model_annotations_fb_*.tsv.gz Disease model data associated with
alleles

gene_genetic_interactions_fb_*.tsv.gz Summary of Dmel gene-level genetic
interactions

allele_genetic_interactions_fb_*.tsv.gz Allele-level genetic interactions with
CV terms

physical_interactions_mitab_fb_*.tsv.gz Dmel gene pairs whose products
physically interact, in MITAB
format

insertion_mapping_fb_*.tsv.gz Localization information for Dmel
insertions

transposon_sequence_set.embl.txt.gz Transposable element canonical
sequences

fu_gal4_table_fb_*.json.gz Frequently-used GAL4 drivers

Integrated data dataset_metadata_fb_*.tsv.gz All dataset/collections and all
associated features

gene_group_data_fb_*.tsv.gz
gene_groups_HGNC_fb_*.tsv.gz

All Gene Groups; relationships and
members or HGNC IDs

Reagents genomic_clone_data_fb_*.tsv.gz Genomic clone IDs, names, and
accession numbers

cDNA_clone_data_fb_*.tsv.gz cDNA/EST IDs, names, library, and
accession numbers

organism_list_fb_*.tsv.gz Data on all species in FlyBase,
including abbreviations

Other data files fbrf_pmid_pmcid_doi_fb_*.tsv.gz All IDs for references in FlyBase that
have a PMID

stocks_FB*.tsv.gz Genetic components and related
FlyBase data about stocks

(continued)
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The result page displays a table with a column for submitted
IDs and another for the corresponding validated ID. Record rows
are color coded to indicate those IDs that were validated, those
requiring some interpretation, and unrecognized IDs. Users
should edit an ID list until it validates cleanly before proceeding.
At this point, users can select from several dispositions for their
validated list: download (only valid IDs, only unknown IDs, or a
validation report) or export to one of several FlyBase tools for
further analysis. Users can export the list to a FlyBase HitList (see
Subheading 3) to access the spectrum of tools available there, or to
Batch Download (see below in Subheading 12.2) or Query Builder
[61]. If an input list was recently built using a FlyBase search tool, it
should not be necessary to validate the IDs. If the list was built at
FlyBase using a release earlier than the current one, validation may
be necessary, as IDs occasionally change due to gene model updates
or other changes.

Table 3
(continued)

Category File Name Brief description

Correspondence
tables

fb_synonym_fb_*.tsv.gz Symbols, names and synonyms for
most features in FlyBase

fbgn_NAseq_Uniprot_fb_*.tsv.gz FlyBase gene IDs , nucleotide and
protein accessions

fbgn_annotation_ID_fb_*.tsv.gz Current and secondary FBgn and
annotation IDs for genes

fbgn_fbtr_fbpp_fb_*.tsv.gz
fbgn_fbtr_fbpp_expanded_fb_*.tsv.gz

FlyBase gene IDs , FlyBase
transcript and polypeptide IDs;
expanded has organism, symbol
and type data

fbal_to_fbgn_fb_*.tsv.gz FlyBase allele IDs, FlyBase gene IDs
cyto-genetic-seq.tsv.gz Dmel cytogenetic map, genetic map

, genomic coord.

Ontology files fly_anatomy.obo Fly anatomy ontology (FBbt)
fly_development.obo Fly developmental stage ontology

(FBdv)
flybase_controlled_vocabulary.obo FlyBase miscellaneous ontology

(FBcv)
flybase_stock_vocabulary.obo.gz FlyBase stock ontology (FBsv)
go-basic.obo Gene ontology (GO)
image.obo FlyBase image ontology (FBbi)
so-simple.obo Sequence ontology (SO)
doid.obo Human disease ontology (DO)
mi.obo Molecular interactions ontology (MI)

An asterisk indicates where the release ID would be in a filename (e.g., YYYY_## or 2021_04), as these files are updated in

every release. Other items will have their update information near the top of the file. More information on each of these

files can be found in the Help menu at the top of the page
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12.2 Downloading

Data

The FlyBase Batch Download tool assembles downloadable files
using FlyBase report fields or FlyBase bulk data files. Batch Down-
load can be accessed via a button link on the FlyBase home page, or
from the Tools link on the NavBar. Another entry point is from a
FlyBase HitList; if Batch Download is accessed this way, the query
field in the form page will be pre-populated with data from the
HitList. Users may also paste query lists or upload a list from a file;
several kinds of identifiers are supported. To begin, users must
select a data source (Report fields or precomputed file) and an
output destination (browser page or file download). After these
selections are set, a second form page (one for Report fields,
another for precomputed files) lets the user customize their output
by selecting fields or files.

FlyBase precomputes bulk data files at each release cycle and
provides these files for the current release through a page accessed
from the Tools ! Current Release menu on the NavBar. These
precomputed files contain particular slices of FlyBase data that users
or collaborators have requested over the years or that are otherwise
difficult to obtain in bulk (see Table 3). Precomputed files from
previous releases are also available at the FlyBase FTP site (http://
ftp.flybase.net/releases/). These files include several useful corre-
spondence tables and ontology files used at FlyBase. Precomputed
FASTA files comprise many different cuts of genomic data, includ-
ing annotation categories such as small RNA classes and pseudo-
genes; components of gene model annotations such as exons,
introns, UTRs, and predicted translations; and other genome fea-
tures such as transposons and intergenic sequences.

12.3 Programmatic

Access

FlyBase provides API (Application Programming Interface) access
to most of its data. See https://flybase.github.io for documentation
and details on how to use these API endpoints. Data are returned in
JSON format in most cases (with an exception: the Chado API
returns ChadoXML), and there are light restrictions on access rates.
FlyBase uses many of these API endpoints internally to power its
tools.

Chado is a relational database schema for managing biological
data that was created by FlyBase in 2006 [62, 63]. It is currently
developed and maintained by the GMOD organization (http://
gmod.org/wiki/Main_Page). PostgreSQL database dumps of the
FlyBase Chado database are available for every release of FlyBase
via FTP: ftp://ftp.flybase.org/releases/current/psql. Instructions
for installation of a FlyBase Chado database instance are here:
https://flybase.github.io/docs/chado/index. A Chado instance
corresponding to a 2020 FlyBase release requires about 200 GB
of disk space.
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13 Help Resources

Resources to aid users are collected under the Help section of the
NavBar, as well as in situ on FlyBase pages via question mark icons
and mouseover text (particularly in JBrowse). The Help menu links
include information about how to use the website, what authors
can do to ensure FlyBase can extract the most information possible
out of their paper, nomenclature rules, links for new Drosophila
investigators, and more. These documents are available as a wiki at
the Help Index entry of the Help menu. At the bottom of the Help
menu is Contact FlyBase, where users can send a message directly to
FlyBase curators. Two offsite help resources are the video tutorials
on YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/c/FlyBaseTV) and the
FlyBase Twitter account (see Subheading 14 below). Additional
updates on FlyBase and news from theDrosophila research commu-
nity are reported in the Commentaries section of the front page,
which contains a link to all archived commentaries.

14 The FlyBase Community

FlyBase aims to interact with theDrosophila community in a variety
of ways. Users can get directly in touch with FlyBase via the Contact
FlyBase page, available on the Help menu on the NavBar and linked
in the footer of any FlyBase page. Authors who are planning to
submit manuscripts where they name a gene are particularly
encouraged to contact FlyBase before submission, to ensure that
they propose a unique gene name and symbol approved by FlyBase.

Users can keep up to date with FlyBase in a variety of ways.
FlyBase maintains an active Twitter profile (https://twitter.com/
FlyBaseDotOrg) that is used to alert users to new data, features,
and news. Regular “Tweetorials” are featured on the feed, in which
a series of linked tweets visually guide users through particular
FlyBase features or tools; a listing of all hashtags that can be used
to find specific Tweetorials and a link to all Tweetorials are main-
tained on the FlyBase Help wiki (https://wiki.flybase.org/wiki/
FlyBase:Tweetorial). New features are also highlighted in the Com-
mentaries section of the homepage. Users can stay up to date by
signing up to the newsletter (generally sent out with each FlyBase
release), available via the Community menu on the NavBar. FlyBase
representatives are also often present at Drosophila conferences.
Presentations and pamphlets from previously attended conferences
can be found via the FlyBase Presentations link in the About menu
on the NavBar.

Other community resources, such as the FlyBase Community
Advisory Group (FCAG) or Fast-Track Your Paper (FTYP) tool,
are available via the Community menu on the NavBar. FCAG
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consists of a group of volunteers who are generally contacted a
handful of times per year to fill out short surveys to provide FlyBase
with feedback about upcoming or existing tools and features. Any-
one can join this group via the FCAG page, and we encourage all
users to sign up and help shape the future of FlyBase.

The FTYP tool allows first-pass curation of publications by
authors, indicating to curators the types of data in the paper and
associating relevant genes with the reference [64]. Most authors
will interact with the tool in response to an email from FlyBase to
the corresponding author, once their publication has been fully
published and added to the FlyBase bibliography. Author use of
this tool is highly beneficial to FlyBase, as it facilitates curation, and
benefits authors as well, by accelerating the inclusion of data from
their publication into FlyBase.

During the FTYP process, authors are also encouraged to
submit Gene Snapshots (short descriptions about previously
uncharacterized genes that have been studied in their paper), or
to highlight that their paper includes a technical advance or new
type of reagent or resource that is likely to be useful for other
researchers. The latter publications (along with text provided by
the author which describes the technical advance) are added to the
Papers with Technical Advances page, available via the Community
menu in the NavBar.

15 Alliance

FlyBase is a member of the Alliance of Genome Resources (Alliance;
https://www.alliancegenome.org), a consortium of multiple model
organism databases (MODs) which provides an integrated platform
to access model organism, human, and GO data together
[2, 65]. Since its founding in 2016, in addition to FlyBase, the
Alliance has brought together the Mouse Genome Database
(MGI), Rat Genome Database (RGD), Saccharomyces Genome
Database (SGD), WormBase, Zebrafish Information Network
(ZFIN), and the GO Consortium to provide a united portal for
both model organism researchers and biomedical researchers look-
ing to leverage the power of MODs. Development work for the
Alliance benefits both it and the individual MODs, making for a
more FAIR environment for all.

16 The Future of FlyBase

As Drosophila literature, techniques, and data evolve, FlyBase is
continually developing new tools and features to bring these inno-
vations to all Drosophilists. From its founding in 1992, FlyBase has
expanded from its initial core role as the repository of Drosophila
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genetics to curating and providing access to many other kinds of
data. As of the writing of this chapter, two initiatives are in progress
to bring new types of data and curation to FlyBase: single-cell
RNA-seq datasets and key chemicals used in Drosophila
experiments.

16.1 Single-Cell

RNA-seq

In future releases, FlyBase will make it easier to exploit data
obtained from single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) experiments.Dro-
sophila scRNA-seq datasets will be inventoried in FlyBase and pre-
sented in Dataset Reports, which will include data on originating
tissue, how the data was generated and processed, and where raw
datasets can be found. These Dataset Reports will be linked from
several other types of report to make the datasets more easily
discoverable. For example, a Reference Report will point to all
datasets obtained in the current paper; the Gene Report will point
to all datasets in which the current gene has been detected; the CV
Term Report for a cell type will point to all datasets in which cells of
that cell type have been identified. In addition, the Gene Report
page will leverage the data generated by the Fly Cell Atlas consor-
tium (FCA; http://flycellatlas.org) which has recently performed
exhaustive scRNA-seq experiments across all tissues of the adult fly,
to propose a graphical overview of all major cell types in which the
current gene has been found to be expressed. FCA data will be
gradually incorporated into FlyBase in various ways, including cell-
type expression ribbons.

16.2 Chemical

Curation

The continued prominence of flies in translational studies, in work,
such as drug treatment screens, is one of the many reasons why
FlyBase is beginning to curate chemicals. Although the idea of
“curating chemicals used in Drosophila experiments” could be
very wide ranging, FlyBase is choosing to focus on chemicals that
are used to distinguish the experimental and control conditions,
i.e., chemicals whose effects are the focus of the experiment, rather
than those that are simply part of the technical process of the
experiment. Chemicals will be curated as they are cataloged by
EMBL-EBI’s CHEBI (Chemical Entities of Biological Interest)
resource [66], wherever possible, with additional information
provided by PubChem [67]. This allows FlyBase to import CHE-
BI’s ontological structure and Roles Classification, which describes
common functions with biological relevance (e.g., actin polymeri-
zation inhibitor, dopaminergic agent, neurotoxin). The first wave
of chemical curation will concentrate on chemicals which are used
to cause or treat disease, and will be integrated with Human Dis-
ease Model Reports (see Subheading 11.4).
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17 Concluding Remarks

Over the three decades of its existence, FlyBase has seenDrosophila
gene information change from something one looked up in a hefty
book to something to easily query and manipulate from a laptop or
phone. As the display medium has shrunk, the range of what
Drosophilists can find and do at FlyBase has increased dramatically,
branching out from genes and genetics to the full range of data
described in this chapter. Here at FlyBase, we are excited to see new
innovations and advances that fly research will bring, to continue to
adapt and to improve FlyBase, and to continue making Drosophila
data FAIR for all.
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Chapter 2

The Q-system: A Versatile Repressible Binary Expression
System

Orsolya Fölsz, Chun-Chieh Lin, Darya Task, Olena Riabinina,
and Christopher J. Potter

Abstract

Binary expression systems are useful genetic tools for experimentally labeling or manipulating the function
of defined cells. The Q-system is a repressible binary expression system that consists of a transcription factor
QF (and the recently improved QF2/QF2w), the inhibitor QS, a QUAS-geneX effector, and a drug that
inhibits QS (quinic acid). The Q-system can be used alone or in combination with other binary expression
systems, such as GAL4/UAS and LexA/LexAop. In this review chapter, we discuss the past, present, and
future of the Q-system for applications inDrosophila and other organisms. We discuss the in vivo application
of the Q-system for transgenic labeling, the modular nature of QF that allows chimeric or split transcrip-
tional activators to be developed, its temporal control by quinic acid, new methods to generate QF2
reagents, intersectional expression labeling, and its recent adoption into many emerging experimental
species.

Key words Drosophila, Synthetic biology, Split-QF, Chimeric transactivators, HACK, Mosquito,
Neurospora crassa, Bioengineering

1 Introduction

Repressible binary expression systems are versatile and powerful
genetic tools in Drosophila. They allow flexible labeling and
tissue-specific manipulations over an experimentally defined popu-
lation of cells. The GAL4/UAS system is the most widely adopted
binary expression system in Drosophila [1]. In many experimental
situations, the GAL4 system by itself is sufficient. However, the
investigation of complex systems (such as the brain) often requires
the ability to manipulate two populations of cells independently.
For example, an experimenter might wish to simultaneously express
different effectors (e.g., RNAi or GFP) in two different cell popula-
tions (e.g., neurons or glia). Under these more demanding experi-
mental requirements, a second repressible binary expression system
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is needed. In this chapter, we first discuss the origins of the GAL4/
UAS system as it provided the conceptual framework for identifying
the independent Q-system of binary expression. We next discuss
the components of the Q-system, how these components can be
utilized with GAL4/UAS and LexA/LexAop expression systems,
common uses for the Q-system (intersectional expression patterns,
temporal expression control using quinic acid, HACK gene conver-
sion), and finally how the Q-system has been adapted for use in
other organisms. As more species become accessible to genetic
manipulations, the creative ways the Q-system is utilized in these
other species can inform how it can be further implemented for use
in Drosophila.

1.1 Origins of a

Repressible Binary

System: The

Saccharomyces

cerevisiae GAL Gene

Cluster

The GAL4/UAS system originates from the GAL genes in the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The GAL genes are involved in the catab-
olism of galactose [2]. GAL4 is a transcription factor involved in the
transcriptional upregulation of galactose catabolism genes in yeast.
In situations where glucose is limiting, galactose can be utilized as
an energy source through the action of 5 GAL genes (MELI,
GAL1, GAL2, GAL7, GAL10). In yeast, GAL4 itself is negatively
regulated (repressed) by GAL80, which binds to GAL4 and blocks
its transcriptional activity. Under steady-state conditions, the pres-
ence of GAL80 prevents GAL4 from activating GAL genes. How-
ever, GAL80 itself can be repressed in yeast by the GAL3 protein
that binds to GAL80, and whose binding to GAL80 is regulated by
the presence of galactose [3]. As such, the presence of galactose in
yeast leads to repression of GAL80 by GAL3, allowing GAL4 to
turn on the transcription of genes involved in galactose catabolism.
The GAL4/GAL80 components from yeast have been used
broadly in Drosophila.

1.2 Neurospora

crassa qa Gene Cluster

To adapt an independent expression system with similar properties
to GAL4/UAS, we turned to the quinic acid (qa) repressible
expression network from the bread fungus Neurospora crassa
[4]. Extensive work, primarily by Dr. Norman Giles at the Univer-
sity of Georgia, characterized the qa regulatory network as being
similar in design to the GAL network from yeast (Fig. 1a). Similar
to the GAL system, the fungal qa regulatory network allows the
catabolism of quinic acid, a small cyclohexanecarboxylic acid, in
situations where glucose is scarce and quinic acid is present. Like
the GAL system, the catabolite (quinic acid) induces expression of
the genes needed for its catabolism (Fig. 1a). The qa gene cluster
consists of 5 structural qa genes involved in the catabolism or
cellular transport of quinic acid (qa-x, qa-2, qa-3, qa-4, qa-y) and
two regulatory genes (qa-1F and qa-1S) involved in the expression
of the gene cluster. The transcription factor qa-1F (abbreviated
hereafter as QF) binds to DNA upstream of the qa genes and
turns on expression of the qa gene cluster. The activity of QF is
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qa-x/2 GGGTAA TCGC TTATCC     1.0
qa-1S/F GGATAA ACAA TTATCC     0.8
qa-4/3 GGGTAA GTAT TTAAGC     0.5
qa-y GGTTAT ACAT TCATCC    0.4
qa-x/2 GGATGA GTTT TTAACC    0.25
qa-4/3 GGCTAA GTGT TTAACA    0.25
qa-y GGGTAA TGGC TTTTCC    0.25
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Fig. 1 Development of the Q-system from the Neurospora qa gene cluster. (a) Schematic of the quinic acid
(qa) gene cluster from Neurospora crassa. In the absence of quinic acid, the gene cluster is silenced due to the
activity of the qa-1S (QS) suppressor. In the presence of quinic acid, the QS suppressor is suppressed by
quinic acid, allowing the qa-1F (QF) transcription factor to activate expression of genes involved in the efficient
catabolism of qa. (b) Development of the QUAS site. The QF binding sites for the qa genes are shown, along
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inhibited by qa-1S (hereafter abbreviated as QS), which binds
directly to QF and blocks its transcriptional activity. In the absence
of quinic acid, newly synthesized QF is bound by its repressor
QS. However, in the presence of quinic acid, quinic acid binds to
QS and inhibits its binding to QF. This allows QF to upregulate
expression of qa genes. The regulatory genes, QF and QS, are thus
analogous to GAL4 and GAL80, and represent the primary
components of a repressible binary expression system.

The final component necessary to develop a repressible binary
expression system for use in flies is the generation of a gene whose
expression is regulated by QF. The QF DNA binding sites in the qa
cluster (the QF enhancer sequence) were identified, and their
binding affinity for QF was determined (Fig. 1b) [4–6]. The QF
binding site is a hexameric palindrome with an internal 4 base pair
spacer for a total of 20 base pairs. Note, two QF molecules bind to
each single QF binding site [5]. However, for simplicity, only a
single QF molecule is usually shown bound at a single site. From
theseNeurospora studies, theQFbinding site consensus is defined as
50-GGRTAARYRYTTATCC-30 where R is A/G andY is C/T. Two
sequences (50-GGGTAA TCGC TTATCC-30 and 50-GGATAA
ACAA TTATCC-30) demonstrated the greatest affinity for QF
[5]. These two sequences were chosen for use as the Q-system
Upstream Activation Sequences (QUAS) incorporated into QUAS-
geneX effectors. The number of QUAS sites can vary, with most
QUAS-geneX effectors using 5 QF binding sites. The QUAS
enhancer requires a minimal promoter to effectively induce gene
expression in Drosophila; the hsp70 minimal TATA promoter is
often used for this purpose.

1.3 Components of

the Q-system

The Q-system, as adapted for use in flies, contains four components
(Fig. 1c). The first is the QUAS-geneX effector (sometime referred
to as a “reporter”). In the absence of the driver QF, the reporter
should be silent, indicating a lack of endogenous transcription
factors that can bind to the QUAS enhancer sequence. In the
presence of QF, QF will bind QUAS sites, recruit transcriptional
machinery to the promoter sequence, and induce expression of the
effector gene. If the repressor QS is also present, QS will bind QF
and inhibit its activity, effectively shutting down expression at

�

Fig. 1 (continued) with the affinity for QF for each site (as determined by in vitro binding assays) [5]. The QUAS
site is derived from the highest affinity QF binding DNA sequences. The 5xQUAS commonly used contains
4 copies of the high affinity qa-X/2 site and a single copy of the qa-1S/F binding site. (c) Q-system
components. The QUAS-geneX effector is silent on its own. QF, driven by a tissue-specific promoter (P),
binds to the QUAS enhancer and induces transcriptional expression. The activity of QF can be suppressed by
the QS protein, which binds directly to QF. The QS suppressor in turn can be suppressed by the binding of
quinic acid (QA). This acts to functionally induce expression from the QUAS-geneX effector previously silenced
by QS
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QUAS-geneX genes. QS in turn can be inhibited by the presence of
the non-toxic drug quinic acid (QA), which binds QS and disrupts
its binding to QF. QF activity is thus restored, allowing it to induce
expression of QUAS-geneX effector genes. The Q-system is similar
in design to the GAL4 system with the exception that the suppres-
sor (QS) is directly regulated by a catabolite (QA); in the GAL4
system, the GAL80 suppressor is not directly regulated by the
catabolite galactose, but instead utilizes a third protein (GAL3)
for this purpose. However, GAL3 is not normally used in Drosoph-
ila to regulate GAL4/UAS system; instead, a temperature-sensitive
version of GAL80 is used [7], and the expression is controlled by
exposing flies to restrictive or permissive temperatures.

1.4 Modular

Domains of Binary

Expression Systems

Enable Chimeric

Transcription Factors

Repressible binary expression systems rely on the ability of GAL4
and QF2 to act as transcription factors. Transcription factor pro-
teins contain two necessary functional domains. The DNA-binding
domain (DBD), typically at the N-terminus of the protein, allows
the transcription factor to bind specific enhancer DNA sequences
(e.g.,UAS or QUAS). The transcriptional activation domain (AD),
typically at the C-terminus of the protein, recruits transcriptional
machinery (RNA polymerase II and co-factors) to a promoter to
begin transcription. The suppressors of transcription factors
(QS and GAL80) bind directly to the activation domains to inhibit
the recruitment of transcriptional machinery. A large middle
domain between the DBD and AD likely allows for structural
stability or modulation of transcriptional activity by external pro-
teins (Figs. 2 and 3).

Along with GAL4/UAS and Q-system, the LexA/LexAop
system has been widely adopted for use as a binary expression
system in flies (Fig. 2). The LexA/LexAop system originates from
the LexA repressor from Escherichia coli bacteria which can bind to
DNA to inhibit transcription [8]. While LexA does contain a
DNA-binding domain, it is not a transcription factor and does
not contain a transcriptional activation domain. To be used as a
binary expression system inDrosophila, the LexADBD is fused with
an exogenous AD, such as p65 AD [9], GAL4 AD [10], or the viral
transcription factor VP16 acidic activation domain (VP16)
[10]. The three binary expression systems do not cross-react and
can be used simultaneously. Furthermore, given the modularity of
the transcription factor protein domains, domains can bemixed and
matched to generate chimeric proteins that take on the qualities of
the utilized domains (Figs. 2 and 3) (see more in Subheading 2).

1.5 QF2, an Improved

QF Transcription

Factor for

Transgenesis

The QF transcription factor from Neurospora, utilized in the initial
publication of the Q-system [11], appeared to be toxic when
broadly expressed. We performed a series of modifications to QF
to address this issue [12]. As a start, the full-length QF protein was
re-codonized for expression in Drosophila to achieve moderate
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expression strength (QFrco). This also had the added benefit of
removing a cryptic tracheal enhancer sequence from the original
NeurosporaQF DNA sequence. To directly address the issue of QF
toxicity, a number of chimeric transcription factors were generated
between GAL4, QF, and LexA to identify which QF domains, if
present, led to issues of transgenic transcription factor expression
when broadly expressed [12]. Chimeric constructs were generated
using the strong pan-neuronal enhancer/promoters from n-synap-
tobrevin or tubulin. These experiments pinpointed the middle
region between the QF DNA-binding domain and the QF activa-
tion domain as being a major source of toxicity when present in
Drosophila: any construct that contained this domain failed to
produce broadly expressed transgenics. Remarkably, deletion of
this large domain and fusing the QFDBDwith the QF AD resulted
in a functional QF transcription factor that could be broadly
expressed (Fig. 3). This version of QF was called QF2. QF2 retains
high activity levels and is repressible by QS, similarly to the original
QF [12].

The QF activation domain is more potent than the GAL4
activation domain, and while pan-neuronal or pan-tissue expression
of QF2 leads to viable transgenics, the health of transgenics could
still be somewhat compromised. Since the activation domain of QF
depends on an acidic (negative) charge [13], this region was
mutated to reduce its potency to create a “weakened” QF2w. To
this end, the last two amino acids (glutamic acid and glutamine) on
the C-terminus of QF2 were replaced by four lysines (K+ K+ K+ K+)
in QF2w (Fig. 3), which reduced its activity and increased the health
of transgenic flies. Interestingly, QF2w is also more robustly

Binary expression systems
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GAL80

∆˚C
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LexAop

GAL4
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DBDDBD

ADAD

DBD
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GAL4 QF

DBD

Fig. 2 Binary and chimeric expression systems. The components of the three main binary expression systems
used in flies. A temperature-sensitive version of GAL80 (triangle) can be used to temporally control GAL4
[7]. Chimeric transcription factors combine the modular domains of GAL4/QF/LexA to determine which
effectors or suppressors remain functional. DBD DNA-binding domain, AD activation domain
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repressible by QS. As we noted, having QF2 expressed ubiquitously
or very widely may compromise the health of fly stocks. A solution
can be to have a tubulinP-QS transgene in the same stock (e.g.,
Bloomington Stock #51957), or to use the weaker QF2w version
for broad expression patterns. The fact that QS alleviates the effects
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Fig. 3 Transactivator maps. Schematic representations (to scale) of original, modified, and chimeric transac-
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of QF2 expression indicates that the activation domain of QF2 may
be sequestering either non-specific targets or squelching the tran-
scriptional machinery of a cell. The phenomenon of an exogenous
transcription factor reducing the health of the fly is not unique to
the QF2 activation domain – high levels of GAL4, driven by a
strong promoter, can also compromise the health of a cell [14].

Expression levels of QUAS-geneX reporters, driven with QF2
and QF2w, can be fine-tuned in a multitude of ways. A simple
approach to modulate expression levels would be to change the
number of QUAS sites. Increasing the number of QUAS sites from
the usual 5 to 10, 15, 20, or 40 QUAS repeats would dramatically
increase effector expression from the same driver line [9, 15]. Addi-
tional changes to the QUAS-geneX reporter can be used, such as
including translational regulatory elements, like IVS, Syn21, and
WPRE [16], or by using stronger terminator sequences, such as
SV40 or p10 instead of hsp70 in QF and QUAS constructs [16].

2 Chimeric Transactivators and Split-QF

The chimeric approach was originally used to pinpoint the source of
toxicity to the middle domain of the original QF transactivator
[11, 12]. Subsequently, we demonstrated that GAL4
DNA-binding and middle domains (GAL4.DBD+GAL4.MD)
may be successfully fused to QF2/QF2w activation domains
(QF2/QF2w.AD). This chimeric transactivator (GAL4QF) binds
to UAS and can drive expression of transgenes from UAS reporter
lines. At the same time, it is repressible by QS instead of GAL80,
and may offer a useful alternative for experiments where feeding
quinic acid is preferred to using temperature-sensitive GAL80.
Similarly, LexA.DBD may be fused to QF2.AD or QF2w.AD, to
offer a QS-repressible transactivator for LexAop reporter lines
(LexAQF). Both GAL4QF and LexAQF may be broadly expressed
in the flies by actin, tubulin, or synaptobrevin promoters and effi-
ciently repressed by QS [12]. The reverse combination of QF.DBD
with GAL4.AD proved to be non-functional, although QF.DBD,
similarly to GAL4.DBD [9], may be efficiently paired with p65.AD
[17]. Most recently, Mao and colleagues successfully paired the
rTetR DNA-binding component of the Tet expression system
with the QF activation domain and used it in C. elegans
[18]. This approach has not been implemented in Drosophila yet.

Instead of a direct fusion, the DBD and AD domains of a
transactivator may be expressed as two separate proteins (“split”)
and later brought together by a linker, or zipper. Split-GAL4 [19],
and later split-LexA [20] and split-QF [17, 21, 22] systems were
developed to address the problem of unavailability of specific driver
lines for cell labeling and manipulation experiments. For example, if
a researcher wishes to silence one specific neuron in the fly, they
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may not have a driver line that targets only that one neuron.
Instead, they may have two driver lines that target many cells
each, with only the neuron of interest in common between the
two. In this ideal situation, a split system may be used to target the
neuron. The enhancer/promoter sequences of one line will be used
to drive the DNA-binding domain of QF2 (QF2.DBD), fused to a
leucine zipper. The other driver line will drive expression of the
activation domain of QF2 (QF.AD), fused to a complementary
zipper sequence. Only in the neuron of interest will QF.DBD and
QF.AD be co-expressed, and reconstituted into one transactivator
with the help of the leucine zippers. It can then bind to the QUAS
sequence and switch on transcription of downstream reporter
genes, as usual.

The split-QF system was pioneered in C. elegans [21]. The
implementation of split-QF in Drosophila, and specifically the leu-
cine zippers used, followed the design of split-GAL4 [9] (Fig. 3).
This makes split-QF fully compatible with the existing split-GAL4
and split-LexA lines, whereby DNA-binding domains of GAL4 and
LexA may be successfully paired with DNA activation domains of
QF2 and QF2w, as described above for chimeric transactivators.
The split versions of transactivators are approximately 2 times
weaker than direct fusion versions but are fully repressible by
QS. QA feeding recovers 25–60% of the unrepressed expression
levels, depending on the life stage (larvae or adults) and transacti-
vator version used [17].

Chimeric fusion and split transactivators work well for neuronal
labeling in Drosophila [12, 17], zebrafish [22], and C. elegans
[18, 21], and functional experiments, as evidenced by single cell
electrophysiology recordings in Drosophila larvae and behavioral
assays in Drosophila larvae and adults [17]. Most recently, split-
QF was successfully used in Aedes aegypti mosquitoes to study
olfactory receptor co-expression [23].

3 Temporal Control of Expression by Quinic Acid

The non-toxic small molecule quinic acid (QA) provides temporal
control in the Q-system by relieving repression by
QS. QA-mediated temporal control can be achieved with all QF
variants (QF, QF2, QF2w), chimeric transactivators (GAL4QF,
LexAQF), and the QF activation domain (QFAD) in the split-QF
system [11, 12, 17].

QA can be dissolved in water for up to �200–300 mg/ml and
adjusted to pH 7 with 5 M NaOH [17, 24]. In larvae, sufficient
de-repression can be achieved by making holes in solidified fly
medium, filling them with the QA solution, and growing larvae in
these vials [24]. Alternatively, for both adults and larvae, up to 1.6.
ml of QA solution may be added per 10 ml of fly medium,
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thoroughly mixed, and allowed to dry for several hours before
placing flies into the vials [17]. In adults, better ingestion can be
accomplished by giving flies low-nutrient medium supplemented
with a high amount of QA. For example, flies may be kept on
agarose gel supplemented with 6% QA and 1% glucose [12]. Addi-
tionally, yeast paste with 3% QA solution neutralized to pH 7 with
NaOH and tissue paper moistened with the same solution may be
added to the vials for better results. QA feeding does not produce
any known adverse effects, even during exposure for multiple gen-
erations [11], and it does not affect lifespan [25]. However, the
survival of flies may be affected by low nutrition. It is thus impor-
tant to balance the amount of nutrients and QA to ensure flies’
survival as required for a specific experiment. De-repression can first
be observed after 6 h in adult flies transferred to QA-supplemented
medium following eclosion. Marked effects are observed after 24 h,
while saturation is achieved in 5 days [11].

The efficacy of QA treatment depends on the dose and duration
of exposure, the transactivator used, and the tissues studied. The
efficacy of suppression by QS also affects the control achievable by
QA. Luciferase assays on transiently transfected Drosophila S2 cells
showed a ~23-fold re-activation of QUAS by high concentrations
of QA compared to the control withQUAS,QF, and 5xQS (QA has
no effect on QUAS expression in the absence of 5xQS) [11]. Lucif-
erase assays on larvae raised on a QA-supplemented diet showed
that expression levels with the QF variants QF2 and QF2w are
restored to 50–60% of unrepressed levels in the nervous system
[17]. With the chimeric transactivator GAL4QF driven
pan-neuronally by synaptobrevin promoter and enhancer regions,
QA-fed larvae had expression levels of luciferase restored to 60% of
unrepressed levels. QA de-repression appears to be especially effi-
cient with the split-QF system. In QA-fed tub-QS, nsyb-QF.DBD,
nsyb-QF.AD (QF2w.AD) larvae, the expression levels after QA feed-
ing were close to the levels in larvae lacking tub-QS. QA can also be
used when combining components of the split-QF and split-GAL4
systems. QA feeding of larvae with QF.AD andQF2w.AD activation
domains used together with GAL4.DBD produced de-repression
of �20–35% of that of the unrepressed split transactivators. Quan-
tification of QA efficiency was performed on larvae because in the
adult fly brain QA works best in sensory receptor neurons and pars
intercerebralis neurons, but appears less effective in central brain
neurons [12]. This is likely due to lack of access of QA to the target
tissue, possibly caused by the inability of QA to cross the glial
blood–brain barrier and reach brain cells [26].

De-repression of the split QF-system by QA has been function-
ally validated by electrophysiological recordings and behavioral
assays. Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from aCC and RP2
motoneurons showed that feeding QA to tub-QS,VGlut-GAL4.
DBD, nsyb-QF2w.AD larvae partially restored depolarization and
action potential count [17]. Light escape assays with larvae of the
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same genotype and with ChR2 driven pan-neuronally by split-QF
showed similar results. Larvae containing the QS transgene readily
escaped the illuminated area, but QA feeding significantly reduced
the number of escapes, due to the seizure-like overactivation of
their nervous system via ChR2 [17].

QA has been used to limit the expression of a gene of interest to
certain developmental stages in Drosophila. By feeding QA only to
adults, the potential developmental effects of gene expression can
be averted. For instance, QA was used to limit SCA3polyQ78-
induced eye degeneration to adult stage with the Q-system
[25]. Adult- or larval-specific induction by QA appears not to affect
sleep-wake cycles in flies, suggesting that the system can be used for
conditional gene expression to study circadian behaviors and sleep
[27]. QA does not affect GAL4 activation ofUAS, so it can be used
together with GAL4/UAS system (but it may affect GAL80 repres-
sion of GAL4, as measured in S2 cell culture) [11].

Apart from Drosophila, QA is widely used for temporal control
of gene expression in C. elegans. Marked de-repression appears in
worms kept on plates supplemented with 7.5 mg/ml QA after 6 h
and reaches its maximum after 24 h, faster than in the fly [21]. By
providing QA to worms at different developmental stages, the
critical period for srb-13 chemosensory receptor signaling in
sperm navigation and vpr-1 activity in gonad development have
been determined [28, 29].

The use of QA has not been widely implemented in other
species with Q-system reagents. Recently, however, QA has been
shown to achieve complete de-repression of the Q-system in Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae even at low concentrations (5 mg/L) [30]. To
achieve suitable intracellular concentrations of the inducer, quinate
permease encoded by qa-y was expressed. This system was used to
design optogenetic circuits to dynamically regulate yeast gene
expression by the simultaneous use of a GAL4-based circuit
[30]. Interestingly, in transfected mammalian cells, the addition
of QA causes further transcriptional repression rather than activa-
tion [11]. In zebrafish, QA was found to be toxic at functional
concentrations (>0.5 mg/mL) [22]. QA/QS has not yet been
implemented in mosquitoes. QS is not functional in bacteria, pos-
sibly due to the lack of necessary post-translational
modifications [31].

QA provides a unique tool for temporally controlled activation
of a binary system in Drosophila and C. elegans. Unlike the GAL4/
UAS system and its temporal repression by GAL80ts, QA does not
require changes in temperature that might affect other aspects of fly
physiology and behavior. However, the utility of QA is limited by
its low availability in the fly brain and the slow onset of
de-repression. Efforts to achieve faster temporal control lead to
the development of a modified Q-system in C. elegans, where
induction by another small molecule can be achieved within
2 h [32].
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4 Efficient Conversion of GAL4 Transgenes to QF2 Transgenes Using Homology
Assisted CRISPR Knock-in (HACK)

Generation and screening of new transactivator lines (QF2, LexA)
to recapitulate existing GAL4 expression patterns can be a tedious
and time consuming process. A faster and more efficient way to
generate new lines is to employ genomic conversion ofGAL4DNA
sequence at the target sites through homology-directed repair
(HDR). Using the CRISPR system to create double-stranded
(ds) DNA damage at the target sites [33], the original sequence
ofGAL4 is disrupted, allowing integration of the desired sequences
(QF2, LexA, etc.). This is called Homology Assisted CRISPR
Knock-in (HACK), and the concept was first employed to convert
GAL4 enhancer trap lines into QF2 drivers (Fig. 4) [34].

The HACK conversion of GAL4 lines may be achieved via
simple genetic crosses of HACK donor lines with GAL4 lines and
a source of Cas9 protein. There are four major components in the
artificial genomic DNA of the donor: 50 and 30 homology arms of
GAL4, an in-frame T2A-QF2 coding sequence, Red Fluorescent
Protein (RFP) eye marker flanked by LoxP sites (LoxP-3xP3-
mCherry-LoxP), and U6 promoter-driven gRNAs that target
GAL4 (Fig. 4). The donor construct, marked by 3xP3-mCherry
(mCherry will be simplified as RFP hereafter), is randomly
integrated into the genome by P-element insertion. In the presence
of Cas9 protein driven by the Act5C promoter (on X) or Vas
promoter (on X or 3rd), gRNAs bind and guide the Cas9 endonu-
clease to create two dsDNA breaks in the middle domain of the
GAL4 sequence. The damaged dsDNA could be repaired by either
non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) or homology-directed
repair (HDR). In HDR, the donor construct is utilized as a tem-
plate for repair, instead of the homologous chromosome since there
is no GAL4 homology sequence in the fly genome. 50 and 30 GAL4
homology arms of the donor construct hybridize with the damaged
GAL4 sequences, and the target sequence is repaired by copying
the donor sequence, hence integrating the T2A-QF2 construct into
the disrupted GAL4 sequence. The final HACKed product consists
of in-frame T2A-QF2 and LoxP-3xP3-RFP-LoxP flanked by 50 and
30 truncated GAL4 sequences. The original promoter will drive the
expression of 50 truncated GAL4 (non-functional) and a complete
coding sequence of QF2 (functional). Overall, the sequence of
interest is thus “gene converted” to the target locus. During
genetic crosses, an eye RFP marker (3xP3-RFP, Fig. 4) is used to
monitor successful HDR-mediated insertion of the desired
sequence, and can be easily removed later by Cre recombinase
(BS#766, [35]) (Fig. 4).

Figure 4b, c provides detailed crossing schemes that may be
employed to produce QF2 driver lines from existing GAL4 lines.
Briefly, the target (X-GAL4), donor (QF2G4H), and Act5C-Cas9
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Fig. 4 HACK conversion of GAL4 lines into QF2 lines. (a) The target is an X promoter-driven GAL4 transgenic
line (X-GAL4). The QF2G4H donor consists of 50 and 30 GAL4 homology arms (1182 and 1368 b.p., respectively)
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(BS#54590, [36]) or Vas-Cas9 (BS#51323 on X chromosome and
BS#51324 on third chromosome [37]) transgenes are combined in
the same animal (F1 male, Fig. 4b, c). The male is crossed to white-
eyed (w-) or white-eyed balancer female flies. Since Drosophila
males do not undergo chromosomal recombination during meio-
sis, the F2 male will contain either the w+ (GAL4) or RFP marker
(QF2G4H). F2 males containing both w+ and RFP indicate success-
ful HDR-mediated incorporation of T2A-QF2 and floxed 3xP3-
RFP to the GAL4 sequence (Fig. 4b, c). Due to positional effects
[38], the RFP marker in the eye could demonstrate a different
expression pattern/level in successfully HACKed flies compared
to the original donors. The entire HACK process should take 2–3
crosses depending on the complexity and availability of combined
reagents. Successfully HACKed lines are named X-QF2G4H. This
establishes a nomenclature X-YZH, in which X refers to the original
enhancer/promoter locus, Y refers to the introduced DNA com-
ponent, and Z refers to the replaced DNA element. For instance, if
Act-GAL4 is converted to QF2 by using the HACK method, the
converted line is named Act-QF2G4H.

Depending on the positions of the donor and target, HACK
could be divided into (1) inter-chromosomal and (2) trans-
chromosomal types. Inter-chromosomal HACK refers to the con-
dition when the donor and target transgenes are on homologous
chromosomes (i.e., both are on the second or third chromosomes).
In this situation, cytological location could be used to reliably
predict conversion efficiency. We recommend identifying two
donor lines with the closest cytological locations to the desired
targets for HACKing. Trans-chromosomal HACK occurs when
the target is on a sex chromosome (X or Y) or fourth chromosome
and the donor could be on the second or third chromosome.
Taking advantage of existing Vas-Cas9 (GFP+) on the third chro-
mosome (BS#51324) and the simplicity of genetic crosses, we
recommend using donors on the third chromosome. Trans-
chromosomal donors with the best efficiency are usually unpredict-
able; thus, it is recommended to start with 3 or 4 donors at different
locations. Detailed crossing schemes with selection markers are
outlined in Fig. 4b, c.

Alternatively, HACK target conversion could be achieved by
direct embryo injection. Flies with transgenic GAL4 combined
with a Cas9 driver (Act5C-Cas9 or Vas-Cas9 on the X chromosome

�

Fig. 4 (continued) flanking an in-frame T2A-QF2 and a floxed 3xP3-mCherry eye marker. Downstream the 30

GAL4 homology arm are U6:1 and U6:3 promoters driving two independent gRNAs that target GAL4 in the
presence of the Cas9 protein. The successfully converted X-QF2G4H line contains 50 truncated GAL4, in-frame
T2A-QF2, floxed 3xP3-mCherry marker, and 30 truncated GAL4. The 3xP3-mCherry sequence can later be
removed by crossing to Cre recombinase. Of note, the two U6-gRNAs will not be converted into the target site.
mCh mCherry. (b) and (c) are the detailed crossing scheme of HACK
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for simplicity) are injected with donor plasmid DNA and screened
for flies with double markers (w+ andRFP+) after crossing to white-
eyed (w-) or white-eyed balancer female flies. The efficiency could
be slightly lower, but is useful if the target is on the sex or fourth
chromosome, which requires more complex genetic screening.

Of note, the original HACK donor construct used to convert
GAL4 into QF2 was designed for wild-type GAL4 sequence.
HACKing codon-optimized GAL4 sequences would result in sub-
optimal conversion efficiency. This applies to all other derivative
constructs that used pHACK-GAL4>QF2 (Addgene#80275) as a
precursor since the homology arms and gRNAs were designed
according to the wild-type GAL4 sequence [34]. Also, the HACK
method utilizes w+ as the GAL4 driver marker. If a target GAL4
transgene is devoid of a dominant marker or uses another fluores-
cent protein as a marker, the genetic and screening scheme will
require modifications.

The HACK approach has been successfully expanded and used
to convert GAL4 drivers into other DNA elements, including split-
GAL4 [39], Gal80 [39], FLP [40], LexA ( [41], Cas9 ([42]; C-C
Lin, unpublished reagents), and chemically controlled Cas9 (C-C
Lin, unpublished reagents). Moreover, the concept applies beyond
using GAL4 sequence as a genetic target. HACK has been used to
convert split-gene drives to full-gene drives [43] and to target
specific regions of the genome for knock-ins [44].

5 Simultaneous Use of Multiple Binary Expression Systems and Intersectional
Expression Utilizing the Q-system

Multiple binary expression systems can be combined to examine
overlapping gene expression in different populations of cells. For
example, a QF driver can be used to drive one effector (such as
GFP), and a LexA or GAL4 driver can be used to drive a second
effector (like RFP) (Fig. 5a). Such co-labeling experiments have
been used extensively for mapping and identifying the anatomical
location and cellular/molecular identity of different neural popula-
tions (for example, [44–47]). Combining multiple binary expres-
sion systems also enables one to optogenetically activate one set of
cells while simultaneously performing functional imaging from
downstream partners (see [48–51]).

One of the great advantages of having multiple independent
binary expression systems lies in the ability to combine them to
achieve a variety of new expression patterns. These modified expres-
sion patterns can be viewed as logic gates (such as AND, NOT, or
NOR), as illustrated in the schematic diagrams in Fig. 5b–d. A
practical application of the Q-system is to use it to narrow expres-
sion patterns from many currently available GAL4 expression lines,
such as the various Janelia GAL4 enhancer collections [9, 52–54],
the Vienna Tile collection [55], InSITE [56], MiMIC [57],
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Fig. 5 Simultaneous use of multiple binary expression systems and intersectional labeling. (a) Simultaneous
expression of two different reporters in overlapping subsets of cells with the GAL4/UAS and Q-systems
(schematic bottom left). Ir25a-QF2 (a HACK knock-in reagent, see Subheading 4 on the HACK technique)
drives GFP expression in the majority of olfactory sensory neurons (A1, green). Or42a-GAL4 drives RFP
expression in one olfactory sensory neuron subtype innervating the VM7d glomerulus (A2, orange). The
co-labeling experiment QF2, GAL4 reveals co-expression in this neuronal population (A3, yellow). Brains are
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Trojan-MiMIC [58], and CRIMIC [59] collections. Such
approaches often require FLP/FRT [60] or other recombinases
[61, 62], and/or repression in specific cell subsets using QS or
GAL80. One example is the NOT intersection, in which the expres-
sion pattern of one transactivator is used to limit the expression of
another (Fig. 5b). This can be achieved by silencing one of the
transactivators (for example, with QS) in cells in which both trans-
activators are expressed. Expression patterns can be further refined
with new tools like split transactivators ([17, 19]; see Subheading
2 on Split-QF for more details) and Killer Zipper [63].

For many intersections, an FRT-transcriptional stop-FRT cas-
sette in the reporter is essential. When such a construct is expressed
with FLPase in the same cell, the FLPase permanently removes the
transcriptional stop cassette from the cell and all its progeny, lead-
ing to expression of the effector downstream of the remaining FRT
site (Fig. 5c). The optimal strategy for such an intersectional
approach depends on the available driver, reporter, and repressor
lines. One must also consider possible off-target labeling that may
arise at early developmental stages. For example, the two
approaches to the AND intersection could give rise to different
final readouts, depending on which driver line drives initial FLPase
activity, and which one drives final reporter expression. Figure 5c

�

Fig. 5 (continued) counterstained with anti-nc82 (magenta) in A–C. Genotype: Ir25a-T2A-QF2, 10XQUAS-
6XGFP, Or42a-GAL4, 10XUAS-IVS-mCD8::RFP. (b) Using one transactivator to limit the expression pattern of
another transactivator: QF NOT GAL4 intersection (schematic bottom right). GH146-QF drives mtdTomato
expression in a large proportion of olfactory projection neurons (B1, orange). acj6-GAL4 drives GFP expression
in a partly overlapping subset of projection neurons (B2, green). Using acj6-GAL4 to additionally drive the QS
repressor silences QF in those cells where GAL4 and QF expression patterns overlap. This intersection reveals
those GH146+ neurons where acj6 is not expressed (B3, orange). Genotype: GH146-QF, QUAS-mtdTomato-
3XHA, acj6-GAL4, UAS-mCD8::GFP, UAS-QS. (c) Limiting expression to cells that express both transactivators:
the AND intersection. Expression pattern of GH146-QF as visualized by QUAS-mCD8::GFP (C1, green).
Expression pattern of NP21-GAL4 as visualized by UAS-mCD8::GFP (C2, green). There are two possible
ways to achieve the AND intersection: QF AND GAL4 (C3, bottom left diagram) versus GAL4 AND QF (C4,
bottom right diagram). The differences in expression between C3 and C4 arise due to the developmental
timing of FLPase expression, depending on which driver line (QF or GAL4) is used to drive FLP-mediated
recombination and subsequent GFP expression. In C3, NP21-GAL4 drives UAS-FLP, leading to excision of the
STOP cassette and GFP expression driven by GH146-QF (grey region of diagram). In C4, GH146-QF drives
QUAS-FLP, allowing excision of the STOP cassette and subsequent NP21-GAL4-driven GFP expression
(diagramed in grey region). C3 genotype: GH146-QF, QUAS-FRT-stop-FRT-GFP, NP21-GAL4, UAS-FLP. C4
genotype: NP21-GAL4, UAS-FRT-stop-FRT-GFP, GH146-QF, QUAS-FLP. (d) There are many other genetic
intersections possible between binary expression systems, some of which are diagrammed here. The top row
shows six additional schematics based on the intersectional logic of the experiment, while the bottom row
gives one example genotype for the given intersection. In the genotypes, R stands for reporter (e.g., GFP) and
> stands for FRT site. A is the promoter/enhancer for one binary expression system, B for the other. “QF”
could also be QF2 or QF2w. It is noted that there are many other combinations possible, and this is not
intended to be an exhaustive list. For additional example genotypes (including LexA and chimeric transacti-
vators), see [12]. (Modified images and schematics in b, c reprinted with permission from [11])
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shows an example of this using GH146-QF and NP21-GAL4.
GH146-QF drives expression in many olfactory projection neurons
in the adult. NP21-GAL4 drives expression in many cells in the
adult brain, including one subset of olfactory projection neurons
(innervating the DA1 glomerulus). While the adult expression
patterns of these two drivers suggest that an AND intersection
should only label this single common glomerulus, both the QF
AND GAL4 and the GAL4 AND QF intersections can label addi-
tional cells in the adult brain [11, 64]. The QF AND GAL4
intersection in particular labels four additional olfactory glomeruli
(Fig. 5c3). These discrepancies between the intersections and adult
co-expression are a result of broader expression of the transactiva-
tors during development, leading to excision of the FRT-stop-FRT
cassette in neurons which do not have overlapping expression in the
adult. This extraneous developmental expression can be mitigated
or even eliminated by temporally controlling FLPase activity. For
example, another chemically inducible genetic tool fuses a destabi-
lization domain (DD) to proteins of interest [64]. The chimeric
protein will be degraded unless the DD ligand is provided to the fly
in food, which stabilizes the protein. Sethi and Wang [64] fused
this DD to FLP and showed that restricting FLPase activity by
feeding the DD ligand only to adult flies successfully removed the
extraneous glomerular expression in the same GH146-QF AND
NP21-GAL4 intersection, recapitulating the expected adult expres-
sion pattern of only one glomerulus being labeled.

Limiting expression may be achieved in a variety of ways based
on these and other tools (see Fig. 5d for more examples of logic
gates and [11] for additional possible genetic combinations).
Table 1 lists a selection of Q-system reagents (both plasmids and
fly lines) that are a good starting place for co-expression and inter-
sectional approaches.

Table 1
Example Q-system reagents in Drosophila

Component
Plasmid and/or
Fly Stock #s Purpose/function Reference

QF2 drivers

nsyb-QF2 Addgene# 46115;
BDSC# 78338

Pan-neuronal expression [12]

nsyb-QF2w Addgene# 46116;
BDSC# 51960

Pan-neuronal expression [12]

αtubulinP-QF2w BDSC# 51963 Pan-tissue expression under the
control of the αTubulin84B
enhancer+promoter

[12]

(continued)
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Table 1
(continued)

Component
Plasmid and/or
Fly Stock #s Purpose/function Reference

pGMR-QF2w BDSC# 59283 Strong expression in the eye [12]

GH146-QF2 BDSC# 30015,
91998

Expression in olfactory
projection neurons

[11]; Contributed
by Lin and
Potter

Orco-T2A-QF2 BDSC# 92401 CRISRP/Cas9-mediated
knock-in using the HACK
technique to capture Orco
chemosensory receptor
expression

[44]

Ir25a-T2A-QF2 BDSC# 92392 CRISPR/Cas9-mediated
knock-in using the HACK
technique to capture Ir25a
chemosensory receptor
expression

[44]

QUAS reporters

QUAS-mCD8::GFP Addgene# 24351,
46163; BDSC#
30001, 30002,
30003

A membrane-bound GFP
reporter

[11]

10XQUAS-6XGFP BDSC# 52263,
52264

Cytoplasmic hexameric GFP for
extra-strong labeling

[15]

10XQUAS-CsChrimson.
mVenus

Addgene# 163629;
BDSC# 91992,
91993, 91994,
91995, 91996

A red-shifted variant of
channelrhodopsin, an
excitatory light-activated
sodium channel. Tagged with
mVenus yellow fluorescent
protein

[44]

QUAS-GAL80 Addgene# 46137;
BDSC# 51948,
51949, 51950

Expresses GAL80, the repressor
of GAL4, under QUAS
control

Contributed by
Christopher Potter

QUAS-shibirets Addgene# 24362;
BDSC# 30010,
30011, 30012,
30013

Temperature-sensitive shibire
protein. Inhibits synaptic
transmission at 29 �C and
above

[11]

QUAS-FLP Addgene# 24357;
BDSC# 30008,
30126, 30127

Expresses FLP recombinase
under QUAS control

[11]

5XQUAS-GCaMP6s
5XQUAS-GCaMP6m
5XQUAS-GCaMP6f

BDSC# 91990;
BDSC# 91988;
BDSC# 91989;

Express the calcium indicator
GCaMP6 with slow (s),
intermediate (m), or fast
(f) kinetics

Ya-Hui Chou,
Academia Sinica,
Taiwan

(continued)
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Table 1
(continued)

Component
Plasmid and/or
Fly Stock #s Purpose/function Reference

QUAS-TRPA1 BDSC# 91803,
91804, 91805,
91806, 91807

Expresses temperature-sensitive
dTRPA1 for temporal
activation of neurons

Contributed by Lin
and Potter

QUAS-mtdTomato-3XHA Addgene# 24354;
BDSC# 30004,
30005

Myristoylated membrane-
targeted tdTomato

[11]

10XQUAS-6XmCherry-
HA

BDSC# 52269,
52270

Cytoplasmic hexameric
mCherry for extra-strong
labeling

[15]

QUAS-nucLacZ Addgene# 24356;
BDSC# 30007

Nuclear-localized beta-
galactosidase

[11]

QUAS>stop>mCD8::GFP Addgene# 24361;
BDSC# 30134,
30135, 30136

FLP-ase-based GFP reporter [11]

QUAS>stop>CsChrimson.
mVenus

BDSC# 91999 FLP-ase-based
channelrhodopsin effector

Contributed by
Riabinina and
Potter

QUAS>stop>shibirets Addgene# 24363;
BDSC# 30128

FLP-ase-based shibire effector [11]

QUAS>stop>TRPA1 BDSC# 91986,
91987

FLP-ase-based TRPA1 effector Contributed by Lin
and Potter

QS repressors

αTubulin-QS Addgene# 24352;
BDSC#: Multiple
available

Expresses QS, the repressor of
transactivators with the
QF/QF2(w) AD, under the
control of the αTubulin84B
promoter

[11]

UAS-QS Addgene# 24366;
BDSC# 30033

Expresses QS, the repressor of
transactivators with the
QF/QF2(w) AD, under the
control of UAS

[11]

Chimeric transactivators

actin5c-GAL4QF Addgene# 61309;
BDSC# 59285

Expresses GAL4 DNA-binding
domain fused to the QF
activation domain
ubiquitously under the
control of actin5C promoter

[12]

(continued)
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Table 1
(continued)

Component
Plasmid and/or
Fly Stock #s Purpose/function Reference

nsyb-GAL4QF Addgene# 46113;
BDSC# 51945

Expresses the GAL4
DNA-binding domain fused
to the QF activation domain
pan-neuronally under the
control of n-syb

[12]

actin5c-LexAQF Addgene# 61311;
BDSC# 62567,
62568

Expresses LexA DNA-binding
domain fused to the QF
activation domain
ubiquitously under the
control of actin5C promoter

[12]

nsyb-LexAQF Addgene# 46123;
BDSC# 51953

Expresses the LexA
DNA-binding domain fused
to the QF activation domain
pan-neuronally under the
control of n-syb

[12]

Chat-LexAQF BDSC# 60319 Trojan-MiMIC line that
expresses LexAQF in the
pattern of choline
acetyltransferase, targets
cholinergic neurons

[58]

vGlut-LexAQF BDSC# 60314 Trojan-MiMIC line that
expresses LexAQF in the
pattern of vesicular glutamate
transporter, targets
glutamatergic neurons

[58]

Gad1-LexAQF BDSC# 60324 Trojan-MiMIC line that
expresses LexAQF in the
pattern of glutamic acid
decarboxylase 1, targets
GABAergic neurons.

[58]

Split-QF transactivators

nsyb-QF2w.AD-Zip+ DGRC# 1478;
BDSC# 81283

Pan-neuronal expression of
QF2w.AD

[17]

nsyb-QF2.AD-Zip+ DGRC# 1479;
BDSC# 81281

Pan-neuronal expression of
QF2.AD

[17]

nsyb-Zip�-QF.DBD DGRC# 1480;
BDSC# 81282

Pan-neuronal expression of QF.
DBD

[17]

HACKed lines

Elav-QF2G4H BDSC# 66466 Pan-neuronal QF2 [34]

Pebbled- QF2G4H BDSC# 66474 Pan-ORN, GN expression [34]

(continued)
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Table 1
(continued)

Component
Plasmid and/or
Fly Stock #s Purpose/function Reference

GH146-QF2G4H BDSC# 66467 Olfactory projection neuron
expression

[34]

TubP-QF2G4H BDSC# 66478 Pan-cellular expression [34]

Repo-QF2G4H BDSC# 66477 Pan-glial expression [34]

OK107-QF2G4H BDSC# 66472 Pan-mushroom body expression [34]

OK107-GAL80G4H TBD Pan-mushroom body expression [39]

TH-D-DBDG4H TBD Subset of dopaminergic neurons [39]

Hml-Cas9G4H TBD Larval hemocytes [42]

OK371-Cas9G4H TBD Glutamatergic motor neurons in
third instar larva

[42]

HACK Donor lines See https://bdsc.indiana.edu/
stocks/misc/hack.html,
https://potterlab.
johnshopkins.edu/
resources/hack-system/, and
[34] for information on
specific donor line selection
based on cytological location
of gene target

Cas9.G4HACK Donor BDSC# 92750,
92751

Carries a HACK donor
construct for CRISPR-
mediated conversion of
GAL4 to Cas9

GAL4DBD.G4HACK
Donor

BDSC# Multiple
available

Carries a HACK donor
construct for CRISPR-
mediated conversion of
GAL4 to GAL4DBD

GAL80.G4HACK Addgene# 104874;
BDSC# Multiple
available

Carries a HACK donor
construct for CRISPR-
mediated conversion of
GAL4 to GAL80

QF2.G4HACK Addgene# 80275,
80277, 104873;
BDSC# Multiple
available

Carries a HACK donor
construct for CRISPR-
mediated conversion of
GAL4 to QF2

QS.G4HACK BDSC# Multiple
available

Carries a HACK donor
construct for CRISPR-
mediated conversion of
GAL4 to QS
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6 Applications Beyond Drosophila

Binary expression systems are widely used in species beyond Dro-
sophila melanogaster, as they can provide high flexibility and amplify
weak expression (Fig. 6, Table 2). The Q-system has become the
primary binary system in mosquito species, especially in neurobio-
logical studies [65, 66]. It has also been widely used in the well-
established model organisms C. elegans and zebrafish, expanding
the range of genetic tools available [21, 67, 68]. The Q-system has
been implemented in mammalian cells, plants, and fungi other than
Neurospora crassa [11, 30, 69–72]. Components of the system can
efficiently control gene expression even in bacteria [31]. The fol-
lowing examples demonstrate how the Q-system can be adapted
from Drosophila to virtually any species to study diverse biological
questions. At the same time, applications of the Q-system in these
organisms may inform on new ways it can be used in Drosophila.

Q-system

Non-model insects

Simple knock-in 
method

Split Q-system

Aedes and Anopheles
mosquitoes 

  Emerging applications

Drosophila

Sensory system

Plants, fungi, bacteria,
mammalian cells 

Model species

 C. elegansZebrafish 

Development, 
nervous system

Nervous system

Various transactivator variants
Repression by QS

Combination with other genetic tools
Temporal control
Split Q-system

NOT gates

Stable expression
Lineage tracing

Fig. 6 Applications of the Q-system in species beyond Drosophila melanogaster. The Q-system has been
widely used in the model systems Danio rerio (zebrafish) and the nematode C. elegans. It is the primary binary
system in Aedes aegypti and Anopheles gambiae mosquitoes and has important potentials for other
non-model insects. Emerging new applications include plants, fungi, mammalian cells, and bacteria. Exam-
ples for biological questions/areas widely studied using the Q-system are shown below the organisms. Boxes
highlight the advantages of using the Q-system and some of the tools available in each organism. Drosophila
was used as a guide to implement the Q-system in other species, but the novel and creative ways the system
is being used in these organisms may inform on future applications in Drosophila
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Table 2
Example Q-system reagents in species beyond Drosophila

Species Type of transgene Q-transgene Purpose/function Reference

An. gambiae/
coluzzii

QUAS reporter 15xQUAS-
mCD8::GFP

Membrane-bound GFP [65],
available
at BEI
Resources

QUAS reporter 15xQUAS-
GCaMP6f

GCaMP6f calcium
reporter for live
imaging

[78]

QUAS reporter 15xQUAS-AgOR2 Overexpression of
Anopheles gambiae
olfactory receptor OR2

[79]

QF2 driver Orco-QF2 Expresses QF2 in a subset
of neurons in the
pattern of the
Olfactory Receptor
Co-receptor Orco

[65],
available
at BEI
Resources

QF2 driver Amt-QF2 Expresses QF2 in a subset
of neurons in the
pattern of the An.
gambiae ammonium
transporter

[80]

QF2 driver (knock-in) Ir76b-T2A-QF2 Expresses QF2 in a subset
of neurons in the
pattern of the
Ionotropic Receptor
Co-receptor IR76b

[87]

Ae. aegypti QUAS reporter 15x/30xQUAS-
mCD8::GFP;
15xQUAS-
Syt1::tdTomato

Membrane-bound GFP
and presynaptic-
localized tdTomato

[66, 77, 84]

QUAS reporter 15x-QUAS-
dTomato-T2A-
GCaMP6s

dTomato and GCaMP6s
calcium reporter for
live imaging, separated
by the T2A sequence

[77, 83]

QUAS reporter 15x/30xQUAS-
CaMPARI2

CaMPARI2
photoconvertible
calcium reporter for
live imaging

[84]

QUAS reporter QUAS-
CsChrimson-
tdTomato

CsChrimson fused to
tdTomato, for
optogenetics

[85]

QUAS reporter 15xQUAS-
dTomato-T2A-
TRPV1

dTomato and rat cation
channel TRPV1 that
can be activated by
capsaicin in
chemogenetic
experiments, separated
by the T2A sequence

[83]

(continued)
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Table 2
(continued)

Species Type of transgene Q-transgene Purpose/function Reference

QF2 driver (knock-in) Orco- T2A-QF2;
IR8a-T2A-QF2;
Ir25a-T2A-QF2;
IR76b-T2A-
QF2;

Ir7a-T2A-QF2;
Ir7f-T2A-QF2

Expresses QF2 in a subset
of neurons in the
pattern of the
Olfactory Receptors
Orco/ IR8a/ IR25a/
IR76b/IR7a/IR7f

[23, 84]

QF2 driver (knock-in) Gr1-T2A-QF2;
Gr3-T2A-QF2;
Gr4-T2A-QF2

Expresses QF2 in a subset
of neurons in the
pattern of the CO2
receptor genes
GR1/GR3 and sugar
receptor GR4

[23, 83, 84]

QF2 driver (knock-in) ppk301-T2A-QF2 Expresses QF2 in the
pattern of the
DEG/ENaC ion
channel ppk301

[77]

QF2w driver (knock-in) Brp-T2A-QF2w Expresses QF2w

pan-neuronally in the
pattern of Bruchpilot

[66]

Split-QF driver (knock-
in)

Orco-T2A-QF2.
DBD; Orco-
T2A-QF2.AD;
Ir25a-T2A-QF2.
AD

Expresses the QF2
DNA-binding domain
(QF2.DBD) or
activation domain
(QF2.AD) in the
pattern of olfactory
receptors Orco/IR25a

[23]

C. elegans QUAS reporters
(extrachromosomal
array and MosSCI
insertion)

QUAS::
GFP; QUAS::
Chrimson::GFP

GFP; Chrimson fused to
GFP

[21, 96]

QUAS reporter
(extrachromosomal
array)

QUAS::peel-1 Sperm-specific PEEL-1
toxin

[32]

QUAS reporter
(extrachromosomal
array)

QUAS::lin-3c EGF ligand LIN-3C
inducing behavioral
quiescence

[32]

QUAS reporter
(extrachromosomal
array)

QUAS::ChR2::
GFP

Channelrhodopsin-
2 fused with GFP

[99]

QUAS reporter
(extrachromosomal
array)

QUAS::PH-
miniSOG

Membrane-targeted blue
light-activated
miniature Singlet
Oxygen Generator

[96]

QUAS reporter
(extrachromosomal
array)

QUAS::GCaMP6::
SL2::mCherry

GCaMP6 and mCherry
separated by the SL2
trans-splicing sequence

[96]

QUAS reporter
(extrachromosomal
array)

QUAS::
unc-68ex13.1::
mScarlet

Expresses mScarlet in the
case of unc-68 exon
13 inclusion (splicing
reporter)

[98]

(continued)
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Table 2
(continued)

Species Type of transgene Q-transgene Purpose/function Reference

QUAS reporter
(extrachromosomal
array)

QUAS::
unc-68ex13.0::
CeBFP

Expresses CeBPF in the
case of unc-68 exon
13 skipping (splicing
reporter)

[98]

QF driver
(extrachromosomal
array)

unc-4p::QF::
SL2∷mCherry

Expresses QF and
mCherry separated by
the SL2 trans-splicing
sequence in the pattern
of unc-4 in A-type
motor neurons
(VA and DA)

[21]

QF driver (MosSCI
insertion)

mig-13p∷QF∷
SL2∷mCherry

Expresses QF and
mCherry separated by
the SL2 trans-splicing
sequence in the pattern
of VA12 and DA9
neurons (mig-13
promoter)

[21]

QF driver
(extrachromosomal
array)

Osm-6p::QF;
unc-17p::QF;
gpa-10p:QF

Expresses QF in the
pattern of osm-6/
unc-17/ gpa-10
promoters

[29, 95, 96]

QF driver
(extrachromosomal
array)

dpy-7p::QF::SL2::
mCherry

Expresses QF and
mCherry separated by
the SL2 trans-splicing
sequence in the pattern
of the gpa-10
promoter

[97]

QF2 driver (RMCE
insertion)

mec-4p::QF2 Expresses QF2 in touch
receptor neurons, in
the pattern of the mec-
4 promoter

[28]

Inducible QF driver
(extrachromosomal
array)

unc-4p::QF::QS Expresses QF fused to QS
in the pattern of the
unc-4 promoter in
A-type motor neurons,
when QA is present

[18]

Inducible QF driver
(extrachromosomal
array)

pro-1p::QF::GR.
LBD::SL::
mCherry

Expresses QF fused to
human glucocorticoid
receptor alpha ligand-
binding domain (GR.
LBD) and mCherry
separated by SL, in the
pattern of the
ubiquitous promoter
pro-1, when
dexamethasone is
present

[32]

(continued)
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Table 2
(continued)

Species Type of transgene Q-transgene Purpose/function Reference

Inducible QF2w driver
(extrachromosomal
array)

F25B3.3p::
lox2272::
mCherry::loxP::
lox2272::QF2w::
loxP

Expresses QF2w pan-
neuronally in the
pattern of the F25B3.3
promoter following
excision between loxP
sites upon application
of a heat shock-
inducible Cre
recombinase
(expressed from an
additional transgene)

[99]

Split-QF.BD-DM driver
(extrachromosomal
array)

unc-4cp::QF.BD-
DM

Expresses QF.BD-MD in
the pattern of the
unc-4c promoter in
DA7, DA8, and DA9
neurons

[21]

Split-QF.AD driver
(extrachromosomal
array)

mig-13p::QF.AD Expresses QF.AD in the
pattern of the mig-13
promoter in DA9 and
VA12 neurons

[21]

GAL4-QF driver (RMCE
insertion)

mec-4p
GAL4SK-QF.AD

Expresses GAL4SK-QF.
AD in touch receptor
neurons, in the pattern
of the mec-4 promoter

[28]

LexA-QF driver (RMCE
insertion)

mec-4p::lexA-QF.
AD

Expresses lexA-QF.AD in
touch receptor
neurons, in the pattern
of the mec-4 promoter

[28]

tetR-QF (tet ON) driver
(RMCE insertion)

mec-4p::tetR-QF.
AD

Expresses tetR-QF.AD in
touch receptor
neurons, in the pattern
of the mec-4 promoter

[28]

rtetR-QF (tet OFF)
driver (RMCE
insertion)

mec-4p::rtetR-QF.
AD

Expresses rtetR-QF.AD
in touch receptor
neurons, in the pattern
of the mec-4 promoter

[28]

Inducible rtetR-QF (tet
OFF) driver
(extrachromosomal
array)

rpl-28p::rtetR-QF.
AD::P2A::
mKate::T2A::
tTS

Expresses rtetR-QF.AD,
mKate and the
tet-regulated
transcription silencer
(tTS) separated by P2A
and T2A sequences
under the control of
the broadly active
rpl-28 promoter, when
tetracycline is present

[18]

QS repressor
(extrachromosomal
array)

unc-4cp::QS::SL2::
mCherry;
unc-4p::QS::
mCherry;
hlh-3p::QS::
SL2::mCherry

Expresses the QS
repressor and mCherry
under the control of
the unc-4c/ unc-4/
hlh-3 promoter

[21, 96, 97]
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Table 2
(continued)

Species Type of transgene Q-transgene Purpose/function Reference

Danio rerio QUAS reporters QUAS:
GFP; QUAS:
mScarlet

GFP and mScarlet for
fluorescent cell labeling

[67, 68]

QUAS reporter QUAS:GCaMP6s GCaMP6s [107]
QUAS reporter QUAS:nlsVenus-

V2a-
notch1aICD

Notch1alCD causing
constitutive activation
of Notch signaling

[104]

QUAS reporter QUAS:nVenus-
V2a-SuHDN

SuHND causing
inhibition of Notch
signaling

[104]

Dual QUAS and UAS
reporter

QUAS:dTomato-
4XnrUAS:GFP

dTomato (from QUAS)
and GFP (from UAS)

[67]

QF driver ubb:QF; ubi:QF2w Expresses QF2/2w

ubiquitously, in the
pattern of the
Ubiquitin B (ubb)
promoter/ ubi
promoter

[67, 68]

QF driver mnx1:QF Expresses QF in spinal
motor neurons, the
epithalamus, and
pancreatic beta cells,
under the mnx1
promoter

[67]

QF driver lfabp:QF Expresses QF in
hepatocytes, in the
pattern of the lfabp
promoter

[67]

QF driver insulin:QF Expresses QF in
pancreatic β-cells, in
the pattern of the
insulin promoter

[67]

QF driver tp1:QF Expresses QF in cells with
active Notch signaling,
in the pattern of the
tp1 promoter

[67]

QF driver Claudin15la:QF Expresses QF in gut, in
the pattern of the
Claudin15la promoter

[106]

QF2 driver col9a2:QF2 Expresses QF2 in
notochord sheath cells,
in the pattern of the
col9a promoter

[104]

QF2 driver ath5:QF2 Expresses QF2 in retinal
ganglion cells, in the
pattern of the ath5
promoter

[107]

QFGAL4 driver ubi:QFGAL4 Expresses QFGAL4
ubiquitously, in the
pattern of the ubi
promoter

[68]
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Table 2
(continued)

Species Type of transgene Q-transgene Purpose/function Reference

QFGAL4 driver acta1:QFGAL4 Expresses QFGAL4 in
muscle cells, in the
pattern of the acta1
promoter

[68]

Inducible QFGAL4
driver

ubi:QFGAL4-
switch

Expresses QFGAL4
ubiquitously, in the
pattern of the ubi
promoter, when Cre
recombinase is present

[68]

N. benthamiana
(some
constructs
also in Glycine
max)

QF driver-reporter 35Sp-QF-NOST-
QUAS-GUS-
NOST

Expresses QF and
β-glucuronidase under
the CaMV 35S
promoter

[71]

QF driver-reporter Nosp/35Sp:QF:
QUAS:
mEmerald

Expresses QF and
mEmerald under the
Nos or CaMV 35S
promoter

[70]

QF2 driver-reporter Nosp/35Sp:QF2:
QUAS:
mEmerald

Expresses QF2 and
mEmerald under the
Nos or CaMV 35S
promoter

[70]

QF2w driver-reporter Nosp/35Sp:QF2w:
QUAS:
mEmerald

Expresses QF2w and
mEmerald under the
Nos or CaMV 35S
promoter

[70]

QF2 driver-reporter-
suppressor

Nosp:QF2::35Sp:
QS::QUAS:
mEmerald

Expresses QF2 and
mEmerald repressed by
QS under the CaMV
35S promoter

[70]

QUAS reporter QUAS:mScarlet-I mScarlet-l [70]
QF driver-reporter and
split PLP0.A2

35Sp-QF-NOST-
QUAS-GUS-
NOST-
35Sp-PLP0.A2-
NOST

Expresses QF and PLP0.
A2 under the CaMV
35S promoter

[71]

QS repressor 35Sp-QS-NOST Expresses QS under the
CaMV 35S promoter

[71]

QS repressor and split
PLP0.B2

35Sp-QS-NOST-
35Sp-PLP0.B2-
NOST

Expresses QS and PLP0.
B2 under the CaMV
35S promoter

[71]

P. chrysogenum QUAS reporter (knock-
in)

QUAS-CP-RFP RFP under various core
promoters (CP): pcbC,
pcbAB, penDE, phl,
nirA, or ura3

[72]

QF.DBD:VP16.AD
driver (knock-in)

gndA-QF.DBD:
VP16.AD;
40Sp-QF.DBD:
VP16.AD

Expresses QF-like driver
and RFP

[72]

QF.DBD:VP16.AD
driver and QUAS
reporter (knock-in)

40Sp-QF.DBD:
VP16.AD,
QUAS-Pc-
pcbAB-penDE

Expresses QF-like driver
and Penicillin V

[72]
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Table 2
(continued)

Species Type of transgene Q-transgene Purpose/function Reference

S. cerevisiae QUASf reporter (CGGs
replaced with AGGs)

QUASf-GFP GFP [30]

QUASf reporter QUASf- PDC1 Pyruvate decarboxylase 1 [30]
QF2 drivers C120p/PGK1p-

QF2
Expresses QF2 under the

C120 or PGK1p
promoters

[30]

QF2 driver PGK1p-QF2-PSD Expresses QF2 fused to a
photosensitive
degradation tag (PSD)
under the PGK1
promoter

[30]

QS repressor PADH1p/
HHF2p/
TEF1p-QS

Expresses QS under the
constitutive promoters
ADH1, HHF2, or
TEF1

[30]

Quinate permease for
QA-mediated control

PGK1p-qa-y Expresses the QA
transporter quinate
permease from qa-y,
under the PGK1
promoter

[30]

Mammalian
cells

QF driver CMVp-QF Expresses QF under the
human
cytomegalovirus
promoter (CMVp)

[11]

QS repressor CMVp-QS Expresses QS under the
human
cytomegalovirus
promoter (CMVp)

[11]

QUAS reporter QUAS-luc2 Mammalian codon-
optimized synthetic
firefly luciferase (luc2)

[11]

QUAS reporter QUAS-FLPo Mammalian codon-
optimized FLP
recombinase

[11]

E. coli QUAS reporter QUAS-0-T7-ccdB CcdB toxin. QUAS is
upstream from the T7
promoter

[31]

QUAS reporter T7-15/10/5-
QUAS-GFP

GFP. QUAS is
downstream at +15,
+10, or +5 nucleotides
from the T7 promoter

[31]

QUAS reporter QUAS-15/10/5-
T7-GFP

GFP. QUAS is upstream
at �15, �10, or �5
nucleotides from the
T7 promoter

[31]

QF driver T7-QF Expresses QF under the
T7 promoter

[31]
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6.1 Mosquitoes Several mosquito species are important vectors of deadly diseases,
such as malaria, Zika, and dengue. Binary expression systems can
provide flexible genetic access to specific mosquito tissues.
Although the development of genetic tools in non-model organ-
isms is often difficult, Drosophila can be used as a guide in adapting
new methods in mosquitoes. The GAL4 system has been intro-
duced into the emerging mosquito model species Aedes aegypti,
Anopheles gambiae (including An. coluzzii), and Anopheles stephensi
[73–75]. However, the GAL4 system is poorly functional in neuro-
nal tissues in Aedes aegypti [66], and its expression levels often vary
in mosquito cells [76]. In contrast, the Q-system has been recently
implemented inAe. aegypti andAn. gambiae,where it shows strong
and consistent reporter expression [65, 66, 77, 78]. The improved
QF2 and QF2w trans-activators are generally well tolerated in
mosquitoes [65, 66]. Therefore, the Q-system has emerged as the
binary system of choice for targeted gene expression in mosquito
tissues.

The Q-system has been widely used to study the mosquito
chemosensory system and its involvement in human host seeking,
leading to the generation of a wide range of reagents (Table 2).
Twomain approaches are used to generate QF2/QF2w driver lines,
based either on promoter fusion or CRISPR knock-in technolo-
gies. Promoter fusions were used to first introduce the Q-system
into An. gambiae [65]. In this technique, the presumptive pro-
moter region of the targeted gene is cloned upstream of QF2 (or its
variant), and the transgene is inserted into the genome together
with a dominant visible marker, such as 3xP3-ECFP/DsRed. Initial
studies employed random genomic insertion using the piggyBac
transposon system [65, 78, 79]. This method has been used to
characterize An. gambiae olfactory sensory neurons using an
enhancer region for the odorant receptor co-receptor (Orco). The
expression pattern of the membrane-targeted GFP reporter was
validated with immunostaining, which showed overlap in over

Table 2
(continued)

Species Type of transgene Q-transgene Purpose/function Reference

QUAS-TetO reporter QUAS-0-T7-
TetO-GFP

GFP downstream of a
TetO site for TetR
repressor bindings.
QUAS is upstream
from the T7 promoter

[31]

QF-TetR driver T7-LacO-QF-T7-
TetO-TetR

Expresses QF in the
presence of
anhydrotetracycline
(aTc)

[31]
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90% of labeled cells [65]. The same method has been used for
in vivo calcium imaging of Orco+ neurons [78], and for ectopic
expression of an olfactory receptor (AgOR2) in Orco+ neurons in
An. gambiae [79]. To avoid fitness costs associated with the ran-
dom insertion locus, Ye et al. [80] employed phiC31 site-specific
integration of the promoter fusion construct to generate a driver
line targeting the An. gambiae ammonium transporter AgAmt.

Driver constructs with presumed promoter sequences may fail
to reflect endogenous expression patterns [44]. Intergenic
sequences are much longer in mosquitoes than in the smaller
Drosophila genome. Enhancers and regulatory elements are often
further away, and tools to predict their location are largely lacking
[81]. Therefore, knocking in transactivator sequences into the
endogenous genomic environment using CRISPR is currently the
favored approach for driver line generation.

CRISPR/Cas9-mediated homologous recombination has
been used to target the C-terminal of the gene of interest and
replace its stop codon with an in-frame insertion of T2A-QF2
(or its variant) [77]. The T2A peptide causes ribosomal skipping,
ensuring the separation of the protein of interest from QF2
[82]. This method led to the generation of an Ae. aegypti driver
line for the ion channel ppk301 (ppk301-T2A-QF2) after failed
attempts with the cloning of Ae. aegypti promoters and the GAL4
system [77]. It has since been used to target diverse chemosensory
co-receptors (Orco, Ir25a, Ir76b, Ir8a, and CO2 receptor subunits
Gr3 and Gr1) and tuning receptors (Ir7f, Ir7a, and Gr4) in Ae.
aegypti [23, 83–86] and the Ir76b Ionotropic Receptor co-receptor
in An. gambiae [87] to study host seeking and blood feeding. The
generation of a pan-neuronal Ae. aegypti driver line (brp-T2A-
QF2w) has recently been achieved using CRISPR knock-in
[66]. It offers robust expression with limited fitness costs in hetero-
zygotes, and may provide an important tool for future investiga-
tions into the mosquito chemosensory system [81]. The line has
already been used for pan-neuronal GCaMP imaging to investigate
sensory discrimination between nectar and blood [83]. The split-
QF system has also been adopted forAe. aegyptimosquitoes. Using
the IR25a-QF2-AD and Orco-QF2-DBD drivers generated by
CRISPR knock-in, Younger et al. [23] found wide co-expression
of the chemosensory co-receptor genes IR25a andOrco in antennal
and maxillary palp olfactory sensory neurons and in axonal projec-
tions in the antennal lobe.

A main barrier for mosquito driver line development lies in the
fitness costs associated with transactivator expression, especially
when widely expressed. For instance, Basrur et al. [88] failed to
generate healthy fruitless-T2A-QF2/QF2w knock-ins. Such issues
can often be solved by limiting the expression of the transactivator.
The generation of the Ae. aegypti pan-neuronal driver illustrates
well the process of driver line optimization [66]. The researchers
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first targeted T2A-QF2 to the Syt1 pan-neuronal gene, but this
initial attempt caused larval lethality. Therefore, as a compromise
between expression level and fitness costs, they decided to target a
weaker pan-neuronal gene brp and swapped QF2 for the weaker
QF2w. The resulting line still resulted in strong expression but with
minimal fitness costs.

Mosquito driver lines can be crossed to various reporter lines
already in use to achieve unique expression patterns. As the pro-
moters of chemosensory receptors are rather weak, multiple copies
(15 and 30) of QUAS are often used in reporter constructs
[65, 84]. Fluorophores for labeling of neural populations and
GCaMP for in vivo calcium imaging are routinely used approaches
in Drosophila, and are starting to be implemented in mosquitoes.
Optogenetic experiments with a CaMPARI2 reporter [84] and
chemogenetics using the tdTomato-T2A-TRPV1 reporter have
also been performed in mosquitoes [83].

Although the basic components of the Q-system are widely
used in mosquitoes, complex modifications, such as intersectional
expression with two binary systems or temporal control with
QS/QA, have not yet been achieved. This is in part due to difficul-
ties in maintaining multiple transgenes in mosquitoes. The use of
4 or more transgenes in the samemosquito has not been tested, and
the introduction of additional transgenes is limited by the paucity
of genetic markers available. The repressible Q-systemmay be more
widely applied in insects in the future, and could be used for
population control strategies against mosquitoes, other disease
vectors, or agricultural pests. For instance, inducible Q-system-
based male sterility systems could work in parallel with other trans-
genic sterility or lethality systems to counter potential resistance
development [89]. With the emergence of new genetic tools in
mosquitoes, such advanced modifications may soon be possible.

6.2 C. elegans Inducible genetic expression systems are scarce in the important
model C. elegans. Heat shock promoter (hsp)-driven DNA recom-
binases are widely used to achieve tissue-specific expression
[90]. However, this method only provides non-reversible induction
and is dependent on heat stress that might affect other aspects of
cellular physiology. Increasing efforts are focused on making the
use of binary expression systems easier in the nematode model, as
they show great potential in targeting single neurons [91, 92]. The
Q-system was the first binary system to be introduced into
C. elegans [21]. The introduction of the GAL4-system was initially
limited by reduced transcription at the low growth temperature of
the worm. This issue has since been resolved by swapping the
S. cerevisiae GAL4 sequences with those of another yeast species
with higher optimal growth temperature [91]. Although all four
binary systems (GAL4, QF/QF2, tetR/rtetR, and LexA) and a
number of hybrid systems (tetR-QF, tetR-L-QF, Gal4SK-QF, and
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LexA-L-QF) are functional in nematodes [18, 91, 92], the
Q-system is among the most strongly expressed in a single
copy [92].

Driver lines in C. elegans can be generated via extrachromo-
somal arrays or single-copy integration. The latter method uses
Mos1-mediated single-copy insertion or recombinase-mediated
cassette exchange to achieve more stable and reproducible expres-
sion compared to extrachromosomal arrays [21, 92]. The function-
ality of these two transgenic approaches was validated by the
labeling of A-type motor neurons using the unc4-QF driver [21]
and touch receptor neurons using drivers formec-4 [92]. C. elegans
reporters contain the Δpes-10 minimal promoter after the QUAS
sequence, instead of the TATA sequence used in Drosophila and
mosquitoes [21]. TheQS/QA components work well inC. elegans,
and have been used to provide temporal control of gene expression
in developmental studies [21, 28, 29]. Thanks to the high efficiency
of QS-mediated repression, several studies employed a widely
expressed QF driver in combination with a limiting QS transgene
to drive reporter expression in cells without known specific promo-
ters [21, 93–97]. QF is expressed under a promoter active in the
cells of interest and some other cells. A QS transgene represses QF
activity in these additional cells, leading to reporter expression only
in the cells of interest [21]. Using this approach, optogenetic
manipulations were achieved in AS motor neurons only – two QS
transgenes (pacr-5::QS::mCherry; punc-4::QS::mCherry) restricted
the expression of unc-17p::QF (active in all cholinergic neurons)
and selective illumination ensured activation in AS motor neurons
only [96]. In another application of the Q-system, fluorescent
QUAS transgenes reported the inclusion or exclusion of an exon
of the Ryanodine receptor unc-68, highlighting the tissue specific-
ity of splice isoforms [98]. In addition, a version of the split-QF
system is available in C. elegans [21].

Components of the Q-system have been combined with other
tools to make new genetic approaches for C. elegans. A new ligand-
gated inducer for temporal control, the glucocorticoid receptor
ligand-binding domain, was added to the Q-system in nematodes
[32]. Components of the system were used together with
hsp-driven Cre recombinase to make a stochastic neuronal labeling
tool based on Brainbow technologies [99]. This can be used to
identify neuronal networks behind target behaviors via optogenetic
experiments. Tet/Q, a new inducible hybrid binary system, was
established based on the C. elegans Q-system by combining the
Tetracycline-controlled transcription system with the QF activation
domain [18].

6.3 Zebrafish Although the GAL4 system is widely used in Danio rerio [100],
progressive silencing of the UAS sequence by methylation of CpG
islands limits its efficacy [101]. This led to the introduction of the
Q-system as well as two further binary systems, LexA and TrpR
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[67, 102, 103]. TheQ-system is less susceptible to silencing, and its
introduction into zebrafish makes intersectional labeling with two
binary systems possible [22, 67]. Several stable tissue-specific driver
lines were made available upon the introduction of the system into
zebrafish, for instance, targeting hepatocytes (lfabp:QF), pancreatic
β-cells (insulin:QF), cells with active Notch signaling (tp1:QF), or
spinal motor neurons as well as the epithalamus and pancreatic
β-cells (mnx1:QF) [67]. The QF, QF2, QFw, and QFGAL4 trans-
activators have all been tested in zebrafish [22, 67, 68]. The
Q-system has also been shown to work in parallel with the GAL4
system, as demonstrated by the expression of a dual reporter con-
struct (pBT2QUAS:dTomato-4XnrUAS:GFP) and two driver lines,
achieving distinct labeling of motor neurons and hindbrain neurons
[67]. Such dual reporter constructs can save time in the zebrafish,
where introducing several transgenes into a single animal takes
longer. Burgess et al. [68] made important optimizations of the
Q-system for zebrafish studies. Although an apparently stable
QUAS-GFP reporter line was previously established [67], concerns
about the potential silencing of QUAS persisted, due to its compa-
rable CpG content toUAS. Burgess et al. in their study lowered the
CpG content and repeat number of QUAS, reducing DNA meth-
ylation and leaky expression [68].

Zebrafish driver lines are commonly generated via Tol2 trans-
position resulting in single-copy genomic integration [67]. Addi-
tionally, gene/enhancer trapping was identified as a viable method
to generate QF driver lines for cell types without known tissue-
specific promoters in zebrafish [67]. Burgess et al. [68] demon-
strated that driver lines can also be generated by knocking in
QFGAL4 into endogenous genes, with the help of a pGTag-P2A-
QFGAL4 construct. Using TALENs to knock in QFGAL4 to the
sox2 gene in QUAS-GFPNLS background, the researchers visualized
QFGAL4-tagged sox2 expression in the developing nervous system.
The ubiquitously expressed ubiquitin C gene was also tagged with
QFGAL4, via a CRISPR knock-in method. As expected, a broad
expression pattern was found in theQUAS-GFPNLS background. In
addition, Burgess et al. [68] generated transgenic lines to be used
for Cre-induced lineage tracing studies.

Initial experiments established that QS can efficiently repress
QF activity in zebrafish when injected as plasmids [67]. However,
the addition of the QS repressor as an integrated transgene has not
yet been achieved, and tests of the potential use of QA showed high
health costs at functional concentrations [22]. QS mRNA injec-
tions into 1-cell stage embryos have been used to bypass the adverse
early developmental effects of the misexpression of themespbb gene
in col9a2-expressing cells (col9a2:QF2; QUAS:mespbb-p2A-GFP) in
a study on notochord segmentation [104].
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The Q-system has been used in several studies on zebrafish
development to overexpress genes of interest in specific tissues
using stable driver lines. It was used to activate/inhibit Notch
signaling specifically within the notochord sheath (col9a2:QF2;
QUAS:nlsVenus-V2a-notch1aICD/QUAS:nVenus-V2a-SuHDN)
in a background with a notochord segmentation marker [104]. In
another study on notochord development, QUAS:spondo-p2A-
EGFP DNA was injected into 1-cell stage col9a2:QF2 embryos
containing a notochord segmentation marker to drive overexpres-
sion of spondo, a mutant form of the calymmin gene, specifically in
the notochord sheath [105]. The Q-system was also used in a study
on epithelial morphogenesis, where 1-cell stage Claudin15la:QF
embryos were injected with pTol2-QUAS:Smtnl-GFP DNA to
visualize Smoothelin expression specifically in the gut
[106]. Fernandes et al. [107] in their study combined transgenes
expressing cytosolic GCaMP6s in retinal ganglion cells (ath5:
QF2; QUAS:GCaMP6s) and nucleus-localized GCaMP6s in all
neurons (elavl3:nlsGCaMP6s) to make simultaneous but distin-
guishable in vivo recordings of cell body layer activity and retinal
ganglion cell activity in the tectal neuropil layers [107].

A recurring issue in the generation of stable zebrafish lines lies
in the fitness costs associated with QF and QF2 when widely
expressed [22, 68]. QF2w and QFGAL4 transactivators may be
used instead, both of which are well tolerated even when widely
expressed [68]. In fact, QFGAL4 can be ubiquitously expressed
with minimal adverse effects [68]. Another consideration is the
maternal deposition of QUAS-regulated gene expression. When
studying early development, paternal transmission of the QUAS
transgene is recommended [67].

6.4 Other Organisms A number of recent studies have implemented the Q-system in
organisms beyond widely used animal models and mosquitoes.
These include plants, fungi, mammalian cells, and prokaryotes.

6.4.1 Plants To address the paucity of well-validated expression systems in
plants, two studies adopted the Q-system [70, 71]. Reis et al.
[71] implemented the Q-components in transiently agroinfiltrated
leaves of the model plant Nicotiana benthamiana (Australian
tobacco). The resulting plant Q-system contains the transactivator
and the reporter in the same construct driven by the 35S constitu-
tive promoter (35S-QF-QUAS-GUS), while the repressor is
provided in a separate 35S-QS construct. This system was addition-
ally coupled with a split silencing suppressor system PLP0
[71]. Persad et al. [70] expanded and further validated the
Q-system in plants, by performing in vitro assays in soybean (Gly-
cine max) protoplasts and in planta experiments in agroinfiltrated
N. benthamiana leaves. The transactivators QF, QF2, and QFw

were compared using 35S:QF/QF2/QFw:5xQUAS:mEmerald
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constructs, and QF2 was recommended for use due to its low
toxicity. As reporter signals were often low in N. benthamiana
assays, the copy number of QUAS was further increased, success-
fully tuning expression to promoter signals of varying strength.
While Reis et al. [71] reported only partial repression by QS,
Persad et al. [70] achieved complete suppression using a single
construct, with QF expressed under the Nos promoter and QS
under the 35S promoter (Nos:QF:2�35S:QS:5xQUAS:mEmerald).
The latter study also demonstrated that multiple reporter genes can
be activated by a single QF transactivator, where QF is only
expressed from one out of three constructs with distinct fluorescent
reporters [70]. Although these studies demonstrate the functional-
ity of the Q-system in plants, further efforts reducing fitness costs
and optimizing codon composition may be needed before its wider
adoption.

6.4.2 Fungi Components of the Q-system have recently been introduced into
two industrially relevant model species of fungi, Penicillium chry-
sogenum and Saccharomyces cerevisiae [30, 72]. In the Penicillium
chrysogenum system, the QF-DBD was fused to the Herpes simplex
virus VP16 activation domain and GFP with the SV40 nuclear
localization signal. Expression levels were tuned by changing the
promoter driving the transactivator and by increasing the copy
number of QUAS. The functionality of the system was validated
by the induction of penicillin production [72]. To introduce the
Q-system into the yeast S. cerevisiae, Lalwani et al. [30] used the
QF2 transactivator and embedded the 5xQUAS sequence into a
truncated PCYC1 promoter. To prevent leaky cross-activation of
5xQUAS by GAL4 in the presence of galactose, CGG sequences
found in GAL4 binding sites were modified. Efficient repression
with QS and tunable temporal de-repression with QA were also
implemented. The system was used in optogenetic inverter and
amplifier circuits, which can be combined with existing GAL4-
based circuits to induce bidirectional control of gene expression
by darkness and light. This was validated by acetoin production and
the fine-tuning of geraniol/linalool blends involved in determining
the flavor of beer [72].

6.4.3 Mammalian Cells The Q-system has been introduced into mammalian cells including
human HeLa cells, Chinese hamster ovarian cells (CHO), human
embryonic kidney 293 cells, and mouse embryonic stem cells
[11, 69]. In transiently transfected Hela cells, QS repressed QF
expression, especially when provided in multiple copies. Interest-
ingly, QS was not repressed but rather further activated by QA in
this system [11]. Additionally, QS was found not to repress QF in
transfected CHO cells [69]. To achieve temporal control, the
Q-system was coupled with the LacI system in a novel genetic
tool [69].
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6.4.4 Bacteria A recent paper introduced the Q-system into E. coli bacteria,
demonstrating the functionality of eukaryotic genetic tools in pro-
karyotes [31]. The functionality of the QUAS component is
strongly dependent on its placement relative to the T7 promoter
driving the expression of GFP. When placed downstream of T7, it
induces robust transcriptional activation. However, it results in
strong transcriptional repression in an upstream position when
QF expression is lacking. The underlying mechanism is unknown,
but it might be because the T7 promoter is made inaccessible to the
T7 RNA polymerase either by a native repressor binding QUAS or
conformational changes induced by QUAS in an upstream position
in the absence of QF. Taking advantage of the tight off-state of
QUAS placed upstream of the promoter, the researchers coupled
the Q-system with the TetR system to create inducible biological
sensors, filters, and circuits for protein production [31].

7 Future Directions

Since its creation in 2010, the Q-system has been used in hundreds
of studies on Drosophila and other organisms. The scientific com-
munity continues to optimize the use of the Q-system to suit
specific experiments or a particular study species.

A larger collection of QF2/QF2w driver lines and QUAS
reporter lines would greatly benefit many researchers, and the
HACK approach now makes QF driver creation an easy and inex-
pensive task. In non-melanogaster species, such as other Drosophi-
lids or mosquitoes, large collections of lines would require
dedicated stock centers with affordable and efficient deliveries
around the world.

QF2/QF2w variants were derived from QF as those that have
low toxicity. However, in some cases further improvements are
required to reduce the undesired effects of QF2/QF2w. In the
future, mutational screens of QF2/QF2w could be used to deter-
mine even healthier QF variants that retain transcriptional activity.
TheQUAS sequence may be also modified to mirror changes in the
QF2/QF2w or may potentially be combined with UAS to create
generic reporter constructs. The repressor QSmay also be modified
to produce temperature-, light-, or non-QA-drug-inducible
variants.

QA delivery to the brain and potentially other tissues currently
remains unresolved. Chemical modifications of the QA itself, alter-
native delivery methods, or expression of QA transporters in the
cells of interest may all facilitate the QA delivery, and form the basis
of our ongoing work.
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A major future prospect lies in the application of the Q-system
to non-model organisms. In insects and some other organisms
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated knock-ins of Q-system components
have been very successful. In the future, it may be possible to deliver
the Q-system components via the REMOT system [108], bypass-
ing labor-intensive embryo injections.
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Chapter 3

Resources and Methods for the Analysis of MicroRNA
Function in Drosophila

Sromana Mukherjee and Nicholas Sokol

Abstract

Since the widespread discovery of microRNAs (miRNAs) 20 years ago, the Drosophila melanogaster model
system has made important contributions to understanding the biology of this class of noncoding RNAs.
These contributions are based on the amenability of this model system not only for biochemical analysis but
molecular, genetic, and cell biological analyses as well. Nevertheless, while the Drosophila genome is now
known to encode 258 miRNA precursors, the function of only a small minority of these have been well
characterized. In this review, we summarize the current resources and methods that are available to study
miRNA function in Drosophila with a particular focus on the large-scale resources that enable systematic
analysis. Application of these methods will accelerate the discovery of ways that miRNAs are embedded into
genetic networks that control basic features of metazoan cells.

Key words Drosophila melanogaster, microRNA, miRNA

1 Introduction

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) were first reported as a large, conserved
class of noncoding RNAs in a trio of Science papers published in
2001 [1–3]. Since then, much progress has been made in identify-
ing the complete repertoire of animal miRNAs and characterizing
their biogenesis [4]. These short, 21–25 nucleotide (nt) RNAs
direct a multicomponent RNA-induced silencing complex
(RISC), including Argonaute1 (Ago1), to degrade or repress
partially complementary mRNAs. They are derived from longer,
~70-nt hairpin RNAs, known as pre-miRNAs, that are transcribed
within even longer primary transcripts, or pri-miRNAs. Mature
miRNAs are released via sequential cleavage, first of the
pri-miRNAs by a ribonuclease complex containing two proteins,
Drosha and Pasha. The second cleavage of the pre-miRNA by the
ribonuclease Dicer releases two different RNAs from the 50 and 30

arm of the hairpin. Through extensive cataloguing, the Drosophila
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melanogaster genome is now known to encode 258 pri-miRNAs
and 469 mature miRNAs, a subset of which are conserved to
vertebrates [5].

Due to limited resources, the function of many of these mature
miRNAs in distinct cell types and tissues has remained under-
explored. Initial studies of miRNA function focused on depleting
core miRNA processing components, such as dicer, drosha, pasha,
and ago1, which may have miRNA-independent functions in some
cases [6, 7]. However, the advent of multiple genetic toolkits that
allow precise manipulation of miRNA levels in vivo has significantly
expanded miRNA functional analysis. These publicly available
libraries are now being used to perform large-scale genetic screens
and have revealed interesting roles of miRNAs in behavioral and
developmental processes. Here we have summarized available
resources and methods used for studying in vivo miRNA functions
in Drosophila and discussed some of their applications.

2 Deletion Mutants

A large-scale effort in the recent past has generated a comprehen-
sive library of 80 miRNA knockout mutants by targeted homolo-
gous recombination. In addition to previously reported mutants,
this collection includes a total of 95 mutants known to delete
130 miRNAs [8]. These deletion mutants have since then been
used in genetic screens to identify miRNA functions in various
tissues, developmental stages, and processes of interest.

2.1 Applications A large-scale genetic screen using a collection of 81 of these
mutants that tested self-righting behavior in larvae found that
~40% of these mutants significantly affected self-righting timing
and thus revealed pervasive behavioral effects in Drosophila larvae
[9]. Several of these miRNAs acted by regulating Abdominal-B
(Abd-B) expression.

The miRNA mutant library has also been used to screen for
individual or clusters of miRNAs involved in systemic Candida
albicans infection [10]. This study identified 6 allelic mutant
backgrounds that impacted survival, pathogen numbers, and the
expression of Toll-dependent transcripts, including Drosomycin
(Drs) and Immune-Induced Molecule 1(IM1).

Another large-scale screen using the same library identified
miRNAs that modulate multiple aspects of male courtship behavior
[11]. One particular miRNA mutant, miR-957, significantly
increased male–male courtship and chaining behavior due to
reduced inhibitory responses to animals with high levels of male-
aversive pheromones.
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3 miRNA Sponges

The sponge method combines the widely used GAL4/UAS system
in Drosophila to express miRNA sponge (miR-SP) constructs in a
cell or tissue-specific manner to reduce overall miRNA activity. The
UAS-miRNA sponge strains consist of 20 complementary miRNA
sites inserted downstream of a mCherry reporter, allowing it to be
driven using cell or tissue-specific GAL4 drivers [12]. To account
for dose-dependent expressions and positional effects, these con-
structs were double inserted at both attP2 and attP40 sites, yielding
a total of 282 transgenic lines. The available transgenic miRNA
sponge library is known to target 141 well-conserved miRNAs in
Drosophila. These miRNA sponge constructs can not only be
spatially regulated using tissue- or cell-specific GAL4 drivers but
can also be temporally regulated in combination with the
temperature-sensitive GAL80-dependent Temporal and Regional
Gene Expression Targeting (TARGET) system [13], allowing for
the identification of miRNA functions during adulthood.

3.1 Applications A recent screen that exploited the advantages of miR-SP constructs
revealed new roles of miRNAs in regulating multiple aspects of
locomotor behavior in both Drosophila larvae and adults
[14]. This study performed an initial screen by ubiquitously expres-
sing miR-SP constructs and looked for changes in locomotion
behavior in both 2nd instar larvae and adults using automated
quantitative movement tracking system. In a secondary screen,
they focused on those miR-SP lines that showed adult-specific
phenotypes when combined with the temperature-sensitive Gal80
system. This enabled identification of those miRNAs that play
developmental roles versus those that act specifically during adult-
hood. They further compared results from ubiquitous and neural-
specific expressions of miR-SP constructs and found that most of
the miRNAs that play important roles in locomotion behaviors act
in the nervous system.

Another previous screen that also exploited the advantages of
temporal regulation mediated by miR-SP constructs identified
25 well-conserved miRNAs that regulate sleep and sleep homeo-
stasis behavior in Drosophila [15]. This study further investigated
whether these miRNAs are tissue specific, focusing on neurons, and
compared miR-SP-mediated defects with genetic ablation of cog-
nate miRNAs. Further studies on one of the strongest hits from
their screen, let-7, revealed both developmental and adult-specific
functions particularly in mushroom body neurons.

Another set of screens using the miR-SP library focused on
tissue-specific knockdown of miRNA activity and identified
20 glial-specific miRNAs that are involved in regulating circadian
rhythm behavior inDrosophila [16]. This study followed up on two
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hits from the initial screen,miR-263b andmiR-274, and found that
both function specifically in adult astrocytes to regulate circadian
locomotor activity rhythms.

4 miRNA Overexpression/Misexpression Strains

In addition to loss-of-function mutants and miR-SP constructs,
three additional libraries have been generated for overexpression
or misexpression of miRNAs based on UAS/GAL4 strategies.
These libraries have greatly benefited the miRNA community for
studying in vivo functions in a tissue-specific manner. These strains
can be also used to perform rescue experiments by overexpressing
miRNAs in mutant backgrounds, both ubiquitously and in specific
tissues.

The first library consists of 149 distinct miRNA hairpins, either
expressed singly or in clusters, using random P-element insertions
or site-directed øC31 integrase-based insertions [17]. The second
library includes 180 evolutionary conserved miRNAs inserted at
specific sites, and the third library allows overexpression of 89 indi-
vidual or clustered miRNAs, thereby representing a total of
109 miRNAs [18, 19]. These libraries differ in the host reporter
that is co-expressed with the miRNA as well as in the position of
integration within the genome, and have collectively expanded
miRNA functional analysis studies in recent years.

4.1 Applications A group of scientists used gain-of-function screening using
160 miRNAs and identified miRNAs implicated in controlling
body fat in Drosophila [20]. Subsequent analysis of a particular
hit, miR-969, showed that it regulates adiposity by repressing its
target gustatory receptor 47b (Gr47b) particularly in adipose tissue.

Based on a two-tiered miRNA screen using miRNA overex-
pression libraries, another group identified the role of Activating
transcription factor 3(Atf-3) in the Drosophila olfactory system
[21]. In a pre-screen, this group looked for miRNAs that modified
Drosophila Odorant Receptor expression. They followed up with a
bioinformatic prediction tool analysis for the positive hits and
performed an RNAi-based secondary screen. They hypothesized
that loss of predicted targets should mimic miRNA overexpression
phenotypes and identified a previously unknown role of Atf-3 in
regulating the expression of Orb47b.

From another tissue-specific screen using the miRNA overex-
pression library, a group of scientists showed that overexpression of
miR-1 can downregulate reversed polarity (repo), which specifically
acts in glial cells to transcriptionally regulate the highly conserved
GABA neurotransmitter activity [22]. Loss of repo triggered short-
ened lifespan, motor activity deficits, and sensibility to seizures due
to changes in the Glutamate/GABA/Glutamine cycle in
Drosophila.
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These inducible transgenic collections may have even broader
applications in studying miRNA functions in disease situations in
addition to examining individual miRNA phenotypes. A recent
genetic screen exploited this possibility by looking for miRNAs
whose misexpression could modify the effect of pro-apoptotic
genes in the Drosophila eye [23]. This study validated a subset of
the positive hits by testing for their ability to block X-ray-induced
apoptosis. They further modeled a cancer-relevant setting and
studied how these anti-apoptotic miRNAs promote clone survival
of cells mutant for a tumor suppressor gene, lethal giant larvae
(lgl).

5 Target Identification and Analysis

In order to fully understand the in vivo functions of miRNAs in
Drosophila tissues, it is also important to identify their biologically
relevant mRNA targets. The most widely used strategies in the past
to predict mRNA targets have been limited to algorithms that rely
on sequence complementarity, thermodynamic stability of pairing,
and conservation, as summarized in a previous review [24].

However, these bioinformatic tools are not frequently updated
with new or alternative 30UTR sequences [25]. Moreover, the high
rates of false discovery of these prediction algorithms necessitate
direct methods to identify putative mRNA targets. This issue can be
circumvented in flies by using immunopurification of mRNAs asso-
ciated with Ago1 complexes, as previously done with cell lines and
embryos [26, 27]. Extensive use of these approaches can signifi-
cantly improve the accuracy of identifying relevant mRNA targets.
Here we have summarized the recent advances in miRNA target
prediction tools in the past 5 years.

Application of crosslinking and immunoprecipitation (CLIP)
of AGO-mRNA complexes followed by sequencing techniques in
mouse have greatly decreased the length of search space within
30UTR sequences to only about 30–40 nucleotides per AGO foot-
print [28]. However, the information generated from sequencing
can sometimes be misleading due to multiple miRNA seed site
matches overlapping with the AGO-binding sites. This issue can
be resolved by the introduction of diagnostic events (DE) during
the reverse transcription step of library preparation to accumulate 50

upstream sequences of seed matches. Modifications in conventional
CLIP techniques such as PAR-CLIP (Photoactivatable
Ribonucleoside-Enhanced Crosslinking and Immunoprecipitation)
and HITS-CLIP (HIgh-Throughput Sequencing of RNAs Isolated
by Crosslinking Immunoprecipitation) have significantly improved
in vivo miRNA target prediction accuracy [29–31]. A group of
scientists incorporated these techniques and compared the predic-
tive potential of single nucleotide DEs to identify functional
miRNA–mRNA interactions in Drosophila [32].
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In addition, there has also been improvement in the
bioinformatics-based target prediction algorithms. One such exam-
ple is the upgrade in the Combinatorial miRNA targeting (ComiR)
model that is based on restricting thermodynamic binding model-
ing to the 30UTR sequences of target mRNAs [33]. However,
studies have shown that miRNAs can also bind within the coding
regions of mRNAs [34]. An improved version of ComiR now also
includes information from the coding region and is more efficient
than the previous version [35].

There remain limitations in miRNA target predictions due to
lack of high-throughput data of mRNA repression in Drosophila
compared to mammals. In addition to seed pairing, there are other
parameters that influence site efficacy as shown in mammals
[36]. These parameters differ in flies due to shorter 30UTR lengths
and higher AU contents. A group of scientists have used new RNA
sequencing data to study the effect of miRNAs in Drosophila cells
and expanded information about regulatory sites, included 50

untranslated region of mRNAs, and updated evolutionary analysis
[4]. Based on this information, they generated a quantitative model
that improves the ranking of miRNA target prediction released in
the newest version of TargetScanFly, v7 (http://www.targetscan.
org).

Another valuable microRNA target prediction software that
complements existing toolkits is seedVicious [37]. This software
not only allows prediction of canonical sites similar to other algo-
rithms but can also identify near-target sites that have one nucleo-
tide difference to the seed sequence. Identification of near-target
sites are important in the context of population genetics and evolu-
tion studies. Studies have shown that microRNA target sites are
constantly evolving due to selective pressures [38–40]. This
method has been implemented to study the evolution of post-
transcriptional gene regulation in Drosophila [41] and further
opens up the possibility of identifying newer microRNA targets.

6 Hybridization and Transgenic Methods to Detect Cell-Type Expression

As described in the previous sections, Drosophila researchers have
access to powerful resources to systematically analyze the cellular
and molecular phenotypes associated with the loss of individual
miRNAs. Another key question is in which cells and at what devel-
opmental stages to look for these phenotypes. While past analyses
of miRNA expression patterns have indicated that, like in other
systems, many fly miRNAs display cell-type specificity [42–45], a
systematic understanding of the cellular expression profiles of Dro-
sophila miRNAs remains lacking.
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Some of the molecular biology techniques routinely used in the
past to detect mature and precursor miRNA expression levels in
specific tissues or whole animals include Northern Blot Analysis,
Quantitative Real-Time PCRs, and miRNA Microarrays have been
described in a previous version of this chapter [46]. In the section
below, we have focused our attention on cell-specific detection of
miRNAs.

6.1 Transcriptional

Reporters

Transcriptional reporters are generated by making transgenic con-
structs of the promoter/enhancer region of miRNAs fused to
reporters such as GFP or LacZ. These constructs are then used to
report the cells which transcribe miRNAs in vivo. Some examples of
detecting cell-specific miRNAs using transcriptional reporters
include miR-1 [47–49], miR-124 [50], miR-278 [51], let-7-C
[52], bantam [53], miR-279/996 [54], and miR-958 [55].

6.2 Sensors Another transgenic approach to successfully determine miRNA
activity in specific cell types in vivo has been the use of miRNA
sensors. These constructs are generated by fusing GFP or luciferase
reporters to one or more perfectly complimentary miRNA target
sequences in the 30UTR. Downregulation of reporter activity via
RNA interference-mediated destruction by miRNAs in specific cell
types indicates high miRNA activity. These sensors have been used
as a readout for several cell-specific miRNAs [6, 54, 56–60].

6.3 In Situ

Hybridization

The most direct method to visualize miRNA expression at cellular
resolution in whole animals or tissues is in situ hybridization (ISH)
using tagged anti-sense RNA probes. The most routinely used
probes in ISH are alkaline phosphatase or digoxigenin (DIG)
tagged and detected using fluorescent tyramide signal amplification
[61]. This technique was initially used to detect primary miRNA
transcripts in Drosophila embryos by designing probes against
regions near the miRNA hairpin precursors [42, 62]. However,
primary miRNA transcripts undergo a series of processing events
before they generate mature miRNAs and thus may not accurately
reflect mature miRNA expression patterns in vivo [63]. More
recent advances in generation of ISH probes have been the use of
locked nucleic acid (LNA) probes. LNA probes are designed by
incorporating a modified RNA substitution in which the 20 oxygen
and 40 carbon positions are “locked” to increase hybridization
stability. This method has been successful in detecting mature
miRNA levels that had lower hybridization affinity due to shorter
lengths. Some examples of miRNA expression detected using LNA
probes are miR-1 [49] miR-34 [64], let-7 [65, 66], miR-9a [67],
miR-980 [68], and miR-285 [69]. A recently devised modification
step of LNA probe detection can further improve signal to noise
ratio, particularly for low copy number miRNAs. A group of scien-
tists described a protocol for detection of mature miRNAs during
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C. elegans oogenesis by using a DIG-based chemical development
with 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate/nitro blue tetrazo-
lium (BCIP/NBT) that significantly improved signal [70].

A more thorough understanding of miRNA and their effects on
target mRNAs can only be achieved by precise quantification of
their expression at single cell level rather than tissue or organism
level. The recent efforts in combining single molecule fluorescence
in situ hybridization (smFISH) and immunofluorescence to simul-
taneously detect mRNAs and proteins at single cell level can also be
applied to miRNA functional studies [71, 72]. A very recent study
was successfully able to detect primary transcript of the highly
conserved miR-9 and its target mRNA rhomboid (rho) at single-
cell resolution in Drosophila embryos [73]. This technique can be
more extensively applied to detection of miRNA and their relevant
targets in future.

7 Cloning Methods to Detect Cell-Type Expression

The cloning and sequencing of miRNAs offers another approach
for the analysis of miRNA expression. While discovery efforts for
cataloging the complete repertoire of miRNAs focused on such
analysis of whole animals or tissues, more recent efforts in flies
have made advances in the cloning of miRNAs from single cell
types and, in other systems, cells [74]. Such efforts offer the oppor-
tunity to generate high-resolution cell atlases that would be useful
for inferring not only in which cells particular miRNAs function but
also for determining how those cells or cell types are disrupted by
genetic mutations. In this section, we summarize methods that
have been used to characterize the cell-type-specific expression
profiles of fly miRNAs.

In vitro cultured cell lines offer easy access to relatively homog-
enous cell types that can be used for miRNA cloning. Small RNA
libraries have been generated by standard methods that employed
conventional size-selection chromatography from a variety of cell
lines, including predominantly embryonic hematopoietic cell lines
as well as some additional lines derived from the larval wing disc,
the larval central nervous system, and the adult ovary [75, 76]. The
latter have been particularly useful for small RNA analysis because
they harbor a population of piRNAs, enabling molecular and bio-
chemical studies of the silencing capacity of this class of small RNAs
[77, 78]. Despite the benefits of easy access and amenability for
biochemical and molecular analysis, cell lines also have some limita-
tions including that the in vivo correlates of many cell lines are not
clear, as well as the likelihood that the process of immortalization
and maintenance of cells in vitro alter their miRNA profiles.
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MiRNA profiles that may be more relevant to endogenous
expression patterns have been obtained by cloning miRNAs from
cell populations sorted from tissues. For example, antibodies to
Drosophila Prospero, Repo, and Embryonic Lethal Abnormal
Vision (Elav), which are known to specifically label neuroblasts,
glia, and neurons, respectively, were used to sort cell populations
from two stages ofDrosophila embryos using Fluorescent Activated
Cell Sorting (FACS), and small RNAs were cloned with the NEB-
Next Small RNA Protocol from New England Biolabs [79]. In
addition to antibodies, transgenic GAL4 driver strains have been
used to drive fluorescent proteins that can be used as the basis for
sorting cells from which miRNAs are cloned. Using this approach,
Abruzzi et al. described methods to manually sort neurons labeled
with a variety of GAL4 drivers, including elav-Gal4 as well as the
much more sparsely expressed pigment-dispersing factor (pdf)-
GAL4, from dissected adult brains and then clone miRNAs using
amodified size-selection and library generation protocol [80]. Lim-
itations of this approach include its dependence on well-
characterized antibodies or GAL4 drivers for cell selection, the
possibility of contamination associated with low amounts of start-
ing material and/or imprecise sorting methods, and the likelihood
that the process of tissue disruption and cell isolation alters the
miRNA profiles of sorted cells.

Some of these limitations have been addressed by a recently
described method that selectively marks miRNAs in a cell-type-
specific manner and uses that mark to clone them from whole
tissues [81]. This approach relies on the observation that most
animal miRNAs, including fly miRNAs, are not methylated at
their 30 ends, but can be methylated by the Arabidopsis version of
the HEN1 methyltransferase. These methylated miRNAs can then
be selectively cloned using a modified library generation protocol
with an added chemoselection step. Using this approach, Alberti
et al. cloned miRNAs from flies that expressed Arabidopsis HEN1
under UAS control in either all muscles or flight muscles and
isolated 11 and 13 miRNAs, respectively, including the known
muscle-specific miR-140. This approach is well suited to current
efforts directed at the characterization of GAL4 drivers that display
specific cell-type expression profiles in various tissues, including the
brain and intestine [82, 83]. A complementary approach that also
relies on the specificity of GAL4 drivers to isolate and clone miR-
NAs from intact tissue involves the cell-type expression of epitope-
tagged versions of the RISC complex including, for example, Ago1.
While this cell-type-specific variation has not yet been reported in
flies, Ago1 has been used to isolate miRNAs from whole tissues
[32], and recent protocols have been reported for the isolation and
cloning of RNA cargos of epitope-tagged RNA-binding proteins
[84]. A limitation of this approach is that ectopically expressed and
tagged Ago1 may not display the same miRNA-binding properties
as endogenous Ago1.
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Given the impact that single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-
seq) has had on the characterization of single cell identities and
mRNA profiles in whole tissues, future effort will undoubtedly be
focused on using this approach to profile miRNAs. Currently, the
main challenge is the efficiency and accuracy of cloning miRNAs
from such low input sources, since major artifacts arise from liga-
tion bias and failure during cloning [74]. While this approach has
not yet been applied to Drosophila cells or tissues, it holds great
promise for generating detailed maps of miRNA expression at
cellular resolution.

8 Concluding Summary

A variety of useful resources and methods are currently available for
the analysis of miRNA function inDrosophila. These include collec-
tions of large numbers of fly strains that allow systematic analysis of
the consequences of miRNA overexpression and loss in defined cell
types across the fly lifespan. These resources will be indispensable
for identifying and understanding the complete repertoire of func-
tions of these critical regulatory factors.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of Single-Cell Transcriptome Data in Drosophila

Schayan Yousefian , Maria Jelena Musillo, and Josephine Bageritz

Abstract

The flyDrosophila is a versatile model organism that has led to fascinating biological discoveries. In the past
few years, Drosophila researchers have used single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) to gain insights into
the cellular composition, and developmental processes of various tissues and organs. Given the success of
single-cell technologies a variety of computational tools and software packages were developed to enable
and facilitate the analysis of scRNA-seq data. In this book chapter we want to give guidance on analyzing
droplet-based scRNA-seq data fromDrosophila. We will initially describe the preprocessing commonly done
for Drosophila, point out possible downstream analyses, and finally highlight computational methods
developed using Drosophila scRNA-seq data.

Key words Drosophila, Single-cell RNA-seq, Data analysis, Seurat, Computational methods, Droplet
based, Software packages

1 Introduction

Since the first report of a single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq)
technique in 2009 [1], the progress of scRNA-seq methods [2–6]
has revolutionized our understanding of molecular biology and has
provided deep insights into developmental processes, cell hetero-
geneity, and function in a variety of organisms. There are currently
more than 20 commonly used scRNA-seq techniques that differ in
various aspects, such as cell isolation, lysis, and reverse transcription
(reviewed in [7]). Moreover, they can be distinguished based on
transcript coverage (full-length, 30-end sequencing, or 50-end
sequencing) and UMI (unique molecular identifier) usage, which
allows the computational identification and removal of PCR dupli-
cates. Nanoliter droplet-based sequencing approaches, such as
Drop-seq [4] or InDrop [8], utilize a microfluidic device to sepa-
rate individual cells and encapsulate them into droplets together
with a barcoded mRNA-capturing bead that are sequenced in pools
afterward. Although these methods only cover part of the transcript
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(30 end or 50 end), their main advantages are the high throughput,
comparatively low sequencing costs per cell and the usage of UMIs.

Due to these characteristics, droplet-based scRNA-seq meth-
ods have become popular and accessible to a wide range of scien-
tists. There are also an increasing number of Drosophila studies in
which scRNA-seq techniques have been applied (Fig. 1) to investi-
gate, e.g., the Drosophila embryo, the larval blood, the larval wing
discs, the larval eye discs, the adult brain, the adult ovaries and
testes, the adult gut, the adult ventral nerve cord, and adult visual
system (reviewed in [9, 10]). In fact, most of the studies use
droplet-based scRNA-seq techniques, such as Drop-seq [4] and
10� Genomics Chromium [11], which is a commercially available
single-cell sequencing platform.

Given the enormous potential of single-cell approaches, bioin-
formaticians and computational biologists are motivated to develop
a broad range of data analysis tools. Nevertheless, it is still a rela-
tively new field and the complexity of scRNA-seq data can pose
major difficulties. Particularly challenging can be the high levels of
noise [12, 13] which derive from the technical variation of single-
cell experiments (e.g., low mRNA capture efficiency or cDNA
amplification bias). Another major hurdles in single-cell data sci-
ence are dropout events which typically occur due to the low
amount of starting material (reviewed in [14, 15]).

As of end of August 2021 the computational single-cell tool-
box contains 1033 different analysis methods in more than 30 cate-
gories (https://www.scrna-tools.org/; [16]), many of which have
been used and developed in Drosophila studies (see Table 1). How-
ever, there is no standardized analysis pipeline, due to several
reasons. One major challenge for a standardized workflow is the
biological data itself, meaning that different cell types and tissues
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Fig. 1 Number of Drosophila publications (peer-reviewed and preprints) using and developing experimental
and computational single-cell RNA-seq methods (status 31.08.2021). The estimated number of Drosophila
scRNA-seq publications expected in 2021 is represented by the light gray column
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Table 1
List of software and computational tools described in this book chapter

Software/computational tool Description Reference

10� Genomics Cell Ranger Set of analysis pipelines that process Chromium
single-cell raw sequencing files and generate
feature-barcode count matrices

[11]

bcftools mpileup Program that is part of the samtools repository.
Can be used to derive base-substitution
mutations (see [37])

[88]

Cytoscape Open-source software to visualize experimental
data, perform network analyses, and gene–gene
correlations

[80]

DAVID (The Database for Annotation,
Visualization and Integrated
Discovery)

Web-accessible program to conduct Gene
Ontology term analysis

[74, 75]

DistMapa Algorithm to predict spatial gene expression
patterns by using an existing reference database
of in situ

[45]

Drop-seq computational cookbook Analysis pipeline to process Drop-seq single-cell
raw sequencing files and generate feature-
barcode count matrices

[4]

DVEX (Drosophila Virtual Expression
eXplorer)a

Online resource tool to explore virtual
transcriptome maps of stage 6 Drosophila
embryo.

[45]

GLAD (Gene list annotations for
Drosophila)

An online resource containing lists of functionally
related Drosophila genes

[73]

GOrilla (Gene Ontology enRIchment
anaLysis and visuaLizAtion tool)

Web-based tool to determine and visualize
enriched GO terms in ranked gene lists (e.g.,
spatially informative rank [97] or expression
level or differential expression).

[78]

g:Profiler Web server that can be used to perform gene set
enrichment analyses on flat and ranked gene
lists.

[76]

Harmony Method to integrate scRNA-seq data by projecting
cells into a shared embedding and in this way
account for batch effects.

[61]

Monocle Performs pseudotime analysis to infer cell
trajectories and lineages

[81, 82]

Neural network classifier To classify single cells in optic lobe and central
brain scRNA-seq data

[32]

PANTHER (Protein Analysis Through
Evolutionary Relationships)

A web-based resource to classify genes in order to
facilitate high-throughput analysis

[77]

pysam A python wrapper around the samtools package [58]

(continued)
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can require different filtering parameters to determine high-quality
cells (Quality controls). Another reason is the choice of program-
ming language. Although most tools are written in R or Python
[16], the choice for one of those can limit the computational
toolbox to methods developed in the respective language. For R
users, well-documented packages are Seurat [17] and scater [18]
which provide a variety of analysis tools for scRNA-seq data. In
Python, Scanpy [19] and totalVI [20] offer comprehensive toolkits
for single-cell data science. In this book chapter, we will put a focus
on methods and tools developed in R for droplet-based scRNA-seq
data preprocessing, highlight R- and Python-based downstream

Table 1
(continued)

Software/computational tool Description Reference

Random forest machine learning
classifiera

Model to predict transcription factors responsible
for the regulation of downstream effectors

[87]

REVIGO A web-based tool to analyze and visualize Gene
Ontology term results.

[79]

RSGE (Region-specific gene
enrichment)a

Determines a regional enrichment score for each
cluster using bulk RNA-seq data from [89].

[33]

SCENIC (Single-Cell rEgulatory
Network Inference and Clustering)a

Set of tools to infer gene regulatory networks,
transcription factors, and cell types in
Drosophila.

[28, 91]

ScoMap (Single-Cell Omics Mapping
into spatial Axes using Pseudotime
ordering)a

Spatial integration of single-cell omics data into
virtual cells and infers enhancer-to-gene
relationships

[90]

SCopea Online visualization tool for scRNA-seq data [28]

Scvelo Toolkit for generalized RNA velocity analysis
through dynamical modeling (e.g., for
non-stationary populations) and for
visualization of RNA velocity results

[86]

Seurat Comprehensive R package for single-cell data
analysis

[17, 34]

Slingshot Performs pseudotime analysis to infer
developmental trajectories and lineages

[83]

SRGs (Spatially restricted genes)a Tool to retrieve spatially restricted genes (¼ genes
detected in fewer cells than expected based on
their average gene expression)

[43]

velocyto Method for the analysis of expression dynamics in
scRNA-seq data enabling estimations of RNA
velocities of single cells by distinguishing
unspliced and spliced mRNAs

[84]

aTools developed using Drosophila scRNA-seq data
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analysis packages, and also include common web-based down-
stream analysis tools. When starting with single-cell data explora-
tion, a few best practices and approaches should be considered
[7, 21, 22]. However, as there are no standardized analysis pipe-
lines, different tools might have to be tested, combined, and eval-
uated in an iterative manner.

In this book chapter, we want to give guidance on analyzing
droplet-based single-cell gene expression data fromDrosophila mel-
anogaster. Initially, we will briefly outline the basic laboratory work-
flow of a Drosophila single-cell experiment and highlight a few key
steps that are important for subsequent bioinformatic analyses.
Following the generation of a count matrix, we will point out
different computational methods commonly used for exploration
of Drosophila scRNA-seq data. Notably, while other sources pro-
vide code-based files [23], online tutorials with general guidelines
on scRNA-seq data analysis (https://satijalab.org/seurat/), or
comprehensive Github repositories (totalVI, Scanpy, Seurat), we
discuss in detail the possible settings and parameters that one can
apply in particular for Drosophila scRNA-seq data.

2 Laboratory Workflow

In this section, we want to briefly outline the main steps of gen-
erating droplet-based single-cell libraries from Drosophila tissues
and point out a few tips and tricks in the note section that will
help in the subsequent bioinformatic analysis. You need to decide
on the sample preparation protocol and the technology you want to
apply, which will also impact your bioinformatic analysis strategy
(reviewed in [7]).

For readers that are new to the Drosophila scRNA-seq field and
decided to use the 10� Chromium platform, the protocol of
Nguyen and colleagues analyzing Drosophila larval ventral cord
might be a useful resource to get started in the laboratory [24]
(see Note 1). After having isolated and dissociated your tissue, it is
important to count your cells. This information can then later be
compared to the number of cells obtained after sequencing and
should allow you to estimate the number of cell doublets, an
information that can be taken into account in the subsequent
analysis to identify the doublets. Once you have obtained the
total number of cells, you can follow the single-cell protocol.

The generated libraries can then be sequenced in bulk using
next-generation sequencing (NGS) machines (see Note 2). The
required sequencing depth depends on the biological question,
and is influenced by many factors, including the cell type and the
chosen scRNA-seq method. 10� Chromium libraries from Dro-
sophila cells are typically sequenced with 20,000–200,000 mean
reads per cell ([25–33], see Note 3).
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3 Data Analysis

There are certain best practices to be considered when examining
single-cell data [7, 21, 22]). We want to point out that there is no
standardized analysis pipeline that can be applied to every cell type
and dataset due to inherent species, cell type, sample preparation,
and technology differences, as well as differences in the biological
question. Quantifying gene expression from your raw sequencing
output (text-based sequence files) is the first analysis step and
returns a count matrix with following dimensions: number of bar-
codes x number of genes. The procedure for obtaining count
matrices from droplet-based techniques is described in detail in
other studies ([4, 24], computational cookbook v.1.2 (http://
mccarrolllab.org/dropseq); 10� Genomics Cell Ranger (https://
support.10xgenomics.com/single-cell-gene-expression/software/
pipelines/latest/what-is-cell-ranger)). In this book chapter, we
want to outline the preprocessing procedure (quality control, nor-
malization, data correction, feature selection, and dimensionality
reduction) for Drosophila scRNA-seq data, which is often done
using the Seurat package in R [17, 34]. We then also highlight a
few of the most commonly applied and developed computational
tools for downstream analysis of Drosophila scRNA-seq data.

3.1 Quality Control Starting with the generated count matrices, the first step is to select
high-quality single cells. While there are many filtering criteria,
selecting single Drosophila cells with sufficient transcript informa-
tion is commonly performed using at least these two metrics: the
total number of transcript counts (nCount) per cell and the total
number of genes (nGene) per cell (see Notes 4 and 5).

A lower threshold is applied to remove low-quality cell bar-
codes (dead or dying cells with reduced mRNA content due to
membrane leakage and mRNA degradation or cell barcodes with
lower mRNA capture efficiency); the upper cutoff is set to discard
potential cell doublets, multiplets, or to remove outliers. A good
starting point is the default Seurat threshold for nGene (>200 and
<2500). However, all filtering thresholds are strongly influenced
by the species, cell type, technology, sample preparation, treatment,
and sample batch [4, 35–39], and many Drosophila studies hence
chose deviating thresholds. For instance, Witt and colleagues
applied only a lower nCount cutoff to account for differences in
the observed transcript and gene differences in the adult testis cell
types [37]. While Cho and colleagues, for instance, used separate
filtering criteria for each library to account for technical batch
effects. The upper nCount threshold was thereby statistically calcu-
lated as the mean plus two standard deviations [36].
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Another quality control (QC) criterion to select high-quality
cells is to assess the fraction of counts frommitochondrial genes per
cell barcode (percent.mito), which is typically an indicator for
cellular stress [40]. While this percent.mito QC criteria is applied
to many human and mouse scRNA-seq data with a recommended
Seurat cutoff of <5%, we noted that most published Drosophila
scRNA-seq studies did not use this filtering criteria. TheDrosophila
scRNA-seq studies that applied this metric set a threshold that
ranged from <1% up to <50% ([30, 41], see Note 6).

Besides these commonly used filtering approaches, different
groups have come up with novel and unique strategies for selecting
high-quality cells and removing dead or broken ones. One study
used the percentage of heat shock genes per cell (which are known
markers for cellular stress) and the percentage of ribosomal genes
(28sRNA) per cell to remove dead or dying cells [42]. Further
quality control metrics are the alignment rate (percentage of
mapped reads, e.g., >85% in [43]) and the library complexity
(calculated as log10(genes detected)/log10(UMI counts per
cell)), which can be applied to select good-quality cells with suffi-
cient transcript information [41, 44]. For some datasets with
unique scientific questions, other filtering approaches might be
useful. Karaiskos and colleagues, for instance, only selected cells
that express >5 genes of the Berkeley Drosophila Transcription
Network Project (BDTNP) reference atlas [45].

Because of the inherent nature of microfluidics-based scRNA-
seq methods, droplets with more than one cell cannot be avoided.
However, loading a defined number of total cells allows the user to
estimate the number of multiplets. For instance, with 10� Geno-
mics technology, the multiplet rate is at ~7.6% when 16,000 cells
are loaded (seeNote 7). The hybrid transcriptome of multiplets can
pose challenges during downstream analyses, as they potentially
indicate distinct cell types or cell states that are actually not present
in the data or simply do not exist. Distinct approaches to identify
and remove cell doublets or multiplets have been applied to Dro-
sophila scRNA-seq data. As described above, an upper nCount
threshold can sometimes be set to remove those cells. Others
have removed barcodes with co-expression of known marker
genes of distinct cell types [30, 45, 46]. Karaiskos and colleagues
additionally identified doublets as distinct populations by principal
component analysis [45]. Moreover, there are tools that can infer
doublets in single-cell data (Scrublet [47], DoubletFinder [48])
which have also been applied to Drosophila datasets [36, 49]. In
case of a mixed-species experiment, a part of the multiplet popula-
tion (interspecies multiplets) can be determined by assessing the
transcriptome purity per cell [4, 35, 45].
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Besides these cell quality controls additional filtering can be
applied to the detected gene set. Often, only features are selected
that are expressed in at least a certain number of cells. This metric
leads to noise reduction, thus improving the overall dataset quality.
In Seurat, this approach is implemented in the “CreateSeuratOb-
ject” function as “min.cells” argument. After having applied this
feature selection, the reader will observe a lower total number of
genes in the expression matrix. In several Drosophila scRNA-seq
studies, the “min.cells” parameter has been set between 2 and
10 (e.g., [25, 29, 43]). To improve downstream analyses, final
count matrices can also be “cleaned” for mitochondrial genes,
ribosomal protein genes, genes encoding heat shock proteins, and
genes from oxidative phosphorylation complexes [50]. Tools such
as SoupX [51] or DecontX [52] that quantify and remove decon-
tamination of ambient RNA have also been applied to Drosophila
data [53]. Setting good-quality controls (for the respective scien-
tific question asked) and proper filtering thresholds will enable the
selection of high-quality, viable single-cell barcodes

3.2 Normalization Although scRNA-seq methods have progressed enormously over
the past years, all technologies still display high levels of variability
and noise [13, 54]. This is mainly a result of low starting material
and comparatively low efficiencies of RNA capturing and reverse
transcription. Given these technical inefficiencies, it is possible for
identical cells to differ in their count depth. To account for these
differences, data normalization is very crucial. For count-based
single-cell gene expression data, a library size normalization is
commonly conducted in which the feature counts per cell are
divided by the total counts of that cell. The counts are then multi-
plied by a scale factor and log-transformed. This type of normaliza-
tion has been used in many Drosophila studies and was recently
found to perform among the best if combined with a dimension
reduction, like PCA (principal component analysis) [55]. An alter-
native method for UMI-based techniques called “sctransform,”
does not require pseudocount addition or log-transformation and
has been reported to improve downstream procedures
[56]. Sctransform was, for instance, applied to Drosophila single-
cell brain data [57]. To be able to benchmark different single-cell
protocols for their detected gene and transcript level, the sequenc-
ing depth should be comparable. “Pysam,” a python wrapper
around the samtools package (https://github.com/pysam-
developers/pysam, [58]), allowed us to account for differences in
sequencing depth by normalizing scRNA-seq libraries to the same
average number of reads per cell based on the library

3.3 Finding Variable

Features

Due to the high levels of technical noise from scRNA-seq experi-
ments, downstream analyses such as dimensional reduction and
clustering can be challenging. It is possible to overcome this by
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choosing features that have high cell-to-cell variability [12]. These
so-called “highly variable features” are then used as input for
downstream analyses. There are several ways to determine features
with varying gene expression levels. The function “FindVariable-
Features” implemented in Seurat is applied in many Drosophila
scRNA-seq experiments. It identifies variable genes by determining
the mean–variance relationship [34]. Although Seurat’s method
has found application in many single-cell investigations, other
computational tools exist that identify variable genes using differ-
ent approaches. One such method has been developed by Bageritz
and colleagues and aimed at identifying spatially restricted genes
(SRGs) in the larval wing imaginal disc epithelium. This method
makes use of the high dropout rate in scRNA-seq data to derive
SRGs, which are genes detected in fewer cells than expected

3.4 Scaling and

Regressing Out

Biological or Technical

Effects

Prior to dimensional reduction, the count data requires scaling
which is commonly performed by applying a linear transformation
(in Seurat for instance). During this process, it is also possible to
remove unwanted sources of variation (biological or technical
noise). In few Drosophila studies a cell cycle score was determined
and its effect removed using linear regression [30, 59]. Similarly,
Hörmann et al. calculated a gender score and regressed this out
[60]. Other studies have reported correcting for the effects of
mitochondrial genes, another biological covariate [25, 30, 33,
42]. Zappia and colleagues have also regressed out other biological
factors, including heat shock genes and genes corresponding to
28sRNA [42].

On the other side, there are also technical covariates that
should be considered. To correct for differences due to library
size, some studies have applied a linear regression to the number
of counts [25, 30, 33]. Additionally, it is also possible to regress out
the number of features

3.5 Batch Correction

and Data Integration

Besides the typically high levels of noise inherent to single-cell data
[13, 54], batch effects can add a further layer of variability. Batch
effects can arise due to the use of different chips, due to sequencing
on different lanes or because of the experimenter itself. Further-
more, the environment in which cells were harvested and prepared
could impact the transcriptome [21]. It is therefore important to
identify these covariates and correct them. Batch correction is
usually performed on datasets from the same experiment, while
data integration aims at integrating samples from multiple experi-
ments [21]. Harmony [61], a batch correction method, has been
used in few Drosophila studies [44, 53].

In contrast to batch correction methods, data integration tools
face further challenges as they need to additionally consider differ-
ences in cellular composition of each dataset (seeNote 9). Although
there are several methods published for batch correction and data
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integration [21], several Drosophila scRNA-seq experiments have
applied Seurat’s data integration function [34] which initially ran a
canonical correlation analysis (CCA)

3.6 Dimensional

Reduction and

Clustering

Dimensional reduction is an important next step prior to clustering
and visualization because even after filtering, scRNA-seq data can
have thousands of dimensions [21], thus making downstream ana-
lyses computationally heavy and noisy. After having identified vari-
able features (see Subheading 3.4), the dimensional space of the
count matrix can be reduced by applying a linear dimensionality
reduction algorithm. The most commonly used method in single-
cell data science is PCA that summarizes the count matrix data into
a new set of characteristics (called principal components, PCs). An
alternative approach is the independent component analysis (ICA)
that has also been applied to Drosophila data [31] as it was previ-
ously shown to recognize subtle variations among cells of the same
class [62].

In the next step, the dimensionality of the datasets needs to be
assessed, meaning how many PCs (¼dimensions) actually capture
the biological variability and thus should be included for clustering
and visualization. Seurat provides a few options for determining the
optimal number of principal components (e.g., “JackStrawPlot”
provides a visualization of a statistical test that calculates the signifi-
cance of your PCs, seeNote 10). For the integrated Seurat datasets,
different dimensionality parameters can be applied and the best-
preserved local structure determined by the “LocalStruct” function
(e.g., used by [63]). An alternative approach to assess a cluster’s
biological relevance and the number of informative PCs was con-
ducted by Özel et al., 2021 who calculated for each cluster the
Pearson correlation to log-normalized bulk transcriptomes [32].

To cluster the cells, Seurat has implemented a graph-based
algorithm using a K-nearest neighbor (KNN) graph [64, 65]) fol-
lowed by modularity optimization based on the Louvain algorithm
which has been used in mostDrosophila scRNA-seq studies. Finally,
a non-linear dimensional reduction is performed to visualize and
explore the data in a two- or three-dimensional space. Commonly
used methods are t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding

3.7 Cluster

Annotation Using

Marker Genes

Annotation of cell clusters can be principally done in two ways:
(1) by manual curation using known marker genes, which requires
background knowledge (see Note 11) or (2) reference mapping
based on available reference atlases [68] to generate a joined
embedding. In many Drosophila studies, Seurat’s “FindMarkers”
function is utilized, which performs differential gene expression
(DGE) testing on respective identity classes. Seurat has implemen-
ted several statistical tests to assess the significance level of marker
genes. Currently, it offers following methods: Wilcoxon Rank Sum
test (also known as Mann–Whitney U test), likelihood ratio test
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[69], ROC (Receiver operating characteristic) analysis, Student’s
t-test, negative binomial test, Poisson test, logistic regression,
MAST [70], and DESeq2 [71]. To choose the appropriate DGE
testing method, we recommend the study conducted by Wang and
colleagues who have compared several DGE analysis methods [72].

The two most commonly used tests in Drosophila studies are
the ROC analysis which returns the classification power
(AUC ¼ area under the curve) and the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test
(default of Seurat’s “FindMarkers” function; see Note 12).

3.8 Possible

Downstream Analyses

Downstream analyses always depend on the respective biological
question. In the following we want to highlight some of the possi-
ble downstream analyses that are often conducted in Drosophila
scRNA-seq experiments. We listed the analysis tools in Table 1.

3.8.1 Gene Ontology and

Network Analysis

After having identified cluster marker genes, many studies perform
a GO (Gene Ontology) term enrichment analysis on these features.
For Drosophila, several online resources and GO databases exist. In
the following we want to name a few that were used in recent
Drosophila studies: (1) Gene list annotations for Drosophila
(GLAD) online resource [73], (2) The Database for Annotation,
Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) [74, 75]), (3) g:
Profiler [76], (4) Protein Analysis Through Evolutionary Relation-
ships (PANTHER) (latest version [77]), and (5) GOrilla [78]. For
analyzing and visualizing GO term results REVIGO [79] can be
utilized. We and others [43, 44]) have used “Cytoscape” which is
an open-source software that allows network analyses, gene–gene
correlations, and visualization of experimental data [80].

3.8.2 Pseudotime

Analysis and RNA Velocity

Moreover, many Drosophila studies conduct a pseudotime analysis
to infer cell trajectories and lineages (e.g., [26, 27, 37]). The two
most commonly applied methods are “Monocle” (the newest ver-
sion being Monocle3 [81, 82]) and “Slingshot” [83]. In a very
similar context, “velocyto” [84] has been used to determine RNA
velocity and the transcriptional alterations in single cells
[27, 85]. RNA velocity results can be visualized with “scvelo” [86].

3.8.3 Machine Learning

Approaches

Additionally, two studies generated machine learning models using
Drosophila scRNA-seq data. Özel and colleagues trained a neural
network to classify thousands of single cells (at adult and pupal
stages) and assigned them to hundreds of cell types at all stages of
their development [32]. Their final model is available and can be
used to annotate different datasets. A second study made use of the
relationship between transcription factors and their downstream
targets to generate a “random forest” machine learning network
that could predict a cell’s gene expression based on its transcription
factor profile [87].
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3.8.4 Analysis of Base-

Substitution Mutations

Finally, a study on Drosophila testis used single-cell count data to
obtain mutational information [37]. For this, they applied
“bcftools mpileup” [88] by which they could identify more than
70 de novo base substitutions.

3.9 Computational

Methods Developed

Using Drosophila

Single-Cell Data

In the following we want to highlight how Drosophila single-cell
RNA data was used to develop novel computational methods
(Table 1, highlighted with an asterisk), such as “DistMap” which
was introduced by Karaiskos and colleagues [45]. Their method
enables researchers to predict spatial gene expression patterns using
scRNA-seq data. To do so, they generated distributed mapping
scores for every sequenced cell across all tissue positions. Further-
more, they developed the Drosophila Virtual Expression eXplorer
(DVEX) which can generate virtual in situ hybridizations (vISH)
for individual and multiple genes. Bageritz and colleagues devel-
oped a method to retrieve spatial gene expression information from
scRNA-seq data of the larval wing imaginal disc epithelium. This
method is particularly interesting for large and undifferentiated
tissues, with many stem-like cells and hence few cell types. It is
based on gene expression correlations to a set of reference genes
with known expression patterns. Additionally, the authors devised
an algorithm that identifies a suitable set of mapping genes [43]. A
tool developed by Guo X et al. [33] aims at determining the
regional preference of each cluster in scRNA-seq midgut data.
Their algorithm, called region-specific gene enrichment (RSGE),
makes use of bulk RNA-seq data from flygut-seq [89] to determine
a regional enrichment score for each cluster. Moreover, González-
Blas and colleagues have developed the R package ScoMap (Single-
Cell Omics Mapping into spatial Axes using Pseudotime ordering
[90]) that enables spatial integration of single-cell omics data into
virtual cells. This virtual environment can either resemble a specific
tissue or an abstract space.

An open resource of the Drosophila aging brain (with more
than 150,000 cells) was developed and provided by Davie and
colleagues. “SCope” enables the exploration and visualization of
gene expression states in an easy and user-friendly interface
[28]. Additionally, based on the already existing method single-
cell regulatory network inference and clustering (SCENIC [91]),
Davie and colleagues developed SCENIC for the Drosophila
genome which allows investigating gene regulatory networks in
Drosophila [28]. To study cell–cell communication pathways in
Drosophila scRNA-seq data Liu and colleagues developed a
web-based framework, called FlyPhoneDB, which predicts recep-
tor–ligand interactions [92].
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4 Notes

1. Keep in mind that depending on the tissue of interest you
might need to adapt and modify a few experimental steps.
The chosen sample preparation protocol should allow recovery
of high-quality cells or nuclei. Lengthy protocols, RNA degra-
dation, or other side effects (see e.g., [93]) need to be avoided
so that the recovered mRNA reflects the transcriptomic status
and many high-quality cells can be retrieved for downstream
analysis. Additionally, cell damage needs to be avoided to
reduce the level of ambient RNA.

2. To avoid or reduce batch effects induced during sequencing we
recommend to pool the different libraries that will be analyzed
together (samples, replicates) and perform sequencing from
this pool. If you want to pool libraries, make sure to use
different index primers during library construction.

3. A loss of read information becomes apparent at each of those
initial analysis steps: read QC, alignment rate, and cell selection
with ambient RNA captured by empty droplets. This should be
taken into account when deciding on sequencing depth for
libraries. We observed losses of about 30% raw read
information.

4. From our experience, the detected median gene and transcript
level often reflects the cDNA library yield after the initial
amplification step of the experimental library workflow. In
addition, the cDNA profile of high-quality data should show
aDrosophila specific average size, with 1300–2000 forDrosoph-
ila Drop-seq data. Lower average cDNA sizes can indicate
RNA degradation and hence fewer high-quality cells.

5. In general, we found that filtering extreme outliers improved
downstream analysis. However, we would advise to set the
filtering thresholds as permissive as possible to avoid filtering
out cell populations unintentionally. Decisions on the settings
of a specific filtering criteria can be made based on the
subsequent downstream analysis results.

6. From our experience, a <5% or up to <20% cutoff for mito-
chondrial genes is often enough to remove low-quality cells,
which are also characterized by low nCount and/or high
expression of stress response genes. A higher cutoff might be
required for energy demanding tissues that can have inherently
elevated mitochondrial gene expression as described for human
heart or muscle tissue [94].
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7. The recommended input cell concentration from 10� Chro-
mium is based on species mixing experiments of human and
mouse cells. We found that small Drosophila cells should be
loaded about 2� more to achieve a comparable number of
recovered cells and cell doublets.

8. We provide a detailed description and tutorial of the SRG tool
on the Boutros laboratory repository of Github (https://
github.com/boutroslab/Supplemental-Material/tree/mas
ter/Bageritz_2019). Notably, we found that the SRG tool
works particularly well for pulling out genes expressed in
restricted domains, so candidate genes for follow-up studies.

9. Reliable data integration is key for further downstream analysis.
To assess the performance of the integration, we recommend
to do the following steps: (i) perform the scRNA-seq analysis
on individual datasets, (ii) assess the contribution of each
experiment or replicate to the different clusters, and (iii) deter-
mine the preservation of the local structure by the Seurat
“LocalStruct” function (e.g., used by [63]).

10. As also pointed out in the Seurat tutorial, we recommend
exploring the dimensionality of the data with all three provided
methods: JackStraw procedure for statistical analysis, the
Elbow plot showing the ranked PCs based on the percentage
of variance explained by each one, and visual inspection of
heatmaps focusing on a principal component, in which cells
and genes are sorted by their principal component scores.

11. The search database DRscDB (Drosophila RNAi Screening
Center’s single-cell DataBase [95]) provides a valuable resource
to query genes of interest in scRNA-seq studies in Drosophila,
human and other model systems and can hence help annotate
clusters.

12. Since the true distribution of single-cell data is still discussed
[96], we recommend the non-parametric Wilcoxon Rank Sum
test for differential gene expression analysis.
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Chapter 5

Prime Editing for Precise Genome Engineering in Drosophila

Justin A. Bosch and Norbert Perrimon

Abstract

Editing theDrosophila genome is incredibly useful for gene functional analysis. However, compared to gene
knockouts, precise gene editing is difficult to achieve. Prime editing, a recently described CRISPR/Cas9-
based technique, has the potential to make precise editing simpler and faster, and produce less errors than
traditional methods. Initially described in mammalian cells, prime editing is functional in Drosophila
somatic and germ cells. Here, we outline steps to design, generate, and express prime editing components
in transgenic flies. Furthermore, we highlight a crossing scheme to produce edited fly stocks in less than
3 months.

Key words Prime editing, pegRNA, CRISPR, Genome engineering, Precise editing, Drosophila

1 Introduction

Prime editing is an exciting new CRISPR-based genome engineer-
ing technique to make small precise changes in the genome
[1, 2]. Like many CRISPR tools, prime editing consists of two
components – a prime editor (PE) protein and a prime editing
guide RNA (pegRNA). Unlike wild-type CRISPR nucleases (e.g.,
Cas9, Cas12), PE is a fusion between a nickase form of Cas9
(nCas9H840A) and Moloney murine leukemia virus (M-MLV)
reverse transcriptase. PE2 uses an improved engineered M-MLV
domain [1]. Like single guide RNAs (sgRNAs), pegRNAs contain a
target-specific spacer and scaffold. pegRNAs direct PE2 to nick a
protospacer target in the genome on the protospacer-adjacent
motif (PAM)-containing strand. Importantly, pegRNAs have an
unusual 30 extension sequence that encodes the desired edit and is
used by PE2 to reverse transcribe this edit into the nicked genomic
site. As described, this is referred to as the PE2 system [1]. Nicking
of the non-edited strand can bias DNA repair to increase the
chances of retaining the edit [1]. This is referred to as the prime
editing 3 (PE3) system, and involves co-delivery of a pegRNA and
nicking sgRNA [1]. One disadvantage of the PE3 system is that
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simultaneous nicking on opposite strands by the pegRNA and
sgRNA can generate double-strand breaks (DSB) and thus indels
in the intervening sequence. To minimize this effect, Anzalone
et al. [1] described a modification called PE3b, in which the nicking
sgRNA can only bind a protospacer after the edited heteroduplex
has formed.

Compared to precise editing using homology-directed repair
(HDR) and CRISPR/Cas9, prime editing is associated with
reduced genomic mistakes, such as insertion and deletions (indels)
at on-target and off-target sites [1, 3, 4]. Compared to base editing
[5], prime editing is more versatile, enabling all types of point
mutations, small insertions (<100 bp), and small deletions
(<100 bp) [1]. However, prime editing is currently limited to
small edits, although some have adapted prime editing for larger
deletions [6]. Another limitation is that prime editing efficiency
varies depending on the cell type or edit [1, 7]. Due to its versatility
and simplicity of use, prime editing has been quickly adopted by
researchers working in diverse organisms. Therefore, it is likely that
future versions of prime editing will address the issues above, such
as prime editing systems with higher efficiencies or new
functionalities.

Here, we outline protocols to perform prime editing in Dro-
sophila melanogaster [8] (Fig. 1). First, to achieve a desired edit in
the Drosophila genome, we outline the steps to design a pegRNA
sequence, and optional nicking sgRNA sequence. Notably, this
process is much more difficult than designing a traditional
sgRNA, such as for gene knockout. Second, we detail bench work
to molecularly clone plasmid DNA that is used to express pegRNAs
and nicking sgRNAs in Drosophila cells. Third, we provide a guide
to isolate pegRNA transgenic flies, cross these lines with
PE2-expressing lines, analyze their progenies for editing, and iso-
late edited fly stocks.

2 Materials

2.1 Cloning pegRNA

Expression Plasmids

1. Empty pegRNA expression plasmids: pCFD3-NS (Addgene
149545) or pCFD5-NS (Addgene 149546) (see Note 1).

2. BpiI with included 10� FastDigest Buffer (Fermentas,
FD1014) (see Note 2).

3. FastAP (Fermentas, EF0651).

4. DNA Gel purification kit (Qiagen or similar).
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Fig. 1 Workflow to use prime editing to produce an edited fly stock by transgenic crossing. This workflow
shows the steps from pegRNA design, through pegRNA molecular cloning, to transgenic crossing of pegRNA
expressing lines, to generate an edited and balanced fly stock. Workflows that branch to the right (pegRNA
testing in cultured S2R+ cells and editing in somatic tissues in vivo) are optional. Gray bars on left or right of
the figure show the approximate timescales for sections of the workflow
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5. For cloning into pCFD3-NS by ligation of annealed oligos:

(a) Custom oligonucleotides (top and bottom).

>pegRNA_spacer_top

gtcgNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN (Ns = 20bp spacer)

>pegRNA_spacer_bot

aaacNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN (Ns = 20bp spacer)

>pegRNA_ext_top

gtgcNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN (Ns = variable length extension)

>pegRNA_ext_bot

aaaaNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN (Ns = variable length extension)

(b) sgRNA scaffold oligonucleotides (top and bottom).

>pegRNA_scaffold_top

gttt TAGAGCTAGAAATAGCAAGTTAAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTATCAACTT

GAAAAAGTGGCACCGAGTCG

>pegRNA_scaffold_bot

gcac CGACTCGGTGCCACTTTTTCAAGTTGATAACGGACTAGCCTTATTTTAACTTGC

TATTTCTAGCTCTA

(c) T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (PNK) with included 10x T4
ligation buffer.

(d) T4 DNA ligase with included 10x T4 ligation buffer.

6. For cloning into pCFD3-NS or pCFD5-NS by dsDNA overlap
assembly:

(a) Custom dsDNA fragment for pCFD3-NS cloning.

>dsDNA

AGACCTATTTTCAATTTAACGTCGNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNGTTTTAGA

GCTAGAAATAGCAAGTTAAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTATCAACTTGAAAAAGT

GGCACCGAGTCGGTGCNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNTTTTTTGCCTACCTGGAGCCTGAG

Bold Ns ¼ pegRNA spacer (20bp)
Underlined Ns ¼ pegRNA extension (variable length)

(b) Custom dsDNA fragments for pCFD5-NS cloning.

>dsDNA fragment 1
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CGGGTTCGATTCCCGGCCGATGCANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNGTTTTA

GAGCTAGAAATAGCAAGTTAAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTATCAACTTGAAAAA

GTGGCACCGAGTCGGTGCAACAAAGCACCAGTGGTCTAGTGGTAGAATAGT

ACCCTGCCACGGTACAGACC

Bold Ns ¼ nicking spacer (20bp)

>dsDNA fragment 2

AACAAAGCACCAGTGGTCTAGTGGTAGAATAGTACCCTGCCACGGTACAGA

CCCGGGTTCGATTCCCGGCTGGTGCANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNGTTT

TAGAGCTAGAAATAGCAAGTTAAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTATCAACTTGAAA

AAGTGGCACCGAGTCGGTGCNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTGCCTACCTGGAGCCTGAG

Bold Ns ¼ pegRNA spacer (20bp)
Underlined Ns ¼ pegRNA extension (variable length)

(c) Gibson master mix or similar (e.g., NEBuilder HiFi DNA
Assembly Master Mix).

7. Chemically competent E. coli.

8. Ampicillin or Carbenicillin antibiotic.

9. Agar plates and liquid media for E. coli growth.

10. Liquid culture tubes.

11. 37 �C shaking incubator.

12. Table-top microcentrifuge for 1.5–2 ml tubes.

13. Plasmid miniprep kit (Qiagen or similar).

14. Sequencing primer pCFD3seqF ACCTACTCAGCCAAGA
GGC.

15. Optional colony PCR primers pCFD3seqF and pCFD3seqR
ACCTACTCAGCCAAGAGGC,
GCCGAGCACAATTGTCTAGAATGC.

2.2 S2R+ Cell

Transfection (Optional)

1. Schneider’s medium (21720-024; Thermo Fisher Scientific)
with 10% fetal bovine serum and 50 U/mL penicillin-
streptomycin.

2. S2R+ cells (Drosophila Genomics Resource Center stock #150
or similar) (see Note 3).

3. pAC-Gal4 (Addgene 24344 or similar) (see Note 4).

4. pUAS-PE2 (Addgene 149550) (see Note 5).

5. Transfection reagent (Effectene, 301427, Qiagen or similar).

6. Tissue culture-treated culture plates.

7. Genomic extraction reagents.
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2.3 Transgenic Fly

Work

1. QIAprep blue columns (Qiagen) or equivalent to repurify
plasmid DNA.

2. Injection buffer (phosphate buffer): 100 μM NaPO4 pH 6.8,
5 mM KCl.

3. PhiC31 integrase; attP embryos for microinjection (e.g., from
the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center (BDSC), yv nos-phi-
C31int; attP40 (BL25709), yv nos-phiC31int;; attP2
(BL25710)) (can be outsourced to injection companies).

4. yellow-, vermillion- balancer stocks (e.g., y,sc,v; Gla/CyO
BL35781, y sc v; Dr e/TM3, Sb BL32261).

5. For somatic editing: w; Act-Gal4/CyO; UAS-PE2,w+ attP2
(Act>PE2) (BL90977), or w; UAS-PE2,w+ attP40; Tub--
Gal4/TM6b (Tub>PE2) (BL90974).

6. For germ line editing: w; nos-Gal4, UAS-PE2,w+ attP40
(nos>PE2 II) (BL91349), or w;; nos-Gal4, UAS-PE2,w+
attP2 (nos>PE2 III) (BL91350).

7. Balancer stocks for X, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th chromosomes available
from BDSC.

2.4 Detection of Edits 1. Fly squishing buffer: 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.2, 1 mM
ethylenediaminetetraacetate, 25 mM NaCl, 200 μg/mL
proteinase K.

2. Gene-specific forward and reverse primer to PCR amplify tar-
get site (see Note 6).

3. For Sanger sequencing: Taq polymerase.

4. For Amplicon sequencing: High fidelity polymerase (Q5, New
England Biolabs; M0491L).

5. Gel purification kit (Qiagen or similar).

6. DNA fragment purification kit (QIAquick purple column or
equivalent).

3 Methods

3.1 Locate and

Annotate the Edit of

Interest

Locate the genomic region of interest and bases to be edited
(Fig. 2). Create a computer file containing the wild-type sequence,
with ~1 kb flanking the edit site, and annotate the location of the
desired edit (seeNote 7). For example, a simple text file can be used
to annotate the desired edit, such as using the following conven-
tions from PrimeDesign [7].
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Wild-type:

. . .CTGGAAGGCTGGCGGCGCGTATTTGCCCATCGATC. . .

Substitution:

. . .CTGGAAGGCT(GGCG/TAAA)GCGCGTATTTGCCCATCGATC. . .

Insertion:

. . .CTGGAAGGCTGGCG(+TAAA)GCGCGTATTTGCCCATCGATC. . .

Deletion:

. . .CTGGAAGGCT(-GGCG)GCGCGTATTTGCCCATCGATC. . .

Combination:

. . .CTGGAAGGCT(-GGCG)GCGCGTAT(T/G)TGCCCATCGATC. . .

3.2 Select a Prime

Editing System

Before designing pegRNAs and optional nicking sgRNAs, users will
need to decide which prime editing system (e.g., PE2 vs PE3) is
most appropriate (see Note 8) for their application (e.g., heritable
edits vs somatic editing). PE3 results in higher editing efficiency in
S2R+ cells (three edits), fly somatic cells (three edits), and fly germ
cells (one edit) [8]. However, PE3 generates indels, which in some
cases match or surpass the frequency of correct edits. While the
PE3b system can address this issue, it has not been tested in
Drosophila. Importantly, PE3b is limited to cases where the edit
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nick to peg direction

+ positive- negative

5’

5’
5’
3’

3’
5’

...CCAAGATAGGAGTCTTCTCCTGCGGTCCTCGTCC.....

...GGTTCTATCCTCAGAAGAGGACGCCAGGAGCAGG.....

...CCAAGATAGGAGTCTTCTCCTGCGGTCCTCGTCC...
   S  K  I  G  V  F  S  C  G  P  R  P  

...CCAAGATAGGAGTCTTCTCCTGCtGTCCTCGTCC...
   S  K  I  G  V  F  S  C  C  P  R  P  

AUCCUCAGAAGAGGACGaCAGGAGCAGG

...TGCCCTATTTCATCCACCACTTCGAGA...

...ACGGGATAAAGTAGGTGGTGAAGCTCT...

        AUAAAGUAGGUGGUGAAGCU

AAGAUAGGAGUCUUCUCCUG

Fig. 2 Edit annotation, pegRNA design, and nicking sgRNA design. Top left shows an example annotation of the
classic Curly mutation (DuoxG1505C). Top right shows an example of a genomic protospacer with associated
NGG PAM and nick location. Bottom image shows an example pegRNA and nicking sgRNA to generate the
Curly1 in a wild-type background. Overlaid on this diagram are important notes and visual aids
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overlaps a nicking sgRNA protospacer, and the PAM for the PE3b
nicking sgRNA protospacer must be present in both the wild-type
and edited sequence. When using prime editing in the germ line to
make heritable edits, we recommend using the PE3 system. This is
based on ~3� higher inheritance rate of an edit in ebony (ebo-
nyG111X) using PE3 versus PE2 [8]. In somatic cells, indels gener-
ated by PE3 may complicate experimental results. For example, if a
user intends to engineer a gain of function allele in somatic cells,
PE3 will generate mosaic tissues that contain a mixture of cells with
the edit and with indels that could disrupt gene function. There-
fore, in general, we recommend using the PE2 system for prime
editing in somatic cells. Prime editing is functional in S2R+ cells
[8], but has not yet been used to make clonal S2R+ cell lines.
However, considering the promising results using PE3 in mamma-
lian cell culture systems, we recommend the use of the PE3 system
to make edited S2R+ cell lines.

3.3 pegRNA/Nicking

sgRNA Design

Manual design of pegRNAs and nicking sgRNAs is more complex
than traditional sgRNA design. Thankfully, many free online and
downloadable tools are available that simplify this process
(Table 1). At the time of publication, we prefer PrimeDesign [7],
but many tools have similar features (seeNote 9). In nearly all cases,
we recommend starting with the automatic design tools, such as
those listed in Table 1. However, for those who require manual
design, or want to evaluate sequences designed by online tools, we
outline major design factors that influence editing efficiency below
(see Note 9).

To date, there are no simple design parameters one can use to
guarantee high prime editing efficiency. However, several groups
have defined general design rules to help design pegRNAs and
nicking sgRNAs [1, 3, 7, 9, 10] (see Note 9). As an example, we
provide a hypothetical design strategy to engineer the classical
Curly mutation (DuoxG1505C) [11] into a wild-type Drosophila
genomic background (Fig. 2). For simplicity, we mostly refer to
the rules established by Anzalone et al. and Hsu et al. [1, 7]:

1. Select a protospacer with a nick site that is 50 relative to the
intended edit site (Fig. 2) (see Note 10).

2. Select a PBS between 10 and 14 bp (Fig. 2) (see Note 11).

3. Select a RT region (containing the edit and flanking homology
sequence) that is 10–20 bp for small edits (e.g., point muta-
tions), or >20 bp for longer edits (Fig. 2) (see Note 12).

4. When using the PE3 system, select a nicking sgRNA protospa-
cer on the non-edited strand, with the sgRNA nick site
50–100 bp away from the pegRNA nick site (Fig. 2) (see
Note 13).
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3.4 Cloning pegRNA

Expression Plasmids

Two empty expression plasmids are used to clone pegRNA
sequences, pCFD3-NS, and pCFD5-NS (Fig. 3). pCFD3-NS is
used to express a single pegRNA for the PE2 system. pCFD5-NS
is used to co-express a nicking sgRNA in tandem with a pegRNA,
for the PE3 system. pCFD3-NS and pCFD5-NS are derived from
pCFD3 [12] and pCFD5 [13] and lack sgRNA scaffold sequence
(NS ¼ No Scaffold). A pegRNA cloned into pCFD3-NS is written
as pCFD3-PE-geneedit, and a sgRNA/pegRNA pair cloned into
pCFD5-NS is written as pCFD5-PE3-geneedit. pCFD3-NS and
pCFD5-NS contain an attB sequence for site-specific integration
into the fly genome and a vermilion+ rescue transgene for transfor-
mant selection using eye color. For pCFD3-NS cloning, users have
the option of choosing between two cloning methods – ligation of
annealed oligos or insertion of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) by
Gibson cloning (or equivalent method) (see Note 14).

3.4.1 Cloning Annealed

Oligos into pCFD3-NS

1. Design and order top and bottom oligonucleotides for the
pegRNA spacer, scaffold, and pegRNA extension (Fig. 4) (see
Note 15).

2. Resuspend oligos to 100 μM in H20.

3. Phosphorylate and anneal each pair of oligos in a PCRmachine
(see Note 16):

1 μl Top oligo (100 μM)

1 μl Bottom oligo (100 μM)

1 μl 10� T4 Ligation buffer

Table 1
pegRNA and nicking sgRNA design tools for prime editing

Tool name References Website

PrimeDesign [7] https://drugthatgene.pinellolab.partners.org/

PegIT [19] https://pegit.giehmlab.dk/

pegFinder [20] http://pegfinder.sidichenlab.org/

PnB Designer [21] https://fgcz-shiny.uzh.ch/PnBDesigner/

PE-Designer [22] http://www.rgenome.net/pe-designer/

PETAL [23] https://gt-scan.csiro.au/petal/

Pegassist N/A https://pegassist.app/

PlantPegDesigner [10] http://www.plantgenomeediting.net/

Prime Editing Design Tool [24] https://primeedit.nygenome.org/

PINE-CONE [25] https://github.com/xiaowanglab/PINE-CONE

Easy-Prime [26] http://easy-prime.cc/
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μl H20

0.5 μl T4 PNK

10 μl total
PCR program: 37 �C for 30 min, 95 �C for 5 min, then

ramp down to 25 �C at 5 �C/min.

4. Dilute annealed/phosphorylated oligos 1:200 in H2O.

5. Digest/dephosphorylate pCFD3-NS:

5 μg pCFD3-NS

3 μl BpiI (cuts BbsI)
3 μl FastAP
6 μl 10� FastDigest Buffer

Xμl H20

60 μl total
Incubate at 37 �C for ~16 h.

6. Gel-purify the digested pCFD3-NS backbone (~6.2 kb).

7. Ligate annealed oligos into digested pCFD3-NS (seeNote 17):

pCFD5-NS

pegRNA + sgRNA

pegRNA

tRNA

tRNA

vermillion+

attB

dU6

sgRNA

pCFD3-NS

pegRNA

Addgene #

DGRC #

Name

Used to express

149545 149546

1528 1529

Cloning Method 1

Cloning Method 2

Annealed oligos/
T4 ligase

dsDNA/Gibson

2 dsDNAs/Gibson

pegRNA

vermillion+

attB

dU6

Fig. 3 pegRNA expression plasmids pCFD3-NS and pCFD5-NS. Top shows maps
of pCFD3-NS and pCFD5-NS. attB, phiC31 integrase recombination sequence;
dU6, Drosophila U6:3 promoter; vermillion+, fly eye color transgenesis marker.
Bottom table shows details distinguishing the two plasmids. DGRC Drosophila
Genomics Resource Center
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Xμl digested pCFD3-NS (50 ng)

1 μl spacer diluted annealed oligo

1 μl scaffold diluted annealed oligo

1 μl 30 extension diluted annealed oligo

1.5 μl 10� T4 Ligation Buffer

Xμl H20

1 μl T4 DNA ligase

15 μl total
Incubate reaction at room temperature for 30 min.

annealed pegRNA spacer annealed pegRNA extension

annealed pegRNA scaffold

dsDNA for cloning into pCFD3-NS

dU6:3 promoter

pCFD3-NS

pCFD3-NS
(digested)

BbsI BbsI

Cut w/ BbsI

dU6:3 downstream

edit

edit

PBS

PBS

RT

RT

spacer

spacer

spacer

scaffold

scaffold

5’
3’

5’

5’

3’

3’

5’
3’

3’
5’

3’
5’

gtcgAAGATAGGAGTCTTCTCCTG
    TTCTATCCTCAGAAGAGGACcaaa

gtttTAGAGCTAGAAATAGCAAGTTAAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTATCAACTTGAAAAAGTGGCACCGAGTCG
    ATCTCGATCTTTATCGTTCAATTTTATTCCGATCAGGCAATAGTTGAACTTTTTCACCGTGGCTCAGCcacg

AGACCTATTTTCAATTTAACGTCGAAGATAGGAGTCTTCTCCTGGTTTTAGAGCTAGA

AATAGCAAGTTAAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTATCAACTTGAAAAAGTGGCACCGAGTCG

GTGCGGACGAGGACaGCAGGAGAAGACTCCTATTTTTTGCCTACCTGGAGCCTGAG

...AGACCTATTTTCAATTTAACGTCGGGGTCTTCGAGAAGACCTTTTTTTGCCTACCTGGAGC...

...TCTGGATAAAAGTTAAATTGCAGCCCCAGAAGCTCTTCTGGAAAAAAACGGATGGACCTCG...

gtgcGGACGAGGACaGCAGGAGAAGACTCCTA
    CCTGCTCCTGtCGTCCTCTTCTGAGGATaaaa
    

dU6:3 promoter

dU6:3 promoter

dU6:3 downstream

dU6:3 downstream

...AGACCTATTTTCAATTTAAC                      TTTTTTGCCTACCTGGAGC...

...TCTGGATAAAAGTTAAATTGCAGC                      AACGGATGGACCTCG...

pCFD3-PE-geneedit dU6:3 PBSRT U6 3’

pegRNA pCFD3seqR

pCFD3seqF

scaffold

A

B

C

D

Fig. 4 pegRNA cloning into pCFD3-NS. (a) DNA sequence of pCFD3-NS cloning site before and after BbsI
digestion. (b) Three pairs of annealed oligos that compose full pegRNA. (c) dsDNA encoding pegRNA and
overlap sequence for Gibson cloning. (d) Final construct structure of pegRNA cloned into pCFD3-NS
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8. Transform ligation into competent cells and grow colonies on
LB agar ampicillin plates.

9. Culture colonies with LB + Ampicillin and sequence confirm
plasmids (see Note 18).

pCFD3seqF ACCTACTCAGCCAAGAGGC.

3.4.2 Cloning dsDNA into

pCFD3-NS

1. Design and order dsDNA containing the full-length pegRNA
with homology arms that match cut pCFD3-NS (Fig. 4) (see
Note 19)

2. Digest/dephosphorylate/gel-purify pCFD3-NS (see Subhead-
ing 3.4.1 steps 5 and 6)

3. Mix components in a Gibson assembly reaction:

Xμl digested pCFD3-NS (50 ng)

Xμl dsDNA fragment (5 ng)

2.5 μl Gibson master mix

Xμl H20

5 μl total
Incubate reaction at 50 �C for 30 min.

4. Transform/culture bacteria and sequence plasmids (see Sub-
heading 3.4.1 steps 8 and 9).

3.4.3 Cloning dsDNAs

into pCFD5-NS

1. Design and order dsDNA fragments 1 and 2 (Fig. 5). dsDNA
fragment 1 contains the nicking sgRNA, and dsDNA fragment
2 contains the pegRNA. dsDNA fragments contain homology
arms that match each other and digested pCFD5-NS (Fig. 5)
(see Note 19).

2. Digest/dephosphorylate/gel-purify pCFD5-NS (same as Sub-
heading 3.4.1 steps 5 and 6, except using pCFD5-NS)

3. Mix components in a Gibson assembly reaction:

Xμl digested pCFD5-NS (50 ng)

Xμl dsDNA fragment 1 (5 ng)

Xμl dsDNA fragment 2 (5 ng)

2.5 μl Gibson master mix

Xμl H20

5 μl total
Incubate reaction at 50 �C for 30 min.

4. Transform/culture bacteria and sequence plasmids (see Sub-
heading 3.4.1 steps 8 and 9).
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3.5 Validation of

Editing in S2R+ Cells

(Optional)

Prime editing efficiency at different target sites can be unpredict-
able [1, 7]. To address this issue, different groups have tested
multiple pegRNA designs in cultured cells to screen for those
with the highest editing efficiency. Here, we outline culture meth-
ods used in Bosch et al. 2021 [8] to deliver prime editing compo-
nents to S2R+ cells.

1. Transfect the following plasmids into S2R+ cells, following the
Effectene manufacturer instructions: pegRNA plasmid DNA,
pUAS-PE2, and pAct-Gal4 (see Note 20).

2. Grow cells at 25 �C in a humid box for 4 days (see Note 21).

pCFD5-NS

A

B

C

pCFD5-NS
(digested)

edit PBSRT

nicking spacer

pegRNA spacer

nicking scaffold

pegRNA scaffold

pegRNA scaffold

nicking scaffold
5’

3’

dU6:3 downstream

dU6:3 downstream

D.m. tRNAGly

D.m. tRNAGly

O.s. tRNAGly

dsDNA #1 for cloning into pCFD5-NS

dsDNA #2 for cloning into pCFD5-NS

BbsI BbsI

CGGGTTCGATTCCCGGCCGATGCATCGAAGTGGTGGATGAAATAGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGCAAGTTAA

AATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTATCAACTTGAAAAAGTGGCACCGAGTCGGTGCAACAAAGCACCAGTGGTCTAGT

GGTAGAATAGTACCCTGCCACGGTACAGACC

AACAAAGCACCAGTGGTCTAGTGGTAGAATAGTACCCTGCCACGGTACAGACCCGGGTTCGATTCCCGGCT

GGTGCAAAGATAGGAGTCTTCTCCTGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGCAAGTTAAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTA

TCAACTTGAAAAAGTGGCACCGAGTCGGTGCNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTGCCTACC

TGGAGCCTGAG

...TTCGATTCCCGGCCGATGCAGGGTCTTCGAGAAGACCTTTTTTTGCCTACCTGGAGC...

...AAGCTAAGGGCCGGCTACGTCCCAGAAGCTCTTCTGGAAAAAAACGGATGGACCTCG...

dU6:3 downstream

D.m. tRNAGly

...TTCGATTCCCGGCCGA                      TTTTTTGCCTACCTGGAGC...

...AAGCTAAGGGCCGGCTACGT                      AACGGATGGACCTCG...

dU6:3 downstream

Cut w/ BpiI

O.s. tRNAGly

O.s. tRNAGly

pegRNA

pCFD5-PE3-geneedit

dU6:3 tRNA tRNA

nicking sgRNA

U6 3’
spacer spacer

pCFD3seqR

pCFD3seqF

scaffoldscaffold RT PBS

Fig. 5 pegRNA and sgRNA cloning into pCFD5-NS. (a) DNA sequence of pCFD5-NS cloning site before and after
BbsI digestion. (b) Two dsDNA fragments, #1 and #2, that compose the nicking sgRNA, intervening tRNA,
pegRNA, and overlap sequences for Gibson cloning. D.m, Drosophila melanogaster; O.s., Oryza sativa. (c) Final
construct structure of pegRNA and sgRNA cloned into pCFD5-NS
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3. Resuspend cells, transfer to a 1.5 ml centrifuge tube, and pellet
for 10 min at 100 g.

4. Remove the supernatant, replace with 1 ml 1�PBS, gently
invert the centrifuge tube, and repeat centrifugation in step 3.

5. Remove the supernatant, add 100 μl QuickExtract reagent, and
resuspend cell pellet by pipetting up and down.

6. Incubate solution at 65 �C for 15 min and then 98 �C for
2 min.

7. Store at �20 �C.

8. See Subheading 3.7.3 for detection of edits by amplicon
sequencing.

3.6 pegRNA

Transgenic Flies and

Crossing

This protocol describes prime editing by transgenic crosses
between pegRNA lines and PE2 expressing flies. Embryo injection
of pegRNA plasmids or synthetic pegRNAs is also possible, though
with lower editing efficiency [8].

3.6.1 Isolation of pegRNA

Transgenic Fly Lines

1. Re-purify plasmid DNA (pCFD3-PE-geneedit or pCFD5-PE3-
geneedit) by column purification (QIAprep blue columns or
equivalent) and elute in injection buffer at 200 ng/μl (at least
10 μl total) (see Note 22).

2. Inject plasmid DNA into at least 50 y v nos-phiC31int; attP40
or y v nos-phiC31int;; attP2 embryos (see Note 23).

3. Raise injected embryos at 18–25 �C.

4. Outcross injected adults (G0) to yellow-, vermillion- balancer
stocks (e.g., y sc v; Gla/CyO).

5. Collect vermillion+ G1 male progeny and repeat outcross in
step 4 (see Note 24).

6. Intercross vermillion+/balancer G2 male and female progeny
to generate a pegRNA-expressing fly stock.

3.6.2 Prime Editing by

Transgenic Crossing

For ubiquitous somatic prime editing, cross pegRNA transgenic
flies to Act>PE2 and raise at 29 �C (see Note 25). If appropriate,
analyze progeny for phenotypes associated with the edit.

For germ line editing, cross pegRNA transgenic flies to
nos>PE2. For editing genes on chromosomes X, III, and IV, use
nos>PE2 II; for editing genes on chromosomes X, II, and IV, use
nos>PE2 III.

1. Cross pegRNA line to nos>PE2 and incubate crosses at 29 �C.

2. Every 24 h, flip crosses to a new food vial

3. Heat shock F1 progeny in food vials in a 37 �C water bath for
1 h at 24 h after egg deposition (AED), 48 h AED, 72 h AED,
96 h AED, and 120 h AED.
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4. Cross ~8–10 pooled F1 male adult progeny to 10–15 females
from an appropriate balancer stock (e.g., y w;;TM3/TM6b) (see
Note 26).

5. Set up ~100 individual crosses between single F2 adult progeny
and ~3–5 females of the balancer stock (see Note 27).

6. After 3–5 days of crossing, transfer single F2 adults to PCR
strip tubes or a 96-well plate, freeze the tubes or plate at
�20 �C, and proceed to Subheading 3.7.4 for genotyping.

7. After identifying a line with the intended edit, intercross edit/
balancer males and females to generate a stable fly line.

3.7 Detection of Edits

3.7.1 Primer Design

To detect an edit, PCR is first used to amplify the target site, then
the PCR fragment is sequenced by Sanger sequencing or amplicon
sequencing. Using genomic sequence as reference, users should
design a forward and reverse primer that flanks the edit site using
programs such as Primer3 [14] or equivalent (see Note 28).

For Sanger sequencing, design primers such that the fragment
size is between 200 bp and 1000 bp, ensuring that the edit is
between 50 bp and 400 bp away from at least one end of the
fragment.

For amplicon sequencing, design primers such that the frag-
ment size is at least 200 bp. The maximum fragment size is deter-
mined as 10 bp less than double the read length of the sequencer.
For example, Genewiz Amplicon-EZ uses 2 � 250 bp Illumina
sequencing; therefore, the fragment size should be 200 bp–
490 bp (see Note 29). These size ranges apply to both the wild-
type and edited amplicon (see Note 30). If using a nicking sgRNA
(PE3 system), ensure that both the edit site and the nicking sgRNA
target site are contained in the PCR fragment.

3.7.2 Genomic DNA

Extraction from S2R+ Cells

or Single Flies

To collect genomic DNA from S2R+ cells, use QuickExtract and
follow the manufacturer’s instructions (see also Subheading 3.5).
For collecting genomic DNA from single flies, squish a live or
frozen single fly in a PCR strip tube, add 50 μl fly squishing buffer,
incubate at 37 �C for 30 min and 95 �C for 2 min, and store
genomic DNA at �20 �C.

3.7.3 Amplicon

Sequencing of S2R+ Cells

or Somatic Editing Flies

1. PCR amplify the target site using primers designed in Subhead-
ing 3.7.1 using Q5 polymerase in a 50 μl reaction.

2. Run 10 μl PCR product on a 1% agarose gel and confirm
product size and lack of primer dimer.

3. Column purify (QIAquick purple column or equivalent) the
remaining 40 μl PCR product and elute in 35 μl H20.

4. Submit purified DNA fragment for amplicon sequencing (e.g.,
Genewiz Amplicon EZ or equivalent).
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5. Download next-generation sequencing (NGS) reads in .fastq
format.

6. Use CRISPResso2 [15] to calculate the percent of reads with
the precise edit, and the percent of reads with an indel (seeNote
31).

3.7.4 Sanger Sequencing

of Inherited Edits in Fly

Lines

1. PCR amplify the target site using primers designed in Subhead-
ing 3.7.1 using Taq polymerase in a 20 μl reaction.

2. Run the 20 μl reaction on a 1% agarose gel, gel-purify the PCR
fragment, and elute in 35 μl H20.

3. Submit purified PCR fragment for sequencing using one or
both of the primers used for PCR amplification.

4. Align chromatogram trace file (e.g., .abi format) to the refer-
ence genomic sequence using DNAstar SeqMan or similar
software.

4 Notes

1. pCFD3-NS (1528) and pCFD5-NS (1529) are also available
from the Drosophila Genomic Resource Center.

2. In our experience, digestions using Fermentas BpiI
(an isoschizomer of BbsI) perform better than BbsI-HF
from NEB.

3. Do not use S2R+ cells that express Cas9 or a Cas9 variant,
which could complex with pegRNAs or sgRNAs.

4. In Bosch et al. [8], the constitutive Gal4 plasmid (pAct-Gal4)
used was an unpublished reagent from Y. Hiromi, National
Institute of Genetics, Mishima, Japan. However, other Gal4-
expressing plasmids should work in S2R+ cells. For example,
pAC-Gal4 #24344 from Addgene is the most suitable publicly
available replacement. Alternatively, pMT-GAL4 #1042 from
the DGRC could be also be used with copper sulfate added to
the media.

5. pUAS-PE2 (1527) is also available from the Drosophila Geno-
mic Resource Center.

6. Partial illumina adapter sequences can be added on the 50 end
of primers to save on amplicon sequencing costs. For example,
append the following sequences to primers for Amplicon-EZ at
Genewiz.

Forward: acactctttccctacacgacgctcttccgatc
tNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

Reverse: gactggagttcagacgtgtgctcttccg
atctNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
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7. To help annotate and edit genomic sequence, we highly rec-
ommend using sequence annotation software, such as Snap-
gene, VectorNTI, and Lasergene.

8. Like other CRISPR/Cas9 approaches (e.g., base editing),
prime editing is a technique that will evolve and improve over
time. We highly recommend users to stay up to date on new
prime editing approaches before deciding which system most
appropriate for their application. For example, improved ver-
sions of prime editors may have higher editing efficiencies,
altered PAM specificities, lower frequency of indels using the
PE3 system, or other desirable qualities.

9. pegRNA and nicking sgRNA design rules will evolve as
researchers better define factors for successful editing. It is
likely that, over time, design software will be updated to inte-
grate these new rules. In addition, it is likely that completely
new design software created. Researchers should check when
the software listed in Table 1 was last updated, as well as search
for new software tools not included in Table 1.

10. Avoid spacer sequences with T homopolymers because these
can lead to premature termination of pegRNA or sgRNA
transcription.

If no protospacers are near the edit (e.g., <20 bp from
protospacer nick to edit), the RT length can be increased to
compensate. Programs, such as PrimeDesign, use sliders to
increase the maximum RT length. RT lengths up to 34 bp
have been shown to be functional [1], so it is possible that
even longer RT lengths may work, but there are potential
downsides to using longer RT regions. For example, longer
RT regions appear to have lower editing efficiency [9], perhaps
due to unpredictable pegRNA folding. Also, longer RT regions
may prevent oligo synthesis if using oligo annealing to con-
struct pegRNA expression plasmids (see Subheading 3.4.1).
Future PE2 variants that recognize alternative PAM sequences
could increase the number of possible pegRNA
protospacers [16].

High-throughput evaluation of prime editing events has
determined that protospacers with high predicted cutting
scores (double-strand breaks with Cas9) are also more effective
at prime editing with PE2 [9]. Therefore, it may be beneficial
to choose protospacers with higher predicted efficiency scores.
In contrast, prime editing inherently has low off-target effects
[1, 3, 4]. Therefore, it is currently unclear if choosing pegRNA
protospacers with lower predicted off-target effects will benefit
editing experiments. Several existing tools can be used to pre-
dicted on-target and off-target effects of protospacers in Dro-
sophila, such as the DRSC “Find CRISPR gRNA search”
(www.flyrnai.org/crispr3/web/) [17] or “Target Finder” at
flyCRISPR (flycrispr.org/target-finder/) [18].
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11. Optimal PBS length yet cannot be determined computation-
ally. 10–14 bp is a general starting point, but can be extended
to 10–17 bp [7]. The GC content of the PBS is an important
determinant of prime editing efficiency. Generally, a PBS with
high GC content (>50%) should be shorter, and low GC
content (<50%) should be longer [1, 7]. One helpful way to
choose PBS length, other than relying on automatic prediction
software (Table 1), is to select a PBS length with an optimal
melting temperature. One group showed that 37.4 �C is opti-
mal in mammalian cells [7], whereas another group suggests
<35 �C [9]. 30 �C appears optimal in plants [10]. Optimal PBS
melting temperature for Drosophila is unknown. Future design
rules may improve prediction of optimal PBS length.

12. Follow the design rules from PrimeDesign [7] to specify the
length of the homology downstream of the edit (Fig. 2): 1 bp
edit – 10 bp homology downstream, 2–5 bp edit – 15 bp
homology downstream, 6–10 bp edit – 20 bp homology
downstream, 11–15 bp edit – 25 bp homology downstream,
and >15 bp edit – 35 bp homology downstream.Prime editing
efficiency is higher when a PAM-disrupting mutation (i.e., in
either/both GG in the NGG motif) is encoded in the RT
region [1, 9]. If editing in genomic coding sequence, use a
synonymous PAM-disrupting mutation.

Avoid pegRNA extensions that start with a “C” (see Fig. 2).

13. Avoid choosing a nicking protospacer that is too close to the
pegRNA protospacer (e.g., <50 bp away), otherwise this may
increase the frequency of indels [1]. Conversely, avoid choos-
ing a nicking protospacer that is too far from the pegRNA
protospacer (e.g., >100 bp away), otherwise editing efficiency
will not be improved by the nicking sgRNA.

Anzalone et al. [1] noted that editing efficiency is slightly
higher when using nicking protospacer in the positive (30)
direction, rather than the negative (50) direction [1] (Fig. 2).

To use the PE3b approach, a nicking protospacer must be
selected that is only present after the edit is installed. Impor-
tantly, the PE3b nicking protospacer must use a PAM that is
present in both the wild-type and edited sequence.

14. Oligos are generally cheaper than dsDNA fragments, but Gib-
son assembly is generally faster and simpler. Cloning efficiency
is roughly similar between these two methods but has not been
compared extensively.

15. pegRNA and nicking sgRNA design software (e.g., PrimeDe-
sign) may output sequences with overhangs for cloning into
mammalian vectors. Simply exclude these sequences for oligo/
dsDNA design.
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16. Oligos can also be annealed and/or phosphorylated by a com-
pany (e.g., IDT). The annealing protocol is derived from the
pCFD3 sgRNA cloning protocol [12].

17. We recommend users also prepare a negative control reaction
that omits the insert. Transforming this reaction into bacteria,
in parallel to the experimental reaction, will give the number of
background colonies.

18. Before culturing colonies, colony PCR can be used to identify
candidate pegRNA plasmids:

pCFD3seqF ACGTTTTATAACTTATGCCCCTAAG

pCFD3seqR GCCGAGCACAATTGTCTAGAATGC

For pCFD3-NS cloning:

Uncut backbone ¼ 490 bp

Correct insert ¼ ~638 bp (depends on pegRNA length)

For pCFD5-NS cloning:

Uncut backbone ¼ 587 bp

Correct insert ¼ ~846 bp (depends on pegRNA length).

19. If needed, dsDNA homology arms can be extended longer
(~100 bp each). This can help decrease sequence complexity
when ordering dsDNA from companies.

20. We transfect in 24-well plates (500 μl culture volume per well),
using no more than 500 ng plasmid per well. Make sure to
include a negative, non-transfected control. To visualize trans-
fection efficiency, a UAS-GFP plasmid can be included. Trans-
fect each plasmid in a 1:1:1 ng ratio.

21. A humid box can be made using water-soaked paper towels
inside a sealable container larger than the tissue culture plates.

22. Miniprepped plasmid DNA can be toxic to injected embryos;
therefore, we use a second column purification to remove
contaminants. If embryo toxicity is too high, users can purify
plasmid DNA using a Qiagen midiprep kit or equivalent.

23. We observe higher integration efficiencies using yv
nos-phiC31int; attP40 compared to yv nos-phiC31int;; attP2.

24. Optional: Sequence confirm pegRNA transgenic fly lines by
single fly squishing (see Subheading 3.7.2), PCR amplification
using primers pCFD3seqF/R, and sequencing using the same
primers.

25. Tub>PE2 results in slightly higher editing efficiency [8], but
Tub>PE2 is a less healthy stock. Progeny raised at 29 �C will
result in slightly higher editing efficiency than progeny raised at
25 �C [8].
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26. We recommend using a balancer line that is yellow- white- to
allow easy selection against the three transgenes present in F1
flies. nos-Gal4 and UAS-PE2 are marked by white+. attP40 or
attP2, which contains theU6-pegRNA transgene, is marked by
yellow+.

27. For edits on chromosome X that might be lethal in males, use
F2 females for crosses (e.g., edit?/FM7 female � FM7/
Y male).

28. It is important to identify primer pairs that result in robust
PCR amplification with minimal primer dimer; therefore, we
recommend testing at least two pairs for each target site.

29. Illumina adapter sequences can be added to the forward and
reverse primers to facilitate downstream library assembly. For
example, these adapters are used by Genewiz Amplicon-EZ
and reduce the price of amplicon sequencing:

>forward

acactctttccctacacgacgctcttccgatctNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

>reverse

gactggagttcagacgtgtgctcttccgatctNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

30. If the edit is an insertion, then the edited PCR fragment will
be longer than the wild-type PCR fragment. It is important
that the predicted length of the edited PCR fragment also
conform to the fragment size rules.

31. To calculate the percent of reads with the precise edit, we used
the following parameters: “–prime_editing_pegRNA_spa-
cer_seq,” “–prime_editing_pegRNA_extension_seq,” “–pri-
me_editing_pegRNA_scaffold_sequence,” “–
ignore_substitutions,” and “–discard_indel_reads.” The pre-
cise editing frequency was calculated from “CRISPResso_-
quantification_of_editing_frequency.txt” for the “prime-
edited” amplicon, by dividing the number of reads found
under these headers – “unmodified”/“reads aligned all
amplicons.” To determine the percent of reads with indels
we ran CRISPResso2 with standard settings and the “–ignor-
e_substitutions” parameter. The indel frequency was calcu-
lated from
“CRISPResso_quantification_of_editing_frequency.txt” as
the number reads modified/number reads_aligned. When
using the PE3 system, we recommend specifying a quantifica-
tion window “-qwc” that encompasses the region between
the pegRNA and nicking sgRNA that spans the �6 position
relative to the pegRNA PAM to the�6 position relative to the
sgRNA PAM.
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Chapter 6

CRISPR-/Cas9-Mediated Precise and Efficient Genome
Editing in Drosophila

Kevin G. Nyberg and Richard W. Carthew

Abstract

The CRISPR/Cas9 system provides the means to make precise and purposeful modifications to the genome
via homology-directed repair (HDR). In Drosophila, a wide variety of tools provide flexibility to achieve
these ends. Here, we detail a method to generate precise genome edits via HDR that is efficient and broadly
applicable to anyDrosophila stock or species. sgRNAs are first tested for their cleavage efficiency by injecting
embryos with Cas9/sgRNA ribonucleoproteins using commercially available Cas9 protein. Using an
empirically validated sgRNA, HDR is performed using a donor repair plasmid that carries two transforma-
tion markers. A fluorescent eye marker that can be seamlessly removed using PiggyBac transposase marks
integration of the repair sequence. A counter-selection marker that produces small rough eyes via RNAi
against eyes absent is used to screen against imprecise HDR events. Altogether, the enhancements imple-
mented in this method expand the ease and scope of achieving precise CRISPR/Cas9 genome edits in
Drosophila.

Key words Drosophila, CRISPR, Genome editing, Homology-directed repair, Germline

1 Introduction

The discovery and application of the CRISPR/Cas9 system has
revolutionized the biological sciences, offering researchers unprec-
edented abilities to manipulate the genome in versatile ways [1]. In
Drosophila, CRISPR/Cas9 is widely used to induce targeted
double-stranded breaks (DSBs) and generate both imprecise
INDELs via non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and precisely
engineered edits via homology-directed repair (HDR) [2–11].

A wealth of tools has been developed that provide Drosophila
researchers flexibility in the design and construction of their edited
flies. Widely available and efficient germline-specific transgenic
Cas9 fly lines are popular, but Cas9 has also been introduced into
the fly by injecting either expression plasmids or Cas9 mRNA/
protein directly into pre-cellularized embryos [2–10, 12]. To pro-
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duce a heritable modification of the germline genome, Cas9 is
complexed with a chimeric single-guide RNA (sgRNA), which
fuses the targeting crRNA and the scaffolding tracrRNA
[13, 14]. sgRNAs are often introduced via expression plasmids
but can also be transcribed in vitro and co-injected with Cas9
protein as a ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex [3–5, 8, 12]. For
editing via HDR, both single-stranded oligonucleotides and
double-stranded plasmids have been used as donor repair templates
[3, 7, 9].

Still, achieving successful genome editing using CRISPR/Cas9
in Drosophila is not always straightforward, especially when using
an HDR approach. The germline Cas9 lines reliably induce DSBs,
but they also constrain the genetic backgrounds of the G0 founder
flies. This may complicate experiments that rely on maintaining a
specific genetic background, especially studies of quantitative poly-
genic traits. It also limits editing to the few Drosophila species with
such transgenic lines. sgRNAs vary widely in cleavage efficiency, and
computational predictions of sgRNA efficiency derived from stud-
ies in vertebrate systems do not always successfully predict efficiency
of sgRNAs in Drosophila embryos [12, 15]. A poor sgRNA will
doom a CRISPR/Cas9 effort from the start and will set a project
back several months. Finally, because precise integration of the
donor template via HDR is a relatively rare event and imprecise
HDR is not uncommon, multiple visible transformation markers
are advised to avoid laborious screening via PCR and sequencing.
Fluorescent eye markers are widely used as markers for successful
HDR integration, while a mini-white gene included in the donor
plasmid backbone has been used to screen against imprecise HDR
events [16]. The use of mini-white as a counter-selection marker,
however, necessitates performing the CRISPR/Cas9 edits in a
white mutant background.

With these challenges in mind, we detail here a widely applica-
ble protocol for generating precise Drosophila genome edits via
HDR with relative ease and efficiency [12] (Fig. 1). It also affords
the ability to perform edits in the genomes of any Drosophila stock,
including non-melanogaster Drosophila species. The protocol uses
commercially available Cas9 protein complexed with in vitro tran-
scribed sgRNA, which together can reliably produce DSBs. Injec-
tion of Cas9/sgRNA RNPs into embryos enables the researcher to
rapidly determine the cleavage efficiency of candidate sgRNAs. This
ensures that only highly efficient sgRNAs are then used for
HDR-mediated editing, and greatly increases the probability of
generating an expedient and successful HDR edit. Last, we have
combined an eye-specific DsRed selection marker for HDR events
with a counter-selection marker against those events that are impre-
cise [12]. The counter-selection marker is broadly applicable to all
Drosophila stocks and species, since it produces a small rough adult
eye by triggering RNAi against the eyes absent (eya) gene. The
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DsRed marker gene is then excised from the genome by PiggyBac-
mediated transposition, leaving the engineered genome edit intact
and scarless [16]. Taken together, these enhancements greatly
expand the ease and scope of performing precise CRISPR/Cas9
genome editing in Drosophila.

Fig. 1 Workflow to produce precise genome edits in Drosophila using CRISPR/Cas9. Multiple sgRNAs are
designed, and Cas9/sgRNA RNPs are screened in Drosophila embryos to ensure efficient sgRNA cleavage
activity in vivo. A donor repair plasmid is then computationally designed and constructed via Gibson Assembly.
The Cas9/sgRNA RNP and donor repair plasmid are then injected together into Drosophila embryos and
screened for successful transformation via HDR using a DsRed eye marker. This marker is then removed using
a PiggyBac transposase without leaving scars in the genome sequence
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2 Materials

Prepare all solutions using ultrapure nuclease-free water (prepared
by purifying deionized water, to attain a sensitivity of 18 MΩ-cm at
25 �C) and analytical grade reagents.

2.1 Synthesis of

sgRNAs

1. sgRNA PCR Primers: sgRNA_R primer — 50-AAAAGCACC
GACTCGGTGCC-30 and sgRNA_F primer — 50-TTAATAC
GACTCACTATAGG-[sgRNA target sequence without PAM]-
GTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAG-30 (See Note 1). Dissolve each
oligo to a final 10 μM concentration in water. Store at �20 �C.

2. Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase: (New England
BioLabs).

3. dNTPs: Pool 100 mM stocks of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP,
and dilute to a 10 mM final concentration of each nucleoside
triphosphate.

4. pU6-BbsI-chiRNA plasmid DNA, 30 ng/μL stock in water.
The plasmid can be obtained from Addgene (catalog
#45946) [3].

5. Qiaquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen).

6. MEGAscript T7 Transcription Kit (ThermoFisher).

7. RiboLock RNase Inhibitor (ThermoFisher).

8. Monarch RNA Cleanup Kit (50 μg): (New England BioLabs).

2.2 In Vivo Assay for

Cleavage and NHEJ

1. Squish buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA,
25 mM NaCl. Store at room temperature. Immediately before
using, add 1 μL of 20 mg/mL proteinase K to 100 μL of the
buffer [17].

2. Cas9/RNA RNPs: Mix 1.19 μL of 10 mg/mL Cas9-NLS
protein (Integrated DNA Technologies catalog #1081058)
with 2.36 μg in vitro-transcribed sgRNA, 0.38 μL 2 M KCl,
and water to a final volume of 5 μL. Incubate at room temper-
ature for 10 min. Centrifuge in a microfuge at maximum speed
for 10 min at room temperature. Transfer 4 μL of supernatant
into new tube to be loaded into injection needles. Store at
room temperature. Prepare RNPs fresh each day.

3. Taq DNA Polymerase (non-proofreading is generally
sufficient).

4. 0.5� Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer – 45 mM Tris base,
45 mM boric acid, 1 mM EDTA.

5. Ethidium bromide – 10 mg/mL stock solution.

6. T7 Endonuclease I (New England BioLabs).

7. Electrophoresis grade agarose.
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2.3 Construction of

Donor Plasmid

1. pBS-GMR-eya(shRNA) plasmid DNA (Drosophila Genomics
Resource Center (catalog #1518) or Addgene (catalog
#157991)) [12]. The plasmid is 3845 bp in length. It carries
a short hairpin RNAi agent against eyes absent (eya) mRNA
transcripts. Its transcription is driven by the eye-specific GMR
enhancer. If the plasmid integrates into theDrosophila genome,
it results in small eyes and can be used in any line with normal
eye morphology.

2. pScarlessHD-DsRed plasmid DNA: (Addgene) (catalog
#64703). In the plasmid, the 3xP3-DsRed cassette is flanked
by PiggyBac inverted repeats that can be used to precisely
excise the entire 3xP3-DsRed gene after successful integration
of the modification via HDR in the Drosophila genome [16].

3. gBlocks gene fragments (Integrated DNA Technologies).

4. EcoRV-HF restriction enzyme (New England BioLabs).

5. Monarch DNA Gel Extraction Kit (New England BioLabs).

6. Qiaquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen).

7. NEBuilder HiFi DNA Master Mix (New England BioLabs).

8. Electrocompetent E. coli (e.g., strain DH5α).

2.4 Purification of

the Donor Plasmid

1. HiSpeed Plasmid Midi Kit (Qiagen).

2. EndoFree Plasmid Mega Kit Buffer ER and Buffer QN (Qia-
gen). These are used to remove endotoxins and thereby reduce
toxicity in injected embryos.

3. Isopropanol, ACS grade.

4. Ethanol, absolute (200 proof), molecular biology grade.

5. 3 M Sodium acetate, pH 5.2.

6. Nuclease-free water, molecular biology grade.

2.5 Cas9-Mediated

Homologous DNA

Repair

1. RNP/Donor Plasmid Solution: Mix 1.19 μL Cas9-NLS pro-
tein (Integrated DNA Technologies #1081058, 10 mg/mL
stock) with 2.36 μg in vitro-transcribed sgRNA, 0.6 pmoles
donor plasmid DNA, 0.38 μL 2 M KCl, and water to a final
volume of 5 μL. Incubate at room temperature for 10 min.
Centrifuge in a microfuge at maximum speed for 10 min at
room temperature. Transfer 4 μL of supernatant into a new
tube to be loaded into injection needles. Store at room tem-
perature. Prepare fresh each day.

2.6 Excision of the

DsRed Marker

1. Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center stock #32070 contains
a PiggyBac transposase transgene under control of the
α-tubulin promoter and tightly linked to a 3XP3-CFP trans-
genic marker [18]. This is located on chromosome 2. The stock
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also contains 3rd chromosome balancers (MKRS/TM6B,Tb),
facilitating tracking of the 3rd chromosome independent of the
PiggyBac transposase.

2. Plasmid atub-pBac-K10 DNA (Drosophila Genomic
Resources Center (#1155)) [19]. This P-element vector con-
tains the αTub84B promoter fused to the transposase open
reading frame from the PiggyBac transposable element. The
30UTR is derived from the fs(1)K10 gene, lending germline
stability to the transposase transcript.

3. Injection buffer: 0.1 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.8,
5 mM KCl.

3 Methods

Carry out all procedures at room temperature unless otherwise
specified.

3.1 Design and

Synthesis of sgRNAs

1. Candidate sgRNA target should be identified using the fly-
CRISPR Optimal Target Finder Web Portal (http://
targetfinder.flycrispr.neuro.brown.edu). High stringency filter-
ing is sufficient, and only NGG PAM sites should be utilized.
Potential off-target sites should be minimized; zero predicted
off-target sites is ideal. A sgRNA target length of 20 nucleotides
works well. There is no need to have a G or GG at the 50 end of
the sgRNA (see Note 2).

2. Select two to three candidate sgRNA targets from step 1whose
cleavage sites are within 30 bp of the desired editing site (see
Note 3). Their close proximity to the editing site is to minimize
the possibility of homologous recombination between the
cleavage site and the editing site. Placement of the editing site
within the sgRNA target sequence is ideal since it will inactivate
the sgRNA target site in the donor plasmid (see Note 4).

3. Validate the target sequence for these selected sgRNAs in the
Drosophila melanogaster stock or the stock of another species
that you plan to edit. This should be done by Sanger sequenc-
ing the sgRNA targets from the stock’s genomic DNA (see
Note 5). Modify the sgRNA sequences to synthesize according
to the observed target sequences in the stock of interest.

4. To make a DNA template for in vitro transcription of one
candidate sgRNA, perform a 50 μL PCR reaction using a
proofreading DNA polymerase (e.g., New England Biolabs
Phusion HF DNA polymerase). The reaction should contain
1� PhusionHF buffer (with 1.5 mMMgCl2), 0.2 mMdNTPs,
25 pmoles sgRNA_F oligo, 25 pmoles sgRNA_R oligo, 30 ng
pU6-BbsI-chiRNA plasmid DNA, and 1 unit Phusion HF
polymerase [3]. Perform 35 cycles of touchdown PCR, starting
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with an annealing temperature of 60 �C and dropping 0.5 �C/
cycle until a final annealing temperature of 50 �C is reached (see
Note 6).

5. Purify the PCR product using standard column purification
(e.g., Qiaquick PCR Purification Kit).

6. Add 300 ng of the purified PCR product to a 20 μL MEGA-
script in vitro transcription reaction supplemented with 0.5 μL
(20 units) of Ribolock RNase inhibitor. Incubate at 37 �C
overnight in a thermocycler with a heated lid.

7. Purify the RNA product using an RNA cleanup kit and elute
the RNA in 20 μL nuclease-free water (see Note 7).

8. After measurement of RNA concentration, aliquot and store at
�80 �C. Successful reactions should yield concentrations of
2–4 μg/μL RNA.

3.2 Assay for

Cleavage Efficiency of

Synthesized sgRNAs

1. Prepare egg-laying cages with the Drosophila stock that you
plan to edit. Let the adults acclimate to the cage for 3 days at
room temperature with frequent plate changes.

2. Several hours before injections, flip flies onto fresh plates with
yeast paste to allow females to lay any held embryos. Allow
them to lay for at least 1 h, and then repeat for a total of two
pre-clears.

3. Prepare fresh Cas9/sgRNA RNPs for injection. Since 2 or
3 candidate sgRNAs will be assayed in parallel, make separate
RNP preparations for each. Fill independent needles with each
RNP preparation.

4. Collect embryos over repeating 30–50 min time windows for
RNP injections. From a single round of embryo collection, line
up and inject 35–40 embryos for each RNP preparation. Mul-
tiple RNPs can usually be injected from a single round of
embryo collection. A standard volume of ~100 pL should be
injected into each embryo (see Note 8).

5. Also mock-inject 35–40 embryos as a control (see Note 9).

6. With a needle, rupture any embryos that were skipped during
injection due to their advanced age or other defects. Incubate
embryos in a humid chamber at 25 �C for 24 h (see Note 10).

7. Using a pipet tip, pick up either individual L1 larvae or
embryos that are clearly late stage. Larvae are preferable to
pick for the assay. You want to pick a total of 8–10 individuals
to assay for each RNP treatment

8. For each individual embryo or larva, using the pipet tip you
picked it up with, grind it in 20 μL squish buffer in a PCR tube.
Pipette the mix several times (see Note 11). Incubate at 37 �C
for 30 min. Incubate at 95 �C for 2 min. Store the genomic
DNA prep at 4 �C.
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9. Design PCR primers to amplify the genome region in which
putative cleavage and NHEJ events are predicted to have
occurred (Fig. 1). The PCR amplicon should be between
700 and 1200 bp long, and the sgRNA target site should be
located near the center of the amplicon. If the sgRNAs being
tested are spread too far apart, you might need to use different
amplicons to assay them all.

10. For each pair of designed primers, amplify the genome region
from two or three individual mock-injected larvae or embryos
in separate PCR reactions. For each 50 μL reaction, add 3–5 μL
of genomic DNA, standard Taq DNA polymerase, and the
PCR primers designed in step 9. After the PCR reactions are
complete, take 10 μL of each reaction and perform the follow-
ing denaturation and reannealing steps in a PCR machine:
95 �C – 3 min, 94 �C – 1 min, 93 �C – 1 min, and 92 �C –
1 min; continue downward in 1 degree increments to 4 �C –
1 min, 6 �C – 10 s, 8 �C – 10 s, 10 �C – 10 s; and 12 �C – hold.
To 10 μL reannealed DNA, add 2 μL 10�NEBuffer 2, 0.2 μL
New England Biolabs T7 Endonuclease I (T7EI), and 7.8 μL
water. Incubate at 37 �C for 60 min. Electrophorese in a 2%
(w/v) agarose gel: 10 μL of undigested PCR product side by
side with 20 μL of the T7EI reaction. Ethidium bromide
(0.5 μg/mL) and 0.5 � TBE should be used in the gel and
buffer system to increase sensitivity to see faint digestion pro-
ducts. The PCR reaction should generate a robust amplicon,
and T7EI treatment should not generate digestion products
that overlap in size with the predicted fragments from sgRNA
targeted NHEJ events (Fig. 2) (see Note 12).

11. If the quality control test in step 10 passes, then the assays can
proceed as follows (Fig. 1). For each genomic DNA prep of
mock-injected and RNP-injected animals, perform a 50 μL
PCR reaction using Taq polymerase, the PCR primers
designed in step 9, and 3–5 μL genomic DNA.

12. Take 10 μL of each PCR reaction and perform the following
denaturation and reannealing steps in a PCR machine: 95 �C –
3 min, 94 �C – 1 min, 93 �C – 1 min, and 92 �C – 1 min;
continue downward in 1 degree increments to 4 �C – 1 min,
6 �C – 10 s, 8 �C – 10 s, 10 �C – 10 s; and 12 �C – hold.

13. To 10 μL reannealed DNA, add 2 μL 10�NEBuffer 2, 0.2 μL
New England Biolabs T7 Endonuclease I (T7EI), and 7.8 μL
water. Incubate at 37 �C for 60 min.

14. Electrophorese reaction products on a 2% (w/v) agarose gel.
For each reaction, run 10 μL of the undigested PCR amplicon
side by side with 20 μL of the T7EI reaction. Ethidium bro-
mide (0.5 μg/mL) and 0.5 � TBE should be used in the gel
and buffer system to increase sensitivity to see faint digestion
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products. Samples with cleavage products at expected sizes
from RNP-injected animals that are not present in mock-
injected controls and undigested controls are indicative of
sgRNA-guided cleavage (Fig. 2) (see Note 13).

3.3 Design of the

Donor Plasmid

1. Once a sgRNA has been found that efficiently cleaves DNA
in vivo, as determined by the T7EI assay described in Subhead-
ing 3.2, the donor plasmid can then be designed (Fig. 1). The
first step is to computationally design the donor plasmid
sequence using an informatics tool such as Benchling
(https://www.benchling.com). It is critical that you first design
the plasmid sequence you want to create before worrying about
how to construct it.

2. The donor plasmid consists of a backbone plasmid with inser-
tion of Drosophila genomic DNA comprising the region being
edited (Fig. 3). Somewhere within the genomic DNA is
inserted a synthetic positive transformation marker. The back-
bone plasmid itself needs no design; it is the plasmid
pBS-GMR-eya(shRNA) [12]. The other parts are inserted alto-
gether at the EcoRV site of pBS-GMR-eya(shRNA) within the
multi-cloning region (see Note 14).

Fig. 2 In vivo screening of sgRNA cleavage activity. PCR products (826bp in size) of an sgRNA target site in the
lncRNA CR45715 gene from both uninjected and RNP-injected embryos are digested by T7EI. Three
representative embryos (from eight total) are shown for each. Predicted T7EI cleavage products are
596 and 230 bp. The 596-bp product (arrowhead) is clearly visible in two RNP-injected embryos, though
the 230-bp product is likely too faint to visualize. Note that T7EI produces digestion products at ~500 bp and
~300 bp even in uninjected embryos, but these are easily distinguished from the sgRNA-induced cleavage
products. This sgRNA was subsequently used to generate multiple edits in the region via HDR
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3. From Subheadings 3.1 and 3.2, you have already designed and
selected two key sites in the genomic DNA: the sgRNA target
sequence and the site where the genome editing will occur
(Fig. 3). The third key site to select is the place where the
positive selection marker will be inserted into the genomic
DNA. The positive transformation marker is a 3xP3-DsRed
gene flanked on either side by PiggyBac inverted repeats
(Fig. 3) [16]. These allow for PiggyBac transposase-mediated
excision of the marker, enabling you to cleanly excise the entire
marker gene after successful integration of the genome edit
(Fig. 1). After excision, the remaining genome sequence will
be reduced to a single TTAA site. Therefore, the 3xP3-DsRed
marker must be placed immediately next to a native 50-TTAA-
30 sequence that can be on either DNA strand (Fig. 3). The
TTAA sequence can be located in theDrosophila genome but if
so, it should be located as close to the sgRNA cleavage site as
possible. Being located within 30 bp of the cleavage site is the

Fig. 3 Design of the sgRNA and donor repair plasmid. Important design considerations are shown at and
around the sgRNA target site. The NGG PAM site is adjacent to the sgRNA target site in the genome, but is not
included in the sgRNA sequence itself. A nearby TTAA sequence in the genome (ideally within 30bp of double-
stranded break site) serves as site of insertion for the scarless DsRed cassette. This TTAA site can also be
located within the sgRNA target sequence or within the novel insert sequence itself. The sgRNA target site in
the donor repair plasmid is inactivated by placing the novel insert sequence between the 20bp sgRNA target
site and the PAM site. This can also be achieved by mutating the PAM site or the very 30 end of the sgRNA
target site
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best (ideally within the target sequence itself if it has a TTAA
motif on either strand). Alternatively, the TTAA motif to be
used can be in any novel sequence being introduced by the
genome edit, i.e., a TTAA motif in GFP sequence or some
other sequence being inserted. Find all candidate TTAA motifs
on both DNA strands that fulfill these criteria. Select the best
site among these candidates.

4. Design the 3xP3-DsRed marker so it is located either on the 50

or 30 side of the native TTAA motif selected in step 3. The
marker is 1691 bp in length, and must have a TTAA sequence
flanking it on both sides. Thus, on one side will be the TTAA
that is native, and the other side will be a TTAA that is synthetic
(see Note 15).

5. There is one essential element to design of the donor plasmid;
its own sgRNA target sequence must be disrupted to prevent
Cas9 from cleaving the donor plasmid in vivo (Fig. 3). If
possible, you should inactivate the sgRNA cleavage site in the
donor plasmid either by inserting the genome editing site or
the positive transformation marker into the sgRNA target
sequence. If this is not possible, then you must mutate at
least one basepair in the PAM site or one of the most 30 base-
pairs in the sgRNA target sequence of the donor plasmid.

6. Design the donor plasmid sequence so that there is ~1000 bp
of Drosophila genomic DNA sequence on either side of the
sgRNA cleavage site (seeNote 16). These are called the left and
right homology arms, and their purpose is to facilitate the
double crossover events between donor plasmid andDrosophila
chromosome after RNP-mediated cleavage of the chromosome
DNA (Fig. 3).

7. Design the donor plasmid sequence to contain the precise
changes in the Drosophila genome you want to achieve. These
will be located at the editing site in the genomic DNA, either at
the base of the left or right homology arm, or in the sgRNA
target sequence itself (Fig. 3).

3.4 Construction of

the Donor Plasmid

1. Once the donor plasmid sequence is computationally designed,
Gibson assembly can be used to assemble the necessary DNA
fragments into the donor plasmid [20]. The assembly typically
involves five fragments of DNA: (1) pBS-GMR-eya(shRNA)
linearized at its EcoRV site, (2) a PCR amplicon of the positive
transformation marker, (3) left homology arm, (4) right
homology arm, and (5) genome edited fragment. In most
cases, the backbone plasmid is generated via EcoRV digest,
and the homology arms are PCR amplified from genomic
DNA from the same Drosophila strain or species to be used
for injections. The positive transformation marker is typically
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generated via PCR from pScarlessHD-DsRed plasmid DNA.
The genome edited fragment can be generated either via PCR
or de novo synthesis (e.g., gBlocks from Integrated DNA
Technologies).

2. Digest 5–10 μg of the backbone plasmid pBS-GMR-eya(-
shRNA) with EcoRV-HF at 37 �C for 15 min. Digestion
products should be electrophoresed on a 1% (w/v) agarose
gel, using multiple lanes to accommodate the large volume of
the digestion reaction. Linearized plasmid DNA should be
quickly and carefully excised from the gel, minimizing exposure
to UV light. Purify the DNA using a Monarch DNA Gel
Extraction Kit to avoid contamination of Gibson assembly
reactions with trace intact circular plasmid (see Note 14).

3. Design oligo primers to amplify fragments by PCR, ensuring
that the oligos also contain sequences that produce 30-bp
overlap regions with adjacent fragments in the assembly. For
junctions of PCR fragments with linearized plasmid or syn-
thetic fragments, the 30-bp overlap sequence can be added
entirely to the 50 end of the PCR oligo. Alternatively, for
junctions of adjacent PCR fragments, the 30-bp overlap can
be split between them, resulting in less than 30 bp of additional
overlap sequence added to the 50 end of each PCR oligo. Use
the NEBuilder tool (http://nebuilder.neb.com) with the fol-
lowing build settings: Product Kit - NEBuilder HiFi DNA
Assembly Master Mix; MinimumOverlap – 30 nt; Circularize –
Yes; PCR Polymerase/Kit – Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Poly-
merase (HF Buffer); PCR Primer Conc – 500 nM;Min. Primer
Length – 18 (see Notes 17–20).

4. If possible, make the genome edited fragment by gBlocks DNA
synthesis (Integrated DNA Technologies). Ensure that the
gBlocks fragment also contains sequences that allow for Gibson
assembly; its ends must allow for there to be a 30-bp overlap in
sequence with adjacent fragments (see Notes 17 and 19). Use
the NEBuilder tool (http://nebuilder.neb.com) with the fol-
lowing build settings: Product Kit – NEBuilder HiFi DNA
Assembly Master Mix; MinimumOverlap – 30 nt; Circularize –
Yes; PCR Polymerase/Kit – Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Poly-
merase (HF Buffer); PCR Primer Conc – 500 nM;Min. Primer
Length – 18. Any synthesized DNA fragment should be briefly
centrifuged and resuspended in molecular grade water to a final
concentration of 10 μg/mL. Incubate at 50 �C for 15 min to
facilitate resuspension.

5. To generate the PCR fragment with the positive transforma-
tion marker, perform a 50 μL PCR reaction using New Eng-
land Biolabs Phusion HF Polymerase and 30–50 ng of
pScarlessHD-DsRed plasmid DNA as template. Touchdown
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PCR is recommended to reduce non-specific amplicons. The
entire reaction should be electrophoresed on a 1% agarose gel,
and the desired product should be gel extracted as in step 2 to
avoid contamination of the Gibson assembly reaction with
plasmid. Similarly, gel extraction should be performed on any
other PCR reaction that uses plasmid as template.

6. To generate PCR fragments of homology arms, perform a
50 μL touchdown PCR reaction for each homology arm
using New England Biolabs Phusion HF Polymerase and
50 ng of genomic DNA from the same Drosophila strain or
species that will be used for injections. If multiple amplicons are
generated, then purify via agarose gel extraction as in step 2.
Otherwise, standard column purification is sufficient (e.g.,
Qiagen Qiaquick PCR cleanup).

7. Determine the concentration of all DNA fragments using a
fluorometer (e.g., Qubit) or spectrophotometer (e.g., Nano-
drop). For a five-piece Gibson assembly reaction, fragments
should be added in equimolar amounts, with total DNA con-
tent of the reaction not exceeding 0.5 pmol. A quantity of
0.08–0.1 pmol per fragment works well. The combined vol-
ume of DNA fragments should be 10 μL or less.

8. Mix all of the DNA fragments together. The combined volume
should be less than 10 μL. Add water to a final volume of
10 μL.

9. Mix the DNA with 10 μL NEBuilder HiFi DNA Master Mix.
Mix well.

10. Incubate at 50 �C for 1 h in a thermocycler with heated lid.

11. Transform into competent E. coli (see Note 21).

12. Individual colonies can be picked and screened via PCR for
successful assembly across junctions. Confirm correct assembly
of the entire inserted region via Sanger sequencing. Poly-
morphisms in non-coding regions of homology arms are not
uncommon, but ensure that there are no disabling mutations
in the scarless DsRed cassette or coding regions in the
homology arms.

3.5 Purification of

the Donor Plasmid

1. Pellet 50 mL of an overnight LB culture at 6000� g for 15min
at 4 �C. Decant supernatant.

2. Using components from the Qiagen HiSpeed Plasmid Midi
Kit, resuspend the pellet in 6 mL Buffer P1 plus RNase A by
vortexing. Add 6 mL Buffer P2 and mix well by inverting
4–6 times. Incubate at RT for 5 min.

3. During incubation, screw the cap onto the outlet nozzle of the
QIAfilter Cartridge. Place the cartridge into a fresh 50-mL
conical tube. Add 6 mL prechilled Buffer P3 to lysate and
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mix well by inverting 4–6 times. Pour the lysate into the
QIAfilter Cartridge and incubate for 10 min. Remove the
cap, insert the plunger, and filter the solution through the
syringe filter into the 50-mL conical tube.

4. Add 1 mL buffer ER from the EndoFree Plasmid Mega Kit
(Qiagen) to the filtered solution and incubate on ice for 30 min
(see Note 22). During incubation, equilibrate a HiSpeed Tip
with 4 mL Buffer QBT.

5. Apply the plasmid solution to the QBT-equilibrated HiSpeed
Tip and allow to flow through.

6. Wash the HiSpeed Tip 2 � 10 mL with Buffer QC.

7. Place the HiSpeed Tip over a fresh 50-mL conical tube and
elute by applying 5 mL Buffer QN from the EndoFree Plasmid
Mega Kit (seeNote 22). Add 3.5 mL isopropanol to the eluted
solution. Mix by inverting and incubate for 5 min.

8. During incubation, remove the plunger from a 20-mL syringe
and attach the QIAprecipitator Module from the HiSpeed
Plasmid Midi kit onto the outlet nozzle. Place the QIApreci-
pitator over a fresh 50-mL conical tube. Transfer the plasmid
eluate into the syringe and insert the plunger. Filter the mixture
through using constant pressure.

9. Remove the QIAprecipitator from the syringe and pull out the
plunger. Reattach the QIAprecipitator and add 2 mL 70%
(v/v) ethanol to the syringe. Insert the plunger and push it
through.

10. Remove the QIAprecipitator from the syringe and pull out the
plunger. Attach the QIAprecipitator again and insert the
plunger. Dry the membrane by pressing air through the QIA-
precipitator. Repeat this step several times.

11. Dry the outlet nozzle of the QIAprecipitator with a Kimwipe.
Remove the plunger from a new 5-mL syringe, attach the
QIAprecipitator and hold the outlet over a fresh 1.5-mL
Eppendorf tube. Add 1 mL Buffer TE from the HiSpeed
Plasmid Midi kit to the syringe. Insert the plunger and elute
the DNA into the collection tube using constant pressure.

12. Remove the QIAprecipitator from the 5-mL syringe and pull
out the plunger. Reattach the QIAprecipitator to the syringe.
Transfer the eluate from step 9 to the 5-mL syringe and elute
for a second time into the same 1.5-mL tube.

13. Estimate the volume of the DNA solution and add 1/10
volume of 3 M sodium acetate pH 5.2. Mix well. Add
3 volumes of molecular grade absolute ethanol. Incubate at
�80 �C for 30 min.
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14. Centrifuge in a microfuge at maximum speed for 15 min at
4 �C. Split into multiple 1.5-mL tubes if necessary. Remove
supernatant and wash the pellet twice in 800 μL of ice-cold 70%
(v/v) ethanol. Centrifuge at 4 �C for 5 min at maximum speed
after each wash.

15. After the final wash, remove supernatant and allow to air-dry
5–10 min. Resuspend the pellet in 40 μL nuclease-free water.
Measure DNA concentration using a NanoDrop or Qubit.
Final concentration should be 240 nM or higher.

3.6 Cas9-Mediated

Homologous DNA

Repair

1. Prepare egg-laying cages with the Drosophila stock that you
plan to edit. Let the adults acclimate to the cage for 3 days at
room temperature with frequent plate changes.

2. Several hours before injections, flip flies onto fresh plates with
yeast paste to allow females to lay any held embryos. Allow
them to lay for at least 1 h, and then repeat for a total of two
pre-clears.

3. Prepare fresh Cas9/sgRNA RNPs in the presence of the donor
plasmid DNA as described in Subheading 2.5. Fill injection
needles with the solution.

4. Collect embryos over repeating 30–50 min time windows for
injections. Over multiple rounds of embryo collection, line up
and inject 300–350 embryos. This number is typically sufficient
to produce one or more germline transformants. A standard
volume of ~100 pL should be injected into each embryo (see
Note 8).

5. If you injected dechorionated embryos, then leave them under
halocarbon oil and place the coverslip in a humid chamber. If
you injected embryos with the chorion intact, then remove as
much oil as possible and place coverslip with injected G0
embryos in a standard food vial. Keep the vial in a humid
chamber at 25 �C overnight.

6. Once G0 adults eclose, they should be individually crossed to
virgin females or males from an appropriate line. Using a white
mutant stock for both injections and the G0 crosses is prefera-
ble in order to maintain a consistent genetic background and to
expedite screening of G1 adults for the positive transformation
marker phenotype, which is DsRed fluorescence in the com-
pound eyes (see Note 23).

7. Screen all G1 offspring for two adult eye phenotypes (Fig. 4).
One is for DsRed fluorescence and the second is for a small
rough eye (eya) phenotype (seeNote 24). It is possible that a fly
might have none, one, or both phenotypes. Those that have
both eye phenotypes have the entire donor plasmid DNA
integrated into the genome. This happens when only a single
crossover event occurs (imprecise HDR). Such flies should be
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discarded. Likewise, flies with small eyes but no DsRed fluores-
cence should be discarded. Only keep G1 adults with normal
sized eyes that are DsRed fluorescent (see Note 25). Such
adults should be individually crossed to an appropriate balancer
stock.

8. Once lines are established and stable, verification of the antici-
pated editing/modification must be done by PCR analysis and
Sanger sequencing of that region of the genome. Imprecise

Fig. 4 Identification of precise HDR edits by eye morphology and fluorescence. Successful HDR edits using this
protocol are evidenced by flies with wild-type eye morphology and DsRed fluorescence (A, A0). The fluorescent
DsRed eye marker is then removed from the genome using a PiggyBac transposase, leaving non-fluorescent
eyes with wild-type morphology (B, B0). An imprecise HDR edit that integrates the entire donor repair plasmid
into the genome is evidenced by the DsRed eye marker and expression of the GMR>eya(RNAi) transgene,
which produces a rough small eye phenotype (C, C0)
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edits and spurious recombinations do occur. PCR amplify and
sequence the entire region using primers that anneal outside of
the homology arms coupled with internal primers.

3.7 Excision of the

DsRed Marker with

PiggyBac Transposase

1. Cross females from the stable DsRed+ lines to males from the
stock containing the transgenes α-tubulin-PiggyBac transpo-
sase and 3XP3-CFP [18].

2. Select males in the F1 generation that are both DsRed positive
and CFP positive (see Note 26). The PiggyBac transposase is
only weakly efficient, so DsRed fluorescence will still be visible,
albeit mosaic in F1 flies. Cross the F1 males to 10–20 females
carrying an appropriate balancer.

3. If the DsRed marker was on an autosome, select F2 flies that
have the appropriate balancer chromosome and are both
DsRed-minus and CFP-minus (Fig. 4). Cross these as single-
pair crosses to an appropriate balancer stock to make a balanced
stock of each F2 line. If the DsRed marker was on the X
chromosome, select female F2 flies that are both DsRed-
minus and CFP-minus. Cross these as single-pair crosses to
males from an appropriate balancer line to make a balanced
stock of each F2 line.

4. If the genome editing has been performed on a species other
than D. melanogaster, it will be necessary to inject the DsRed+
lines with the plasmid atub-pBac-K10, which expresses the
PiggyBac transposase gene under α-tubulin promoter control
[19]. Injections should be performed using a concentration of
0.6 mg/mL plasmid DNA dissolved in 0.1 mM sodium phos-
phate pH 7.8 + 5 mM KCl. Cross individual G0 adults to an
appropriate strain and screen G1 adult offspring for the absence
of DsRed eye fluorescence (see Note 27).

5. To ensure that the genome edit is still present after excision and
that the excision was scarless, verify via PCR analysis and Sanger
sequencing of that region of the genome.

4 Notes

1. For the forward primer sgRNA_F, the sequence encoding the
20-nucleotide sgRNA target should be sandwiched in the mid-
dle of the oligo. Note that the PAM site must not be included
in the sequence that will make the sgRNA. The sequence at the
50 end of the oligo enables T7 RNA polymerase to initiate
transcription. The 19-nucleotide sequence at the 30 end of
the oligo enables it to anneal to the pU6-BbsI-chiRNA plasmid
template for PCR. The complementary site on the pU6-BbsI-
chiRNA plasmid corresponds to the 50 end of the sgRNA
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scaffold at position 590 of the plasmid (within crRNA
sequence). The reverse primer sgRNA_R is an oligo comple-
mentary to a sequence in the pU6-BbsI-chiRNA plasmid that
corresponds to the 30 end of the sgRNA scaffold at position
669 of the plasmid (within tracrRNA sequence).

2. A G or GG at the 50 end of the sgRNA target sequence is not
necessary for in vitro transcription using T7 RNA polymerase
since the GG necessary for T7 transcription is built into the
forward primer.

3. The reason to select and synthesize 2–3 sgRNAs is that not
every sgRNA will cleave DNA efficiently in vivo. It is necessary
to assay several candidate sgRNAs for cleavage efficiency, and
then choose the most efficient one for the genome editing
procedure.

4. A distance of 30 bp or less is optimal, though longer distances
may still work. Often, the editing site is very constrained, i.e., a
GFP fusion at the end of a gene’s ORF. If you have some
flexibility as to where to place the site of editing, then this
provides more opportunity to find a good sgRNA since you
can move the edit close to or within the sgRNA target
sequence.

5. Since sequence polymorphisms are prevalent across the
genome of various stocks, the Drosophila reference genome
sequence should only be taken as a guide, and the stock of
interest should be sequence verified.

6. Verify successful PCR amplification using agarose gel electro-
phoresis. The product should be ~120 bp in length.

7. Successful in vitro transcription should yield >40 μg of RNA, a
sample of which should produce a discrete band after agarose
gel electrophoresis.

8. Injections can be performed on pre-cellularized embryos with-
out dechorionation using Gompel and Schröder’s
method [21].

9. Mock injection can involve handling the embryos as if they
were going to be injected but then not injecting them with a
needle. Alternatively, one can mock-inject by injecting buffer
only into the embryos.

10. If you injected dechorionated embryos, then leave them under
halocarbon oil and place the coverslip in a humid chamber. If
you injected embryos with the chorion intact, then remove as
much of the halocarbon oil as possible from the coverslip. Place
the coverslip with embryos on an egg-laying plate, and place
that in a humid chamber.
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11. It is easy to lose the animal, so check under a dissecting scope to
ensure that the animal is still inside the PCR tube and is
ruptured. This is easier with larvae.

12. This step is a quality control step. It is to verify that you can
obtain a single robust PCR product from genomic DNA, and
that T7EI treatment of the PCR amplicon does not generate
digestion products that overlap in size with predicted cleavage
products generated by sgRNA-mediated NHEJ events. Even
PCR amplicons from mock-injected DNA can produce multi-
ple digestion products after T7EI treatment. T7EI is a DNA
resolvase that naturally recognizes and resolves Holliday junc-
tions [22]. It also cleaves DNA at the site of single-stranded
bubbles. However, resolvases also cleave DNA if there are long
tracts of A residues, meaning that they will generate back-
ground digestion products from DNA amplicons if there are
A-tracts or other unusual structures present [23]. If you find
that T7EI generates such overlapping digestion products from
a PCR amplicon, design new PCR primers to position the
predicted site of NHEJ such that its digestion products do
not overlap in size with the background products.

13. The digestion products may be very faint in the gel staining.
This is due to the mosaicism of NHEJ events occurring in
somatic cells of the embryo. Not all somatic cells will undergo
a NHEJ event that generates DNA mismatches, and only a
small number might do so. If a sgRNA is efficient at cleavage,
the digestion products from this assay will be more abundant
than with other sgRNAs, and it is not unusual for >50% of
individuals to have detectable cleavage products.

14. The plasmid is linearized via restriction enzyme digestion
before Gibson assembly. pBS-GMR-eya(shRNA) can be linear-
ized with EcoRV (recognition sequence: GATATC), which is
located in the multi-cloning site of pBluescript. Since EcoRV
digestion generates blunt ended fragments, no nucleotides will
be removed by the 50->30 exonuclease activity of the Gibson
assembly, and thus, the assembled insert should be placed right
at the cut site.

15. It is important that the 50-TTAA-30 repeats are direct and not
inverted. Since the 3xP3-DsRed cassette can be inserted in
sense or antisense orientation, it gives you a lot of flexibility
as to which native TTAA motif to select as one flanking repeat.
The motif can be on one strand or the other strand.

16. Lengths of homology arms can be slightly increased or reduced
to provide ideal sequences for Gibson assembly (e.g., moderate
GC content and non-repetitive sequence).

17. Try to alleviate flagged issues raised by NEBuilder if possible,
though not all issues can be resolved. For example, you cannot
change the ends of the linear backbone plasmid, even if they are
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not ideal for Gibson assembly. Ends of homology arms can be
slightly altered to improve Gibson overlap regions, and a
synthesized gBlocks fragment can be altered to do the same.
Overlap regions can be slightly altered via junction properties
in NEBuilder.

18. You should limit the maximum primer length to 60 nt. This
not a build setting, but necessary for a standard Integrated
DNA Technologies oligo order.

19. Avoid placing repetitive regions into Gibson overlap regions.
For the positive transformation marker, the PiggyBac inverted
repeats at both ends of the cassette are identical and thus
should not be used as Gibson overlap regions. If synthesizing
a flanking fragment via gBlocks, one potential workaround is to
extend the gBlocks fragment through the adjacent inverted
repeat of the 3xP3-DsRed cassette and place the Gibson over-
lap region deeper into a non-repetitive region of the cassette.
This is also applicable for flanking fragments synthesized by
PCR. We have verified that the following sequences within the
3xP3-DsRed cassette can be used as Gibson overlap regions.
PiggyBac left (50) region: 50-GTCGTTATAGTTCAAAATCA
GTGACACTTA-30; PiggyBac right (30) region: 50-AGATAA
TCATGCGTAAAATTGACGCATGTG-30.

20. Once all primers are designed, verify that they all will bind in
your computationally assembled donor plasmid.

21. Since even successful Gibson assembly reactions can produce a
small number of colonies, it is important to use E. coli with as
high transformation efficiency as possible. Electrocompetent
E. coli typically have higher efficiency than chemically compe-
tent E. coli. A successful reaction will produce one to several
hundred colonies. Performing a negative control reaction in
parallel is useful to distinguish a successful low-yield reaction
from non-specific colonies. Negative control reactions typically
contain NEBuilder HiFi DNA Master Mix and only the back-
bone plasmid and scarless DsRed cassette fragments, as these
are most likely to introduce contaminants from trace amounts
of uncut plasmid.

22. You should remove bacterial endotoxin contaminants in the
plasmid DNA prep by using two reagents from the EndoFree
Plasmid Mega Kit (Buffer ER and Buffer QN). This is to
reduce toxicity in injected embryos.

23. The 3xP3-DsRed marker gene is used to screen for positive
integration of the intended modification [16]. Note that
DsRed fluorescence in the compound eye is strong if the
adult is white eyed, but fluorescence is only visible in a small
number of ommatidia if the adult has a wild-type eye color,
making DsRed fluorescence difficult though not impossible to
observe.
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24. The GMR>eya(RNAi) gene is a negative selection marker
contained in the plasmid backbone of pBS-GMR-eya(shRNA)
[12]. If the entire donor plasmid inserts into the Drosophila
genome by a single crossover event, it results in transformant
animals with abnormally small compound eyes due to the
inhibition of eya expression [24]. Thus, one selects for animals
that do not have this small eye phenotype. If you are editing a
Drosophila species that is not melanogaster, check to see if the
eya shRNA made from pBS-GMR-eya(shRNA) is perfectly
complementary to the eya gene in that species. If not, you
can use site-directed mutagenesis to modify the pBS-GMR-
eya(shRNA) sequence for perfect shRNA complementarity.

25. You might obtain multiple positive G1 adults from the same
G0 parent. These may or may not be independent genome
modifications. However, you can be confident that positive G1
offspring from different G0 parents will have independent
genome edits. Establish stable stocks of G1 lines that come
from all unique G0 parents.

26. Excision of 3XP3-DsRed typically occurs 10% of the time or
less, so make sure the number of F1 males you mate is large
enough to produce hundreds of F2 progeny to screen.

27. Since the PiggyBac transposase plasmid requires active
P-element transposase to integrate into an injected embryo’s
genome, there should be no retention of the transposase gene
in G1 adults.
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Chapter 7

Tissue-Specific CRISPR-Cas9 Screening in Drosophila

Fillip Port and Michael Boutros

Abstract

Over the last century research in Drosophila has resulted in many fundamental contributions to our
understanding of the biology of multicellular organisms. Many of these breakthroughs have been based
on the identification of novel gene functions in large-scale genetic screens. However, conventional forward-
genetic screens have been limited by the random nature of mutagenesis and difficulties in mapping causal
mutations, while reverse-genetic RNAi screens suffer from incomplete knockdown of gene expression.
Recently developed large-scale CRISPR-Cas9 libraries promise to address these limitations by allowing the
induction of targeted mutations in genes with spatial and temporal control. Here, we provide a guide for
tissue-specific CRISPR screening in Drosophila, including the characterization of Gal4 UAS-Cas9 lines,
selection of sgRNA libraries, and various quality control measures. We also discuss confounding factors that
can give rise to false-positive and false-negative results in such experiments and suggest strategies on how to
detect and avoid them. Conditional CRISPR screening represents an exciting new approach for functional
genomics in vivo and is set to further expand our knowledge of the molecular underpinning of develop-
ment, homeostasis, and disease.

Key words CRISPR-Cas9, Genome editing, Drosophila, sgRNA libraries, Screening

1 Introduction

Genetic screens aim to identify novel gene functions by testing
many genes in parallel using unbiased approaches. In Drosophila
such screens have been particularly successful and have identified
many of the genes that control development, behavior, and disease
in multicellular animals [1–3]. Central to genetic screening is a
scalable method to reliably perturb gene expression, ideally includ-
ing the capacity to abrogate gene function. Furthermore, large-
scale screening can be facilitated by reverse-genetic approaches,
which use reagents that are rationally designed to target specific
genes, thereby allowing to test a large number of genes with limited
resources.

Traditional screening methods in Drosophila have a number of
limitations. Mutagenesis screens using chemicals, radiation, or
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transposable elements have the capacity to knockout gene function,
but only do so relatively infrequently, thereby making comprehen-
sive screens labor and resource intensive. RNAi screens use ratio-
nally designed reagents that minimize the number of experiments
needed to test a large number of genes, but only knockdown gene
expression, thereby missing phenotypes due to residual gene
expression.

CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing is a highly scalable method for
functional genomics [4]. It makes use of the RNA-guided endonu-
clease Cas9, which is directed to the genomic target site by a single
guide RNA (sgRNA) [5]. The Cas9/sgRNA complex initially
binds DNA through a protospacer adjacent motif (PAM), which
in the case of Streptococcus pyogenesCas9 is NGG, and represents the
only restriction on genomic target space. Otherwise, target speci-
ficity is exclusively encoded in the 50 20 nucleotides of the sgRNA.
Since it is relatively straightforward to generate new sgRNAs, this
method lends itself to the generation of large resources for func-
tional genomic screening. Binding of the Cas9 ribonucleoprotein
(RNP) particle and base pairing of the sgRNA with the target
sequence activates the endonuclease activity of Cas9, resulting in a
cut of both DNA strands 3 base pairs upstream of the PAM. The
DNA double-strand break is recognized by the endogenous DNA
repair machinery and repaired by either homology-directed repair
(HDR) or non-homologous end joining (NHEJ). While the for-
mer pathway results in the repair of the lesion with high fidelity,
NHEJ is an error-prone repair pathway and frequently leads to
small insertions and deletions (indels) at the target site (Fig. 1).

CRISPR screening typically makes use of Cas9-induced indels,
which in the coding sequence of protein-coding genes can abrogate
gene function. However, in many cases only indels that represent
out-of-frame mutations have a strong functional impact, while
in-frame indels are often silent. Moreover, in some species it has
been shown that in some instances even the effect of out-of-frame
indels can be attenuated by alternative splicing or genetic compen-
sation [6–8]. As a result the efficiency of CRISPR mutagenesis is
not only limited by Cas9/sgRNA activity but also by the spectrum
and position of the induced mutations. Several strategies have been
developed to increase the fraction of bi-alleleic knockout cells,
including algorithms to predict sgRNA activity [9], bioinformatic
prediction of target sites where in-frame indels are likely to disrupt
gene function [10, 11], and sgRNA multiplexing to induce several
mutations or larger deletions in a gene [12, 13].

CRISPR genome engineering has been quickly adopted and
combined with the sophisticated genetic tools available in the
Drosophila model system. Early work has mostly focused on estab-
lishing methods to edit the genome inDrosophila germ cells, allow-
ing the generation of heritable genome edits [14–17]. More
recently, several labs have also developed techniques to acutely
induce knockouts in genes in somatic tissues with spatial and
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temporal control [18–21]. This is achieved by expressing CRISPR
components under the control of regulatory elements from genes
with restricted expression patterns, either by cloning the Cas9
coding sequence downstream of such regulatory elements or by
expressing Cas9 components under control of the Gal4/UAS sys-
tem. These are then combined with transgenic sgRNAs, either
expressed ubiquitously or via Gal4/UAS, through a genetic cross.

Several labs are currently in the process of generating large-
scale sgRNA libraries to facilitate unbiased screening for novel gene
functions in Drosophila [19, 20, 22]. These use in part different
designs, including the promoters that drive sgRNA expression and
the number of sgRNAs per gene. Some libraries have already been
used to mutagenize many genes either ubiquitously or in selected
tissues and have been found to be highly effective, often
performing significantly better than previous technologies
[19, 20]. Here we provide a practical guide for performing condi-
tional CRISPR screening in Drosophila and discuss strategies for
quality control.

2 Materials

2.1 Transgenic

Drosophila Strains

Expressing Cas9

Lines that allow optimizing Cas9 expression levels independent
from the strength of the Gal4 driver are available from the Vienna
Drosophila Stock Center at https://stockcenter.vdrc.at
[19]. UAS-uCas9 lines have the VDRC IDs 340000-340007.
The HD_CFD Tools collection at VDRC also contains a number

Fig. 1 CRISPR-Cas9 for gene targeting in Drosophila. (a) In CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing a small sgRNA guides
the endonuclease Cas9 to the genomic target site. Binding activates the enzymatic activity, which creates a
DNA double-strand break. This is recognized by the endogenous DNA repair machinery. DNA repair can result
in the restoration of the original sequence, which can be cut again by Cas9, or the induction of mutations,
often small insertions and deletions (indels), which can be in- or out-of-frame. (b) Conditional CRISPR
mutagenesis in Drosophila involves crossing Gal4 UAS-Cas9 transgenic flies to transgenic sgRNA lines.
Offspring expresses CRISPR components in Gal4-expressing cells, leading to mutations at the target locus and
subsequent phenotypes
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of stocks in which UAS-uCas9 transgenes are already combined
with popular Gal4 drivers. In addition, a line (VDRC ID 340008)
is available that allows induction of Cas9 in negatively marked
clones through FLP/FRT recombination [19]. A number of dif-
ferent UAS-Cas9 lines (UAS-Cas9.C, UAS-Cas9.P, UAS-Cas9.
P2), as well as lines already combined with Gal4 drivers, are also
available from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center (BDSC)
at https://bdsc.indiana.edu/ [22]. Users should characterize Gal4
UAS-Cas9 lines for their intended purpose as described in
Subheading 3.1.

2.2 Transgenic

sgRNA Lines

Several large-scale sgRNA collections, as well as smaller collections
from individual laboratories, are available from public stock centers.
The Vienna Drosophila Stock Center distributes the Heidelberg
CRISPR Fly Design (HD_CFD) library [19]. The Bloomington
Drosophila Stock Center distributes the TRiP-KO (as well as TRiP-
OE for CRISPR activation) library and theWKO library, as well as a
number of smaller collections and individual lines [20–23]. Fly
Stocks at the National Institute of Genetics (https://shigen.nig.
ac.jp/fly/nigfly/) distributes a collection of sgRNA lines originally
intended for germline mutagenesis [16]. These resources differ in
their design and performance in various applications and users
should consult Subheading 3.2 and Fig. 2 to choose the lines best
suited for their experiments.

2.3 Fly Strains to

Mark Cells with Active

CRISPR-Cas9

A number of fly lines that allow to mark cells that underwent
CRISPR mutagenesis have been described and are available upon
request from the respective laboratories [24–26]. Note that these
tools typically do not mark all cells that have been edited by
CRISPR.

Fig. 2 Cas9 and sgRNA expression constructs for efficient CRISPR mutagenesis in Drosophila. (a) The
UAS-uCas9 series comprises a number of UAS-Cas9 constructs with upstream open reading frames (uORF)
in between the Cas9 coding sequence and the UAS-hsp70 promoter. Translation of the downstream Cas9 ORF
is inversely correlated with the length of the uORF. Choosing the appropriate vector allows titration of Cas9
expression to optimal levels. (b) sgRNA expression vectors frequently used in Drosophila CRISPR experiments.
Plasmids differ in their use of promoters for sgRNA expression and whether they allow sgRNA multiplexing or
not. Transgenes with different U6 promoters have been shown to mediate gene editing with different
efficiency [18]
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2.4 Plasmids There are a number of sgRNA expression plasmids available from
Addgene (https://www.addgene.org/) that allow generation of
transgenic sgRNA lines. We recommend use of pCFD5 (Addgene
112645) for ubiquitous expression of sgRNAs with high efficiency
and pCFD6 (Addgene 73915) for expression of sgRNAs under
control of Gal4, which leads to tighter restriction of mutagenesis
to Gal4-expressing cells [12].

In case users wish to generate UAS-uCas9 lines with insertion
at different genomic loci the plasmids are also available from
Addgene (Plasmids 127382 – 127387).

2.5 Antibody

Staining

To profile cells and tissues expressing CRISPR-Cas9 components
we recommend the following antibodies: Rabbit anti-phospho-
Histone 3 (Millipore, Cat# 06-570) to stain mitotic cells, rabbit
anti-cleaved Drosophila Dcp-1 (Millipore, Cat# AB3623) to stain
cells undergoing apoptosis, and mouse anti-Fasciclin III (DSHB,
Clone 7G10) to visualize cell morphology.

3 Methods

3.1 Generation and

Characterization of

Gal4 UAS-Cas9 Fly

Lines

To induce mutations only in selected target tissues and at specific
stages during development the expression of Cas9 is typically con-
trolled via the Gal4/UAS system (see Note 1). A number of Gal4
UAS-Cas9 stocks are publicly available from the Vienna Drosophila
Resource Center (VDRC) and the Bloomington Drosophila Stock
Center (BDSC) (see Subheading 2.1 andNote 2). However, not all
of these stocks contain the latest Cas9 constructs and often users
will be required to generate their own lines. To this end UAS-Cas9
transgenes are combined with a Gal4 driver of interest by conven-
tional genetic crosses. A number of different UAS-Cas9 constructs
have been described [12, 18, 19]. We recommend use of the UAS-
uCas9 series, as it allows to fine tune Cas9 expression levels
(as detailed in Subheading 3.1.1). It can be desirable to recombine
the Gal4 driver and UAS-Cas9 transgene on the same chromosome
to simplify subsequent crosses (seeNote 3). Eventually stable stocks
are generated that harbor the Gal4 driver and the Cas9 transgene,
which can then be crossed to transgenic sgRNA flies.

1. Check if suitable Gal4 UAS-Cas9 lines are already available
from the VDRC or BDSC. Order lines that are available and
proceed to step 3.1.1.

2. If no suitable lines are readily available, order individual
UAS-Cas9 transgenic lines. We recommend use of the
UAS-uCas9 series developed by our lab, which is available
from the VDRC (see Note 2). We typically use UAS-uSCas9
for weak Gal4 drivers, UAS-uMCas9 for medium Gal4 drivers
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and UAS-uLCas9 for very strong Gal4 lines. However, we
recommend to establish the optimal line empirically by testing
several UAS-uCas9 transgenes in parallel.

3. Cross UAS-uCas9 lines to the Gal4 driver.

4. Select Gal4 UAS-uCas9 transgenic flies (use virgin females in
case both transgenes are recombined on the same chromo-
some) and cross to a suitable balancer line.

5. Select balanced Gal4 UAS-uCas9 transgenic flies and set up a
stable transgenic stock.

3.1.1 Testing for Cas9-

Mediated Toxicity

Cas9 protein at high expression levels is toxic to flies. It is unclear
what the mechanism behind this toxicity is, but it does not require
the ability to cut DNA, as high levels of nuclease-dead versions of
the enzyme are also detrimental [18]. Toxicity can be so severe that
it leads to lethality of the animal. At intermediate expression levels
effects can be more subtle, such as an increase in the number of
apoptotic cells, an influence on cell shape or the physiological
response to external stimuli. Fortunately, relatively low levels of
Cas9 expression are sufficient for highly efficient gene editing and
are well tolerated in flies [19]. It is therefore important to optimize
Cas9 expression levels to balance activity and toxicity.

Expression levels of Cas9 from UAS transgenes will depend on
a number of factors: the strength of the Gal4 driver, the sequence of
the UAS vector, and the insertion site of the transgene in the
genome. We have recently developed a series of UAS-Cas9 trans-
genes that uses upstream open reading frames (uORFs) between
the UAS regulatory region and the Cas9 coding sequence to pre-
dictably modulate the levels of Cas9 translation (UAS-uCas9 series
[19]). With these transgenes it is possible to titrate levels of Cas9
independent of the strength of the Gal4 line and ensure an optimal
balance between high gene editing efficiency and low toxicity.

1. Verify that the chromosome harboring the uCas9 transgene in
your Gal4 UAS-uCas9 line is homozygous viable (provided it is
not recombined with a recessive lethal Gal4 driver). All
UAS-uCas9 transgenes are inserted in attP landing sites that
are homozygous viable (see Note 4). Homozygous strains
facilitate downstream work and indicate that Cas9 is not
expressed in amounts that impair viability.

2. Compare the viability, proliferation, and morphology of Cas9-
expressing cells in the Gal4 UAS-uCas9 strain with a line
expressing only Gal4. Viability can be tested by performing
anti-cleaved Dcp-1 staining, which marks cells undergoing
apoptosis. Proliferating cells can be identified by an anti-
phospho Histone 3 staining. Cell morphology can be moni-
tored by staining cells with antibodies against cell surface mar-
kers (e.g., FasIII).
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3.1.2 Testing for On-

Target Efficiency of Gal4

UAS-uCas9 Lines

The aim of the previous step was to select a line with low enough
Cas9 expression to not cause any adverse effects. However, for the
success of conditional gene editing it is important that Cas9 is
present in sufficient amounts to efficiently mediate DNA double-
strand breaks at the target locus. It is therefore also important to
test, if the selected fly strains can mediate high gene editing activity.

There are multiple ways to assay Cas9-mediated mutagenesis at
the target locus. The most direct and quantitative way to do this is
via PCR amplification of the target locus coupled with high-
throughput sequencing of the amplicons. However, such assays
can be time consuming and expensive to do and are difficult to
interpret when the Gal4 driver is only active in a small fraction of
cells. Instead, we propose to test Cas9 activity through the induc-
tion of relevant phenotypes. While less sensitive and not directly
reflecting Cas9 activity (see Subheading 3.5 for a detailed discus-
sion), this assay has the most practical relevance for downstream
applications.

1. Order several sgRNA lines targeting genes in which mutations
are known to result in a clearly recognizable phenotype in the
target tissue. If no such genes are known, sgRNAs targeting cell
essential genes can be used and are expected to result in the
death of the target cells.

2. Cross transgenic sgRNA flies to Gal4 UAS-uCas9 flies and
incubate crosses at 25 �C. Include a Gal4 UAS-Cas9 line with
a Cas9 construct resulting in high expression levels (e.g.,
UAS-Cas9.P2).

3. Record and compare the induced phenotype.

4. The ideal Gal4 UAS-uCas9 line will induce phenotypes that are
comparable to the ones induced by high-expression Cas9 con-
structs, but not result in non-specific phenotypes in the absence
of sgRNAs.

3.1.3 Analysis of Spatial

Mutagenesis Patterns

Expression of CRISPR components under the Gal4/UAS system
aims to restrict mutagenesis in time and space, thereby allowing for
a detailed analysis of gene function in the context of a multicellular
organism. In many cases researchers will already have Gal4 lines in
the lab, which they know to express at a given developmental stage
in a desired pattern. However, using such lines to control expres-
sion of Cas9 will in some cases lead to mutations also in other cells
and tissues. This is mainly due to two reasons: First, transgenes
downstream of UAS promoters can be expressed at very low levels
also in the absence of Gal4 (so-called leaky expression). Such low
level expression can be sufficient for Cas9-mediated mutagenesis.
Second, CRISPR gene editing leads to permanent mutations that
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are passed on during mitosis to both daughter cells. As a result the
animal will acquire mutations in all cell lineages that expressed
Gal4 at any stage during development. Of note, both of these
factors play much less of a role when Gal4 lines are used to drive
expression of a fluorescent protein, a method that is typically used
to establish the expression pattern of a given Gal4 line. For this
reason, mutagenesis patterns with CRISPR are sometimes substan-
tially different from expectation. It is therefore advisable to experi-
mentally test the spatial distribution of mutagenesis, in particular, if
strict spatial control is an important factor for the success of the
experiment.

The easiest way to visualize gene editing activity in whole
animals is by using a fluorescent reporter that marks cells with
Cas9-induced mutations. Several labs have developed such systems
[24–26]. Upon successful gene targeting the induced mutations
shift the reading frame or remove or inactivate an inhibitory
sequence of the fluorophore coding sequence, thereby rendering
the gene functional and the cell fluorescent. The advantage is that
such systems allow visualization of gene edited cells with minimal
work and without prior knowledge of the mutagenesis pattern.
However, typically not all editing events result in reporter activity
(seeNote 5). Hence, the pattern of labeled cells is variable between
different animals and an underestimate of the true gene editing
pattern.

It is important to note that the spatial and temporal control of
CRISPR activity does not only depend on the Gal4 line and
UAS-Cas9 construct but is also significantly influenced by the
sgRNA expression vector. While ubiquitous sgRNA expression
from U6 promoters favors ubiquitous mutagenesis, sgRNA expres-
sion from UAS plasmids leads to CRISPR activity that is largely
dependent on Gal4 (see below for a detailed discussion). It is
therefore imperative that CRISPR activity reporters are induced
with sgRNAs expressed from the same plasmid as the sgRNAs
used in later experiments.

1. Order reporter lines for CRISPR activity. The sgRNA targeting
the reporter must be encoded in the same expression vector as
will be used later on.

2. Cross reporter flies to the Gal4 UAS-uCas9 line to be tested
and incubate under the same conditions as to be used in later
experiments.

3. Visualize fluorescent cells at different levels (e.g., whole body
and dissected tissues). Fluorescent cells indicate they have
undergone CRISPR mutagenesis. Make sure to analyze several
animals and aggregate results, as stochastically some edited cells
will not activate the reporter (see Note 5).
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3.2 Selection of

Transgenic sgRNA

Lines

sgRNAs determine at which genomic locus Cas9 will cut the DNA,
leading to mutations after imprecise DNA repair. Tissue-specific
CRISPR screens use collections of transgenic sgRNAs stably
integrated into the Drosophila genome. Several labs have created
such large-scale collections and several thousand of them are now
available from public Drosophila stock centers [19, 20, 22]. Should
these libraries not yet contain lines targeting genes of interest users
can generate new sgRNA lines themselves, which is relatively
straightforward and has been previously described [12] (see Note
6).

sgRNAs are generally designed to target unique sequences in
the genome with few if any highly homologous sequences else-
where, thereby reducing the likelihood of off-target mutagenesis.
Furthermore, target sites are chosen such that sgRNAs direct Cas9
to the coding sequence of protein-coding genes (see Note 7).
Mutations that change the reading frame have a high chance to
disrupt gene function, but functional in-frame mutations can also
occur and reduce the phenotypic penetrance of CRISPR mutagen-
esis (see below).

The different sgRNA resources differ mainly in the choice of
promoter used for sgRNA expression and the number of sgRNAs
targeting each gene (Fig. 2). Commonly used promoters include
RNA polymerase III promoters of the U6 ribosomal RNAs and the
UAS-hsp70 promoter present in most UAS vectors. There are three
U6 genes inDrosophila and early work has shown that gene editing
efficiency is affected by which promoter is used [18]. The U6:3
promoter mediates editing with high efficiency, while U6:2 is sig-
nificantly less active and U6:1 has intermediate activity. All U6
promoters mediate ubiquitous expression of sgRNAs. In contrast
the UAS-hsp70 promoter cassette is dependent on Gal4 and can
therefore be expressed in a tissue-specific manner. However,
UAS-hsp70 is a RNA polymerase II promoter and results in the
transcription of mRNAs, which are capped, polyadenylated and
exported into the cytoplasm, which is not compatible with
sgRNA activity [12, 27]. To overcome this problem sgRNAs
expressed from UAS vectors are flanked by tRNAs, which mediate
excision of mature sgRNAs by the endogenous tRNA processing
machinery [12, 13].

The different expression strategies have complementary
strengths and weaknesses. U6 promoters, and in particular U6:3,
reliably mediate high CRISPR-Cas9 activity, but in our experience
frequently also mediate mutagenesis in cells that do not express
Gal4, due to leaky Cas9 expression. In contrast, sgRNAs expressed
fromUAS-hsp70 are largely dependent on Gal4 (seeNote 8) and in
combination with UAS-Cas9 constructs result in much tighter
restriction of mutagenesis to Gal4-expressing cells [12]. However,
sgRNA levels can become limiting when these constructs are com-
bined with weak Gal4 drivers [20].
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The second aspect that differentiates publicly available sgRNA
transgenes is the number of sgRNAs encoded in each line. Cur-
rently, almost all lines encode either one or two sgRNAs targeting
the same gene. It has been shown that multiplexing sgRNAs leads
to higher mutagenesis efficiency and more penetrant phenotypes
[12]. This is because additional sgRNAs can compensate for
sgRNAs with low efficiency and inducing independent mutations
in the same gene increases the chances of abrogating gene function
and can lead to the induction of larger deletions. However, the use
of multiple sgRNAs also increases the risk of off-target mutagenesis
and phenotypes caused by a general response to DNA damage.

3.2.1 The Heidelberg

CRISPR Fly Design Library

(Boutros Lab)

The lines of the Heidelberg CRISPR Fly Design (HD_CFD)
library encode two sgRNAs in the pCFD6 expression vector and
have been described in Port et al., 2020 [19]. pCFD6 is a UAS
vector and mutagenesis with this library has been observed to be
well restricted to Gal4-expressing cells. Each sgRNA pair targets
sites preferentially located in the 50 half of the coding sequence and
usually spaced apart by approximately 500 bp. Characterization of a
random sample of sgRNA lines indicated that the large majority of
sgRNA lines is active and most lines generate indels at both target
sites. Deletions between target sites also occur, but are less fre-
quent. Phenotypic analysis of a large number of HD_CFD lines
further supported the high efficiency of this library, with 80–90% of
lines giving rise to the expected phenotype.

The HD_CFD library contains mostly sgRNAs targeting tran-
scription factors, kinases, and phosphatases, as well as a number of
genes with human homologs implicated in disease. There are cur-
rently about 2000 HD_CFD lines available from the VDRC.

3.2.2 The TRIP Knockout

Lines (Perrimon Lab)

The Transgenic RNAi Project (TRiP) is producing sgRNA lines for
gene activation (TRiP-OE) and gene knockouts (TRiP-KO) and
these resources are described in Zirin et al., 2020 [22]. Since this
chapter focuses on CRISPR loss-of-function screens, we will only
describe the TRiP-KO library. This library currently consists of over
2000 transgenic lines, the majority of which encodes single sgRNAs
in pCFD3. This vector expresses sgRNAs under the control of the
strong, ubiquitous U6:3 promoter. A smaller proportion of lines
express two sgRNAs per gene encoded in pCFD4, which uses two
different U6 promoters to drive expression of each sgRNA. The
TRiP has announced that production of TRiP-KO lines has been
shifted to using the pCFD6 vector to improve the Gal4 dependency
of mutagenesis [22]. The lines of the TRiP sgRNA libraries are
available via the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center (BDSC).
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3.2.3 The Weizmann

Knockout Project Lines

(Schuldiner Lab)

sgRNA lines of the Weizmann knockout project encode two
sgRNAs per gene and over 300 lines are currently available from
the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center. This resource is
described in Meltzer et al. 2019 [20]. sgRNAs are expressed from
either pCFD4 or pCFD5, which both mediate ubiquitous expres-
sion of sgRNAs. An evaluation of these tools in the nervous system
suggested that sgRNAs expressed from pCFD5 have higher effi-
ciency [20]. This might be due to the fact that in this vector both
sgRNAs are expressed from the most efficient U6:3 promoter and
are flanked by tRNAs. Targets covered by the WKO library are
enriched for genes implicated in neuronal development, but also
encompass genes involved in other biological processes. The effi-
ciency of this library has been successfully demonstrated through a
screen in the Drosophila mushroom body [20].

3.2.4 The NIG sgRNA

Lines (Kondo and Ueda

Lab)

The fly facility at the National Institute of Genetics in Japan has
created a large collection of transgenic sgRNA strains mainly tar-
geting genes on the second chromosome. The experimental strat-
egy has been previously described [16], but so far no report of a
larger-scale screen with these lines has been published. The lines are
mainly intended to create germline alleles. They can also be com-
bined with a conditional Cas9 source for somatic mutagenesis, but
genetic mosaicism is expected to be particularly pronounced, since
they encode a single sgRNA expressed under the weakest U6
promoter.

3.2.5 Other Publicly

Available sgRNA

Collections

At the time of writing the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center
also distributed 99 sgRNA lines generated by the Rhagu lab target-
ing genes implicated in the regulation of phosphoinositides
[23]. These encode two sgRNAs per gene expressed from a U6:
2 promoter. The target sites are located at the beginning and end of
the coding sequence of each gene. Deletions between the target
sites are therefore deleting the entire gene, creating null mutations.
However, in cases where such deletions do not occur, individual
indels at the downstream target site have a relatively low chance of
disrupting gene function.

In addition, the BDSC also distributes 54 sgRNA lines gener-
ated by the Han lab [21, 26]. These encode single sgRNAs
expressed from the U6:3 promoter.

3.3 Controls and

Experimental

Conditions

3.3.1 Negative Controls

The goal of CRISPR screening is to reveal phenotypes induced by
mutations in the target gene. However, a number of other factors
have the potential to induce phenotypes independent of on-target
mutagenesis. Such factors include toxicity associated with excessive
amounts of Cas9 (as discussed above) and the cellular response to
the DNA damage that is caused by Cas9. The goal of negative
controls is to detect such effects:
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1. Order sgRNA lines targeting genes not expressed in the target
tissue or known to not be involved in the process of interest.
We do not recommend the use of “non-targeting” sgRNAs, as
they do not induce DNA damage and, therefore, miss an often
important contribution to non-specific phenotypes.

2. Cross sgRNA flies to Gal4 UAS-uCas9 flies and incubate under
the same conditions as envisioned for the screen. Raise in
parallel non-transgenic flies and animals that only harbor
sgRNA transgenes or Gal4 UAS-uCas9 transgenes.

3. Compare the phenotype of animals expressing an active
CRISPR system to animals harboring only individual compo-
nents or are not transgenic.

3.3.2 Positive Controls Positive controls will confirm or refute that a method, here condi-
tional CRISPR-Cas9 mutagenesis, is suitable to uncover genes that
play a role in the process of interest. To this end, mutagenesis is
performed with sgRNAs targeting genes already known to be
involved and where the phenotype upon conditional loss of func-
tion is established. Occasionally, when performing particularly
innovative screens, no such prior knowledge might be available.
In such cases, it is advisable to perform mutagenesis with sgRNAs
targeting genes that are essential to cell survival or other recogniz-
able phenotypes, to establish that efficient mutagenesis can be
performed under the chosen conditions:

1. Order sgRNA lines targeting genes known to be involved in the
process of interest and where a phenotype of gene knockout is
known or can be inferred.

2. Cross sgRNA lines to Gal4 UAS-uCas9 lines and incubate
under the same conditions as planned for the screen.

3. Compare the phenotype of animals expressing the positive-
control sgRNAs to animals expressing negative-control
sgRNAs.

3.3.3 Experimental

Conditions

A relatively low number of sgRNA lines that are typically used as
positive and negative controls make it feasible to test different
experimental conditions to find the optimal set-up for a screen.
Parameters that should be tested include the number of flies in each
vial, whether vials need to be flipped at a certain time point and the
temperature at which the crosses are incubated. Furthermore, the
exact time point at which the phenotype is recorded needs to be
established, with a longer time between induction of CRISPR
mutagenesis and analysis favoring stronger phenotypes. It is also
advisable to test the variation between replicates of the same cross
and to establish if differential phenotypes are observed in male and
female animals.
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3.3.4 Pilot Screen Once the experimental conditions are established, a pilot screen
should be performed to further optimize the screening workflow.
While experiments with positive and negative controls will give
information about the feasibility of a screen, only a pilot screen
with a larger number of sgRNAs will reveal the breath and varia-
bility of phenotypes and highlight potential problems that might
arise once experiments are done at large scale:

1. Order a large selection of sgRNA lines. These will typically be
several tens to a few hundred lines. Include lines targeting
genes that you know or suspect might be involved in the
process of interest, some that are highly unlikely to be involved
and a number of genes that represent a random selection of the
genes you plan to test in a future screen.

2. Cross sgRNA lines to Gal4 UAS-uCas9 lines and incubate
under the same conditions as planned for the screen.

3. Establish a reliable system for setting up and tracking each cross
during the screen, recording of the phenotype, and analysis of
the data.

3.4 Confounding

Factors

While conditional CRISPRmutagenesis is now well established and
has been found to often yield better results than previous technol-
ogies, there remain some factors that can occasionally lead one
astray. These can be broadly classified as false-negative and false-
positive results.

3.4.1 Effects That Can

Give Rise to False-Negative

Results

Low Mutagenesis

Efficiency

In some cases, animals expressing Cas9 and a gene-specific sgRNA
will not or only infrequently acquire mutations at the target locus.
The most likely cause is inactive sgRNAs. It is long established that
sgRNAs vary in their potency to guide and activate Cas9. While
there is a large literature on sgRNA activity prediction, the resulting
algorithms have often been found to be poor predictors of sgRNA
activity in Drosophila [28]. This is likely due to the fact that such
models are typically based on data from transient assays performed
in mammalian cells, which differ in key parameters from transgenic
CRISPR systems in vivo. Furthermore, genomic variation, rather
than sgRNA activity per se, can be the basis of low on-target
mutagenesis, due to polymorphisms at the target site. As a result,
it is currently not possible to reliably predict sgRNAs libraries
consisting of only highly active sgRNAs.

Another factor that has been shown to limit CRISPRmutagen-
esis activity is chromatin context. Target sites in heterochromatic
regions of the genome are less accessible to Cas9, although some
mutagenesis has been detected also at such sites. Since chromatin is
dynamic and differs between cell types and states it is expected that
activity of the same sgRNA will vary depending on where and when
it is used.
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mRNA and Protein Stability After successful bi-allelic CRISPR mutagenesis only mutant copies
of mRNA are transcribed. However, existing functional copies of
mRNA will remain for some time and continue to be translated.
The translated protein will also persist in the cell and perform its
function until it is degraded. As a result at what point mutant
phenotypes can be observed will depend on the level of preexisting
mRNA and protein and their decay kinetics. This can be problem-
atic in early stages of development or for experimental designs in
which the CRISPR system is only activated shortly before pheno-
types are recorded. Furthermore, actively dividing cells are likely to
acquire phenotypes faster, as preexisting mRNA and protein is
rapidly diluted in the growing cell population.

Silent Mutations and

Genetic Compensation

Conditional CRISPR mutagenesis is based on error-prone DSB
repair by non-homologous end joining, which typically leads to a
variety of mutations at the target site, most prominently small
indels. Often not all such mutations impact gene function. For
example, in-frame mutations are often silent, as many proteins
tolerate the deletion or insertion of a few amino acids at many
positions. Furthermore, research in other organisms has established
that even the impact of out-of-frame mutations can sometimes be
suppressed, by mechanisms, such as alternative splicing, transla-
tional initiation at downstream start codons and upregulation of
genes with overlapping functions [6, 7].

Genetic Mosaics While sgRNA lines that completely fail to mediate on-target muta-
genesis are rare, so are lines that lead to bi-alleleic knockout of the
target gene in all cells. In the majority of cases CRISPRmutagenesis
with one or two sgRNAs leads to genetic mosaics, in which cells
that have been independently edited by Cas9 carry different muta-
tions (Fig. 3). Some of these cells carry silent mutations or
non-mutated alleles. This heterogeneity can attenuate phenotypes
or lead to significant variation in observed phenotypes.

3.4.2 Effects That Can

Give Rise to False-Positive

Results

Off-Target Mutagenesis

The natural function of CRISPR-Cas9 as an adaptive immune
system targeting quickly evolving pathogens means that it is
unlikely to have evolved absolute target specificity. It is therefore
not surprising that Cas9 can tolerate a certain degree of mismatches
between the target and the sgRNA protospacer. In the context of
genome editing this can lead to unwanted off-target effects, where
Cas9 induces DSBs at loci elsewhere in the genome with incom-
plete homology to the sgRNA. It has been shown that the number
of mismatches that can be tolerated are sgRNA specific and not
easily predicted [29]. Unfortunately, a genome-wide assessment of
off-target effects across many sgRNAs in Drosophila is currently
lacking. However, results from large-scale experiments utilizing
many sgRNAs suggest that off-target effects are not so common
that they would lead to a high number of false-positive results
[19, 20]. Nevertheless, it is imperative to exclude a causal role of
off-target mutations in follow-up experiments (see below).
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Large Deletions and

Genomic Rearrangements

While small indels seem to be the dominant form of mutations
induced by CRISPR-Cas9, several others have been documented.
These include large deletions at the on-target locus, genomic rear-
rangements, including translocations and inversions, and chromo-
typsis [30–33]. Importantly, most assays used to profile CRISPR-
induced mutations will not detect such events, as they are typically

Fig. 3 Potential limitations of conditional CRISPR experiments and strategies to avoid them. (a) CRISPR
mutagenesis can in some cases be observed in broader pattern than the known Gal4 expression domain. This
can be due to broad Gal4 expression in early development and Gal4 expression below the detection limit of
other methods. To mitigate such effects Cas9 lines without excessive expression levels should be used. Gal4
expression can be further suppressed with temperature-dependent Gal80. (b) Mutations can be observed in
cells that do not express Gal4. Ectopic mutations are the result of low level “leaky” expression of Cas9 in
combination with sufficient amounts of sgRNA. To mitigate this effect tRNA-flanked sgRNAs can be expressed
from the UAS vector pCFD6, which substantially improves Gal4 dependency of mutagenesis. (c) Conditional
CRISPR mutagenesis frequently gives rise to genetic mosaics, which comprise cells with one, two, and no
functional alleles of the target gene. These are typically caused by the induction of functional in-frame
mutations and sgRNAs with low activity. To increase the frequency of bi-allelic knockout cells sgRNAs can be
multiplexed to induce multiple mutations in the same gene
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PCR-based and these genomic aberrations delete one or both
primer binding sites. This is particularly problematic in samples
that also contain alleles with small indels or which are not edited.
Larger genomic alterations have the potential to give rise to phe-
notypes not related to the target gene, for example, by deleting
neighboring genes or regulatory elements that can act on distantly
located genes.

Loss of Heterozygosity It has been shown in several organisms that DSBs caused by
CRISPR-Cas9 can lead to mitotic recombination, when sister chro-
matids from homologous chromosomes are exchanged [24, 34–
36]. This phenomenon is particularly common in Drosophila,
because the homologous chromosomes pair during mitosis. The
consequence of such recombination events is that the daughter cells
become homozygous for the region of the chromosome that is
distal to the cut site. If this region carries recessive mutations,
these can give rise to phenotypes not observed in heterozygous
tissue and not related to the CRISPR target gene.

3.5 Strategies to

Confirm Causality of

On-Target Mutations

A CRISPR screen will give a list of sgRNA lines that are associated
with phenotypes of interest. However, as detailed in the previous
section in some cases, such phenotypes could represent false-
positive results and it is therefore crucial to test, if there exists a
causal relationship between mutations in the target gene and the
observed phenotype.

3.5.1 Perform

Mutagenesis with

Independent sgRNA Lines

In some cases, publicly available sgRNA libraries already contain
independent lines targeting the same gene. If only a single line
targeting the candidate gene exists, additional lines can be gener-
ated with relatively little effort. Lines targeting different positions
within the same gene differ in their protospacer sequence and are
therefore very unlikely to share off-target sequences with incom-
plete sequence homology. Therefore, phenotypes that are shared
between independent lines are unlikely to arise from mutations
caused by off-target cutting of Cas9. However, independent lines
could still share other off-target effects, such as those caused by loss
of heterozygosity or deletion of neighboring genes. If different
phenotypes are obtained with lines targeting the same gene this
might indicate differences in on-target knockout efficiency or the
presence of off-target effects not shared between the lines.

3.5.2 Perturb Gene with

Alternative Methods

To strengthen the link between the loss of function of a gene and an
observed phenotype, it is often beneficial to perturb gene expres-
sion by orthogonal methods. For example, RNAi can be used to
knockdown mRNA levels or nanobodies fused to degrons can
mediate protein turnover of tagged proteins [37, 38]. While shared
phenotypes are a strong indication for a causal relationship between
gene function and the observed phenotype, differential outcomes
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are more difficult to interpret. These might arise due to off-target
effects of one or the other method, but often reflect the different
kinetics and strength of the different perturbation methods. For
example, RNAi is often limited by a substantial amount of residual
mRNA expression and a failure to reproduce a phenotype with this
method could simply reflect this fact.

3.5.3 Create Sequence

Verified Germline Alleles

The creation of a sequence verified germline allele is an essential
step during the in-depth characterization of a gene. To this end
sgRNA lines can be crossed to Cas9 lines combined with a germline
driver (such as nanos-Gal4). Offspring will have an active CRISPR
system in the germline and can give rise to mutant progeny. Mutant
alleles can be sequenced using PCR amplicons generated with
primers flanking the mutation sites. Furthermore, mutant alleles
can be backcrossed into a desired genetic background, which will
strongly reduce the likelihood of other genetic alterations being
linked to the on-target mutation. Often multiple different alleles
can be generated in a single experiment and crossed together to
generate trans-heterozygous animals for analysis. In cases where
knockout animals are not viable, mutations can be induced directly
on FRT chromosomes to combine with conditional expression of
FLP recombinase to induce homozygous mutant cells in heterozy-
gous animals.

3.5.4 Rescue the

Phenotype

Rescue experiments are a powerful way to confirm the link between
gene function and phenotype. If an observed phenotype is caused
by the absence of a certain gene, reintroduction of that gene should
rescue the phenotype. This can be done by inserting a plasmid
encoding the gene into the mutant fly strain. Using UAS plasmids
will allow testing where in the organism the gene needs to be
expressed in order to rescue the phenotype. However, transgene
expression via the Gal4/UAS system typically leads to highly
unphysiological expression levels. To express a gene at physiological
levels and in its natural expression pattern, exogenous DNA
sequences containing all regulatory elements are required. Bacterial
artificial chromosomes are one way to insert such typically large
stretches of DNA into the fly genome. An alternative approach is to
correct the originally created mutation though CRISPR-
assisted HDR.

4 Notes

1. An alternative approach is to directly express Cas9 under the
control of tissue-specific regulatory elements by encoding them
in the same plasmid or by inserting the Cas9 sequence into an
endogenous locus by homology-directed repair [21, 26]. The
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advantage of this approach is that the Gal4/UAS system can be
used in parallel for other purposes and that Cas9 expression is
induced faster than via Gal4. However, this method often leads
to mutations in undesired locations, as it does not allow for
dual conditional control of Cas9 and sgRNA expression, and
Cas9 expression levels cannot be easily tuned for an optimal
balance between activity and toxicity.

2. Information about available Gal4 UAS-Cas9 stocks are avail-
able at https://stockcenter.vdrc.at/control/library_hdcfd and
https://bdsc. indiana.edu/stocks/genome_edit ing/
triptoolbox_grna.html. We recommend use of UAS-uCas9
transgenes.

3. For some applications users will need to add other transgenes
in their Gal4 UAS-Cas9 stocks, such as UAS-Fluorophore to
label Cas9-expressing cells (note that this is an acute label and
does not cover cells that might have expressed Cas9 at earlier
time points during development) and tub-Gal80ts, which can
be used to inhibit Cas9 expression by temperature.

4. Sometimes chromosomes will not become homozygous not
because of toxicity of the transgene but because of unrecog-
nized recessive lethal mutations present in the original stock.

5. CRISPR-Cas9 mutagenesis can lead with some frequency to
larger deletions at the target locus, which can delete the pro-
moter or fluorophore reporter in such constructs. The result
are mutant cells without fluorophore expression. Since these
events occur stochastically, the best remedy is to average the
expression pattern of the reporter over many animals.

6. We recommend the use of pCFD5 for ubiquitous expression of
sgRNA and pCFD6 for Gal4-dependent sgRNA expression.
Step-by-step protocols for cloning of one or several sgRNA
into these vectors are available under http://www.
crisprflydesign.org/ and as supplementary protocol in ref. 12.

7. For other applications, such as CRISPR activation or CRISPR
interference, sgRNA is designed to target other locations (e.g.,
the transcriptional start site).

8. While expression of sgRNAs from the UAS vector pCFD6 is
largely dependent on the presence of Gal4, some ubiquitous
expression also exists. This is likely at least in part due to the
presence of sequences encoding tRNAs, which have been
shown to act as RNA polymerase III promoters. As a result,
some mutagenesis in non-Gal4-expressing cells is also present
when sgRNAs are expressed from pCFD6, although much
reduced in comparison to strong ubiquitous sgRNA vectors.
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Chapter 8

CRISPR-Based Transcriptional Activation in Drosophila

Yuting Han, Xinyi Lu, Yutong Li, Yuhao Qiu, Xizhi Dong, Xiaochen Li,
Xu Si, Qingfei Liu, and Jian-Quan Ni

Abstract

Overexpression is one of the classical approaches to study pleiotropic functions of genes of interest. To
achieve overexpression, we often increase the transcription by introducing genes on exogenous vectors or
by using the CRISPR/dCas9-based transcriptional activation system. To date, the most efficient CRISPR/
dCas9-based transcriptional activator is the Synergistic Activation Mediator (SAM) system whereby three
different transcriptional activation domains are directly fused to dCas9 and MS2 phage Coat Protein
(MCP), respectively, and the system in Drosophila is named flySAM. Here we describe the effective and
convenient transcriptional activation system, flySAM, starting from vector construction, microinjection,
and transgenic fly selection to the phenotypic analysis.

Key words Overexpression, CRISPR/dCas9, Transcriptional activation, flySAM, Drosophila

1 Introduction

Our knowledge of functional genomes has been greatly benefited
from model organisms, such as Drosophila. Equipped with power-
ful genetic tools, we can systematically analyze the phenotypic
consequence by either depletion or overexpression of target genes
at molecular, cellular, and organismal levels [1–6]. Previously, sev-
eral approaches to overexpress genes have been developed – for
example, cloning of an entire gene sequence or the coding
sequence (CDS) downstream of efficient promoters, such as the
ubiquitously active actin promoter [7]. This can significantly
improve the level of gene expression, but because of the ubiquitous
nature of expression, it often results in lethality before adulthood or
produces false-positive results due to forced expression in tissues,
which are not of interest. A further approach is to knock in a
transcriptional enhancer element or upstream activation sequence
(UAS) in front of the gene of interest [8]. While it gives unexpected
efficiency of overexpression, it is time consuming to screen for
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proper transgenic lines. Another often used approach to overex-
press genes is to clone the CDS or entire gene region into a pUAS
vector, which allows the transcription of the inserted gene to be
conditionally controlled by Gal4 [9]. Recently, an efficient and
simplified gene transcriptional activation system named flySAM
has been developed, which is based on the CRISPR/dCas9 (Clus-
tered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats/dead-
CRISPR-ASsociated nuclease) system [10].

The CRISPR/Cas9 system has been widely used in gene edit-
ing [3]. By introduced single amino acid mutations within the
HNH and RuvC domains of Cas9, the mutant Cas9 loses endonu-
clease activity [11]. This nuclease dead Cas9 is named dCas9 and
still remains the ability to be guided by sgRNA on specific loci. If
the dCas9 is fused with a transcriptional activator, it can be
recruited by sgRNA to the sequence of interest to activate down-
stream transcription [12].

Transcriptional activation can occur through fusing dCas9 with
transcription factors. The often-used transcription activators
include VP64, p65, and HSF1. VP64 is the tetramer of VP16, a
viral protein, which plays a key role in triggering the initiation of
gene transcription [13]. p65, one of the members of NF-κB family
of transcription factors, is a well-known transcription activator
[14]. HSF1 is rapidly induced by various stress and then activates
the transcription through binding the promoter region of target
genes [15]. The activation domain of these transcriptional activa-
tors can be sequentially fused to dCas9. So far, one of the most
efficient transcriptional activation systems, the Synergistic Activa-
tion Mediator (SAM) system, has been developed by creating
dCas9 and MS2 phage Coat Protein (MCP) fusion protein with
additional aptamers in sgRNA [16].

The SAM system in Drosophila includes three regulatory cas-
settes to control the transcription of dCas9-VP64, MCP-p65-
HSF1, and sgRNA [10]. To improve the efficiency, and to simplify
the cloning procedure, the three cassettes are built into a single
vector, and the resulting vector is named flySAM. For this vector,
vermilion is selected as transgenic selectable marker, as the white
gene has a deleterious behavior; it has an attB site, allowing this
vector to site-specifically integrate intoDrosophila genome through
phiC31. Moreover, both dCas-VP64 and MCP-p65-HSF1 are
controlled by a single UAS basal promoter sequence and function
independently through T2A mediated division. Finally, the sgRNA
that has two binding motifs and is driven by efficient U6b
promoter.

flySAM is an ideal transcriptional activation system, because it is
more efficient than other dCas9-based transcriptional activation
systems. Moreover, the severity of phenotypes from flySAM is not
only comparable to the traditional Gal4/UAS overexpression sys-
tem but also superior to it at many aspects. First, for flySAM, the
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researcher only needs to synthesize and clone a 20 bp targeting
sequence, which greatly reduces the cost and time. Second, flySAM
can target and modulate multiple genes simultaneously, allowing
researchers to interrogate the roles of proteins with redundant
functions or protein complexes involved in different biological
processes. This is particularly useful for targeting multiple genes,
as traditional methods require complicated genetic recombination.
Third, unlike other dCas9-based transcriptional activation systems,
flySAM can generate mosaic cellular clones with only one genetic
cross, which provide a powerful genetic analysis tool to precisely
analyze the behavior of the marked cells. Last and most impor-
tantly, for genes with multiple transcripts, one flySAM line can
activate all the transcripts.

Having established flySAM as superior to other combinations,
the parameters of the sgRNA have been systematically analyzed
[17]: the most efficient sgRNAs normally accumulate in the region
around -200 bp upstream of the transcription start site (TSS); the
high GC content within the sgRNA targeting sequence often
associates with efficiency; sgRNAs targeting to the non-template
strand of genomic DNA is optimal. The high performance and
relative ease in manipulation, together with these criteria for
sgRNA design, will greatly facilitate the application of flySAM to
benefit theDrosophila community [18]. In this chapter, we describe
the flySAM system, including the construction of the flySAM plas-
mid, plasmid microinjection, and the selection of transgenic fly
lines.

2 Materials

2.1 Fly Stocks All Drosophila lines used to construct flySAM transgenic lines
(Table 1) are stored at the Tsinghua Fly Center (THFC) and
cultured on standard food under standard laboratory conditions
(25 �C, 60% humidity).

2.2 Plasmid

Construction Reagents

1. ddH2O.

2. Annealing buffer (1�): 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM
EDTA, 0.1 M NaCl.

3. Restriction endonucleases: Bbs I, Nhe I, Spe I, CIP.

4. Backbone plasmid (the flySAM without sgRNA).

5. DNA Ligase: T4 DNA ligase.

6. Trans5α Chemically Competent Cells.

7. GO Taq.

8. TAE buffer (50�): Dissolve 242 g Tris–HCl and 18.612 g
EDTA in 800 ml ddH2O. Then add 57.1 ml acetic acid.
Make up to 1 L with ddH2O.
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9. TAE buffer (1�): Dilute 20 ml 50� TAE with 980 ml ddH2O.

10. 1.2% Agarose Gel: Add 1.2 g agarose in 100 ml TAE buffer
(1�). Heat the solution to dissolve agarose. After cool down to
60 �C, add 5 μl 5 mg/ml ethidium bromide (EB). Mix thor-
oughly and then pour into the casting tray.

11. 100 mg/ml ampicillin solution: Dissolve 1 g ampicillin in 9 ml
ddH2O; then add ddH2O up to 10 ml. Aliquot it into 1.5-ml
tubes after filtering through 0.22-μm Millipore filters. Store at
�20 �C.

12. LB Liquid Medium: Add 25 g mixture (40% Tryptone, 20%
yeast extract, and 40% NaCl) in 900 ml ddH2O; add ddH2O
up to final volume of 1 L. Autoclave at 121 �C for 15min. After
autoclaving, add 1 ml 100 mg/ml ampicillin. Mix thoroughly
and keep at 4 �C.

13. AxyPrep Plasmid MiniPrep Kit.

14. AxyPrep DNA Gel Extraction Kit.

15. LB SolidMedium: Add 25 gmixture (40% Tryptone, 20% yeast
extract, and 40% NaCl) and 10 g agar in 900 ml ddH2O, and
then make up to 1 L with ddH2O. After autoclaving at 121 �C
for 15 min, add 1 ml 100 mg/ml ampicillin at about 60 �C,
then pour the solution into 90 mm petri dishes, around 20 ml
per dish. Store at 4 �C.

16. Primers:

Forward primer (5’-ttcgNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
N-30).

Reverse primer (50-aaccMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMM-30).

ForwardPrimer F1 (5’-TCAACAAACGAACAATAGGACAC-30).

Table 1
Fly stocks

THFC
number Genotype Comment

TB16 y,sc,v,nanos-
integrase; attP40

This line is used for injection. Nanos-integrase and attP40 site locate at
chromosome X and II respectively.

TB18 y,sc,v,nanos-
integrase;;attP2

This line is used for injection. Nanos-integrase and attP2 site locate at
chromosome X and III respectively.

TB23 y,sc,v;Gla,Bc/CyO This line is used for transgenic selection, carrying CyO on chromosome
II.

TB77 y,sc,v This line is used for transgenic selection to discard nanos-integrase.

TB139 y,sc,v;;Dr,e/TM3,
Sb

This line is used for transgenic selection, carrying TM3,Sb on
chromosome III.
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Reverse Primer R1 (5’-AAAAAAGCACCGACTCGGTG-30).

Forward Primer F2 (5’-CACACTTATTACGTGGCCAG-30).

Reverse Primer R2 (5’-TCCCACACCTCCCACTGAAC-30).

2.3 Injection

Reagents

1. 0.2 M, pH 6.8 sodium phosphate buffer: Mix 49 ml 0.2 M
Na2HPO4 solution and 51 ml 0.2 M NaH2PO4 solution.

2. 0.5 M KCl: Dissolve 23.8 g KCl with 800 ml ddH2O and then
add ddH2O up to 1 L.

3. Injection Buffer (1�): Mix 0.5 ml 0.2 M, pH 6.8 sodium
phosphate buffer with 10 ml 0.5 M KCl and make up to 1 L
with sterile ddH2O. Filter through 0.22-μm Millipore filters.
Aliquot it into a 50-ml centrifuge tube and store at �20 �C
before injection.

4. PurePlasmid Mini Kit.

3 Methods

3.1 Backbone

Plasmid (the flySAM

Vector without sgRNA)

Amplification

1. Add 0.1 μl of approximately 150 ng/μl backbone plasmid
(Fig. 1) into 10 μl Trans5α Chemically Competent Cells (see
Note 1). After standard transformation procedure, plate it with
200 μl tips on LB solid 90 mm plate containing 100 μg/ml
ampicillin. Incubate the plate at 37 �C overnight.

2. Select a single clone and inoculate into LB liquid medium
containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin. Incubate it in shaker over-
night at 37 �C, 200 r/min.

3. Collect the bacteria pellet by centrifugation. Then extract the
plasmid by standard procedure using AxyPrep Plasmid Mini-
Prep Kit. If it is eluted with 100 μl ddH2O, the concentration
shall be around 150 ng/μl.

3.2 Backbone

Preparation

(Linearization by

Enzyme Digestion)

1. Use Bbs I to linearize the backbone plasmid at 37 �C for 1.5 h
(Table 2).

2. Run the digestion product by using 1.2% agarose gel. After
180 V electrophoresis for 20 min, two bands will be observed
under UV light, one is 700 bp and another is 14 kb (Fig. 2).
Cut and collect the 14 kb large band and then extract the DNA
with AxyPrep DNA Gel Extraction Kit following standard
procedure. Elute DNA fragment with 30 μl ddH2O. The con-
centration should be around 40 ng/μl.

3.3 Oligo Design 1. Select a proper sgRNA targeting sequence, the 20 nt length
sequence upstream NGG PAM (see Note 2).

2. To facilitate the ligation, add the overhang sequence 50-ttcg-30 into
forward primer, e.g., 5’-ttcgNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
-30, and add 50-aaac-30 to the reverse primer, e.g.,
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50-aaacMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM-30, which are
complementary to the sticky endsof the linearizedbackbonedigested
by Bbs I.

3. Set up annealing to get a double-stranded DNA fragment
(Table 3). Denature the primers in annealing buffer with
PCR Thermal Cycler at 95 �C for 5 min and then turn off the
power to slowly cool the temperature down.

Fig. 1 The map of flySAM without sgRNA. dCas9 and MCP activators are under the control of UAS and
Drosophila synthetic core promoter (DSCP). sgRNA is controlled by U6 promoter. The attB sequence and
vermilion+ gene are included in this plasmid

Table 2
Enzyme digestion solution

Content Volume

Bbs I-HF (20,000 units) 1 μl

10� NEB Cutsmart buffer 5 μl

Backbone plasmid 2.5 μg

Add ddH2O to 50 μl
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3.4 Ligation and

Transformation

1. Ligate above annealed DNA primers with linearized backbone
at 16 �C for 1 h (Table 4).

2. Add 5 μl of the ligation product into 10 μl Trans5α Chemically
Competent Cells. After transformation with standard proce-
dure, plate it on the LB solid plate containing 100 μg/ml
ampicillin. Incubate the plate at 37 �C overnight.

3. Select the correct bacterial clone by PCR (Tables 5 and 6). The
size of the PCR product from the correct clone should be
about 300 bp.

4. Inoculate the bacterial correct clone in 5 ml LB liquid medium
with 100 μg/ml ampicillin in a 15-ml centrifuge tube, and
incubate in shaker overnight at 37 �C, 200 r/min.

Fig. 2 The image taken from flySAM digested by Bbs I. M is DNA marker. The
fragment with a size over 10 kb shall be extracted

Table 3
Annealing solution

Content Volume

Forward Primer (20 μM) 5 μl

Reverse Primer (20 μM) 5 μl

Annealing buffer 40 μl

Total 50 μl
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5. Collect the bacteria pellet and miniprep plasmid with AxyPrep
Plasmids Miniprep Kit. Elute the plasmid with 100 μl ddH2O
and the concentration shall be around 150 ng/μl.

6. Before injection, the flySAM plasmid is further confirmed
through DNA sequencing by using the Forward Primer F1
(5’-TCAACAAACGAACAATAGGACAC-30) (see Note 3).

Table 4
Ligation solution

Content Volume

Annealed sgRNA product 4 μl

Linearized backbone 30 ng

T4 ligase 0.5 μl

10� T4 ligase buffer 1 μl

ddH2O Add to 10 μl

Table 5
PCR solution

Content Volume

2� Go Taq Mix 5 μl

Forward Primer F1 (5’-TCAACAAACGAACAATAGGACAC-30) 0.1 μl

Reverse Primer R1 (5’-AAAAAAGCACCGACTCGGTG-30) 0.1 μl

ddH2O 4.8 μl

Table 6
Thermal cycling condition

Temperature Time

95 ℃ 3 min

95 ℃ 30 s

30 cycles55 ℃ 30 s

72 ℃ 30 s

72 ℃ 5 min

4 ℃ ∞
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3.5 Cloning Multiple

sgRNA into flySAM

System

1. First clone individual sgRNA targeting sequence into flySAM
vector, respectively, using above approaches.

2. Backbone preparation. Use Spe I to linearize flySAM plasmid
carrying single sgRNA at 37 �C for 1.5 h (Table 7). Add 0.1 μl
CIP at room temperature for 10 min (seeNote 4). Then purify
the digested product by AxyPrep DNA Gel Extraction Kit.
Elute it with 30 μl ddH2O and the concentration will be
around 40 ng/μl.

3. The inserted fragment containing sgRNA preparation. Use
Nhe I and Spe I to digest the flySAM plasmid carrying another
sgRNA at 37 �C for 1.5 h (Table 8). Run the digestion product
by using 1.2% agarose gel. After electrophoresis, the smaller
band, which has a size of approximately 800 bp, will be
extracted by AxyPrep DNA Gel Extraction Kit. Elute it with
30 μl ddH2O and the DNA concentration will be about 5 ng/μ
l.

4. Ligate the linearized backbone from procedure 2 and the frag-
ment carrying sgRNA from procedure 3 with T4 DNA ligase at
16 �C for 1.5 h (Table 9).

5. Add 5 μl of the ligation product into 10 μl Trans5α E. coli
Chemically Competent Cells. After transformation, plate it on
an LB solid plate containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin. Incubate
the plate at 37 �C overnight.

Table 7
Enzyme digestion solution

Content Volume

Spe I-HF (20,000 units) 0.5 μl

10� NEB Cutsmart buffer 5 μl

Plasmid 2.5 μg

ddH2O Add to 50 μl

Table 8
Enzyme digestion solution

Content Volume

Nhe I-HF (20,000 units) 0.5 μl

Spe I-HF (20,000 units) 0.5 μl

10� NEB Cutsmart buffer 5 μl

Plasmid 2.5 μg

ddH2O Add to 50 μl
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6. Select the correct bacterial clone by PCR (Tables 10 and 11).
The size of PCR product from correct clone should be about
1.8 kb if there are two sgRNAs.

7. Inoculate the correct bacterial clone in LB liquid medium
containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin. Incubate overnight at
37 �C, 200 r/min.

8. Collect the bacteria pellet and miniprep plasmid with AxyPrep
Plasmids Miniprep Kit. Elute the plasmid with 100 μl ddH2O
and the concentration shall be around 150 ng/μl.

9. Further confirm the correct clone through DNA sequencing by
using the Reverse Primer R2 (5’-TCCCACACCTCCCACT
GAAC-30).

10. To clone additional sgRNAs, follow above procedures.

3.6 FlySAM Plasmid

Purification and

Microinjection

1. For microinjection, the plasmid requires to be purified by Pure-
Plasmid Mini Kit and dissolved with injection buffer. The
plasmid concentration is around 150 ng/μl.

2. Collect the embryos and inject the flySAM vector (seeNote 5).

3. After microinjection, the injected embryos will be put in vial
with standard food for development at 25 �C.

Table 9
Ligation solution

Content Volume

Fragment 10 ng

Backbone 30 ng

T4 ligase 0.5 μl

10� T4 ligase buffer 1 μl

ddH2O Add to 10 μl

Table 10
PCR solution

Content Volume

2� Go Taq Mix 5 μl

Forward Primer F2 (5’-CACACTTATTACGTGGCCAG-30) 0.1 μl

Reverse Primer R2 (5’-TCCCACACCTCCCACTGAAC-30) 0.1 μl

ddH2O 4.8 μl
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3.7 Transgenic

Selection (for Detailed

Procedure, see Fig. 3)

1. After eclosion, the adult flies are named G0. Select males and
cross each of them with 3–5 virgins of y,sc,v;; (TB77). Their
offspring is G1.

2. Transgenic selection based on eye color. Select G1 males with
dark red eyes (Fig. 4) and cross with virgin flies carrying bal-
ancer (see Note 6). Their offspring is named G2.

3. After G2 flies eclosion, select male and virgin siblings that have
both dark red eye balanced with CyO or TM3,Sb. Set up cross
for them; then select homozygous transgenic flies from their
offspring G3.

4. Keep the transgenic flies, which are ready for phenotypic
analysis.

4 Notes

1. The sequence of flySAM vector without sgRNA.

CACCTAAATTGTAAGCGTTAATATTTTGTTAAAATTCG
CGTTAAATTTTTGTTAAATCAGCTCATTTTTTAACCAA
TAGGCCGAAATCGGCAAAATCCCTTATAAATCAAAA
GAATAGACCGAGATAGGGTTGAGTGTTGTTCCAG
TTTGGAACAAGAGTCCACTATTAAAGAACGTGG
ACTCCAACGTCAAAGGGCGAAAAACCGTCTATC
AGGGCGATGGCCCACTACGTGAACCATCACCCTAAT
CAAGTTTTTTGGGGTCGAGGTGCCGTAAAGCAC
TAAATCGGAACCCTAAAGGGAGCCCCCGATTTAGA
GCTTGACGGGGAAAGCCGGCGAACGTGGCGAGAAA
GGAAGGGAAGAAAGCGAAAGGAGCGGGCGCTA

Table 11
Thermal cycling condition

Temperature Time

95 ℃ 3 min

95 ℃ 30 s

30 cycles55 ℃ 30 s

72 ℃ 120 s

72 ℃ 5 min

4 ℃ ∞
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GGGCGCTGGCAAGTGTAGCGGTCACGCTGCGCG
TAACCACCACACCCGCCGCGCTTAATGCGCCGCTA
CAGGGCGCGTCCCATTCGCCATTCAGGCTGCG
CAACTGTTGGGAAGGGCGATCGGTGCGGGCCTCTTC
GCTATTACGCCAGCTGGCGAAAGGGGGATGTGCT
GCAAGGCGATTAAGTTGGGTAACGCCAGGGTTTT
CCCAGTCACGACGTTGTAAAACGACGGCCAGT
GAATTGTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCGAATTGGG
TACAAGCTTATTTATTTTGTTATGTTATATGTATTATA
TGTCAGACATAAAGAAAAGGAACACATCAAATGTGA
TAACAAAGACTAAACAAGTAATTTTATTACACC
AAAACGACAAAACAGTAGGCAGAACAAACAACGCA

Fig. 3 Workflow for flySAM transgenic line construction (e.g., flySAM plasmid integrating into Chromosome II)
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TAGCCAAACATTGACGAATTGGATACCCTGCCGATTG
TCAGACACTTTTGTTGATCAGTTTCTTGCGAA
TGGTCTCGTCCAGCGGTGGAATCGCCTCGCGGGGAA
TCAGAAAAGTGGACAGATTGAACAGATCCAGAAA
CACCTTGTACCGATCACTGAAACCAAAAAAAAAC
AAAGGGAGAACAGTTTGAGTTCATTGATCCCCGATA
TAATCACATCTGCGATGATCACCTGAGAGTGGA
GCGCAGATATTGATAACCAGACGAGCCACCAGTG
CCCAACTGTTGCGATCCAATCATGCGTTGCACCATG
ATCACGTGATTGTCTGCGGCGGGAATAGAAAGTA
TTTGGTTAGGAAAACCAGTCTTAAACATAAGATAT
ATTTATAAAAGAGTATCAAAGAATGCAATACTTAC
ATCTCCACTTGGTTATTAACGAGTCGATGTCCATGAG
CAGGGTGAGCAACTGGTGTGGTTGGCTGAA
CCTGGGTTCATCCCTATAGAAGGTGATCATGA
TGGCTCCCTGAAGGGCACGATGGCTAAACCGGCG
ATCCCCACGACGCACCAGTGCATCGTGCA
C T G C C G G AT C A A A G AT G G A G C G ATA C A
CCTCGCGTCGCTTCTCAATGTCCATGAGGCGGTA
GTTTTTCGCCTTCTCCACGGGCTCCTCCATGGCGCT
CTGTACCTGCGCCTCCAGGAATCGATCGACGCTCTCC
T G A A A C T T G G C C C A G A A G T T G A A G C C A
CTCTCCTCCAGTCCGGGCGTCCTCTCCAGCCATCGC
TGCACTAGCTCCAGTAGCGAGGGATCTTTCTCC
GAGTTGCGAATCGAGTTCCGCGCCTCCTCGTCGCT
AAAGACATCCGAGTACTTCTGGTTGTATCTCACCCGC
TGCTCTGTCAGAACTCCCAGCTTGTTCTCGAT
CAAACGGAACTGCAGCGACTGAAAACCAGAT
GCGGGTGCCAGGTACTTGCGGAAGTCCATGAAG

Fig. 4 Selectable marker for transgenic fly selection. Transgenic flies have dark
red eyes (left); while flies without flySAM integration have red eyes (right).
(Scale bars: 250 μm)
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TCTAGCGGGGTCATGGTCTCCAGAATGGGCACTT
GGTCCACCAGGAGCTGTACAAAGGAAGTTATAAAGG
ATTTTGGTAAGAGATTCAGAAAGCACTCACTTTTA
GAATCAGAACCACTCGGTTCAGTCGCTTGACAA
TCTCCAGCGTCTTGGTTTCATCGATGACCTCTGCAT
CCAACATGTCTCGTATGGAGTCGAACTCAAAGAT
GATCTGCTTGAACCAAAGCTCGTAGGCTGTGGCGAA
GGTACTTAAATGCCATTGAGTGTTGTCATCAAAGTTG
TAAACCTACTCACCCTGGTGCGTGATGATGAACAGAT
GCTCATCGTGCACGGGTCGCTTGTCCTCCTCGGACA
GCATACACTGGGCATCCAGCAGTTTGTCCAGCATCA
GATACTCTCCATAGATTTTGCCCACTTCCGTGGTTAAT
GGCACCGCCGAATCATCGTGATCGTTTCTGTATGGG
TTTGAATTGAATCGCAGAACTGAAGATCGATT
GGCATTCCTGGACAGCACGTGCTGGTGCTCACCCG
TTTCCTGCATAGGGACAGCTCATGGTGCACAGCTC
AGATCAGATCGTGACTCCTCGACCGGCGGATGCT
GGCGAACTGATCTCCGCCAGCGGACCGGAGATGA
GACCCCAGCGAACCGATAACAGAGCGAGAGA
GCTCCAGTTCCGACTGATTGCACAGTCGGTGATCT
GGGCGATGGGCACTGCCAGATAGGCTGGGAATTAT
CAATCACTTGAGGTGAAAGTGCGGCGCACACAAAT
CCAAGCTTGATATCATCGATCTCGACGCTGCAT
CCAACGCGTTGGGAGCTCTCCGGATCAATTCGGCT
TCACGTACCGTCGACGATGTAGGTCACGGTCT
CGAAGCCGCGGTGCGGGTGCCAGGGCGTG
CCCTTGGGCTCCCCGGGCGCGTACTCCACCTCACCC
ATCTGGTCCATCATGATGAACGGGTCGAGGT
GGCGGTAGTTGATCCCGGCGAACGCGCGGCG
CACCGGGAAGCCCTCGCCCTCGAAACCGCTGGGC
GCGGTGGTCACGGTGAGCACGGGACGTGCGACGG
CGTCGGCTGGTGCGGATACGCGGGGCAGCGTCAG
CGGGTTCTCGACGGTCACGGCGGGCATGTCGACAAG
CCGAATTGATCCACTAGAAGGCCTAATTCGGTACAC
TATGCTAGTATAACTTCGTATAATGTATGCTATACGAA
GTTATGCTAGTTGGCCACGTAATAAGTGTGCGTTGAA
TTTATTCGCAAAAACATTGCATATTTTCGGCAAAG
TAAAATTTTGTTGCATACCTTATCAAAAAATAAGT
GCTGCATACTTTTTAGAGAAACCAAATAATTTTTTATT
GCATACCCGTTTTTAATAAAATACATTGCATACCCT
CTTTTAATAAAAAATATTGCATACTTTGACGAAAC
AAATTTTCGTTGCATACCCAATAAAAGATTATTATATT
GCATACCCGTTTTTAATAAAATACATTGCATACCCT
CTTTTAATAAAGAATATTGCATACGTTGACGAAA
CAAATTTTCGTTGCATACCCAATAAAAGATTATTATA
TTGCATACCTTTTCTTGCCATACCATTTAGCCGATCAA
TTCTGCTCGGCAACAGTATATTTGTGGTGTGCCAACC
AACAACACTAGCATAACTTCGTATAATGTATGCTATAC
GAAGTTATGAGCTCGCTCGGGTAATCGCTTATCCTC
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GGGTAATCGCTTATCCTTAAGCTGCAGGTCGGAGTAC
TGTCCTCCGAGCGGAGTACTGTCCTCCGAGCGGAGT
ACTGTCCTCCGAGCGGAGTACTGTCCTCCGAGCGGA
GTACTGTCCTCCGAGCGGAGACTCCCGCGGTC
GGAGTACTGTCCTCCGAGCGGAGTACTGTCCTCCG
AGCGGAGTACTGTCCTCCGAGCGGAGTACTGTCC
TCCGAGCGGAGTACTGTCCTCCGAGCGGAGACTC
GTCGACGAGCTCGCCCGGGGATCGAGCGCAGC
GGTATAAAAGGGCGCGGGGTGGCTGAGAGCATCAG
TTGTGAATGAATGTTCGAGCCGAGCAGACGT
GCCGCTGCCTTCGTTAATATCCTTTGAATAAGCCAA
CTTTGAATCACAAGACGCATACCAAAGTCTAGAGG
TACCGCCACCATGGCCCCAAAGAAGAAGC
GGAAGGTCGGTATCCACGGTGTCCCAGCAGCCATGG
ACAAGAAGTACTCCATTGGGCTCGCTATCGGCAC
AAACAGCGTCGGCTGGGCCGTCATTACGGACGAGTA
CAAGGTGCCGAGCAAAAAATTCAAAGTTCT
GGGCAATACCGATCGCCACAGCATAAAGAAGAACCT
CATTGGCGCCCTCCTGTTCGACTCCGGGGAGA
CGGCCGAAGCCACGCGGCTCAAAAGAACAGCA
CGGCGCAGATATACCCGCAGAAAGAATCGGA
TCTGCTACCTGCAGGAGATCTTTAGTAATGAGA
TGGCTAAGGTGGATGACTCTTTCTTCCATAGGCT
GGAGGAGTCCTTTTTGGTGGAGGAGGATAAAAAGCA
CGAGCGCCACCCAATCTTTGGCAATATCGTGGACG
AGGTGGCGTACCATGAAAAGTACCCAACCATATATCA
TCTGAGGAAGAAGCTTGTAGACAGTACTGAT
AAGGCTGACTTGCGGTTGATCTATCTCGCGCT
GGCGCATATGATCAAATTTCGGGGACACTTCCTCATC
GAGGGGGACCTGAACCCAGACAACAGCGATGTCGA
CAAACTCTTTATCCAACTGGTTCAGACTTACAATC
AGCTTTTCGAAGAGAACCCGATCAACGCATCCGGA
G T T G A C G C C AAAG C AAT C C T G AG C G C TA
GGCTGTCCAAATCCCGGCGGCTCGAAAACCTCA
TCGCACAGCTCCCTGGGGAGAAGAAGAACGGCC
TGTTTGGTAATCTTATCGCCCTGTCACTCGGGCTGA
CCCCCAACTTTAAATCTAACTTCGACCTGGCCGAA
GATGCCAAGCTTCAACTGAGCAAAGACACCTACGA
TGATGATCTCGACAATCTGCTGGCCCAGATCGGCGA
CCAGTACGCAGACCTTTTTTTGGCGGCAAAGAA
CCTGTCAGACGCCATTCTGCTGAGTGATATTCTGCGA
GTGAACACGGAGATCACCAAAGCTCCGCTGA
GCGCTAGTATGATCAAGCGCTATGATGAGCACCACC
AAGACTTGACTTTGCTGAAGGCCCTTGTCAGACAG
CAACTGCCTGAGAAGTACAAGGAAATTTTCTTCGAT
CAGTCTAAAAATGGCTACGCCGGATACATT
GACGGCGGAGCAAGCCAGGAGGAATTTTACAAATTT
ATTAAGCCCATCTTGGAAAAAATGGACGGCACC
GAGGAGCTGCTGGTAAAGCTTAACAGAGAAGATCT
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GTTGCGCAAACAGCGCACTTTCGACAATGGAAGCAT
CCCCCACCAGATTCACCTGGGCGAACTGCACGCTAT
ACTCAGGCGGCAAGAGGATTTCTACCCCTTTTT
GAAAGATAACAGGGAAAAGATTGAGAAAATCCTCA
CATTTCGGATACCCTACTATGTAGGCCCCCTCG
CCCGGGGAAATTCCAGATTCGCGTGGATGACT
CGCAAATCAGAAGAGACCATCACTCCCTGGAA
CTTCGAGGAAGTCGTGGATAAGGGGGCCTCT
GCCCAGTCCTTCATCGAAAGGATGACTAACTTTGAT
AAAAATCTGCCTAACGAAAAGGTGCTTCCTAAAC
ACTCTCTGCTGTACGAGTACTTCACAGTTTATAAC
GAGCTCACCAAGGTCAAATACGTCACAGAAGGGA
TGAGAAAGCCAGCATTCCTGTCTGGAGAGCAGAA
GAAAGCTATCGTGGACCTCCTCTTCAAGACGAA
CCGGAAAGTTACCGTGAAACAGCTCAAAGAGGA
C TAT T T C A A A A A G AT T G A AT G T T T C G A
CTCTGTTGAAATCAGCGGAGTGGAGGATCGCTTCAA
CGCATCCCTGGGAACGTATCACGATCTCCTGAAAA
TCATTAAAGACAAGGACTTCCTGGACAATGAGGA
GAACGAGGACATTCTTGAGGACATTGTCCTCA
CCCTTACGTTGTTTGAAGATAGGGAGATGATTGAA
GAACGCTTGAAAACTTACGCTCATCTCTTCGACGAC
AAAGTCATGAAACAGCTCAAGAGGCGCCGATATAC
AGGATGGGGGCGGCTGTCAAGAAAACTGATCAAT
GGGATCCGAGACAAGCAGAGTGGAAAGACAATCC
TGGATTTTCTTAAGTCCGATGGATTTGCCAACC
GGAACTTCATGCAGTTGATCCATGATGACTCTCTC
ACCTTTAAGGAGGACATCCAGAAAGCACAAGTTTC
TGGCCAGGGGGACAGTCTGCACGAGCACATCGC
TAATCTTGCAGGTAGCCCAGCTATCAAAAAGGGAA
TACTGCAGACCGTTAAGGTCGTGGATGAACTCGTC
AAAGTAATGGGAAGGCATAAGCCCGAGAATATC
GTTATCGAGATGGCCCGAGAGAACCAAACTACCC
AGAAGGGACAGAAGAACAGTAGGGAAAGGATGAA
GAGGATTGAAGAGGGTATAAAAGAACTGGGG
TCCCAAATCCTTAAGGAACACCCAGTTGAAAACA
CCCAGCTTCAGAATGAGAAGCTCTACCTGTACTACC
TGCAGAACGGCAGGGACATGTACGTGGATCAGG
AACTGGACATCAATCGGCTCTCCGACTACGACGTGG
ATGCTATCGTGCCCCAGTCTTTTCTCAAAGATGATTC
TATTGATAATAAAGTGTTGACAAGATCCGATAAAAA
TAGAGGGAAGAGTGATAACGTCCCCTCAGAAGAAG
TTGTCAAGAAAATGAAAAATTATTGGCGGCAGCTG
CTGAACGCCAAACTGATCACACAACGGAAGTTCGA
TAATCTGACTAAGGCTGAACGAGGTGGCCTGTCTG
AGTTGGATAAAGCAGGCTTCATCAAAAGGCAGCTTG
TTGAGACACGCCAGATCACCAAGCACGTGG
CCCAAATTCTCGATTCACGCATGAACACCAAGTACG
ATGAAAATGACAAACTGATTCGAGAGGTGAAAG
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TTATTACTCTGAAGTCTAAGCTGGTCTCAGATTTCAG
AAAGGACTTTCAGTTTTATAAGGTGAGAGAGATCAA
CAATTACCACCATGCGCATGATGCCTACCTGAATGCA
GTGGTAGGCACTGCACTTATCAAAAAATATCCCAA
GCTTGAATCTGAATTTGTTTACGGAGACTATAAAGT
GTACGATGTTAGGAAAATGATCGCAAAGTCTGAG
CAGGAAATAGGCAAGGCCACCGCTAAGTACTT
CTTTTACAGCAATATTATGAATTTTTTCAAGACCGA
GATTACACTGGCCAATGGAGAGATTCGGAAGCGA
CCACTTATCGAAACAAACGGAGAAACAGGAGAAAT
CGTGTGGGACAAGGGTAGGGATTTCGCGACAGT
CCGGAAGGTCCTGTCCATGCCGCAGGTGAACAT
CGTTAAAAAGACCGAAGTACAGACCGGAGGCTTCT
CCAAGGAAAGTATCCTCCCGAAAAGGAACAGCG
ACAAGCTGATCGCACGCAAAAAAGATTGGGA
CCCCAAGAAATACGGCGGATTCGATTCTCCTACAG
TCGCTTACAGTGTACTGGTTGTGGCCAAAGTGGA
GAAAGGGAAGTCTAAAAAACTCAAAAGCGTCAAGG
AACTGCTGGGCATCACAATCATGGAGCGAT
CAAGCTTCGAAAAAAACCCCATCGACTTTCT
CGAGGCGAAAGGATATAAAGAGGTCAAAAAAGA
CCTCATCATTAAGCTTCCCAAGTACTCTCTCTTT
GAGCTTGAAAACGGCCGGAAACGAATGCTCGCTAGT
GCGGGCGAGCTGCAGAAAGGTAACGAGCTGGCACT
GCCC TC TAAATACGT TAAT T T C T TG TATC T
GGCCAGCCACTATGAAAAGCTCAAAGGGTCT
CCCGAAGATAATGAGCAGAAGCAGCTGTTCGT
GGAACAACACAAACACTACCTTGATGAGATCAT
CGAGCAAATAAGCGAATTCTCCAAAAGAGTGATCCT
CGCCGACGCTAACCTCGATAAGGTGCTTTCTGCTT
ACAATAAGCACAGGGATAAGCCCATCAGGGAG
CAGGCAGAAAACATTATCCACTTGTTTACTCTGACC
AACTTGGGCGCGCCTGCAGCCTTCAAGTACTTCGA
CACCACCATAGACAGAAAGCGGTACACCTCT
ACAAAGGAGGTCCTGGACGCCACACTGATTCAT
CAGTCAATTACGGGGCTCTATGAAACAAGAAT
CGACCTCTCTCAGCTCGGTGGAGACAAGCGTCCT
GCTGCTACTAAGAAAGCTGGTCAAGCTAAGAAAAA
GAAACAATTCGGAGGAGGTGGAAGCGGAGGAGG
AGGAAGCGGAGGAGGAGGTAGCGGACCTAAG
AAAAAGAGGAAGGTGGCGGCCGC TGGT T
CCGGACGGGCTGACGCATTGGACGATTTTGATCTGG
ATATGCTGGGAAGTGACGCCCTCGATGATTTTG
ACCTTGACATGCTTGGTTCGGATGCCCTTGATG
ACTTTGACCTCGACATGCTCGGCAGTGACGCCCTTG
ATGATTTCGACCTGGACATGCTGATTAACCAATTCGG
AAGCGGAGAGGGCAGAGGAAGTCTGCTAACATG
CGGTGACGTCGAGGAGAATCCTGGACCTATGG
CTTCAAACTTTACTCAGTTCGTGCTCGTGGACAATGG
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T G G G A C A G G G G A T G T G A C A G T G G
CTCCTTCTAATTTCGCTAATGGGGTGGCAGAGTGGAT
CAGCTCCAACTCACGGAGCCAGGCCTACAAGGTG
ACATGCAGCGTCAGGCAGTCTAGTGCCCAGAAGAG
AAAGTATACCATCAAGGTGGAGGTCCCCAAAGTGG
CTACCCAGACAGTGGGCGGAGTCGAACTGCCTGTCG
CCGCTTGGAGGTCCTACCTGAACATGGAGCTCAC
TATCCCAATTTTCGCTACCAATTCTGACTGTGAA
CTCATCGTGAAGGCAATGCAGGGGCTCCTCAAAG
ACGGTAATCCTATCCCTTCCGCCATCGCCGCTAACTC
AGGTATCTACAGCGCTGGAGGAGGTGGAAGCGG
AGGAGGAGGAAGCGGAGGAGGAGGTAGCGGACC
TAAGAAAAAGAGGAAGGTGGCGGCCGCTCAATTG
CCTTCAGGGCAGATCAGCAACCAGGCCCTGG
CTCTGGCCCCTAGCTCCGCTCCAGTGCTGGCCCAG
ACTATGGTGCCCTCTAGTGCTATGGTGCCTCTGG
CCCAGCCACCTGCTCCAGCCCCTGTGCTGACCCC
AGGACCACCCCAGTCACTGAGCGCTCCAGT
GCCCAAGTCTACACAGGCCGGCGAGGGGACTC
TGAGTGAAGCTCTGCTGCACCTGCAGTTCGACGC
TGATGAGGACCTGGGAGCTCTGCTGGGGAACAG
CACCGATCCCGGAGTGTTCACAGATCTGGCCTCCG
TGGACAACTCTGAGTTTCAGCAGCTGCTGAATC
AGGGCGTGTCCATGTCTCATAGTACAGCCGAACC
AATGCTGATGGAGTACCCCGAAGCCATTACCCGG
CTGGTGACCGGCAGCCAGCGGCCCCCCGACCCCGC
T C C AA C T C C C C T GGGAA C CAG CGG C C T G
CCTAATGGGCTGTCCGGAGATGAAGATTTCTCAAG
CATCGCTGATATGGACTTTAGTGCCCTGCTGTCACA
GATTTCCTCTAGTGGGCAGGGAGGAGGTGGAAGCGG
CTTCAGCGTGGACACCAGTGCCCTGCTGGACCTG
TTCAGCCCCTCGGTGACCGTGCCCGACATGAGCCTG
CCTGACCTTGACAGCAGCCTGGCCAGTATCCAAGA
GCTCCTGTCTCCCCAGGAGCCCCCCAGGCCTCCCG
AGGCAGAGAACAGCAGCCCGGATTCAGGGAAGCAG
CTGGTGCACTACACAGCGCAGCCGCTGTTCCTG
CTGGACCCCGGCTCCGTGGACACCGGGAGCAACG
ACCTGCCGGTGCTGTTTGAGCTGGGAGAGGG
CTCCTACTTCTCCGAAGGGGACGGCTTCGCCGAGG
ACCCCACCATCTCCCTGCTGACAGGCTCGGAGCC
TCCCAAAGCCAAGGACCCCACTGTCTCCTAGC
CTAGGACTAGAGCAAACTAGAATTGTTGGCATCAGG
TAGGCATCACACACGATTAACAACCCCTAAAAATAC
ACTTTGAAAATATTGAAAATATGTTTTTGTATACA
TTTTTGATATTTTCAAATAATACGCAGTTATAAAACTC
ATTAGCTAACCCATTTTTTCTTTGCTTATGCTTAC
AGATTGCAAAGAACTAGAGCCGCGGGATC
TTTGTGAAGGAACCTTACTTCTGTGGTGTGACATAA
TTGGACAAACTACCTACAGAGATTTAAAGCTCT
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AAGGTAAATATAAAATTTTTAAGTGTATAATGTGTT
AAACTACTGATTCTAATTGTTTGTGTATTTTAGATT
CCAACCTATGGAACTGATGAATGGGAGCAGTGGT
GGAATGCCTTTAATGAGGAAAACCTGTTTTGCTCA
GAAGAAATGCCATCTAGTGATGATGAGGCTACTGCT
GACTCTCAACATTCTACTCCTCCAAAAAAGAAGAG
AAAGGTAGAAGAGCCCAAGGACTTTCCTTCAGAATT
GCTAAGTTTTTTGAGTCATGCTGTGTTTAGTAAT
AGAACTCTTGCTTGCTTTGCTATTTACACCACAAAGG
AAAAAGCTGCACTGCTATACAAGAAAATTA
TGGAAAAATATTTGATGTATAGTGCCTTGACTAGAGA
TCATAATCAGCCATACCACATTTGTAGAGGTTTTACTT
GCTTTAAAAAACCTCCCACACCTCCCACTGAA
CCTGAAACATAAAATGAATGGAATTGTTGTTGTT
AACTTGTTTATTGCAGCTTATAATGGTTACAAAT
AAAGCAATAGCATCACAAATTTCACAAATAAAG
CATTTTTTTCACTGCATTCTAGTTGTGGTTTGT
CCAAACTCATCAATGTATCTTAACTAGTGATGAAAA
CAAAAACAACTGTGTTGAAAATTAAAAATTTTGTATG
CATACGCATTAAGCGAACATTAAAAAGATGTGAAAA
CATAACTATTATGTCTAAATAAACACACGTCAGATGT
ATGTACGTCAACGGAAAACCATTGTCTATATATT
ACGCTAGTAATTCTTTCCTGTAAAATAAATATAAAT
AAATATGCTTTATTGACAGAAAATTTGATGTTTTTGTA
TTTGAGTAGGAGCAATCACAGGTGAGCAAAAAAAG
CACCGACTCGGTGCCACTTGGCCCTGCAGACATGGG
TGATCCTCATGTTGGCCAAGTTGATAACGGACTAG
CCTTATTTTAACTTGCTAGGCCCTGCAGACATGGGTG
ATCCTCATGTTGGCCTAGCTCTAAAACAGG
TCTTCTCCAATTCACATCGACTGAAATCCCTGGTAAT
CCGTTTTAGAATCCATGATAATAATTTTTTGGATGATT
GGGAGCTTTTTTTGCACGTTCAAAATTTTTT
GCAACCCCTTTTTGGAAACGAACACCACGGTA
GGCTGCGAAATGCCCATACTGTTGAGCAATTCACGTT
CATTATAAATGTCGTTCGCGGGCGCAACTGCAACT
CCGATAAATAACGCGCCCAACACCGGCATAAAGAA
TTGAAGAGAGTTTTCACTGCATACGACGATTCTGTGA
TTTGTATTCAGCCCATATCGTTTCATAGCTTCT
GCCAACCGAACGGACATTTCGAAGTACTCAGCGT
AAGTGATGTCCACCTCGATATGTGCATCTGTAAAAG
CAATTAATTGTTCCAGGAACCAGGGCGTATCTCTT
CATAGCCTTATGCAGTTGCTCTCCTCTAGTGGT
GAAGGGGGCGGCCGCGGAGCCTGCTTTTTTGT
ACAAAGTTGGCATTATAAAAAAGCATTGCTCAT
CAATTTGTTGCAACGAACAGGTCACTATCAGT
CAAAATAAAATCATTATTTGGGGCCCGAGCTTAAGA
CTGGCCGTCGTTTTACAACGTCGTGACTGGGAAAA
CATCCATGCAAGCGGCTGAATATGGGATGTTTTAT
GGGATGTTTTCTAGACTCTACGAAGACCCCGAAG
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TATTGAGGAAAACATACCTATATAAATGATCAACAT
CAGGAAAGAGCAGTTGAGAATTATAAGAATT
GGCAAATGGTCTTAAGAACCCTCTGCTTAAGATTTT
CAAAATTTCCTTTAGAATCAAAGTGTCCTATTGTT
CGTTTGTTGAAAACACAGTTCGATTTATTGACTAT
AATAAATTGATAGTTTTAAATATAGAGGCACGACTAA
GAGAGTTTGGTTTTGTTTTGGTTAGGGACC
AAAAAAAGTATACATAACGAATAAAAAAGGATTTAA
GTGCAAATGGTAAAAAAGTGTCGAGTTTTTCTT
GAGTTGATTGTGCTGTAATGAGACTCTGCATTCGGC
ATTTGACTCGGCTTTTCCTACTCGTGCCGTATTT
CAGGCTGCAAGTCGAACAAGCTAGCAGAGCTCT
GGCCACGTAATAAGTGTGCGTTGAATTTATT
C G C A A A A A C AT T G C ATAT T T T C G G C A A A
GTAAAATTTTGTTGCATACCTTATCAAAAAATAAGT
GCTGCATACTTTTTAGAGAAACCAAATAATTTTTTATT
GCATACCCGTTTTTAATAAAATACATTGCATACCCT
CTTTTAATAAAAAATATTGCATACTTTGACGAAA
CAAATTTTCGTTGCATACCCAATAAAAGATTATTAT
ATTGCATACCCGTTTTTAATAAAATACATTGCATA
CCCTCTTTTAATAAAGAATATTGCATACGTTGAC
GAAACAAATTTTCGTTGCATACCCAATAAAAGATT
ATTATATTGCATACCTTTTCTTGCCATACCATTTAGCC
GATCAATTCTGCTCGGCAACAGTATATTTGTGGTGT
GCCAACCAACAACGAGCTCCAGCTTTTGTTCCCTTT
AGTGAGGGTTAATTTCGAGCTTGGCGTAATCATGGT
CATAGCTGTTTCCTGTGTGAAATTGTTATCCGCTCA
CAATTCCACACAACATACGAGCCGGAAGCATAAAGT
GTAAAGCCTGGGGTGCCTAATGAGTGAGCTAACTCA
CATTAATTGCGTTGCGCTCACTGCCCGCTTTCCAGT
CGGGAAACCTGTCGTGCCAGCTGCATTAATGAAT
CGGCCAACGCGCGGGGAGAGGCGGTTTGCGTATT
GGGCGCTCTTCCGCTTCCTCGCTCACTGACTCGCT
GCGCTCGGTCGTTCGGCTGCGGCGAGCGGTAT
CAGCTCACTCAAAGGCGGTAATACGGTTATCCACA
GAATCAGGGGATAACGCAGGAAAGAACATGTGAG
CAAAAGGCCAGCAAAAGGCCAGGAACCGTAAAAA
GGCCGCGTTGCTGGCGTTTTTCCATAGGCT
CCGCCCCCCTGACGAGCATCACAAAAATCGACGCT
CAAGTCAGAGGTGGCGAAACCCGACAGGACTAT
AAAGATACCAGGCGTTTCCCCCTGGAAGCTCCCT
CGTGCGCTCTCCTGTTCCGACCCTGCCGCTTACC
GGATACCTGTCCGCCTTTCTCCCTTCGGGAAGCGT
GGCGCTTTCTCATAGCTCACGCTGTAGGTATCT
CAGTTCGGTGTAGGTCGTTCGCTCCAAGCTGGGCT
GTGTGCACGAACCCCCCGTTCAGCCCGACCGCTGC
GCCTTATCCGGTAACTATCGTCTTGAGTCCAACCC
GGTAAGACACGACTTATCGCCACTGGCAGCAGCCAC
TGGTAACAGGATTAGCAGAGCGAGGTATGT
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AGGCGGTGCTACAGAGTTCTTGAAGTGGTGGCCT
AACTACGGCTACACTAGAAGGACAGTATTTGGTATCT
GCGCTCTGCTGAAGCCAGTTACCTTCGGAAAAAGA
GTTGGTAGCTCTTGATCCGGCAAACAAACCA
CCGCTGGTAGCGGTGGTTTTTTTGTTTGCAAGCAG
CAGATTACGCGCAGAAAAAAAGGATCTCAAGAAGA
TCCTTTGATCTTTTCTACGGGGTCTGACGCTCAGT
GGAACGAAAACTCACGTTAAGGGATTTTGGTCATGA
GATTATCAAAAAGGATCTTCACCTAGATCCTTTT
AAATTAAAAATGAAGTTTTAAATCAATCTAAAGTATA
TATGAGTAAACTTGGTCTGACAGTTACCAATGCTTAA
TCAGTGAGGCACCTATCTCAGCGATCTGTCTA
TTTCGTTCATCCATAGTTGCCTGACTCCCCGTCGTGT
AGATAACTACGATACGGGAGGGCTTACCATCT
GGCCCCAGTGCTGCAATGATACCGCGAGACCCACGC
TCACCGGCTCCAGATTTATCAGCAATAAACCAGCCA
GCCGGAAGGGCCGAGCGCAGAAGTGGTCCTGCAA
CTTTATCCGCCTCCATCCAGTCTATTAATTGTT
GCCGGGAAGCTAGAGTAAGTAGTTCGCCAGTTAAT
AGTTTGCGCAACGTTGTTGCCATTGCTACAGGCAT
CGTGGTGTCACGCTCGTCGTTTGGTATGGCTTCATT
CAGCTCCGGTTCCCAACGATCAAGGCGAGTTACAT
GATCCCCCATGTTGTGCAAAAAAGCGGTTAGCT
CCTTCGGTCCTCCGATCGTTGTCAGAAGTAAGTTGG
CCGCAGTGTTATCACTCATGGTTATGGCAGCACT
GCATAATTCTCTTACTGTCATGCCATCCGTAAGAT
GCTTTTCTGTGACTGGTGAGTACTCAACCAAGTCATT
CTGAGAATAGTGTATGCGGCGACCGAGTTGCTCTT
GCCCGGCGTCAATACGGGATAATACCGCGCCACAT
A G C A G A A C T T TA A A A G T G C T C AT C AT T
GGAAAACGTTCTTCGGGGCGAAAACTCTCAAGG
ATCTTACCGCTGTTGAGATCCAGTTCGATGTAACCC
ACTCGTGCACCCAACTGATCTTCAGCATCTTTT
ACTTTCACCAGCGTTTCTGGGTGAGCAAAAACAGG
AAGGCAAAATGCCGCAAAAAAGGGAATAAGGGCGA
CACGGAAATGTTGAATACTCATACTCTTCCTTTTT
CAATATTATTGAAGCATTTATCAGGGTTATTGTCTCAT
GAGCGGATACATATTTGAATGTATTTAGAAAAATAAA
CAAATAGGGGTTCCGCGCACATTTCCCCGAAAA
GTGC.
2. The targeting sequence of sgRNA can be designed manually or

through the website (http://www.flyrnai.org/crispr/). The tar-
geting site of sgRNA locates nearby �200 nt upstream the
target gene’s TSS. It shall not include TTTT sequence. Limit
complementarity to other genomic loci to less than 17 nt to
avoid off target effects. To
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3. If only one targeting sequence of the sgRNA needs to be
cloned, the next step will switch to procedure 3.6. If multiple
sgRNAs need to be cloned, the next step should go directly to
procedure 3.5.

4. Nhe I and Spe I produce compatible ends. To avoid self-ligation
of the linearized vector, use CIP to prevent this event.

5. If the flySAM construct is integrated into chromosome II,
collect the embryos of y,sc,v,nanos-integrase;attP40 (TB16)
for injection. On the other hand, if it is integrated into chro-
mosome III, collect embryos of y,sc,v,nanos-integrase;;attP2
(TB18) for injection.

6. G1 males shall be crossed with corresponding balancer, their
offspring carrying balancer will limit the unpredicted recombi-
nation. If the plasmid is integrated into attP40 on chromosome
II, y,sc,v;Gla,Bc/CyO (TB23) will be used to cross with G1
males; on the other hand, y,sc,v;;Dr,e/TM3,Sb (TB139) will be
chosen for chromosome III.
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Chapter 9

Tracing and Manipulating Drosophila Cell Lineages Based
on CRISPR: CaSSA and CLADES

Jorge Garcia-Marques and Tzumin Lee

Abstract

Cell lineage defines the mitotic connection between cells that make up an organism. Mapping these
connections in relation to cell identity offers an extraordinary insight into the mechanisms underlying
normal and pathological development. The analysis of molecular determinants involved in the acquisition
of cell identity requires gaining experimental access to precise parts of cell lineages. Recently, we have
developed CaSSA and CLADES, a new technology based on CRISPR that allows targeting and labeling
specific lineage branches. Here we discuss how to better exploit this technology for lineage studies in
Drosophila, with an emphasis on neuronal specification.

Key words Cell lineage, CRISPR, CaSSA, CLADES, Neuronal specification, Genetic cascades,
Genetic intersections

1 Introduction

The Drosophila central brain hosts a diverse population of neurons,
emerging from ~100 neuroblasts (the neural stem cells) per hemi-
sphere [1, 2]. Determined by molecular gradients and other speci-
fication factors, most of these neuroblasts exhibit unique identity
features. Neuroblasts divide ~100 times, producing a clone of
neurons (for some lineages also glia) that we refer to as neuronal
lineages. There are two types of these lineages in the fly brain: type I
and type II. In type I lineages, neuroblasts divide to self-renew and
produce a ganglion mother cell (GMC) that, in turn, divides again
and gives rise to two neurons. Due to molecular mechanisms of
asymmetric cell division, each of these neurons acquires a different
identity. In type II lineages, the neuroblast divides to produce
another neuroblast and an intermediate neural progenitor (INP).
Each INP divides approximately eight to nine times to self-renew
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and produce a GMC that, in turn, will divide again to produce two
neurons. In some lineages, especially type II lineages, the neuro-
genesis ends with transformation of the neuroblast into a glial
progenitor that undergoes mitosis to produce a variable number
of glial cells. Together with the identity acquired by the neuroblast
from spatial signals, the division of the GMC results in asymmetrical
molecular inheritance that contributes to neuron diversity. Another
source for neuronal diversity is the temporal change undergone by
the neuroblast that produces different types of neurons over time.
Tracing representative type I lineages has revealed diverse manifes-
tation of neuronal temporal fate patterning. In the four repeated
mushroom body lineages, the neuroblast only produces three main
classes of neurons throughout embryonic, larval, and pupal devel-
opment [3]. By contrast, the dorsal antennal lobe lineage, which
ends shortly after pupal formation and produces only one viable
neuron from each GMC, can yield an invariant sequence of ~40
neuronal types [4, 5].

Understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying neuronal
specification requires genetic access to single neuroblast types and
their progeny. This demand inspired a new generation of genetic
tools based on the combination of CRISPR and single-strand
annealing (SSA), a conserved mechanism for DNA repair
[6]. This technology includes CaSSA [7], a tool to genetically
target discrete neuroblast types, and CLADES [8], to program
genetic cascades that progress throughout the neuroblast lifespan
(Fig. 1).

2 CaSSA

2.1 Rationale CaSSA is a platform to create unlimited genetic switches based on
Cas9 (Ca) and SSA (Fig. 2). Essential for the CRISPR function,
Cas9 is an endonuclease that cuts DNA in a region specified by a
20-bp sequence encoded in a guide RNA (gRNA) [9, 10]. SSA is a
well-conserved repair mechanism evolved to repair repetitive DNA
[6]. When a double-strand break (DSB) occurs in a region between
two direct repeats, SSA repairs the DNA by removing one of the
repeats, as well as the intervening sequence. The fact that the DNA
repair outcome is predictable allows the design of genetic elements
that, in their original state, are inactive and become active only after
SSA occurs. These genetic switches are the basis for multiple
applications.

2.2 A Simple

Reporter

In the simplest implementation of CaSSA, a switchable reporter
gene is generated by introducing a switch cassette in the middle of
its sequence (Fig. 2a). This cassette consists of two direct repeats
that are part of the reporter sequences, separated by one or multiple
target sites for a specific gRNA. The presence of this switch cassette
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interrupts the open reading frame (ORF) of the reporter, thus
impeding the translation of the second half of the reporter. The
expression of Cas9 and a matching gRNA generates a DSB in the
switch cassette, which is repaired by SSA. This mechanism for DNA
repair acts by removing one of the repeats and the region with the
target sites, resulting in the intact reporter sequence. The power of
CaSSA derives from CRISPR that allows the design of a virtually
unlimited number of distinct gRNAs. Different gRNAs can be used
at the same time to activate independent reporters.

Activating a CaSSA reporter is a non-reversible event that
permanently changes the DNA of the cell. When CaSSA is trig-
gered in a dividing cell, all the progeny inherits that change and
therefore expresses the reporter gene. This property can be used to
target specific neuronal lineages by expressing a gRNA in a subset
of neuroblasts. The CaSSA event is confined to neuroblasts by
expressing Cas9 from deadpan (dpn) regulatory sequences
[11]. The combination of Cas9 expressed exclusively in neuroblasts
and a gRNA in a subset of neuroblasts labels specific neuronal
lineages. We have used this strategy to target the antennal lobe
lineages by using the 44F03 regulatory fragment driving the tran-
scription of the gRNA, or the 41A10 or 14D11 fragments for
mushroom body lineages [7].

The structure of a gRNA has constraints that complicate their
expression from promoters that recruit the RNA polymerase
II. These type II promoters are not suitable because the 5’ CAP
region, possible 50/3’ UTR, and the polyA tail may hinder the

Fig. 1 Overview of the applications of CaSSA and CLADES for cell lineage studies. Whereas CaSSA targets
specific cell lineages based on genetic intersections of multiple genetic drivers, CLADES triggers genetic
cascades of reporter genes for birth dating
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Fig. 2 Key features of CaSSA. (a) A basic CaSSA reporter is a reporter gene that is disrupted by a switch
cassette. This cassette consists of two direct repeats that duplicate part of the reporter sequence, separated
by one or multiple target sites for a specific gRNA. The switch cassette contains stop codons to prevent
translation of the second half of the reporter, which is also in a different ORF. In the presence of Cas9 and the
gRNA matching the target site in the reporter, cells repair this reporter by SSA. This mechanism for DNA repair
removes the intervening sequence and one of the repeats, thus resulting in a reconstituted version of the
reporter. (b) In CaSSA, gRNAs are transcribed from type II promoters by using a system of ribozymes. Each
gRNA is flanked by the HH ribozyme in the 50-end and the HDV virus ribozyme in the 30-end. The mRNA
undergoes self-cleavage catalyzed by the intrinsic nuclease activities of the ribozymes to release the desired
gRNA. This gRNA is perfectly functional as it lacks the 50-end capping, the 30-end polyadenylation and any
other accessory sequences. (c) CaSSA can be combined with the GAL4 system to target specific cells. In a
typical experiment, CaSSA activates a reporter in a specific neuronal lineage in the presence of Cas9 and the
gRNA #1. Since Cas9 is expressed under the neuroblast-specific dpn promoter and the gRNA #1 is driven by a
genetic driver that is active only in a subset of lineages, the intersection results in only a couple of lineages in
which the reporter is active. However, the transcription of this reporter is controlled by GAL4, resulting in a
single cell expressing GFP. (d) CaSSA can be applied to finding genetic drivers of interest. A transposon vector
containing two different gRNAs in opposite directions is inserted into the genome at random locations. Thus,
the regulatory sequences flanking the insertion site control the transcription of each gRNA, capturing the
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gRNA function [12]. Initially, gRNAs were typically transcribed
from type III promoters. These are ubiquitous promoters that
guarantee a very strong and ubiquitous transcription. Although
these promoters produce uncapped, non-polyA RNAs, they lack
tissue or cell specificity. An important advance for the field was the
synthesis of gRNAs from type II promoters, which include most of
the tissue-specific promoters described, by incorporating ribozyme
sequences [12]. These self-excising RNA sequences process gRNAs
so that the polyA or CAP regions are removed, producing the exact
short sequence required for the gRNA function (Fig. 2b). Since
type II are not as strong as type III promoters, multiple copies are
often needed. CaSSA achieves effective levels of gRNA expression
by using type II promoters followed by multiple copies of a RGR
(ribozyme-gRNA-ribozyme) cassette, which contains the sequence
of a gRNA flanked by the Hammerhead (HH) and the HDV
ribozyme.

2.3 Refining

Expression Patterns

with GAL4

The ability to consistently target expression of transgenes to small
subsets of neurons is crucial for structural-functional studies in
complex nervous systems. Given one neural stem cell can produce
multiple neural types, it is beneficial to target neural types rather
than an entire lineage for detailed structural-functional analyses.
Further, neurons do not migrate actively in the fly central brain,
resulting in densely packed neuronal clones. Since discerning neu-
ronal morphology is difficult when most of the neurons in the clone
are labeled, targeting a small portion of the lineage is often desir-
able. However, targeting small parts of a lineage is problematic as
the activation of CaSSA reporters is a non-reversible event that
labels the entire neuroblast progeny.

Binary systems (i.e., GAL4, LexAp65, etc.) and the rest of
genetic approaches used in fly do not rely on SSA, which makes
them fully compatible with CaSSA. Collections of thousands of
GAL4 [13–15] and Split-GAL4 [16, 17] fly lines have been partic-
ularly useful to reproducibly direct expression of transgenes to
defined, small subsets of neurons. A GAL4 line consists of a geno-
mic fragment controlling the expression of GAL4 that, in turn,
activates the expression of genes controlled by UAS elements
[18]. Further refinement is achieved with a Split-GAL4 line

�

Fig. 2 (continued) transcription of the sense and antisense strand at the site of insertion, and resulting in
different lineages labeled with CaSSA. (e) In a CaSSA reporter for genetic intersection, the reporter gene is
disrupted by two switch cassettes. This reporter can be reconstituted only in the presence of Cas9 and two
gRNAs matching the target site in each of the switch cassettes. Cas9 and each of these gRNAs are driven by a
different genetic driver. The final pattern results from the intersection between the three different genetic
drivers. (f) The CaSSA reporter gene for genetic union relies on a single switch cassette that contains two or
more target sites for different gRNAs. In the presence of Cas9 and a gRNA matching any of these target sites,
the reporter gene undergoes SSA and becomes active
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[19]. These lines contain two genomic fragments, each driving the
expression of either the DNA-binding (DBD) or the transcription
activation (AD) GAL4 domain. The expression of both domains
reconstitutes a functional GAL4 protein, thus intersecting the
expression pattern of both genomic fragments.

To combine CaSSA with GAL4, we have generated versions in
which the reporter expression is controlled by UAS regulatory
elements, restricting the expression of a CaSSA reporter to a subset
of GAL4-positive neurons. This approach allowed us to target a
specific neuron per hemisphere in the adult fly brain, based on the
intersection between a Split-GAL4 line and a line bearing a lineage-
specific driver that activates CaSSA in a few lineages (Fig. 2c).

2.4 Finding New

Genetic Drivers via

CaSSA-Based Gene

Trapping

While we primarily utilize screened ~3-kb genomic fragments to
restrict gRNA expression, CaSSA can be applied to finding new
genetic drivers that are specifically expressed in the lineage(s) of
interest. For that we developed a gene trapping system consisting of
two gRNA cassettes placed in opposite directions in a transposon
vector (Fig. 2d). Hopping this transposon by inducing the expres-
sion of transposase with heat shock can capture the expression of
the flanking genes.

Previous gene trapping strategies are highly inefficient. Most of
the events of transposon hopping are not informative for several
reasons, including the reporter gene landing in the correct locus
but on a different ORF or orientation [20]. CaSSA is an extremely
efficient strategy for gene trapping, with most of the hits revealing
expression patterns. CaSSA relies on the transcription of gRNAs,
which makes it independent of the ORF, thus theoretically increas-
ing the number of useful hits by 66%. Also, CaSSA uses two
different gRNAs in opposite directions to avoid the problem of
the transposon landing in an incorrect orientation. Each gRNA
then activates a different reporter in the same brain. The only
limitation of this strategy is that gene expression can only be
reported in the context of lineages. Since the CaSSA event labels
the entire progeny arising from a progenitor cell, the expression
pattern of the reporter reflects both present and past gRNA
expression.

2.5 Intersections and

Unions

Gaining genetic access to a specific neuronal lineage requires tar-
geting a particular neuroblast with precision. Due to the pleiotrop-
ism of most genes and enhancers, a single genetic driver is often
unable to select a single out of the ~100 existent neuroblasts. We
need to resort to genetic intersections in which the genetic target-
ing occurs only in cells expressing multiple genetic markers.
Genetic intersections can be achieved in various ways. Whereas
some approaches require both genetic drivers to be simultaneously
active in the same cell (i.e., Split-Gal4), other strategies are based
on the activity of the drivers in the same lineage either at the same
or different developmental times [11].
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CaSSA is a powerful method to achieve intersections of multi-
ple genetic drivers, thus resulting in a more refined expression
pattern. Distinct gRNAs can control multiple target sites indepen-
dently to reconstitute a reporter gene only when all the switches are
turned on. CaSSA reporters used for intersections are disrupted by
two different switch cassettes, each with target sites for a different
gRNA (Fig. 2e). The simultaneous expression of a gRNA driven by
a specific genetic driver and Cas9 results in the independent recon-
stitution of each switch cassette. The combined activity of the three
drivers, one for each gRNA and one for Cas9, reconstitutes both
switch cassettes, thus activating reporter expression. While this
intersection requires each gRNA and Cas9 to be present at the
same time, both gRNAs do not need to be present in the same
cell if they exist sometime in the same lineage. This strategy suc-
ceeded to genetically target the single type of mushroom body
lineages out the ~100 total lineages [7]. Finding new genetic
drivers with restricted activity could extend this specificity to
other lineages.

Similar to genetic intersections, CaSSA also achieves the union
of the expression pattern of two or more genetic drivers (Fig. 2f).
This strategy is useful in those cases in which the genetic drivers are
not fully penetrant. CaSSA reporters designed for genetic union
consist of a switch cassette containing target sites for more than one
gRNA. Thus, even if a genetic driver remains silent, a second
genetic driver can still activate the reporter. This makes the system
redundant and increases the effectiveness of the approach.

2.6 Notes l CaSSA relies on inducing DSBs that are repaired by SSA.
Researchers often ask in our presentations about the impact of
DSBs on the cell and organism physiology. Despite this is a
reasonable concern, we have never observed developmental
defects related to the use of CaSSA, in contrast to other genetic
tools including GAL4, recombinases or base-editing Cas9 var-
iants. Every cell undergoes an average of natural 10–50 DSBs
per day [21], which are compatible with their physiology.
Another aspect to consider is that CaSSA-induced DSB is not
accompanied by DNA lesions, in contrast to DNA-damaging
chemical agents. Also, CaSSA reporters contain homologous
repeats that probably make the DNA repair process easier for
cells.

l The sequence of the ribozymes that process the gRNA varies
depending on the sequence of the gRNA. Specific instructions
to design gRNAs flanked by the HH andHDV ribozymes can be
found in Gao & Zhao [12].

l When translation follows transcription, a single mRNA copy is
capable to produce multiple protein units, thus amplifying the
genetic response. gRNAs do not undergo this amplification
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process so that a single gRNA copy is often not enough to
achieve high expression and effectiveness of CaSSA. We have
tested the impact of the gRNA copy number on CaSSA effec-
tiveness, which reaches a plateau at 12 gRNA copies. Recursive
cloning based on compatible restriction enzymes makes easy to
assemble cassettes with multiple copies of gRNAs flanked by
ribozymes. In our experience, up to 24 copies are easily assem-
bled and remain stable in bacteria and flies.

l There are two mechanisms to disrupt the reporter gene while
introducing the switch cassette: (1) incorporating stop codons in
between the target sites and (2) placing the second half of the
reporter out of frame. When possible, it is recommendable to
design constructs that exploit both mechanisms.

l The position of the switch cassette in the reporter is important.
It should be inserted in such a way that the first half of the
reporter is not active without the second half. For reporters
that consist of dimers, such as tdTomato, placing the switch
cassette after the first monomer is not sufficient to abolish
fluorescence since the first monomer remains intact.

l Designing a CaSSA construct should take into consideration the
existence of potential splicing sites. These sites may result in
isoforms that lack the switch cassette and produce a functional
reporter gene. The strongest splicing sites should be destroyed
by codon-optimizing the reporter sequence. Splicing can be
predicted by using NNSPLICE [22] or similar tools.

l Although SSA acts in DNA repeats as small as 10 bp, longer
repeats increase effectiveness with a plateau at 400 bp [23]. We
have observed high CaSSA effectiveness with 100-bp repeats.
Another way to increase effectiveness is by minimizing the dis-
tance from each repeat to the gRNA target site. Although SSA
can repair DNA when repeats are as distant as hundreds of kb,
the process is length dependent [24].

l The number of target sites per switch cassette is important since
each target represents an opportunity for SSA to occur. If one of
these sites is destroyed by non-homologous end joining
(NHEJ), there are additional opportunities for SSA to recom-
bine homologous repeats and remove all the target sites. In our
constructs, we have included at least two to four sites. Adjacent
sites should be oriented in opposite directions to avoid SSA
happening between these sites. Since the probability of SSA
depends on the distance between repeats, adjacent sites oriented
in the same direction might trigger SSA more efficiently, thus
delaying the desired SSA event.

l A limiting factor in the effectiveness of the intersections is the
possibility of inter-target deletions destroying the reporter.
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To avoid that, new reporters in which switch cassettes are sepa-
rated by introns would probably reduce the probability of these
deletions.

l SSA is highly dependent on proteins expressed in mitotic cells,
which confers additional specificity to target progenitor cells in
developmental studies [25]. However, CaSSA remains limited
for targeting non-dividing cells. Screening for Cas9 fusions to
proteins involved in DNA repair might enable CaSSA in
non-dividing cells. These Cas9 variants would also increase the
efficiency of CaSSA in dividing cells.

3 Clades

3.1 Key Concepts Having the tools to specifically select one or few lineages and
deliver genetic reagents only solves part of the problem in lineage
studies in Drosophila. Often it is necessary to link different cell
identities to birth order. Mapping how a progenitor generates
different cell types at different developmental times is crucial to
understand cell specification. How much of this process is due to
temporal mechanisms occurring in the stem cell? Is temporal speci-
fication linked to developmental stage? To what extent the number
of mitoses undergone by the stem cell or its developmental age
determine cell identity? CLADES was invented to solve the prob-
lem of easily tracking birth order of neurons in a single individual.
With this tool, a cell lineage can be divided into five different color
windows, each labeling the neuronal progeny derived from a very
specific temporal window in the life of the neuroblast (Fig. 3a).

CLADES delivers a cascade of reporter activation and inactiva-
tion that is pre-programmed. This cascade relies on switchable
gRNAs that can be activated by other gRNAs, based on the same
mechanism as CaSSA reporters. However, given the size constrains
of the gRNA sequence, the direct repeats are only ~20 bp long.
Despite various studies suggesting that the structure of the gRNA is
very sensitive to minor modifications [26], we needed a thorough
process of optimization to create a gRNA design in which the
insertion of the switch cassette abolished gRNA function. Having
gRNAs that can be activated by another gRNA allows the design of
gRNA cascades in which a gRNA #1 can trigger a sequence of
gRNA activation. Each of these gRNAs can then be linked to
specific events of reporter activation or inactivation, resulting in
coordinated reporter expression.

Both Cas9 cutting and SSA are events that are highly stochastic.
Therefore, the order of reporter activation does not necessarily
follow the same order of gRNA activation. The second reporter
can be activated prior to the first reporter even if the gRNA#1 was
activated before the gRNA#2. Strict coupling of the activation with
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the activation or inactivation of the reporter is key to ensure the
desired combinations of reporters. This coupling is guaranteed by
the CLADES construct, which is based on the insertion of switch-
able gRNA cassettes in the same ORF as the reporter (Fig. 3b).

3.2 The CLADES

Construct

The CLADES construct is based on a type II promoter driving a
reporter gene (Fig. 3b). Inserted in the ORF of the reporter, two
switchable gRNAs control the expression of the reporter. In the
initial configuration, the first switchable gRNA (the ON cassette)
interrupts the ORF in such a way that only after Cas9 cuts the target
region in this gRNA and SSA occurs, the switchable gRNA is
reconstituted bringing the reporter in frame. The second

Fig. 3 Key features of CLADES. (a) CLADES enables triggering cascades of sequential activation and
inactivation of reporter genes. Since Cas9 is exclusively expressed in the stem cell, the cascade progression
results in progeny labeled in different colors. The sequence of activation and deactivation in the scheme is as
follows: YFP (activation), RFP (activation), YFP (deactivation), BFP (activation), RFP (deactivation). (b) A CLADES
construct consists of a reporter gene whose expression is controlled by two regulatory cassettes, the ON and
the OFF cassette. Each cassette consists of a conditional gRNA to be activated by another gRNA by Cas9 and
SSA. When Cas9 is expressed together with a matching gRNA, the gRNA in the ON cassette is activated.
Simultaneously, this event brings the reporter in frame thus activating it. The expression of Cas9 and another
matching gRNA (reconstituted from another conditional gRNA) activates the gRNA in the OFF cassette, which
brings the reporter out of frame. For the proper function of this construct, a system of controlled splicing
guarantees the reporter gene is in the correct ORF in every event. (c) In CLADES 1.0, the cascade consists of
two different reporters driven by the ubiquitous Actin5C promoter. The sequence in the cascade is as follows:
YFP, YFP and RFP, RFP. (d) In CLADES 2.0, the cascade consists of three reporters controlled by UAS
sequences that allow reporter expression only in the presence of GAL4. Since the first reporter is
pre-activated, CLADES 2.0 guarantees the lineage is labeled from the beginning. The sequence of reporter
expression is as follows: YFP, YFP and RFP, RFP, RFP and CFP, CFP
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switchable gRNA (the OFF cassette) controls the inactivation of
the reporter. An event of DNA cutting and SSA repair activates the
switchable gRNA in the OFF cassette and inactivates the reporter
by bringing it out of frame.

In our first attempts with this design, we realized the reporter
was activated despite being out of frame. We therefore searched for
splicing sites in the construct and found that the U6 promoters
controlling the expression of the gRNAs had strong, predicted
splicing sites that could interfere with the design, making the
reporter active despite being in a different ORF. We therefore
generated a construct in which all the splicing sites were removed.
However, the reporter in this construct exhibited no expression,
even in the control construct in which the ON cassette was
pre-reconstituted. Although the reasons for the reporter expression
requiring splicing are unknown, we hypothesize splicing might
remove sequences that prevent translation. Finally, we generated a
new construct in which splicing occurred in a controlled way
(Fig. 3b), resulting in reporter activation or inactivation when the
ON or the OFF cassette was reconstituted, respectively.

In summary, a CLADES construct consists of a reporter con-
trolled by two regulatory cassettes, the ON and the OFF cassette.
The reconstitution of the gRNA in each cassette results in activa-
tion or inactivation of the reporter. At the beginning of the
reporter, a Kozak sequence precedes the ORF, followed by a splic-
ing donor. This donor site defines the beginning of the first intron,
which ends at the splicing acceptor located just upstream of the ON
cassette. The second intron is defined by another splicing donor
located after the ON cassette, followed by a splicing acceptor before
the OFF sequence. No more splicing sites exist in the construct.
Between the regulatory cassettes and the reporter there is a T2A
signal that detaches the reporter from the small peptide generated
from translating the regulatory cassettes.

CLADES has two versions. In CLADES 1.0, the Actin5C
promoter controls the ubiquitous expression of the reporter
(Fig. 3c). This version consists of two CLADES constructs, each
with a different reporter, YFP or RFP. The sequence of gRNA
activations starts with the ON cassette in the YFP construct, label-
ing the cells in green. The activation of the gRNA in the ON
cassette of the YFP construct triggers the ON sequence in the
RFP reporter, whose gRNA will trigger the OFF sequence in the
YFP. Thus, the color sequence is as follows: (1) YFP, (2) YFP and
RFP, and (3) RFP alone. To label the lineage from the beginning,
the CLADES 2.0 version implements a pre-activated version of the
first reporter (Fig. 3d). In this version the Actin5C promoter was
substituted by UAS sequences that allow CLADES to be combined
with GAL4. Also, a third construct encoding the CFP reporter was
built to expand the number of colors with which a lineage can be
traced. In CLADES 2.0, the sequence of reporters is as follows:
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(1) YFP (pre-activated), (2) YFP and RFP, (3) RFP, (4) RFP and
CFP, and (5) CFP. In both versions, the YFP and the CFP reporters
are tagged with V5 and HA, respectively. These tags and the RFP
reporter can be independently detected by immunostaining, thus
enhancing the reporter signal. A CAAX sequence reveals cell mor-
phology by directing the reporters to the plasma membrane.

3.3 Controlling

Cascade Progression

In the first CLADES versions, Cas9 was driven by a neuroblast-
specific dpn driver. This driver makes the cascade to progress in the
neuroblast, and the progeny inherits the color corresponding to the
period in which the cell was generated. But Cas9 can be driven by
any other genetic driver. This opens the possibility to use CLADES
as a system to report different biological events. We showed proof
of principle by driving Cas9 expression with the Bam promoter, a
transitory germ line promoter [27, 28]. Since Bam is only active for
a short period of time between the germ stem cell and the mature
germ cell, the progression of the cascade is limited. Whereas in
females the cascade progresses a single step per generation, multiple
steps occur in males for unknown reasons.

The continuous induction of Cas9 in cycling neuroblasts using
the dpn promoter provides no control over the cascade progres-
sion. The asynchronous stochastic progression can exhaust the
cascade prematurely, and not knowing the timing of actual cascade
progression makes birth dating impossible. To address these limita-
tions, we developed a Cas9 version controlled by a heat shock
promoter. In the first design, due to the basal activity of the heat
shock promoter, we observed cascade progression even without
heat shock. Also, the fact that the heat shock promoter is expressed
ubiquitously complicates lineage tracing. A ubiquitous heat shock
promoter driving Cas9 would result in a majority of cells expressing
the reporters since any proliferating cells could undergo cascade
transitions. To overcome this issue, we fused Cas9 to a small
domain of the Geminin that promotes Cas9 degradation when
the cell is not in G2 through M phase [29]. In other words, only
proliferating cells (for a neuronal lineage only the neuroblast and
the GMC) have Cas9 activity.

A more informative approach especially in the complex brain is
to combine CLADES with GAL4 drivers that are expressed in the
subset of neurons of interest. This temporally inducible version of
CLADES is extremely useful for birth dating as we can link the
timing in which we apply each heat shock with the color transition
and cell identity revealed by the GAL4 pattern.

3.4 Notes l The design of CLADES constructs for new animal models
should begin with the generation of three important controls:
(1) a construct containing the ON and OFF cassettes exhibiting
no reporter expression, (2) a construct with the ON cassette
pre-reconstituted showing strong reporter expression, and (3) a
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construct with the OFF cassette pre-reconstituted showing no
expression at all. In case a strategy of controlled splicing is
needed, these control constructs will guarantee splicing occurs
as predicted.

l In CLADES constructs, a T2A peptide detaches the reporter
from the small peptide translated from the regulatory cassettes.
Some peptide signals need to be in the N-terminus of the ORF.
This is the case of the myristoylation signal that targets a protein
to the plasma membrane. In our designs we had to use CAAX,
which is functional in the C-terminus, to label the plasma
membrane.

l Despite SSA is very efficient in proliferative cells, such as neuro-
blasts, some cutting events will be repaired by NHEJ, resulting
in the collapse of the cascade. This collapse occurs with higher
probability for the activation of the reporters since only one out
of three possible ORFs results in reporter expression. Reporter
inactivation is more likely to occur even when the DSB is
repaired by NHEJ, since two out of three possible ORFs will
bring the reporter out of frame (although in that case the
cascade would most likely end in that step since the gRNA
would not be reconstituted properly).

l Despite we use dpn to restrict the expression of Cas9 to neuro-
blasts, residual Cas9 can remain in the GMC. This leads to
minimal cascade progression in the GMC. In some cases, the
cascade can undergo that minimal progression in the GMC but
not in the neuroblast. Thus, the progeny derived from the early
GMC might be labeled by a subsequent color compared to the
later-derived progeny. We refer to this phenomenon as GMC
events.

l In extremely rare cases, the cascade might not follow the order
of reporters predicted or even three reporters might coincide in
the same cell. These exceptions are probably the result of very
unlikely recombination events.

4 Analyzing Drosophila Cell Lineages with CaSSA and CLADES

Initial efforts to analyze Drosophila cell lineages mostly relied on
tools that could label cell clones without resolving birth order. The
invention of Twin-Spot MARCM (TS-MARCM) was a major leap
forward for tracing birth order in cell lineages [30]. Mostly applied
to neuronal lineages, TS-MARCM exploits the highly developmen-
tal stereotypy in flies to resolve birth order by integrating data from
multiple experiments and individuals. Outperforming any other
tool in terms of resolution, this approach exhibits four main limita-
tions: (1) it assumes full developmental stereotypy, overlooking any
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possible variation among individuals; (2) it requires thousands of
samples to assemble a single neuronal lineage in a complex brain;
(3) it can only label cells in two distinct colors, limiting phenotypic
analysis in perturbation studies; and (4) it does not solve the
problem of gaining genetic access to specific lineages. The technol-
ogy presented in this chapter can help overcome these limitations.

How can CaSSA and CLADES help your cell lineage studies?
How to design your experiment based on these tools? The answers
to these questions depend on the biological system and problem
you are dealing with. These tools can be useful for many aspects of
your research, including finding new genetic drivers for your line-
age(s) of interest, targeting a specific lineage, or even triggering a
cascade of effectors (e.g., transcription factors) throughout the
progression of a specific cell lineage. Whereas CaSSA is susceptible
to be used with any cell type, CLADES performs better in those
cells directly arising from stem cells (asymmetrical lineages). For
symmetrical lineages, in which each progenitor duplicates in every
mitosis to produce two exact progenitor cells, Cas9 remains active
in these cells, thus driving cascade progression. Over multiple
mitosis, this progression results in all cells expressing the last color
in the cascade.

To illustrate the power of these techniques, we here focus on a
typical experiment of resolving the birth order of a group of neu-
rons of interest. Most neurons in the fly brain derive from asym-
metrical, type I, or type II lineages. As discussed above, having a
driver to label the neurons of interest greatly facilitates the experi-
ment. If such a driver labels a subset of neurons, one first need to
determine if that subset arises from a single or multiple lineages.
Since neurons do not migrate in the fly brain, the location of the
soma can help discern the number of involved lineages. In case of
doubt, one can carry out clonal analysis by mosaic labeling using
CaSSA or any other tool based on recombinases. Under sparse
induction, having two cells labeled with the same reporter in mul-
tiple experiments is a good indicator that these cells arise from the
same progenitor.

Once it is clear that neurons belong to the same lineage, the
experiment for assessing birth order is as simple as crossing a GAL4
line that labels the population of interest to the UAS-Clades 2.0
line (Fig. 4a). After applying established protocols of immunostain-
ing and imaging [31], the color for each neuron can be revealed
and annotated across multiple samples. Assigning a birth order
score to each color of the cascade allows ranking the neurons
based on their color scores. To limit the effect of errors related to
GMC events, a minimum of 50 samples should be analyzed. Also,
rare events, such as those not following the correct cascade order
(for instance, three reporters expressed in the same cell), should be
discarded.
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To determine the temporal window in which each neuron is
born, the experiment ought to be repeated using the hs-Cas9
version (Fig. 4b). For this, synchronized animals need to be
obtained and heat shocked at different developmental stages, fol-
lowing established protocols [31]. Depending on the required
resolution and the specific features of the lineage of interest, the
interval of synchronization should be adjusted. We typically use
2-hour windows for larvae harvesting.

Fig. 4 A simple experiment of lineage tracing based on CLADES. (a) The most efficient strategy for lineage
tracing based on CLADES relies on a single cross of (1) a line bearing the three CLADES 2.0 constructs and a
Cas9 driven by a heat shock promoter, and (2) a GAL4 line with expression in the lineage of interest. The
progeny originated from this cross should be heat shocked at different stages, one or multiple times in each
experiment. (b) Then, the color for each of the cells comprising the lineage should be annotated in every
sample. A birth-date score can be calculated by multiplying the order of the color in the cascade by the
number of samples in which that cell was labeled with that color. The lineage order can then be assembled by
ordering the progeny based on this score. It is noted that heat shock does not guarantee the progression of the
cascade in all samples.
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Tracing a full lineage requires GAL4 to be expressed in all
progeny, which is a rare phenomenon. One solution is to utilize
multiple lines that label overlapping parts of the lineage. Another
option would be inducing mosaic labeling of neuronal clones with
lineage-specific genetic drivers controlling a CaSSA switchable
Cas9 version and then combining it with CLADES. Sparse labeling
is critical to distinguish neurons based on their morphology and/or
the expression of molecular markers. Labeling an entire lineage
complicates cell identification owing to the limited number of
available colors.

To extend this approach to genetic and functional studies, one
can compare the derived color scores and birth order in the wild
type to elucidate whether gene perturbations modify the birth
order/time, morphology, or any other neuronal feature. New ver-
sions of CLADES in which the reporter genes were substituted by
effectors of binary systems (i.e., GAL4, LexAp65, etc.) would
facilitate these perturbations without needing to generate new
CLADES constructs. This technology would be particularly pow-
erful since, well designed, one could study several genetic perturba-
tions in a single lineage with few samples.
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Chapter 10

Studying Protein Function Using Nanobodies and Other
Protein Binders in Drosophila

Katarzyna Lepeta, Milena Bauer, Gustavo Aguilar, M. Alessandra Vigano,
Shinya Matsuda, and Markus Affolter

Abstract

The direct manipulation of proteins by nanobodies and other protein binders has become an additional and
valuable approach to investigate development and homeostasis in Drosophila. In contrast to other techni-
ques, that indirectly interfere with proteins via their nucleic acids (CRISPR, RNAi, etc.), protein binders
permit direct and acute protein manipulation. Since the first use of a nanobody in Drosophila a decade ago,
many different applications exploiting protein binders have been introduced. Most of these applications use
nanobodies against GFP to regulate GFP fusion proteins. In order to exert specific protein manipulations,
protein binders are linked to domains that confer them precise biochemical functions. Here, we reflect on
the use of tools based on protein binders in Drosophila. We describe their key features and provide an
overview of the available reagents. Finally, we briefly explore the future avenues that protein binders might
open up and thus further contribute to better understand development and homeostasis of multicellular
organisms.

Key words Protein Binders, Nanobodies, Drosophila, GFP, DARPins, Development

1 Introduction

The first use of a nanobody in Drosophila melanogaster was
reported in 2011 [1]. In this study, the authors reported deGradFP,
a novel method to specifically induce degradation of a protein of
interest (POI). The rationale behind this tool was to capitalize on
the well-characterized ubiquitin-based degradation pathway to
induce degradation of GFP fusion proteins. In order to achieve
this, a nanobody recognizing GFP [2] was fused to a subunit of an
E3 ubiquitin ligase complex. As it turned out, the co-expression of
this synthetic “tool” and a GFP fusion protein led, in many cases, to
the degradation of the latter.
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This first report of the use of a nanobody to specifically and
directly manipulate a protein in Drosophila was quickly followed by
many different applications in the fly as well as in other multicellular
organisms. Protein binders can be used directly to disrupt POI
function or “functionalized” by fusing them to different enzymati-
cally active domains or to scaffolds with discrete subcellular locali-
zation. This way, proteins can be degraded (deGradFP), inactivated
(PAPTi), visualized (chromobodies, LlamaTag), and relocated to,
or trapped in, different places (Morphotrap, GrabFP, JabbaTrap).
Using the versatile and widely used GAL4 system [3] to drive the
expression of functionalized protein binders, manipulation of pro-
tein function can be achieved in a spatially and temporally regulated
manner. Large numbers of GAL4 lines exist, allowing to function-
ally manipulate proteins in discrete cell types [4]. The continuous
development of GAL4-based expression strategies further adds to a
more sophisticated use of protein-regulating tools.

Given the wide array of tools to manipulate gene products, the
question is unavoidable: why does it help to interfere with protein
function directly, rather than modifying the sequence or the expres-
sion of the corresponding gene using gene-editing approaches
or RNAi? Direct manipulation of proteins allows for a number of
applications that are difficult to achieve otherwise. Many (or most)
proteins are contributed maternally, and in order to study their
specific roles at the onset of development, their removal needs to
be triggered at the protein level in late stages of oogenesis or very
early in embryogenesis. In later developmental stages or in adult
flies, when cell division slows down or stops, many proteins do not
turn over rapidly [5], and their disappearance from specific cells
upon the removal of the corresponding gene or mRNA is too slow
to permit the analysis of their loss-of-function phenotype. The
potential use of protein binders is not limited to the generation of
loss-of-function phenotypes. Bringing a POI to a distinct cellular
location might help to test existing models or to generate new
models concerning the role of the POI in a given process. Similarly,
specific post-translational modification of a POI in a given cell at a
given time might also help to better understand the role of signal-
ing pathways in cellular processes. In sum, the availability of protein
binders with desired functionalizations, combined with the
strength of the available tools for their controlled expression, allows
for numerous novel applications in the Drosophila system.

2 Key Features of Protein Binder-Based Approaches

In this method paper, we will concentrate on the use of validated
binders recognizing widely used tags. In general, three components
are necessary for in vivo protein manipulation of tagged proteins:
(1) A POI fused to a tag that can be recognized by an available
protein binder; (2) A functionalized version of the binder allowing
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for a particular manipulation of the fusion protein, generally under
UAS control; and (3) A driver GAL4 line allowing to express the
functionalized binder in a given tissue and/or at a given time
(Fig. 1).

2.1 Availability of a

Protein Binder

Antibodies have been used as invaluable tools in basic and biomed-
ical research, in diagnostics, as well as in disease therapy. However,
their large size and complex structural build-up, with various intra-
and intermolecular disulfide bridges, hinders their in vivo applica-
tions as genetically encoded synthetic tools. The discovery and
engineering of much smaller, monomeric protein-based protein
binders (in short, protein binders) recognizing target proteins
with high affinity and specificity, such as scFvs, nanobodies, and
DARPins [6–9], led to their use as genetically encoded protein
binders in vivo. The logic behind the use of such binders is the
following: if one were able to target or “grab” a protein in its
natural environment, be it inside or outside the cell, in a specific
cellular compartment, or in a specific tissue, and affect its function
in a desired manner, for example, by chemically modifying, degrad-
ing, relocating, or visualizing it, it would be possible to learn more
about this protein’s function in vivo. Furthermore, existing models

Tissue-specific POI
manipulation

1

Protein of interest (POI) Tag

Functional domainTag binder

GAL4 

x

UAS

enhancer

POITag

Tag 

binder
Functionaldomain

b)a)

2

3

Gal4

+Functional domainTag binder

Gal4 POI

POIUAS

a

α

α

Fig. 1 Basic principles underlying direct protein manipulations in Drosophila. (a) The three main components
required: (1) A POI fused to a tag that can be recognized by an available protein binder; (2) A GAL4 driver line
active in a given tissue and/or at a given time; and (3) A protein binder recognizing the tag, functionalized to
manipulate the POI in a predictable manner, generally expressed under UAS control, hence under the control
of Gal4. (b) Upon crossing of flies containing all three components, the binder will tightly recognize the tag,
bringing in close proximity the functional domain and the POI, resulting in the desired manipulation. It is noted
that transgene distribution is arbitrary. If loss of function is sought, both genomic copies of the POI gene must
be tagged
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arguing for specific functions of a given protein could be tested, or
screens for discovery approaches could be designed.

There are two distinct approaches that can be chosen to directly
manipulate proteins. Either one uses a validated binder recognizing
a protein or peptide (such as a fluorescent protein, or a small
peptide tag) which has been fused in frame with the POI, or, one
alternatively, uses a protein binder recognizing specific structural
features on the wild-type POI surface (Fig. 2). While bypassing the
need of POI tagging, the later approach requires the generation
and validation of new binders for each target POI. However,
directly recognizing the POI permits the visualization and/or
manipulation of specific POI’s conformational states as well as
POIs bearing distinct post-translational modifications. Protein bin-
ders directly recognizing the POI are prone to disrupt protein
function when binding to critical domains or surfaces involved in
protein–protein interactions. In Drosophila, few examples of such
inhibitory use of protein binders have been reported. Along these
lines, the Perrimon lab developed intracellular binders disrupting
the Wnt pathway [10]. Similarly, binders directly disrupting the
function of secreted proteins have also been described
[11, 12]. The widespread availability of platforms and companies
allowing for the screening of binder libraries using POIs makes the
isolation of such binders increasingly straightforward.

Tag binder Functional domain

GFP binder

mCherry binder

HA binder

NbVHH05

Nb127D01

En scFv 4F11

Dpp DARPin

β-cat binder

POI binder Functional domain

• knock-in
• endogenous promoter
• UAS
• lexA

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the target POI. Target POIs can be either under endogenous regulation or
inducible sequences (UAS, LexA). For most applications, endogenous regulation is most recommendable, as
changes in expression levels may cause functional defects. Target POIs can be fused in frame with a tag for
which high-affinity protein binders are available. It is critical that the POI is functional after tagging. Tags used
so far in Drosophila are listed. GFP variants Venus, EGFP, sfGFP, and EYFP are also recognized by several GFP
antibodies (For more information see Ref. [36])
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It does not come as a surprise that binders against fluorescent
proteins, in particular, those recognizing GFP and related proteins,
are most widely used in Drosophila. Fluorescent proteins have been
used extensively as fusion partners to POIs in order to allow their
visualization in vivo with fluorescence microscopy. Many large-scale
initiatives have been launched to systematically tag endogenous
proteins with GFP [13–16] or to generate GFP-tagged transgenes
containing all regulatory elements [17, 18]. At present, more than
thousand lines are available. These lines represent a huge resource
for protein manipulations, since nanobodies against GFP allow to
specifically recognize such GFP fusion proteins in vivo and eventu-
ally regulate their function. More recently, nanobodies and other
binders against small peptide tags have been reported and tested in
Drosophila cultured cells and in developing embryos and larvae
[19, 20]

2.2 Availability or

Generation of

Targetable Proteins

Having a fully functional version of a tagged POI is essential if one
wants to manipulate it in a meaningful way using protein binders.
Since the in-frame fusion of a fluorescent protein to a POI allows its
visualization in developing embryos using fluorescence microscopy,
the most widely used tags are GFP, YFP, or other fluorescent
proteins (Fig. 3).

GFP

mCherry

HA

VHH05

127D01

Protein of interest (POI) Tag

• knock-in
• endogenous promoter
• UAS
• lexA

*not needed if using a protein 
binder against POI

Fig. 3 Summary of protein binders available for protein manipulation in Drosophila. UAS or LexA are the most
commonly used regulatory sequences to drive the expression of the functionalized protein binders. On the
right side, scheme of a prototypical transgene, including UAS and/or LexA sequences followed by the coding
region of the protein binder recognizing a protein tag and a functionalizing domain. As represented in the right
side, some reagents are available to directly manipulate the POI without the need of a tag. For examples of
functionalizing domains, see Fig. 4
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The second most common fusion proteins are those bearing a
short tag. Historically, these tags have been very popular for bio-
chemical studies, chosen due to the availability of high-affinity
antibodies that permit purification and visualization of fusion pro-
teins via Western blot or immunohistochemistry. Recently, single-
domain protein binders recognizing short peptides have been
isolated and characterized, either by engineering some of these
popular antibodies or by screening for new binders. Since such
short tags are often less disruptive for the functionality of the
tagged protein, we will likely see an increase in endogenous gene
tagging with short peptides. Many novel methods have increased
the efficiency with which genes can be endogenously tagged [21],
allowing for a cheap and time-efficient generation of lines in which
a POI is expressed in a version that can serve as a target for protein
manipulation.

2.3 Driving the

Expression of

Functionalized Binders

2.3.1 GAL4 System

The use of the yeast GAL4 transcriptional system to direct gene
expression inDrosophila was initially reported by Andrea Brand and
Norbert Perrimon in 1993 [3]. In the meantime, hundreds of
research projects have profited from this system for driving and
manipulating gene expression in a multitude of cell- and tissue-
specific patterns. More than 1000 GAL4 lines exist, and using these
in conjunction with nanobody-based tools allows to manipulate
proteins in distinct cells in living organisms [4]. To find suitable
GAL4 lines, searching FlyBase might be the fastest way [22]. Addi-
tionally, the FliLight project provides an extensively annotated
database of GAL4 lines: https://flweb.janelia.org/cgi-bin/flew.
cgi [23]

2.3.2 Twists of the GAL4

System (GAL80, Split and

Company)

The experimental design, or the cell type in which the nanobody
construct should be expressed, may require tighter spatial or tem-
poral control than any available GAL4 line can provide. However,
the repertoire of tools that allow directed transcriptional control in
Drosophila is vast. Currently, tools that permit the expression in the
subset of cells in which two enhancers overlap are available (split-
GAL4 [24, 25]). Equally important is the use of GAL80, a tran-
scriptional repressor of the GAL4 system that permits refinement of
the GAL4 patterns [26]. GAL80 has been further modified to allow
strict temporal control of transcription, mediated by the expression
of thermosensitive mutants (GAL80ts [27, 28]). Hence, simple
temperature shifts are used to tightly control gene expression and,
in the experimental setups discussed here, to regulate protein
manipulation. Other transcriptional systems with analogous repres-
sors and temporal control are available (QF/QUAS [29], LexA /
LexO [30]) and can be used independently or in combination with
GAL4. Indeed, some of the available protein binder tools in Dro-
sophila have been generated with both LexO and UAS enhancer
sequences [31, 32].
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2.3.3 Specific Enhancers

and mRNA Regulatory

Elements

Another approach to limit the expression of a functionalized pro-
tein binder in time and space is to express it under the control of a
specific promoter. Alternatively, distinct transcript localization can
be achieved via specific sequences in the binder’s UTRs. This has
been done in several cases, in particular, with the aim to degrade
proteins that are maternally provided (βTub85D-deGradFP [33];
mat-GAL4, matTub-GAL4-VP16 [34]; hb-deGradFP [35] or to
degrade proteins uniquely in primordial germ cells (UASp-
deGradFP-nos TCEpgc 3’UTR or nos-deGradFP [36]).

2.4 Different

Functionalizations of

Protein Binders

Although protein binders can disrupt protein function by direct
interaction with the POI, the availability of a high-affinity binder
for a POI or a tag fused to a POI by itself does not necessarily make
this binder a great tool for basic research; it is the functionalization
of the binder that endows this synthetic tool with a useful molecu-
lar or biochemical function. Fusion of a protein binder to a degron
allows to degrade the target protein, while the fusion of the protein
binder to a specific localization signal might allow to relocalize a
POI to a novel spatial location. Below, we will refer to a number of
different functionalizations that have been tested and published
(Fig. 4).

2.4.1 Protein

Degradation

deGradFP
As mentioned above, the degradation of a POI at a given time and
place can be extremely helpful to elucidate its functional require-
ment during development and homeostasis. The fusion of an E3
ubiquitin ligase complex subunit (derived from the Drosophila
protein Slmb) to a nanobody recognizing GFP (called VHH4)
resulted in a functionalized GFP nanobody fusion which, when
bound to a GFP fusion moiety of a POI, can induce the degrada-
tion of the POI [1]. The use of protein degradation induced via this
fusion protein (called deGradFP) has been reported in many differ-
ent contexts in Drosophila (for references, see [37]). Many Drosoph-
ila strains harboring UAS-deGradFP constructs on different
chromosomes (as well as the corresponding control lines) are avail-
able from Bloomington. For experimental design and trouble-
shooting of experiments involving deGradFP, please refer to the
detailed descriptions in [38, 39]. Similar degradation efficiencies
have been obtained by substituting VHH4 by an anti-GFPDARPin
[40]. The “deGrad” toolkit has recently been extended by the
addition of a deGradHA, where the Slmb degron was coupled to
an engineered anti-HA scFv [19].
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Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the different protein binder-based methods available in Drosophila. (a)
Protein degradation: deGradFP and deGradHA. Upon binding, the GFP nanobody or HA-scFv fused to an F-box
domain targets the GFP-tagged or HA-tagged POI for proteasomal degradation. (b) Protein trapping/



2.4.2 Protein Trapping/

Relocalization

Morphotrap and GrabFP
Protein relocalization and protein trapping have also been used in a
number of different studies in Drosophila. Such studies include the
trapping of secreted and dispersible ligands in order to better
understand the requirement of dispersal for function. Furthermore,
relocalization of proteins has been used to better understand their
local requirement for particular functions. The basic design and
initial testing of such strategies has been described in [31](Mor-
photrap) and in [32] (GrabFP). Many Drosophila strains harbor-
ing UAS-Morphotrap and UAS-GrabFP constructs on different
chromosomes (as well as control lines) are available from Bloo-
mington. For experimental design and troubleshooting of experi-
ments involving Morphotrap and GrabFP, please refer to the
detailed descriptions in Ref. [41]. As in the case of deGradFP,
Morphotrap has also been recently altered, such as to be able to
interfere with HA-tagged proteins, the new tool being baptized
HA-trap [12].

ER Trapping with Nanobody KDELSecreted proteins can not
only be trapped in the extracellular space using Morphotrap or
GrabFP tools (see above) but also be trapped in the ER using
nanobodies fused to ER luminal localization signals (KDEL
[42]). Such experiments will be helpful to study certain aspects of
signaling pathways but might become even more useful in the
future if trapped ligands could be released at a given time to study
the kinetics of ligand secretion and dispersal. See Ref. [43].

�

Fig. 4 (continued) relocalization: protein binders fused to different scaffolds permit trapping/relocalization of
POIs in different intra- and extracellular compartments. Morphotrap/HA-trap/Extracellular GrabFP: a GFP
nanobody/HA-scFv fused to transmembrane scaffolds allows trapping of secreted POI on distinct regions of
the cell surface. Intracellular GrabFP: a GFP nanobody fused to a transmembrane domain achieves the
relocalization of intracellular POIs to novel locations at the membrane. Some constructs have been designed
containing other fluorescent proteins (see: [32]). ER trapping with NanobodyKDEL: a GFP nanobody fused to ER
luminal localization signal (KDEL) retains secreted POIs in the ER. JabbaTrap: a GFP nanobody fused to a lipid
droplet-specific scaffold recruits soluble cytoplasmic proteins to the surface of lipid droplets. Dpp trap: a Dpp
binder fused to CD8 with transmembrane domain permits simultaneous blocking of Dpp dispersal and
signaling. (c) Protein visualization. Chromobodies: a nanobody recognizing a short tag fused to a fluorescent
protein enables detection of POI carrying the short tag. LlamaTags: an anti-FP binder fused to a transcription
factor permits immediate recruitment of a mature fluorescent protein (FP) upon synthesis. NaNuTrap: a GFP
nanobody with nuclear localization sequence (NLS) sequesters cytoplasmic GFP to the nucleus. APEX-GFP
nanobody fusion reveals the localization of the POI by electron microscopy. (d) Recording protein–protein
interactions. GBP-Trbo: biotin ligase fused to anti-GFP nanobody permits interactome studies of GFP-tagged
POIs in target tissues. (e) Recording protein–DNA interactions. NanoDam: a GFP nanobody brings a Dam
methylase to the location of a tagged transcription factor. If the transcription factor is bound to DNA, the latter
will be methylated in GATC sequences, permitting genome-wide binding profiling. (f) Recording cell–cell
interactions: upon recognition of a certain membrane-tethered ligand in neighboring cells, the receptor is
cleaved and activates transcription in the nucleus. (g) Engineered kinase: a GFP nanobody fused to a kinase
catalytic domain induces phosphorylation of a GFP-tagged POI
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JabbaTrap
In order to specifically delocalize and inactivate GFP-tagged
nuclear proteins in the early Drosophila embryo, Seller and collea-
gues generated a fusion between an anti-GFP nanobody and the
lipid droplet-binding protein Jabba and called the resulting fusion
protein JabbaTrap [44]. Since lipid droplets are distributed
throughout the cytoplasm in early Drosophila embryos, expression
of JabbaTrap results in retention of GFP fusion proteins outside the
nuclei, impairing transcriptional regulation. Delocalization to other
cellular compartments might be a powerful approach to study
protein function [44].

2.4.3 Protein

Visualization

Chromobodies
In order to visualize the distribution of a POI and analyze its
dynamics, genetically encoded protein binders recognizing the
POI can be fused to a fluorescent protein [45–47]. Such fusions
are called chromobodies [47] and permit POI visualization when
expressed in cultured cells or during development. In Drosophila,
transgenic lines expressing chromobodies have also been generated
and used [20, 48].

LlamaTag
Certain biological processes happen in the minute range, meaning
that they are faster than the maturation time of conventional fluo-
rescent proteins; in this time range using fluorescent fusions as a
readout is thus not advisable. To circumvent this problem, Bothma
and colleagues [49] fused a transcription factor of interest not with
GFP, but rather with the nanobody recognizing GFP. This allowed
them to monitor the immediate relocalization of cytoplasmic GFP
to the nucleus as the GFP-binding nanobody was being translated
and moved into the nucleus [49–51] and to describe the dynamic
behavior of the transcription factors during the early stages of
embryogenesis.

NaNuTrap
A novel system for the visualization of nuclei during development
sharing similarity in its experimental design to LlamaTag has
recently been reported. In this case, a GFP nanobody was fused
to a nuclear localization signal. Upon expression, this tool permit-
ted the recruitment of cytoplasmic GFP to the nuclei, revealing
their location. When GFP was provided maternally, nuclei could be
accurately followed during early embryogenesis. The authors called
this approach Nanobody Nuclear Trap, or NaNuTrap [52]. Inter-
estingly, this approach might be useful in the future to delocalize
cytoplasmic proteins to the nucleus.
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SunTag/MoonTagIn order to visualize single protein molecules,
several studies in Drosophila made use of the SunTag system. Sun-
Tag is a two-component labeling system based on a GFP fusion of
an scFv against SunTag, a 19aa peptide from the yeast GCN4
transcription factor, and a POI containing up to 24 copies of the
GCN4 epitope. Due to the recruitment of over 20 GFP molecules
to each POI, single proteins can be visualized in vivo [53]. The
applications of SunTag in flies are manifold, including quantitative
analyses of translational dynamics [54, 55]. Recently, a similar
system called MoonTag was developed [56], and the combination
of the two systems on the same transcript allows even more detailed
molecular analyses.

GBP-APEXMost protein binder-based visualization methods have
been designed to reveal protein localization under fluorescent light
microscopes. Diffraction limit imposes a barrier for the resolution
that can be achieved with these technologies. In spite the recent
eruption of super-resolution methods, the electron microscope
remains the go-to technique to reveal fine subcellular localization.
Along these lines, Bernard and colleagues fused an anti-GFP nano-
body to the engineered ascorbate peroxidase APEX [57]. Under
specific conditions, APEX is able to generate electron-dense pre-
cipitates [58], visible under the electron microscope. When
co-expressed with a GFP-tagged POI, the GBP-APEX fusion was
able to detect POI localization in the Drosophila ovarioles.

2.4.4 Targeted Post-

translational Modification

Nanobodies can also be used to target POIs for selective modifica-
tion, such as, for example, phosphorylation. To achieve this, the
GFP nanobody was fused to the constitutively active kinase domain
of Rho kinase; upon binding to GFP-tagged Sqh, the proximity of
the active kinase allowed to specifically phosphorylate and activate
GFP-Sqh, a natural target of Rho kinase [59, 60]. Similar experi-
ments were done with O-GlcNAc transferase in cultured cells [61],
but to our best of knowledge, this later method has not been used
in flies yet.

2.4.5 Recording Protein–

Protein Interactions

GBP-Trbo
Analysis of protein interactions is classically done by
co-immunoprecipitation of protein complexes with highly selective
antibodies. Mass spectrometry has permitted the unbiased identifi-
cation of interactors. While numerous crucial interactions have
been found this way, it became obvious that many of the transient
and/or low-affinity interactions were missed with such methods.
To try to identify those, proximity-labeling techniques have been
on the rise in the last ten years [62]. Proximity labeling relies on the
promiscuous labeling of proteins by enzymes that catalyze the
activation of Biotin. Normally, the enzyme is fused to a bait and
expressed in the tissue of interest. Baker et al. have now generated
Drosophila fly strains that permit targeted expression of a
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promiscuous biotinylating enzyme (TurboID) to a GFP nanobody
[63]. In theory, this tool permits tissue-specific interactome ana-
lyses of any GFP-tagged POI. Used in combination with endoge-
nously tagged GFP proteins, this approach circumvents the
possible localization perturbations caused by protein overexpres-
sion inherent to most of other tissue-specific approaches.

2.4.6 Recording Protein–

DNA Interactions

NanoDam
Similar to the way GBP-Trbo can detect protein–protein interac-
tions, the Brand lab has now proposed a nanobody-based strategy
to uncover interactions between proteins and specific loci in the
genome [64]. In this case, the GFP nanobody was fused to the
E. coli Dam methylase. When the Dam methylase is brought in
close proximity to DNA, it is able to methylate adenines within the
GATC motif. While common in bacteria, adenine methylation is
extremely rare in eukaryotes; hence, methylated adenines can be
easily mapped in the genome [65]. In combination with the afore-
mentioned endogenously GFP-tagged lines, this approach, named
as NanoDam, provides a fast and robust alternative to chromatin
immunoprecipitation for genome-wide binding profiling of POIs.
Moreover, restricted NanoDam expression via the UAS/Gal4 sys-
tem enables the dissection of protein–DNA interactions in specific
cells.

2.4.7 Recording Cell–Cell

Interactions

SynNotch
Protein binders are extensively used to enforce specific cell–cell
interactions during cell-based treatments via engineered membrane
receptors [66]. Usually, these systems introduce protein binders in
the extracellular domain of known receptors, resulting in altered
ligand specificity. The intracellular region can be further modified
to program the outcome of ligand–receptor interaction. Receptor
engineering has also broad applicability in model organisms. So far,
in Drosophila, such receptors have been used mainly to record cell–
cell interactions via synthetic Notch (synNotch) receptors. Syn-
Notch exploits the core logic of the Notch receptor; upon binding
of a membrane-tethered ligand displayed on the surface of a neigh-
boring cell, the intracellular domain of the receptor is cleaved from
the transmembrane core. This intracellular domain is in turn a
transcriptional regulator, that, once soluble, modulates transcrip-
tion in the nucleus. Two versions are available, containing either
extracellular anti-CD19 scFv and intracellular GAL4 [67] or extra-
cellular anti-GFP nanobody and intracellular QF (synNQ; [68]).
In order to monitor cell contacts, a visible reporter was combined
with these systems, so when ligand-expressing cells contact
receptor-expressing cells, the reporter will be transcriptionally acti-
vated. These systems could potentially allow for any genetic manip-
ulation in all cells in contact with a target cell population.
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3 Future Directions

Using Unstable Versions of Binders
In certain experimental setups, it would be advantageous to only
stabilize the functionalized nanobody when bound to the POI,
such as to avoid or minimize secondary effects of the unbound
fraction. Toward this aim, Tang et al. have isolated and character-
ized mutant versions of the anti-GFP nanobody which are
degraded in the absence of the antigen (GFP in this case), thus
diminishing the amount of unbound protein and avoid unwanted,
non-specific effects [69]. The authors further demonstrated that
the destabilizing mutations they identified can be introduced into
the scaffold of other nanobodies, opening the door to the generali-
zation of the approach. The application of such unstable protein
binders might be particularly useful when dealing with chromobo-
dies or directed protein modification, where the unbound fraction
might impede visualization or cause off target effects, respectively
(see [60] for an example of the successful use of unstable nanobo-
dies). Interestingly, recent reports demonstrated that when
expressed in the cytoplasm, nanobodies are intrinsically unstable
in the absence of their antigen [70–72]. The authors termed this
phenomenon antigen-mediated chromobody stabilization. Nano-
body turnover could be further accelerated by modifying its
N-terminal region, permitting the generation of chromobodies
that faithfully monitor antigen levels.

Making Protein Manipulations Inducible and Reversible
Optogenetic methods enable light-dependent control of cellular
processes with genetically encoded tools [73]. While optogenetics
were first used in neuroscience to control neuronal activity in a
light-dependent manner, this technology now includes a large
number of tools that can be used to control a wide range of cellular
functions. Optogenetic functionalities have been introduced into
protein binder tools in many different ways; most of these novel
methods, however, have not been applied in Drosophila as of today,
and in most cases have been tested in cultured cells. Among the
recent advances, tunable light- and drug-inducible depletion of
target proteins was reported [74], light-activatable single-domain
antibody fragments were developed [75, 76], split nanobody frag-
ments were characterized that can be brought together and made
functional by blue light-induced heterodimerization [77], and
nanobodies were put under optogenetic control by using different
light-switchable modules [78, 79]. In a similar fashion, protein
binders have been fused to optogenetic modules to permit protein
relocalization to different cellular compartments. It will be exciting
to see these novel tools making their way into the fly system,
profiting from the extensive toolbox allowing for restricted expres-
sion within developing organisms.
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Use Protein Binders as BiosensorsAnother area where it is
expected that protein binders will help unraveling protein networks
is the field of biosensors. Using binders against different proteins,
biosensors, such as Ca2+, or cAMP sensors, for example, can be
brought to distinct cellular compartments [80, 81]. In addition,
the activation state of distinct proteins (such as Rab GTPases [45],
G-protein coupled receptors [82, 83], and others) can be moni-
tored within their cellular environment in an unprecedented fash-
ion. Again, such studies have not been done inDrosophila yet, but it
is expected that this will occur in the near future.

Synthetic ApproachesThe expansion of the repertoire of available
tools for protein manipulation in Drosophila will certainly help to
better understand the immense complexity of the proteome of
living organisms. In addition, the use of protein binders in synthetic
biology and the incorporation of synthetic modules into existing
circuits in vivo might help to disentangle the complexity of
biological processes. This has recently been done in an elegant
study by the laboratory of JP Vincent [84]. In this study, the
potential of secreted GFP to function as a morphogen in the
developing wing imaginal disc was investigated. GFP was used in
place of Dpp, a well-studied morphogen involved in growth and
patterning of the wing imaginal disc. The endogenous Dpp recep-
tors were engineered, such as to be able to recognize GFP. In the
presence of low-affinity receptors on the surface of wing imaginal
disc cells, GFP could indeed replace Dpp to a large extent, suggest-
ing a number of scenarios for GFP dispersal, capture, and signaling.
Such studies allow for detailed analyses of quantitative parameters
difficult to assess with classical approaches and allow to address
long-standing issues that are important to better understand devel-
opmental processes.
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Chapter 11

Anchor Away: A System for Fast Inhibition of Proteins
in Drosophila

Pablo Sanchez Bosch

Abstract

Anchor away is a sequestering method designed to acutely and timely abrogate the function of a protein of
interest by anchoring to a cell compartment different from its target. This method induces the binding of
the target protein to the anchor by either the addition of rapamycin to Drosophila food or cell media.
Rapamycin mediates the formation of a ternary complex between the anchor, which is tagged with the
FK506-binding protein (FKBP12), and the target protein fused with the FKB12 rapamycin-binding (FRB)
domain of mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR). The rapamycin-bound target protein stays seques-
tered away from its compartment, where it cannot perform its biological function.

Key words Protein knockout, Loss of function, CRISPR, Rapamycin, TOR

1 Introduction

Decades of research with Drosophila have leveraged multiple meth-
ods to perform loss-of-function (LOF) experiments [1, 2]. Most of
these methods, albeit efficient, act at the gene or mRNA levels,
which introduces a delay from the time the LOF is induced, and the
protein disappears from the tissue [3]. This is especially true for
long-lived proteins. To overcome this problem, several approaches
have been developed to target the protein directly, thus achieving a
faster and more efficient LOF. Protein LOF can be achieved by
targeted cleavage, targeted degradation, or sequestering [4–6].

Anchor away is a protein sequestering method developed in
yeast to create LOF of nuclear proteins by binding them to ribo-
somes [5, 7]. It comprises three components (see Fig. 1): (A) an
FKBP12-fused protein anchor, which has a specific intracellular
localization (such as a ribosomal protein, a membrane receptor, or
a mitochondrial protein) different from the localization of the
target protein, (B) a target protein tagged with FRB, and
(C) rapamycin to trigger the binding between the anchor and the
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target. It is an extremely efficient method in terms of speed and
protein anchoring, giving it an edge over other sequestering or
cleaving methods. All the components to elicit LOF are present in
the cell, and the addition of rapamycin triggers a fast biochemical
interaction that immediately captures the target protein and loca-
lizes it to another cellular compartment [8]. Moreover, because the
anchor is present in extremely high numbers in the cell, it can
efficiently trigger the anchoring and remain effective over the
course of several hours.

In this chapter, a detailed protocol to achieve efficient protein
anchoring in both live Drosophila melanogaster larvae and ex vivo
wing disc cultures is described. The procedures to generate trans-
genic lines are briefly outlined in this protocol but are thoroughly
presented in other chapters of this book (e.g., “CRISPR-/Cas9-
Mediated Precise and Efficient Genome Editing in Drosophila” by
Kevin Nyberg and Richard Carthew) [9].

2 Materials

2.1 Fly Lines, Fly

Husbandry, and

Dissection

1. Drosophila lines expressing the constructs of interest, i.e., an
FRB-tagged target protein and the FKBP12-tagged anchor,
recombine with a null allele of FK506-bp2 to reduce

TorRR

22A 51D 56C

TorΔP
Rpl13a::
FKBP12

P-element
FK506-bp2

SM5^TM6B

A

B

ANCHOR
FKBP12

RAP

TARGET

FRB

GFP

34A

Fig. 1 Schematics of the anchor-away components. (a) The anchor protein is
tagged with the FKBP12 peptide, while the target protein carries the FRB
sequence, as well as GFP for detection. The addition of rapamycin creates a
strong ternary complex comprised of the anchor, rapamycin, and target. (b)
Location of the anchor-away transgenes and alleles in the second chromosome
of Drosophila. All alleles are balanced over the compound balancer SM5^TM6b
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competition to rapamycin binding and a rapamycin-resistant
Tor (TorS1956T or TorRR) to prevent rapamycin-induced lethal-
ity. A fly carrying all the components of the anchor away, except
for the target (see Note 1), can be shared upon request from
the Basler laboratory [8].

2. Fly vials.

3. Fly food.

4. Stereo microscope.

5. CO2 fly station.

6. Forceps (Dumont #5).

7. Rapamycin stock solution: Dissolve rapamycin powder in
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to a concentration of 2.5mgmL�1

(2.74 mM). Alternatively, rapamycin can be purchased as
2.5 mg mL�1 ready-to-use solution. Make 20 μL aliquots
from the stock solution and store at �80 �C.

8. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).

9. DMSO.

2.2 Fusing FRB::GFP

with the Target Gene

This protocol follows standard cloning procedures such as restric-
tion digest, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), DNA ligation, and
bacterial transformation. Only the reagents specific to this protocol
are listed in this section. Reagents common to any cloning proce-
dure fall outside of the scope of this book chapter and should be
readily available in any molecular biology laboratory.

1. pFRBGFP plasmid.

2. pCFD3 (see Note 2).

3. Drosophila melanogaster microinjection equipment. Alterna-
tively, plasmids can be sent to a company to create the trans-
genic lines.

4. nos-Cas9 transgenic flies (see Note 2).

5. Desalted primers specific to the target gene (step 1 in
Subheading 3.1).

6. ddH2O.

7. AarI.

8. SapI.

9. Homology arm PCR primers. Design the primers in such a way
that each arm will contain about 1 kb of homology exactly
upstream and downstream of the target insertion region (see
Fig. 2). When designing the PCR primers to amplify the frag-
ments, ensure that the sequence upstream and downstream of
the FRB::GFP sequence is kept in frame. Use the following
primer template for the homology arms, where bold N marks
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the 20 bases from the primer that will bind to the target gene to
amplify the homology region by PCR (see Note 3):

l AarI Fwd: NNNNCACCTGCNNNNTCGCNNNNNNN
NNNNNNNNNNNNN.

l AarI Rev: NNNNCACCTGCNNNNGGATNNNNN
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNN.

l SapI Fwd: NNNNGCTCTTCNCAANNNNNNNNN
NNNNNNNNNNN.

l SapI Rev: NNNNGCTCTTCNGACNNNNNNNNN
NNNNNNNNNNN.

10. Sequencing primers:

l FRBGFP Fwd: CCAGTAAAGGAGAAGAAC.

l FRBGFP Rev.: TTTGTATAGTTCATCCATG.

2.3 Protein

Anchoring in Live

Drosophila

1. Gritman spatula or similar.

2. 4% Paraformaldehyde (PFA).

3. VECTASHIELD (Vector Labs).

4. Laser scanning confocal microscope.

FRB GFP

HR1 HR2

AarI SapI

pFRBGFP
3842 bp

A

B

Homology region 1

NNNNCACCTGCNNNNTCGCNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNTAGGNNNNCGTCCACNNNN

Homology region 2

NNNNGCTCTTCNCAANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCAGNCTTCTCGNNNN

Fig. 2 Cloning of the homology arms into pFRBGFP. (a) The homology regions are amplified using the four
primer sequences with the overhangs shown here. The overhangs are designed to ensure in-frame fusion. (b)
The two homology arms created by PCR are cloned into pFRBGFP using the restriction enzymes AarI and SapI
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2.4 Protein

Anchoring in Cultured

Wing Imaginal Discs

1. Wing medium 1 (WM1) [10]: Desired volume of Schneider’s
medium; 6.2 μg mL�1 insulin; 5% v/v fly extract. Prepare the
fly extract as directed below. The fly extract can be kept frozen
at �20 �C for several years.

2. Fly extract:

(a). Collect a large amount of 2- to3-day-old y, w adult flies.
Pour them into 50 ml tubes and store at �80 �C for at
least 2 hours.

(b). Weigh the flies and determine the total amount of M3
medium that will be used to make WM1. Prepare
6.18 mL of ice-cold M3 medium per gram of frozen flies.

(c). Place the frozen flies in a sealable bag (zip bag or thermo-
sealable plastic). Add just enough M3 medium to cover
all the flies, never over the total amount calculated above.

(d). Remove all air from the bag and seal it. Squash the flies
with a large plastic pipette or a bottle by rolling it over the
sealed bag. Repeat thoroughly until all the flies are
homogenized.

(e). Carefully open the bag and add the remaining ice-cold
M3 medium. Pour the whole content of the bag into a
50 ml centrifuge tube.

(f). Centrifuge at 1500� g at 4 �C for 15 min. In the mean-
time, prepare a water bath at 60 �C.

(g). Collect all the supernatants, including surface fat, and
discard the pellet.

(h). Heat-inactivate the fly extract at 60 �C in a water bath for
5 min. Solution should turn cloudy.

(i). Centrifuge at 1500� g at 4 �C for 90 min to pellet
denatured proteins. Collect the supernatants and discard
the pellet.

(j). If the fly extract is still cloudy, filter through a 0.45 μm
filter.

(k). Filter the cleared fly extract through a 0.22 μm filter.
Aliquot to the desired volume (recommended: 500 μl)
and store for up to 2 years at �20 �C. It is best to avoid
repeated freezing/thawing cycles, but aliquots of WM1
can be refrozen once or stored at 4 �C for 2 weeks.

3. Horizontal flow hood.

4. Sterilin 90 mm cell culture dish.

5. 6-Well plate.

6. 70% EtOH.

7. Ringer’s solution.
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8. Sterile 30 mm agar Petri dish.

9. Whatman filter paper.

10. Imaging Dish 1.0 (Zell-Kontakt) or glass bottom dish
(MatTek).

11. Millicell standing inserts (MilliporeSigma).

12. Surgical scalpel.

13. Oil for embryo culture.

14. Spinning disc microscope.

3 Methods

The protocol described here is designed to anchor proteins to the
ribosomes. This method works efficiently to abrogate nuclear pro-
teins, for which it was designed, although it can potentially be
applied to abrogate the function of other protein types, such as
mitochondrial proteins and membrane receptors.

To deplete a protein of interest, it must first be tagged with
FRB. To do so, it is recommended to fuse FRB with the endoge-
nous gene. An outline of an efficient and straightforward clustered
regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)-mediated
homologous recombination into the target gene locus is provided
inNote 2, including the required fly stocks and plasmids. Subhead-
ing 3.1 describes the steps to generate the plasmids required to
fuse FRB::GFP with the target gene.

The most efficient concentration of rapamycin for both
rapamycin-containing food and the ex vivo culture of wing imaginal
discs is 50 μM. Further diluting the rapamycin allows for mild
anchoring of the target protein, but the results are variable and
might affect reproducibility. Higher concentrations are not recom-
mended, as they do not show an increased anchoring of the target.
Rapamycin solution must be prepared fresh before use from a
DMSO stock. To prepare 50 μM rapamycin, dilute the DMSO
stock into an appropriate volume of PBS or WM1. Avoid multiple
cycles of freezing/thawing.

3.1 Fusing FRB::GFP

with the Target Gene

To integrate the FRB sequence into the target protein, use the
donor plasmid pFRBGFP from the Basler laboratory ( [8]; plasmid
and DNA sequence are available upon request). pFRBGFP is based
on the pDsRed-attP (Addgene #51019), but the DsRed-attP
sequence was replaced by the FRB::GFP sequence. FRB::GFP is
placed in such a way that it will be inserted in frame once the
homology arms for the recombination are cloned into the plasmid.

1. To create the recombination plasmid, the homology arms are
first amplified by PCR. Use the primers AarI Fwd and AarI Rev.
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to create the homology arm 1 (50 homology region) and the
primers SapI Fwd and SapI Rev. to create the homology arm
2 (30 homology region).

2. Once the PCR fragments are obtained, clone the homology
region 1 digesting the PCR fragment and the plasmid with
AarI, and then clone the homology region 2 by digesting
both the PCR fragment and plasmid using SapI. If the first
recombination region contains a SapI site, then the second arm
must be cloned first.

3. Design gRNAs against the gene of interest and clone them in
pCFD3 (see Note 2).

4. gRNA and pFRBGFP are co-injected into embryos from the
line nos-Cas9 [11], which expresses Cas9 in the germline.

5. Score survivor embryos and place them in a vial with fly food
until adult flies are hatched.

6. Cross surviving adult flies in single fly crosses to a suitable
balancer line.

l Screen F1 flies by PCR to confirm the insertion of the FRB::
GFP fragment into the gene of interest using the primers
FRBGFP Fwd and FRBGFP Rev.

7. Although the CRISPR-mediated homologous recombination
is highly efficient and rarely introduces single-point mutations,
it is recommended to check the insertion to ensure that the
FRB fragment has been inserted in frame. To do so, once a
transgenic line has been established, use primers flanking the
recombination region, around 200 bp upstream and down-
stream of the FRBGFP insertion site.

3.2 Protein

Anchoring in Live

Drosophila

1. Amplify a fly line carrying the constructs of interest (see Fig. 1).
In the example given, the target protein is on the third chro-
mosome. However, because the target protein should be
expressed from the endogenous locus, it might be located on
other chromosomes. Adapt the genetics accordingly to account
for that.

2. Prepare rapamycin-containing food by embedding regular fly
food with rapamycin 50 μM: create 1–2 cm deep cross-streaks
in the fly food with a Gritman spatula or blunt forceps and add
300 μl of 50 μM rapamycin solution. Cover the vials with
aluminum foil and store at 4 �C for at least 16 hours, until
ready to use. Rapamycin-containing food can be stored up to
1 week at 4 �C.

3. Collect eggs from the transgenic flies in regular fly food, and let
them develop until the developmental stage where the protein
must be depleted. For this protocol, Drosophila can be main-
tained at any suitable standard temperature from 18 �C to
29 �C.
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4. Place rapamycin-containing vials at room temperature (RT) for
at least 1 hour before use to allow the food to warm to 20 �C. It
is recommended to keep the fly food covered from light as
much as possible to prevent degradation of rapamycin.

5. Transfer the embryos or larvae into the rapamycin-containing
food, and return them to the fly incubator until end-point
analysis. We recommend maintaining anchor-away Drosophila
lines at 25 �C for optimal growth. Although possible if needed,
it is not recommended to keep rapamycin-containing food at
29 �C or higher for extended periods of time, as higher tem-
peratures increase rapamycin degradation.

6. Proceed to end-point analysis by dissecting the tissue of interest
for microscopy or other downstream applications.

7. Fix the tissue with 4% PFA, and then wash with PBS and
directly mount in VECTASHIELD, or perform immunostain-
ing if desired.

3.3 Protein

Anchoring in Cultured

Wing Imaginal Discs

1. Prepare WM1 [10]. It is recommended to use fresh WM1, but
if there is some unused WM1 after step 17, it can be stored at
4 �C for a week.

2. Amplify a fly line carrying the constructs of interest (see Fig. 1).
In the example given, the target protein is on the third chro-
mosome. However, given that the target protein should be
expressed from the endogenous locus, it might be located on
other chromosomes. Adapt the genetics accordingly to account
for that.

3. Collect eggs from the transgenic fly line in regular fly food, and
let them develop until the developmental stage where the
protein should be depleted. For this protocol, Drosophila can
be maintained at any suitable temperature between 18 �C and
29 �C.

4. Prepare rapamycin-containing WM1 by diluting stock rapamy-
cin to 50 μM in WM1.

5. Prepare a 6-well plate with three wells containing Ringer’s
solution and a well with 70% EtOH.

6. Collect the larvae to dissect, and transfer them to the first well
from the 6-well plate with Ringer’s solution. Transfer larvae to
the second well with Ringer’s solution, and wash them for
1 min.

7. Sterilize the larval cuticle for 3 min by transferring the larvae to
the well with 70% EtOH. Finally, wash away the EtOH by
transferring the larvae to the final well with Ringer’s solution.
Place the sterile larvae on an agar Petri dish until ready to
dissect.
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8. For each larva, prepare the bottom of a Petri dish with three
30 μl drops of WM1. Place a single larva in the first WM1 drop.

9. Perform a quick section on the second third of the larval body,
and remove the distal third of the larva from the WM1 drop.
Invert the proximal side to expose the wing discs.

10. Remove the gut from the larva carefully, to avoid rupturing it.

11. Quickly cut the wing discs free by using fine forceps. Avoid
stretching, scratching, or poking the imaginal discs.

12. Wash the discs by sequentially transferring them with a P20
micropipette to the second and third drops of WM1. Use
2–5 μl as the carrying volume. Alternatively, discs can be care-
fully transferred by holding them using closed forceps. This,
however, increases the risk of damaging the discs. Discs can be
stored on WM1 until enough specimens have been collected.

13. Prepare a wing disc imaging chamber by placing a piece of 10 x
0.5 cm2 of Whatman paper on the wall of a live imaging dish.
Humidify the filter paper with 300–500 μl of PBS. Prepare the
Millicell filter by cutting off the bottom legs with a scalpel.
Leave it aside for now.

14. Place a 20 μl drop of WM1 + rapamycin in the middle of the
live imaging dish. Transfer the dissected discs into the drop
with a 20 μl pipette in 2 μl of WM1. Set a timer or stopwatch to
register the length of the rapamycin treatment. Protein
trapping can be observed at around 30 min after the rapamycin
treatment starts, and complete protein knockout is achieved
between 1 and 2 hours.

15. Make sure that the discs are positioned with the peripodial
membrane facing down. Use the forceps to align them cor-
rectly if needed.

16. Hold the Millicell filter with the forceps from the top, with the
membrane side facing the discs, and place it gently but as
rapidly as possible on the wing discs. Avoid lateral movements,
as they might displace or damage the imaginal discs.

17. Add 200 μl of WM1 + rapamycin to the imaging chamber, until
the Millicell filter chamber is fully covered with WM1.

18. Close the imaging chamber with the live imaging dish top. The
wing discs are ready for imaging. Transport the chamber care-
fully to the microscope, as strong movements can displace the
Millicell chamber and discs.

19. Avoid keeping temperatures below RT (21 �C) during imag-
ing. If possible, use a microscope equipped with a temperature-
controlled chamber.
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4 Notes

1. Genetics of the Anchor away
The anchor away requires the following transgenic con-

structs and alleles:

l Mutant tor allele TorΔP [12].

l Transgenic rapamycin-resistant tor 22A-TorS1956T [12].

l Mutant fk506-bp2 allele, P{GSV6}GS10737, Kyoto stock
#205244 [13].

l Anchor rpl13a-tagged ribosomal protein, 56C-Rpl13a::
FKBP12 [8].

2. A fly line carrying all the genetics components of the anchor
away (Fig. 1) except for the target of interest. This line was
generated in the Basler lab [8] and balanced over SM5^TM6B.
This fly line is available upon request.

To anchor a target protein, a single copy of the four alleles
above achieves high efficiency, being the target protein the only
one required in homozygosity.

3. About gRNA design and CRISPR-mediated homologous
recombination

Flies carrying FRB::GFP-tagged protein targets are gener-
ated using the CRISPR-mediated homologous recombination
protocol from Port et al [11]. CRISPR gRNAs used in this
protocol are cloned into the pCFD3 plasmid. The protocol
from Port & Bullock from this same volume [9] thoroughly
explains the design and cloning of the gRNAs against a target
gene of interest. pCFD3 containing the gRNA specific to the
gene of interest is co-transfected with the recombination plas-
mid designed following steps 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 into embryos
from flies containing nos-Cas9 [11].

Once the transgenic fly has been created, one must ensure
that the transgene can become homozygous. Otherwise, the
presence of a copy of the WT gene will greatly affect the
efficiency of the anchoring. The WT copy will not be anchored
at the ribosome upon rapamycin addition and the protocol will
not be able to create loss of function alleles.

4. How to introduce the FRB::GFP in frame within the target
gene

To insert the FRB::GFP fragment in frame within the
target, one must ensure that the sequence used to PCR the
recombination arms 1 and 2 will align in frame with the FRB::
GFP sequence from the plasmid. The FRB sequence starts with
ATC. Therefore, the last codon from the homology arm
1 should be right before that sequence in the AarI reverse
primer. For further detail, check the underlined sequence on
the AarI Rev primer below:
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N NNN CAC CTG CNN NNG GAT NNN NNN NNN
NNN NNN NNN NN.

5. To maintain the rest of the target gene in frame, the second
homology arm must start with the codon immediately after the
last codon from homology arm 1. The GFP sequence ends with
CAA. This sequence and the first codon of the second homol-
ogy arm (which in the wild-type gene will be the one that
immediately follows the last codon from the homology arm
1) are underlined in the SapI Fwd primer below:

NNN NGC TCT TCN CAANNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNN NN.

6. It is recommended to place the FRB::GFP sequence at the
target gene’s N-terminal sequence. A C-terminal insertion is
also feasible with this plasmid, but we advise to use a variant of
the plasmid, pG17-FRBGFP, which includes a G17 linker right
before the FRB sequence. pG17-FRBGFP is available at the
Basler lab upon request [8]. When using the pG17-FRBGFP
plasmid, use the following primer instead of AarI Rev (The last
codon from the homology arm and the beginning of the G17
linker are underlined):

AarI-G17 REV: N NNN CAC CTG CNN NNA GGC NNN
NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NN.
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Chapter 12

Tagging Drosophila Proteins with Genetically Encoded
Fluorophores

Jerome Avellaneda and Frank Schnorrer

Abstract

Proteins are typically not expressed homogeneously in all cells of a complex organism. Within cells, proteins
can dynamically change locations, be transported to their destinations, or be degraded upon external
signals. Thus, revealing the cellular and subcellular localizations as well as the temporal dynamics of a
protein provides important insights into the possible function of the studied protein. Tagging a protein of
interest with a genetically encoded fluorophore enables us to follow its expression dynamics in the living
organism. Here, we summarize the genetic resources available for tagged Drosophila proteins that assist in
studying protein expression and dynamics. We also review the various techniques used in the past and at
present to tag a protein of interest with a genetically encoded fluorophore. Comparing the pros and cons of
the various techniques guides the reader to judge the suitable applications possible with these tagged
proteins in Drosophila.

Key words Drosophila, Tagging, Recombineering, Imaging, GFP, CRISPR-Cas9

1 Introduction

Drosophila has been a powerful genetic model for more than
100 years. Systematic forward genetic screens identified various
adult and embryonic phenotypes, which, together with the
subsequent identification of the affected genes, led to the func-
tional annotation of a large part of the Drosophila genome [1–
5]. The availability of genome-wide conditional genetic loss-of-
function tools, such as genome-wide transgenic RNAi libraries
and large-scale transposon collections, allows to functionally inves-
tigate most Drosophila genes in a cell type or at the developmental
stage in a specific manner [6–11]. Thus, to date, we often have
identified a functional contribution of a particular gene to a partic-
ular process; however, we are frequently missing the detailed mech-
anism of how the studied protein fulfils its function.
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Recent single-cell sequencing technologies that led to the fly
cell atlas [12], together with large-scale mRNA localization studies,
have revealed the tissue-specific expression of many Drosophila
genes [13, 14], whose mRNAs are often localized to particular
subcellular compartments [15, 16]. Thus, measuring gene expres-
sion and mRNA localization in Drosophila is rather simple and can
be performed on a genome-wide basis, whereas studying the sub-
cellular localization and dynamics of Drosophila proteins remains
tricky to date. Only for about 5% of the Drosophila proteins, anti-
bodies are readily available [10]. As antibody staining normally
requires the fixation of the tissue of interest, it cannot reveal the
dynamics of the studied proteins. Hence, the development of tools
to determine protein localization and protein dynamics in Drosoph-
ila is of significant interest [17].

In this chapter, we review the currently available tools to moni-
tor Drosophila protein expression and dynamics using well-
characterized protein tags, which are in frame fusions to the protein
of interest that can monitor localization in vivo. We particularly
focus on fluorescent tags that can reveal protein dynamics in vivo.
We first provide an overview of the currently available and ready-to-
use tagged Drosophila collections and then detail the various meth-
ods available to newly tag a protein of interest with a genetically
encoded fluorophore. In both cases, we discuss the important
advantages and disadvantages of fly collections and tagging meth-
ods to guide a sensible application of the existing strains and to
suggest the right tagging method when generating novel strains.

2 Available Fly Collections Expressing Fluorescently Tagged Proteins

Various strategies exist on how a fluorescent protein can be intro-
duced into theDrosophila genome such that the protein of choice is
tagged in frame and a fusion protein is produced. The tag can be
introduced into the endogenous gene, and, thus, all copies of the
protein are tagged, or it can be introduced as a transgene into the
Drosophila genome, in addition to the untagged endogenous copy.
Both strategies have been used to produce a large number of
Drosophila strains that can be ordered from various stock centers
(Table 1).

2.1 Endogenously

Tagged Genes

Ideally, tagging a protein of choice at its endogenous gene locus
should accurately recapitulate the endogenous expression pattern
of the protein. However, one needs to be aware that all currently
available genetically encoded fluorescent proteins suitable for
in vivo protein tagging are relatively large (around 28 kDa and
about 4 nm long) [18, 19] and may thus modify the dynamics or
function of the tagged protein. Generally, tagging a protein of
interest with a fluorescent tag has been tremendously useful for
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various applications ranging from live in vivo microscopy to bio-
chemical protein-complex purifications [17, 20].

Historically, the first endogenously tagged proteins were gen-
erated by the gene trap collections created by mobilization of
various transposable elements, initially P-elements, which
contained an exon coding for a green fluorescent protein (GFP)
variant flanked by a splice acceptor and splice donor sites, together
with other markers such as white + or yellow + that can be easily
recognized. If such a construct jumped into a “coding” intron, a
GFP fusion can be made when the reading frame is maintained (see
Note 1) [21]. This approach was successfully expanded to about
300 different genes using piggyBac vectors, which are available
from Bloomington or Kyoto stock centers (Table 1) [22–24] (see
Note 2). A similar hybrid piggyBac–P-element vector (pigP) has
been used more recently to create the Cambridge Protein Trap
Insertion (CPTI) collection covering about 400 genes that are
also available from Kyoto (Table 1) [25, 26]. These protein trap

Table 1
Publicly available (pre-)tagged Drosophila collections

Strategy Method Fly collection
No. of
genes Comment Source Studies

Endogenous
gene

Pre-tag only MiMIC 1862 RMCE can insert
fluorescent tags
of choice

Bloomington [10, 28, 29]
CRIMIC 1029

Fluorescent
tag

MiMIC 606 Internal tag, not
all lines tag all
protein
isoforms

Fly trap 189 Bloomington
and
DGGR,
Kyoto

[21–24]

Kyoto fly trap 113 DGGR,
Kyoto

Https://
kyotofly.
Kit.Jp/

CPTI
(Cambridge
protein trap
insertion)

374 Internal tag, not
all lines tag all
protein
isoforms

DGGR,
Kyoto

[25, 26]

Rab-YFP 27 N-terminal tag,
knock-in

Bloomington [30]

Transgene Endogenous
control,
genomic
clone

fTRG (FlyFos) 847 C-terminal
fusion, most
tag all isoforms

VDRC,
Vienna

[39]

UAS control,
cDNA
clone

UAS-cDNA 309 Single isoform Bloomington Various labs
FlyORF (UAS) 2858 Nonfluorescent,

HA tag only,
single isoform

FlyORF,
Zurich

[32, 33]
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lines share the advantage that the endogenous gene is tagged;
however, they have the potential disadvantage that large parts of
the transposon, including white or yellow markers, remain within
the intron of the trapped gene. These may possibly interfere with
the correct expression pattern of the tagged proteins.

All transposons have certain insertion biases in the genome.
Hence, it is challenging to tag all proteins with reasonable effort.
The advantage of the transposable Minos element is its ability to
frequently insert into gene bodies; hence, it was chosen for a large-
scale tagging project to create a large collection of fly lines, the
MiMIC (Minos-mediated integration cassette) collection, includ-
ing almost 2000 insertions located in “coding” introns (Table 1).
The MiMIC cassette carries a splice acceptor, followed by a STOP
cassette and a fluorescent red eye marker, which are flanked by two
attP sites recognized by the recombinase phiC31 (see Fig. 2a)
[10, 27]. The initial MiMIC line is thus a “pre-tagged” line that
is not yet expressing GFP but rather results in a transcriptional stop
and a loss-of-function allele (see Note 3). In the second step, the
MiMIC marker cassette can be exchanged using recombinase-
mediated cassette exchange (RMCE) with a tagging cassette of
choice in the correct reading frame (see Subheading 4.2 for details).
For a large set of genes, this cassette exchange has already been
carried out, and fluorescently tagged lines for about 600 different
genes are available from Bloomington (Table 1).

The Minos transposon technology has successfully tagged cod-
ing introns in many genes. However, the random nature of the
transposon insertion makes further expansion of this tagged gene
list extremely labor-intensive. Hence, with the availability of clus-
tered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)-
Cas9, systematic tagging efforts have made use of CRISPR-Cas9
to insert an attP-flanked STOP cassette containing a marker into
the introns of choice. This allowed to systematically cover genes
that had thus far escaped the Minos transposon method (see Sub-
heading 4.2 for details). This technology, named CRIMIC (for
CRISPR-mediated integration cassette), was used to generate a
library of fly lines for about 1000 genes. These can also be consid-
ered “pre-tagged,” as they do contain a STOP cassette followed by
a T2A-GAL4 cassette, which allows to label the cell population
expressing the gene of interest (see Note 4) [28, 29]. These
pre-tagged lines can be used to generate fluorescently tagged pro-
tein lines using RMCE with the same cassettes as used for MiMIC
(see Subheading 4.2 for details).

One possible concern of all the above-mentioned protein trap
technologies is the insertion of an additional exon into the middle
of the gene, resulting in the insertion of a fluorescent protein into
the middle of the protein isoforms, instead of at its N- or
C-terminus. However, it was shown that, indeed, many of these
internally tagged proteins are functional [10].
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Inserting the fluorescent tag at the N- or C-terminus of the
protein might still be preferable for some proteins. To tag the
endogenous protein precisely at the N- or C-terminus usually
requires precise genome engineering within a particular exon.
Even in the current CRISPR age, this has not yet been carried out
to produce a large-scale resource of fluorescently tagged fly collec-
tions. One important N-terminal yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)-
tagged fly collection is available for all the Drosophila Rab proteins,
most of which are indeed functional (Table 1) [30]. This collection
was produced in a heroic effort using the classical homologous
recombination method, which, today, because of its intense work-
load, is not the method of choice anymore [30, 31].

2.2 Tagged

Transgenes

An alternative to tagging the endogenous locus is to introduce a
tagged transgene into the fly genome. Fluorescently tagged pro-
teins expressed from a transgenic DNA construct can either be
expressed under their endogenous control if upstream and down-
stream genomic sequences are included or under exogenous con-
trol using the upstream activation sequence (UAS)/GAL4 system.
Various laboratories have deposited fly lines covering about 300 dif-
ferent genes in Bloomington, each expressing a different single
protein isoform fused with a fluorescent protein under UAS control
(Table 1). Importantly, the FlyORF consortium generated trans-
genic lines for almost 3000 UAS-cDNA constructs that can be
ordered from FlyORF (Zurich), containing almost all Drosophila
transcription-related factors [32, 33]. However, these proteins are
not fluorescently tagged but are fused with only a small hemagglu-
tinin (HA) tag (Table 1).

UAS constructs have the advantage that they are generally small
and thus cloning and fly transgenesis are easy. However, they can-
not recapitulate the endogenous protein dynamics as their tran-
scription is controlled heterogeneously. With the development of
recombineering techniques in bacteria and the availability of
genome-wide libraries containing large pieces of Drosophila geno-
mic DNA (Table 2), it has become possible to systematically tag
one gene of choice within its native genomic context in bacteria
[34–38]. One such tagging effort used the FlyFos library, which
has an average genomic insert size of 36 kb, to tag each gene at its
C-terminus with a superfolder-GFP (sGFP), in addition to small
affinity tags, to generate the sGFP TransgeneOme (sGFP-TRG)
FlyFos library (Table 2) (see Note 5) [39]. This sGFP-TRG library
was used to generate transgenic lines for more than
800 GFP-tagged genes, the fly TransgeneOme (fTRG) collection,
which are available from the Vienna Drosophila Resource Center
(VDRC) in Vienna (Table 1). Functional tests from a representative
set of genes suggested that at least two-thirds of these tagged
proteins are functional as they rescue null mutants (see Note
6) [39].
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2.3 Advantages and

Limitations of the

Existing Fluorescently

Tagged Fly Collections

The strongest advantage of the UAS-based tagged collections is
that the proteins of interest can be expressed with any GAL4 line of
choice and hence be studied in a cell type or at a developmental
stage of interest [40]. The induced overexpression of the tagged
protein can make its visualization simpler. On the other hand, this
frequently results in overexpression of artifacts; hence, results need
to be interpreted with care, especially if conclusions on protein
function or dynamics are to be drawn [41].

For many applications, the expression, localization, or dynam-
ics of the fluorescently tagged protein should ideally recapitulate
the behavior of the untagged endogenous protein as closely as
possible. Hence, its expression should be under endogenous

Table 2
Publicly available Drosophila genomic (pre-)tagged clone collections

Library Vector
No. of
clones

Insert
size

Gene
coverage Tagged? Applications Marker

CHORI-321 BAC
(P[acman])

52,081 21 kb 88.9% Untagged Tagging of
small genes

White+

CHORI-322 BAC (P
[acman])

23,899 83 kb 99.3% Untagged Tagging of
large genes;
genome
duplications

White+

RPCI-98 BAC 17,204 163 kb>99% Untagged DNA source
for
CRISPR/
Cas9
tagging

Not suited for
transgenesis

FlyFos Fosmid
(FlyFos)

15,204 36 kb 89.3% Untagged High-
throughput
tagging

3xP3-dsRed

Pre-tagged- TRG Fosmid
(FlyFos)

11,257 36 kb 84.0% Spacer
inserted
for tagging

High-
throughput
tagging

3xP3-dsRed

sGFP-TRG Fosmid
(FlyFos)

9580 36 kb 71.5% sGFP-tagged
(C-terminal)

Rescue,
protein
localization,
and
dynamics
purification

3xP3-dsRed

FlyFos
D. pseudoobscura

Fosmid
(FlyFos)

2592 36 kb 37.0% Untagged Trans-species
rescue (for
RNAi
rescue)

3xP3-dsRed
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control. This is optimally achieved by the libraries that insert the tag
into the endogenous gene, as all transcriptional and splicing reg-
ulations are preserved. However, the fTRG FlyFos collection also
preserves most of the transcriptional and all of the splicing regula-
tions, as the entire gene body and at least 10 kb upstream and 5 kb
downstream of the gene body are included in the clone. Neverthe-
less, for genes with complex cis-regulatory elements often present
in transcription factors, the included regions might not be sufficient
to fully recapitulate the native expression pattern in all cell types
and, hence, the tagged construct will not fully rescue gene function
[39]. The fTRG FlyFos collection used a particular fast-folding
GFP variant, superfolder GFP, which should recapitulate the pro-
tein dynamics highly accurately, including in the rapidly developing
early fly embryo (see Note 7) [39].

TheMiMIC insertions are created in a randommanner. Hence,
not all insertions label all isoforms. From the 1862 pre-tagged
genes listed in Tables 1, 1399 insertions would allow to label all
isoforms because they are located in an intron shared by all isoforms
and are considered “gold” lines [10, 17]. Even the current
CRIMIC strategy cannot tag all proteins, as about 3000Drosophila
proteins are encoded in a single exon and, hence, these genes do
not contain a coding intron to insert the generic tagging cassette
[39]. Furthermore, the generic MiMIC cassette does rely on a
strong splice acceptor from the Mhc gene, which might not be
optimal to preserve splicing regulation in all cell types or at all
developmental stages (see Note 3). Depending on the cell type,
splicing can change dynamically during development [42, 43]. A
fantastic advantage of the MiMIC/CRIMIC design is that the
tagging cassette can be freely chosen using the same pre-tagged
starter line (see also Subheading 4.2 for methodology).

Tagging the protein by N- or C-terminal fusion generally labels
most isoforms, as alternative splicing is rarer at these locations. It
may also have the advantage that the fluorescent tag is not located
inside of the protein, although this likely depends on the individual
protein [10, 39]. Tagging with generic cassettes that are inserted
into introns is simpler to scale up, and only attR sites remain in the
introns (see Subheading 4.2 for details on methodology).

Tagging the endogenous gene locus has additional advantages.
The function of the tagged protein is revealed immediately by
simply analyzing the phenotype of the homozygous line. Further-
more, imaging of the tagged protein reveals the dynamics of the
entire protein pool, as the entire pool contains the fluorescent tag
(with the isoform limitations discussed above). Hence, it is also
easier to combine these fluorescently tagged lines with tools like the
deGradeFP system or RNAi against GFP (in vivo GFP interference,
iGFPi) that allows to remove the tagged protein at the protein or
RNA levels, respectively, at any stage of interest. This allows to
dynamically investigate protein function [9, 10, 44]. Anti-GFP
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nanobodies containing ectopic localization signals can also be used
to mislocalize the tagged GFPs and investigate the functional con-
sequences [45–47]. These applications are also possible for the
transgenic constructs expressing the tagged protein under endoge-
nous control, such as the fTRG lines; however, their application is
more complicated by the fact that they need to be crossed into a
null mutant background (see Note 6).

3 Available Clone Collections

To tag genes under endogenous regulation using transgenes, one
needs large genomic clones. Most Drosophila genes are included in
the currently available genomic clone collections (Table 2). The
larger the clone is, the harder it is to work with it. In particular,
genomic integration of extremely large clones into the Drosophila
genome using phiC31 recombinase is more tricky; however, it is
possible [48]. The Roswell Park Cancer Institute (RPCI)-98 BAC
library has extremely large inserts and covers more than 99% of all
genes, but it neither contains a marker for transgenesis nor an attB
site. Hence, it is not suitable for transgenesis. The P[acman]
libraries CHORI-321 and CHORI-322 were used to duplicate
most parts of the X chromosome and resulted in functional rescue
for most genes (>90%) included in these clones [48]. However,
these libraries are currently not available with an already inserted
protein tag (Table 2).

The untagged FlyFos library contains clones for about 90% of
the Drosophila genes (10 kb upstream and 5 kb downstream of the
gene body included) [36]. For most of these genes, a “pre-tagged”
version is available that can be used to insert a fluorescent tag of
choice using one generic primer pair and a recombineering step in
bacteria (see Subheading 4 for detailed methods) [39]. Further-
more, a superfolder-GFP tag was inserted at the C-terminus for
more than 9500 genes present in the sGFP-TRG FlyFos library
(Table 2). These clones can be directly used to generate new
fluorescently tagged fly lines, using the same methodology as for
the 800 existing ones [39]. Additionally, a related untagged fosmid
library from Drosophila pseudoobscura exists that was used in trans-
species rescue experiments to demonstrate RNAi specificity [49].

4 Methods to Fluorescently Tag a Protein of Choice in Drosophila

In the previous section, we discussed the existing fluorescently
tagged fly lines and the available tagged clone collections. Since
tagged fly lines or tagged clones are not yet existing for all genes in
various colors, we briefly review the principal methods of how to
tag a gene in vitro by recombineering or in vivo using CRISPR-
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Cas9. We also review the principle of recombinase-mediated cas-
sette exchange, which is extremely handy to insert various tags at
the same location of a protein.

4.1 Tagging In Vitro

by Recombineering

The available large genomic clones (Table 2) are suitable to recapit-
ulate the endogenous expression patterns of the included genes.
Their manipulation applies “recombineering” techniques, namely,
homologous recombination in bacteria to insert any sequence of
choice [50]. Detailed protocols on how to insert fluorescent tags
into these large genomic clones have been published previously
[35, 38, 51, 52]. Here, we briefly summarize the major steps for
generating a fluorescently tagged clone using the FlyFos library as
an example (see Fig. 1). To generate the clone library, sheared
Drosophila genomic DNA is ligated into the linearized FlyFos
vector, which contains an attB site for phiC31-mediated transgen-
esis and a 3xP3-dsRed cassette for identification in flies (red fluo-
rescent eyes). After fosmid packing and bacterial infection, the
untagged FlyFos library with the individual clones is prepared
(36 kb average insert size for the current FlyFos library) (see
Fig. 1a, Table 2).

gene of interest

sheared genomic fly DNA
untagged FlyFos library

NatTY1
3xF

lag
pre-tagging cassette

pre-tagged FlyFos library

pre-tagged FlyFos library

3xF
lag

TY1
sG

FP
rps

L n
eo

FRT
FRT

tagging cassette

tagged sGFP FlyFos library

pre-tagging sGFP tagging

CmR
3xP

3-d
sR

ed

Eco7
2I

attB

oriV

cos FlyFos vector

+

library construction

untagged FlyFos library

Eco72 vector digest and blunt ligation;
fosmid packing and bacteria infection;

library plating;

transformation with pre-tagging cassette;
(needs gene specific long primers)

transformation with fluorescent tagging cassette;
flippase induction;

Tagging in vitro by recombineering

injection into attP carrying embryos;
screening for transgenic founders (red eyes);

a b c

Fig. 1 Tagging in vitro by recombineering. Workflow illustration for generation of the sGFP FlyFos clone library.
(a) Library construction. (b) Pre-tagging. (c) sGFP tagging
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To tag a gene of choice at the C-terminus (or anywhere else),
an appropriate pre-tagging cassette is amplified with gene-specific
primer overhangs and inserted at the desired place by homologous
recombination. Positive clones are easily identified by antibiotic
resistance (the Nat gene results in resistance to nourseothricin).
Thus, the pre-tagged FlyFos library is generated (see Fig. 1b). At
the final step, the pre-tag is replaced by a fluorescent protein tag of
choice, here a superfolder GFP, by amplifying the tagging cassette.
This cassette can be amplified in bacteria and cut by restriction
enzymes, as the 5-prime and 3-prime homology arms are the
same for all clones (TY1 and 3xFlag tags present in the pre-tag,
respectively). Hence, any polymerase chain reaction (PCR) errors
are avoided. Transformation with the tagging cassette and selection
for the rpsL neo cassette with kanamycin results in the replacement
of the pre-tagging with the tagging cassette. At the final step, the
expression of flippase is induced to remove the rpsL-neo cassette
located between two flippase recognition target (FRT) sites, result-
ing in the tagged sGFP FlyFos library (see Fig. 1c, Table 2)
[39]. These clones can be injected into attP carrying fly embryos
expressing phiC31 recombinase, and transgenic founders are iden-
tified by red fluorescent eye color [39] (see Note 5).

Tagging by recombineering is highly efficient and can be per-
formed on a genome-wide basis. Since both the pre-tagged and the
sGFP-tagged FlyFos (sGFP-TRG) libraries are available from
https://transgeneome.mpi-cbg.de/transgeneomics/, it is easy to
generate new fTRG fly lines from the sGFP library by embryo
injections or to insert different tags into the pre-tagged clones.
Injection of the FlyFos clones is still labor-intensive since the inte-
gration of the large clones is challenging. A detailed and efficient
protocol has been published [39]. New fly lines can be sent to the
VDRC for distribution to the community.

4.2 Large-Scale In

Vivo Tagging with

Generic Cassettes

Using MiMIC or CRIMIC

The large collection of MiMIC lines was generated by the in vivo
mobilization of the Minos transposable element that contains a
STOP cassette and a yellow body color marker flanked by two attP
sites (see Fig. 2a). This Minos cassette can insert anywhere in the
genome. If it inserts into a coding intron, a pre-tagged fly line is
generated with one gene pre-tagged at its endogenous locus (see
Fig. 2a). Generally, this line is a loss-of-function allele of the gene
because the splice acceptor and transcriptional terminator result in
transcriptional termination and no full-length RNA is produced (see
Note 8). The lines are recognized by yellow + expression, and their
insertion positions can be found in the GBrowse mode in Flybase
[10, 27]. All the existing MiMIC pre-tagged lines can be easily
ordered from the Bloomington stock center (Table 1).

As the insertion of the Minos element is random, it is not easy
to generate a tagged insertion into a gene of choice for which no
MiMIC insertion exists. Furthermore, the precise location of the
insertion cannot be chosen. With the availability of CRISPR-Cas9
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and its adaptation to Drosophila [53–55], it has become, in princi-
ple, possible to insert cassettes of choice at any location of choice
into the Drosophila genome. However, the integration of the fairly
large cassettes needed for fluorescent protein tagging is still rather
inefficient. Consequently, identification of the tagged founder flies
can be labor-intensive if PCR screening is needed [55, 56].

n.s.

n.s.

Tagging in vivo with generic cassettes

aa

pA yellow+ PSA

MiMIC method

random insertion

CRIMIC method

StopP MM T2A-GAL4 pA 3xP3 GFPSAP PHA-L HA-R

exon Bexon A 3’-UTR5’-UTR
intronic 
MiMIC

exonic 
MiMIC

5’-UTR 
MiMIC

3’-UTR 
MiMIC

upstream 
MiMIC

downstream
MiMIC

exon Bexon A

sgRNA

HA-L HA-R

step 1 MiMIC or CRIMIC cassette

First step: pre-tagging cassette insertion

Second step: recombinase mediated cassette exchange (RMCE)

any generic tagging cassette

exon A exon B

exon A exon B

generic tagging cassettes (3 frames)

SA SDGFP-3xFLAG

SA SDDendra-V5

SA SDTagRFP-3xHA

SA SDeBFP2-3xMyc

...

b

exon Bexon A 3’-UTR5’-UTR y+P P

transcriptional termination
yellow + marker expression transcriptional termination

GAL4 expression in ‘endogenous’ pattern 
GFP marker expression in the eye

CRISPR-Cas9 mediated
homologous recombination

P PGAL4 GFPexon A HA-L exon BHA-R

PP

BB

RR

BB

BB

BB

BB

phiC31 phiC31

any generic tagging cassette

protein with internal tag 
expressed in endogenous pattern

F F

F F

pA

plasmid donor

endogenous gene locus
endogenous gene locus

transposon mobilisation

legend:

pASA

Stop

P

FBM Minos element

attP site

attB site

R attR site

FRT site

splice acceptor

Stop cassette

poly A signal
(transcriptional 
termination)

SD splice donor

phiC31 recombinase

Fig. 2 Tagging in vivo with generic cassettes. Illustration of the MiMIC and CRIMIC two-step method to tag an
endogenous gene in a random (MiMIC) or selected (CRIMIC) intron. Note the many available generic tagging
cassettes for the RMCE step. (a) First step: pre-tagging cassette insertion. (b) Second step: recombinase
mediated cassette exchange (RMCE)
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Here, we describe an efficient method that copied the MiMIC
design for protein tagging to insert either a dsRed or a GFP eye
marker cassette (under control of the 3xP3 eyeless promotor) to
allow simple identification of the founders using CRISPR-Cas9,
recently dubbed CRIMIC (CRISPR-mediated integration cassette)
(see Fig. 2a) [17, 28, 29, 56]. The CRIMIC cassette will be inserted
into a suitable coding intron (seeNote 9). After choosing a suitable
target intron, the left and right homology arms (HA-L and HA-R,
both between 1 and 2 kb) are amplified and cloned into the generic
tagging cassette, which is then injected together with a suitable
sgRNA into Cas9-expressing embryos (either Act5C-Cas9 or
nanos-Cas9). The mosaic Go flies are crossed to the balancer, and
the founders are identified by their fluorescent eye color [28, 56]. A
detailed crossing scheme as well as a timeline for cloning and fly
work has been published [56]. Recently, a CRIMIC cassette plas-
mid has been designed that can be cleaved in vivo by co-injected
sgRNAs to generate linear ds-DNA donors in vivo that integrate
efficiently despite having only 100 bp homology arms. This makes
the cloning steps more cost-effective [29]. In all cases, the
pre-tagging cassette contains two attP sites that allow tag exchange
by recombinase-mediated cassette exchange at step two (see Fig. 2a)
[28, 56].

Many of the available CRIMIC step one pre-tagged fly lines
contain a GAL4 after a ribosomal cleavage site (T2A) (see Fig. 2a).
Thus, these pre-tagged lines can be used directly to label the cells
expressing the pre-tagged gene, when crossed to a UAS reporter
[28, 29]. Similar to the MiMIC step one flies, the CRIMIC step
one flies also produce a truncated protein, which is likely not fully
functional. Hence, in addition to assessing GAL4 expression, the
loss-of-function phenotype of the homozygous line can be a good
indication that the novel Mhc splice acceptor works effectively as
designed (see Fig. 2a). Many of the pre-tagged CRIMIC lines can
be ordered from Bloomington (Table 1).

Step one pre-tagged MiMIC or CRIMIC fly lines can be easily
converted to fluorescently tagged lines by recombinase-mediated
cassette exchange (RMCE) (see Fig. 2b). Several generic cassettes
that allow the expression of various fluorescent proteins, including
photo-activatable Dendra, are available in all three reading frames.
These cassettes also contain small affinity tags useful for protein
purification or antibody staining [27]. The plasmids are either
injected together with a phiC31 plasmid into step one pre-tagged
MiMIC or CRIMIC embryos [27, 56] or the pre-tagged flies are
crossed to a transgenic RMCE donor source that is mobilized by
flippase expression [57]. The latter is generally more effective and
avoids time-consuming embryo injections. Mosaic Go flies are
crossed to the balancer, and successfully exchanged founders are
identified by the absence of the fluorescent eye marker or by the
yellow phenotype (excision of the yellow + cassette) (see Fig. 2b) (see
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Note 10). A timeline and a crossing scheme for this second step
have been published [56]. Converted step two lines expressing
fluorescently tagged proteins are available for various different
proteins from Bloomington (Table 1) [10].

4.3 In Vivo Tagging

with CRISPR Using

Gene-Specific

Cassettes

Having access to large fly line collections expressing fluorescently
tagged proteins at the endogenous locus is fantastic. However, for
many applications, inserting the tag into a particular exon, instead
of an intron, might be the preferred location to preserve protein
function, or might be needed for particular goals, for example, to
quantify mechanical tension across a protein of choice by a mechan-
osensitive fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) sensor
[58, 59]. There are various adaptations of CRISPR-Cas9 technol-
ogy to insert fluorescent protein tags into Drosophila genes at the
endogenous locus [55, 56, 60, 61]. Here, we focus our attention
on a two-step method that is extremely similar to CRIMIC and
combines the free choice of tag location with the advantages of
flexible insertion of various different tagging cassettes [56].

To allow for a fully flexible choice of tag location in the protein,
the two-step in vivo tagging method first selects a target exon that
should contain the future location of the tag (see Note 11). This
can either be the first or last coding exon to tag the protein at the
N- or C-terminus, respectively, or it can be an internal exon to
generate internal fluorescent protein fusions. At the first step, a
donor plasmid with a pre-tagging cassette is injected into
germline-expressing Cas9 embryos (Act5C-Cas9 or nanos-Cas9),
this time together with two suitable sgRNAs that generate double-
strand breaks on both sides of the target exon (see Fig. 3a). The
donor plasmid contains right and left homology arms of 1–2 kb
length that result in an effective Cas9-mediated homologous
recombination. The transgenic founders are identified by red fluo-
rescent eyes produced by 3xP3-dsRed in the pre-tagging cassette.
Similar to the MiMIC system, the pre-tagging cassette contains a
Mhc splice acceptor site and a transcriptional terminator, resulting
in the production of a truncated protein (see Note 12). Impor-
tantly, the pre-tagging cassette is flanked by two attP sites that
enable future cassette exchange. In summary, the step one
pre-tagging cassette insertion generated a replacement of the target
exon with a marker cassette (see Fig. 3a). A detailed protocol and
timeline of the targeting step have been published [56].

Step two applies recombinase-mediated cassette exchange
(RMCE) in a similar manner as explained above for MiMIC or
CRIMIC; however, here, the entire target exon is included in the
gene-specific tagging cassette. This allows to use the endogenous
splice acceptor and donor and thus preserves the endogenous
splicing pattern. It also enables to choose the exact position of the
fluorescent tag in the target protein. However, this method is more
demanding on cloning skills and possibly less effective when large
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Fig. 3 Tagging in vivo with CRISPR-Cas9. Illustration of a flexible two-step tagging method that inserts a
fluorescent tag of choice into a coding exon of choice. (a) First step: pre-tagging cassette insertion. (b)
Second step: recombinase mediated cassette exchange (RMCE)
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exons are replaced (we have effectively replaced exons of up to 8 kb
with this methodology, F.S. unpublished data). This method is
particularly powerful when several different tags should be inserted
at the same location, which was successfully applied to generate a
series of FRET-based molecular tension sensors in the Talin protein
(see Fig. 3b). These sensors are all functional proteins and allow to
quantify molecular tension across Talin in all cell types and at stages
that express Talin [58]. This shows the particular strength of the
two-step in vivo CRISPR method.

5 Outlook

Large-scale tagging projects have created an enormously rich
resource for the fly community. In vivo CRISPR-Cas9-based tag-
ging methodology is continuously improving, but we are still far
from tagging a fly gene in vivo in two or three afternoons as is the
case for yeast since many years. Continued funding of large
resource projects and method developments will be instrumental
for further improvements, making CRISPR-based tagging a rou-
tine for each Drosophila laboratory. Finally, sharing by sending all
the generated fly lines to the established stock centers will allow the
community to make the most use of these extremely valuable fly
reagents.

6 Notes

1. A “coding” intron is an intron that is flanked by two protein-
coding exons. Thus, the insertion of a new exon into this
“coding” intron results in a fusion protein if the correct reading
frame is used.

2. Not all gene traps listed under “Fly trap” are GFP fusions.
Some only express GFP under control of an enhancer of a
nearby gene. Only if inserted into the correct reading frame
in a “coding” intron can a GFP-containing tagged protein be
produced.

3. The MiMIC STOP cassette uses a strong splice acceptor site
from the Mhc gene. However, this does not guarantee that the
new artificial splice site is always used at its integrated location
in each cell type that expresses the affected gene. One indica-
tion for efficient splicing is a strong loss-of-function phenotype
of the MiMIC allele, e.g., lethality that is rescued when the
pre-tagging cassette is exchanged with a tagging cassette. If the
expected loss-of-function phenotype for the gene is not pres-
ent, then the Mhc splice acceptor is likely not used effectively
and tagging with a step two cassette might also not be highly
efficient at this location.
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4. T2A is a self-cleaving peptide that results in cleavage during
ribosomal translation. In effect, this leads to free GAL4 protein
production that is not fused with the remaining part of the
tagged protein anymore.

5. The sGFP-TRG FlyFos library tagged all protein isoforms for
most genes, since the fluorescent tag was inserted into the last
coding exon before the stop codon and alternative C-termini
resulting from alternative splicing are relatively rare.

6. Most available fTRG fly lines contain clones inserted into the
third chromosome in attP VK00033. For genes located on the
third chromosome, some have been inserted into the second
chromosome to make rescue experiments simpler.

7. The fosmid clones contain a strong dsRed marker under con-
trol of the 3xP3 eyeless promotor. During folding of dsRed, a
transient green fluorescence is present, which can be a disad-
vantage when imaging a tagged GFP in the developing brain.
The dsRed fluorescence can be easily eliminated by expressing a
sgRNA against dsRed together with Cas9 (F.S., reagent sent
upon request).

8. The MiMIC step one cassette can be inserted in the sense or
antisense direction compared to the gene. In both cases, it can
be used to tag the gene in step two.

9. In the CRIMIC design, the target intron can be freely chosen.
One should pay attention to the protein domain structure to
select a suitable location of the internal fluorescent tag. The tag
should not be located within a native protein domain and
should ideally label all protein isoforms. Furthermore, placing
the cassette into extremely small introns (smaller than 100 bp)
increases the risk that the attR sites remaining at step two may
affect the splicing and hence create a loss-of-function allele.

10. The exchange direction of RMCE is random. Thus, half the
founders have the fluorescent cassette in the correct orienta-
tion. The orientation is easily verified with PCR.

11. If one of the flanking introns is smaller than 100 bp, it is better
to replace more than one exon at step one to minimize the risk
of splicing problems caused by the remaining attR sites in the
introns.

12. As in the MiMIC system, the splice acceptor cassette produces
a loss-of-function allele at step one.
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Chapter 13

Optogenetic Methods to Control Tissue Mechanics
in Drosophila

Daniel Krueger and Stefano De Renzis

Abstract

Optogenetics is a powerful technique that allows the control of protein function with high spatiotemporal
precision using light. Here, we describe the application of this method to control tissue mechanics during
Drosophila embryonic development. We detail optogenetic protocols to either increase or decrease cell
contractility and analyze the interplay between cell–cell interaction, tissue geometry, and force transmission
during gastrulation.

Key words Optogenetics, Tissue mechanics, Tissue morphogenesis, Actomyosin, Multiphoton,
Cry2/CIB1, Drosophila, Gastrulation

1 Introduction

Tissue mechanics is of fundamental importance during animal
development. It determines the three-dimensional
(3D) organization of the body plan and it impacts on critical cell
functions including proliferation, migration, and differentiation
[1]. Tissue mechanics depends on forces generated by the contrac-
tion of cortical actomyosin filaments (i.e., filaments that are
attached to the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane), which
transmit across the tissue through adherens junctions [2–4]. The
molecular pathways controlling cortical actomyosin assembly and
contractility have been characterized and involve a complex inter-
action between plasma membrane phosphoinositides and Rho sig-
naling, which in concert regulate actin polymerization, branching,
cross-linking, and myosin II activation [5, 6]. A major challenge in
studying the role of tissue mechanics in animal morphogenesis is
the lack of methods to precisely modulate cell contractility with
relevant spatiotemporal precision. Downregulation or overexpres-
sion of key pathway components perturbs protein function over
longer timescales, often leading to secondary effects and cascade
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failure that are difficult to interpret [7]. Furthermore, genetic
perturbations, only in rare cases, offer the possibility to perturb
protein function in individual cells at will. Laser cutting of actin
filaments has emerged as a powerful approach to acutely inhibit
contractility [8–10]; however, this is an invasive technique, which
can lead to undesired side effects and allow the experimentalist to
inhibit contractility but not stimulate it. To circumvent these lim-
itations, we developed optogenetic tools that enable us to specifi-
cally induce or inhibit cell contractility in embryonic tissues with
subcellular and minute-scale precision. On the one hand, by
controlling the recruitment of the 5-phosphatase OCRL [11] to
the plasma membrane with light, we could induce cortical actin
depolymerization and inhibition of contractility [12, 13] (see
Figs. 1 and 2). On the other hand, by controlling the plasma
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Fig. 1 Schematic of sample preparation for optogenetic experiments in fly embryos. Samples are prepared in
the dark to avoid photoactivation. As only blue light excites the Cry2/CIB1 optogenetic system, red light
sources can be used to handle the samples. (a) Selection of parental flies is done under a stereo microscope
using a commercial clip desk lamp with a red light bulb. (b) Embryo collection cages are kept in optically
opaque carton boxes, and the agar plates are changed regularly. (c) Embryo collection and mounting should be
performed strictly in the dark. It is possible to replace white bulbs with yellow or red ones to operate a regular
dissection stereo microscope. (d) Selected embryos are dechorionated by chemical bleach and mounted on a
glass bottom dish. (e) Place the microscopy dish on the stage of an inverted confocal microscope. Inserting a
red foil such as an amber lighting filter paper into the light path makes it possible to use filtered transmission
light to position the sample
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Fig. 2 Optogenetic activation of the inositol polyphosphate 5-phosphatase OCRL1 to inhibit cell contractility.
(a) Illustration demonstrating the mechanisms of action of Cry2::OCRL. While Cry2::OCRL is cytoplasmic in the
dark, blue light illumination induces the interaction of Cry2 with CIBN, which is anchored in the plasma
membrane, causing membrane translocation of Cry2::OCRL. In the plasma membrane, OCRL converts PI(4,5)
P2 into phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate (PI(4)P) that leads to actin depolymerization at the cell cortex,
compromising cell contractility. (b) Still frames showing a control Drosophila embryo mounted with the
ventral side facing the objective (schematics on the right) expressing only the plasma membrane
anchor CIBN::GFP without Cry2::OCRL. (Images reproduced from Fig. 2 in Ref. [12] with permission from
Cell Press). Ventral furrow invaginates normally (top). Global illumination with 488 nm light of an embryo
co-expressing Cry2::OCRL causes inhibition of apical constriction and ventral furrow invagination (bottom).
The embryo is shown 25 min after the onset of gastrulation. Schematic in the lower right shows the
illumination scheme alternating between reporter recording at 564 m and photoactivation at 488 nm. (c, d)
Schematic showing the setup of local photoactivation of ventral cells (magenta). Cells are shown from top
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membrane recruitment of the Rho GTPase activating factor Rho-
GEF2 with light, we could induce myosin II activation and cell
contraction (see Fig. 3) [14–17]. In the following paragraphs, we
will detail how these two systems can be used to modulate cell
contractility and gastrulation movements (ventral furrow forma-
tion). Both systems are based on the cryptochrome 2 (Cry2)/
calcium- and integrin-binding protein 1 (CIB1) protein heterodi-
merization optogenetic module [18] and are composed of the
plasma membrane anchor CIBN::pmGFP and the PHR domain
of Cry2 tagged with mCherry fused with either the catalytic
domain of the 5-phosphatase OCRL (mCh::Cry2::5-ptaseOCRL)
or with the DHPH domain of RhoGEF2 (mCh::Cry2::RhoGEF2).
Embryos co-expressing the two components can be photoactivated
by blue light illumination, which causes a conformational change in
Cry2 that allows its interaction with CIB1. Fluorescent tags are not
required for optogenetic activation but are useful for visualizing the
plasma membrane and for validating light-induced recruitment.

At ~5 hours post-fertilization (at 22 �C), the Drosophila
embryo is composed of ~6000 cells that form a single-layered
epithelium. Gastrulation begins with the upregulation of actomyo-
sin activity and apical constriction in a stripe of mesodermal cells
along the anterior–posterior axis on the ventral side of the embryo
[19]. As cells undergo apical constriction and transform from a
columnar into a conic shape, the tissue folds and invaginates within
a period of ~15 min [20] (see Fig. 2). In this protocol, we describe
optogenetic tools to either perturb endogenous apical constriction
on the ventral side of the embryo or to induce ectopic tissue folds
on the dorsal side with high spatiotemporal control (see Figs. 2
and 3).

Cry2/CIB1 interaction is triggered by blue light illumination
[18]. Therefore, one-photon illumination at 488 nm efficiently
induces photoactivation. However, due to the high sensitivity and
kinetics of the Cry2/CIB1 interaction, light scattering does not
allow localized activation patterns with cellular precision. To over-
come this limitation, we developed a two-photon-based microcopy
protocol to achieve high spatial control at the subcellular level

�

Fig. 2 (continued) view (top) and in cross section (bottom) before (c) and after photoactivation (d). The region
of activation is centered at the apical surface (blue region), whereas the reporter signal can be recorded for the
entire cell volume using a 564 nm laser. Within the tissue, a region of interest (blue box) is defined and
illuminated with two-photon light at 950 nm. Photoactivation is alternated with acquisition of the reporter
signal (illumination scheme on the right). Photoactivated cells (highlighted in purple) do not constrict the apical
surface and fail to invaginate. (e, f) Still frames showing mCherry::CRY2::OCRL in a Drosophila embryo
co-expressing CIBN::GFP. A region of photoactivation (white box) was defined in which cells were photo-
activated using 950 nm two-photon light (e). Within the activation region, mCherry::CRY2::OCRL translocated
to the plasma membrane (f). While the nonactivated cells constricted and internalized, the activated cells
failed to constrict and did not invaginate. (b, e, f) Scale bars: 25 μm
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Fig. 3 Optogenetic induction of cell contractility through Rho signaling stimulation. (a) Illustration demonstrat-
ing the work mode of Cry2::RhoGEF2. In the dark, Cry2::RhoGEF2 is present in the cytoplasm. Blue light
illumination causes its translocation to the plasma membrane through light-induced interaction between Cry2
and membrane-anchored CIBN. In the plasma membrane, RhoGEF2 activates Rho1 that starts a signaling
cascade, resulting in the activation of myosin II that induces cell contractility. (b) Schematic showing the setup
of local photoactivation of dorsal cells. Cells are shown from top view (top) and in cross section (bottom). The
region of activation is centered at the apical surface (blue box) and is illuminated with 950 nm light (blue
region), whereas the reporter signal can be recorded for the entire cell volume using a 564 nm laser.
Photoactivated cells (highlighted in purple) constrict their apical surface and change their shape, inducing the
formation of an ectopic invagination. (c, d) Still frames showing mCherry::Cry2::RhoGEF2 of an embryo
co-expressing CIBN::GFP. The embryo was mounted with the dorsal surface facing the objective. (Images
reproduced from Fig. 1 and Fig. 6 in Ref. [14] with permission from Nature Research). (c) Cells are shown in
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[12]. Two-photon activation of Cry2 requires the simultaneous
absorption of two 950 nm photons (lower-energy photons),
which is extremely unlikely outside of the focused laser beam and
thus restricts photoactivation to a small focal volume. Due to the
slower kinetics of photoactivation using two-photon illumination,
it is necessary to optimize photoactivation parameters to achieve
levels of optogenetic activation comparable to those obtained with
one-photon illumination (see Subheading 3.3).

2 Materials

2.1 Sample

Preparation

1. Apple juice plates: Mix 22.5 g agar in 750 ml distilled water. In
a 2-L Erlenmeyer flask, mix 25 g sucrose in 250 ml apple juice
and stir until the sucrose is dissolved. Autoclave both solutions
for 20 min. Gently pour the agar solution into the apple juice
while stirring. Dissolve 1.5 g Nipagin (methyl-4-hydroxy-
benzoate) in the solution. Pour the solution into
35 � 10mm2 dishes and allow it to cool down. Store the plates
at 4 �C until use.

2. Yeast paste: Suspend 10 g dry yeast in distilled water. Store at
4 �C for up to 3 days.

3. Custom-made plastic embryo collection cage with a metal
grid top.

4. Dissection microscope-equipped commercial clip desk lamp
with a red light bulb as the light source.

5. Halocarbon oil 27.

6. 100% sodium hypochlorite solution.

7. Inox tweezers.

8. Filter paper with 9 cm diameter.

9. Double distilled water (ddH2O).

10. Glass bottom dish of 35 mm (MatTek Corporation) with
0.16–0.19 mm coverslip thickness.

11. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) 1�, pH: 7.4.

�

Fig. 3 (continued) cross section before photoactivation and at different times after photoactivation of the
apical cell surface (white box). Within the photoactivation region, mCherry::Cry2::RhoGEF2 translocates to the
plasma membrane, causing apical constriction, cell shape changes, and an ectopic tissue invagination occurs.
(d) Cells are shown from an apical top view before photoactivation, at 1 and 5 min after photoactivation of the
apical cell surface. By varying the geometry of the region of photoactivation (white lined shapes), cells can be
activated in defined patterns. Only within the region of photoactivation, mCherry::Cry2::RhoGEF2 translocates
to the plasma membrane. After 5 min, photoactivated cells invaginate. (c, d) Scale bars: 10 μm
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2.2 Microscopy 1. Confocal laser scanning microscope equipped with a multiline
argon laser (458/488/514 nm), 561 nm He–Ne laser, and a
femtosecond (140 fs) pulsed multiphoton laser with a 80 MHz
repetition rate.

2. 40� C-Apochromat (NA 1.20) water immersion objective.

3. Double distilled water (immersion).

4. Deep amber lighting filter 104.

5. ZEN Black software for image acquisition.

6. Pipeline Constructor macro for sequential imaging
protocols [21].

2.3 Fly Stocks Fly lines expressing optogenetic transgenes were generated by
microinjection of purified P-element-containing plasmids into
eggs of w118 flies (harboring mutation in the white gene (w[*])).
The following fly lines are needed for the described experiments
and are available upon request to the authors:

1. w[*]; If/CyO; P[w+, UASp>5-ptase-OCRL∷CRY2∷m-
Cherry]/TM3, Ser. Upstream activation sequence (UAS)-
Gal4-driven 5-phosphatase domain of Drosophila OCRL1
fused with the photosensitive PHR domain of Arabidopsis
thaliana cryptochrome 2 (CRY2) and the red fluorescent pro-
tein mCherry.

2. w[*]; If/CyO; P[w+, UASp> mCherry∷Cry2∷RhoGEF2]/
TM3, Ser. UAS-Gal4-driven active DHPH domain ofDrosoph-
ila RhoGEF2 fused with the photosensitive PHR domain of
Arabidopsis thaliana cryptochrome 2 (CRY2) and the red
fluorescent protein mCherry.

3. w[*]; P[w+, UASp>CIBN::pmGFP]/Cyo; Sb/TM3, Ser.
UAS-Gal4-driven N-terminal domain of Arabidopsis thaliana
CIB1 (CIBN) fused with the enhanced green fluorescent pro-
tein (EGFP) and the prenylation CAAX box signal peptide that
serves as a plasma membrane tag.

4. w[*]; If/CyO; P[w+, Oskp>Gal4::VP16]/TM3, Ser. Gal4
transcription factor expressed under the maternally deposited
Oskar promoter (Bloomington stock number 44242).

5. w[*]; P[w+, mat.tubulin>Gal4::VP16]; P[w+, mat.tubu-
lin>Gal4::VP16]. Gal4 transcription factor expressed under
the maternally deposited maternal tubulin promoter (Bloo-
mington stock number 7062–7063).
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3 Methods

3.1 Fly Crosses 1. Obtain flies that carry the plasma membrane anchor CIBN and
the photosensitive protein CRY2 coupled to either (A) the
inositol polyphosphate 5-phosphatase OCRL1 (5-ptase-
OCRL) or (B) the Rho signaling activator RhoGEF2. To this
end, cross virgin females carrying the CIBN::pmGFP transgene
on the second chromosome to males carrying either the
(A) mCherry::Cry2::5-ptaseOCRL or (B) mCherry::Cry2::
RhoGEF transgene on the third chromosome (see Note 1):

(A)

♀
w
w
;
CIBN :: pmGFP

CyO
;

Sb
TM3, Ser

Xð Þ ♂
w
<
;

If
CyO

;

5�ptase�OCRL::CRY 2::mCherry
TM3, Ser

(B)

♀
w
w
;
CIBN :: pmGFP

CyO
;

Sb
TM3, Ser

Xð Þ♂w
<
;

If
CyO

;

mCherry::Cry2::RhoGEF2
TM6,Tb,Hu

2. Keep the vials containing the crosses in the dark by placing
them in an air-permeable paper box at 22 �C.

3. Males carrying both transgenes are crossed to virgin females
expressing the maternally deposited Gal4 transcription factor
(A) under the maternal tubulin promoter or (B) under the
Oskar promoter (see Note 2):

(C)

♀
w
w
;
mat tub > Gal4
mat tub > Gal4

;

mat tub>Gal4
mat tub>Gal4 Xð Þ♂ w

< ;
CIBN∷pmGFP

CyO ; 5�ptase�OCRL∷CRY 2∷mCherry
TM3, Ser

! ♀♂
w

w= <
;
CIBN :: pmGFP
mat tub > Gal4

;
5� ptase �OCRL :: CRY 2 :: mCherry

mat tub > Gal4

(D)

♀
w
w
;
If
Cyo

;
Osk > Gal4
TM3, Ser

Xð Þ♂w
<
;
CIBN∷pmGFP

CyO
;

mCherry∷Cry2∷RhoGEF2
TM3, Ser

! ♀♂
w

w= <
;
CIBN :: pmGFP

Osk > Gal4
;
mCh∷Cry2∷RhoGEF2

Gal4

4. Keep the vials containing the crosses in the dark by placing
them in an air-permeable paper box at 22 �C (see Note 3).

5. Select flies with the correct set of phenotypic markers, and
transfer them to an embryo collection cage (see Note 3). To
avoid premature photoactivation of the optogenetic system, it
is recommended to select flies in the dark using a stereo micro-
scope that is either equipped with a red light-emitting light
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source or by providing the light externally using a commercial
clip desk lamp with a red light bulb (see Fig. 1a).

6. Spread the center of an apple juice plate with a ~ 3 mm blob of
yeast paste, and add it to the collection cage.

7. Keep the collection cages in the dark by placing them in an
air-permeable carton box, and incubate them (A) at 18 �C or
(B) at 22 �C (see Fig. 1b,Note 3). Change the apple juice plate
twice a day. Flies can be used for experiments after an adapta-
tion phase of 3 days and for about 10 days.

3.2 Embryo

Collection and

Mounting

Perform all the following procedures in a darkened room that can
be illuminated by a red light-emitting lamp and at 20 �C (e.g., a
microscope room).

1. Put a fresh apple juice plate supplemented with yeast paste onto
the embryo collection cage, transfer it back to the carton box,
and incubate it (A) at 18 �C or (B) at 22 �C for 5 h (seeNote 4).

2. Collect the apple juice plate, and remove the yeast paste with a
cotton swab.

3. Cover the plate with a thin layer of halocarbon oil 27.

4. Using an upright dissection microscope, screen the embryos on
the plate and select stage five embryos at the end of cellulariza-
tion (see Fig. 1c,Note 5). In the halocarbon oil, embryos at this
stage display a dark core of yolk that is surrounded by an
optically clear cortical layer of cytoplasm, a feature that makes
them easily identifiable. To avoid photoactivation, replace the
microscope’s light source by an external lamp with a red light
bulb (see Note 6).

5. Collect the embryos at the right stages gently using metal
tweezers.

6. Transfer the embryos carefully onto a piece of Whatman filter
paper to soak the bulk of halocarbon oil.

7. Transfer the embryos carefully onto a second, small (~2 cm2)
piece of Whatman filter paper and move the filter paper to soak
it in a drop (250 μl) of 100% sodium hypochlorite. Incubate for
1 min (see Fig. 1d and Note 7).

8. Wash the embryos on top of the filter paper by dipping the filter
paper into a drop of ddH2O. Repeat with clean water drops
2 times, and dab the filter paper on a kitchen roll to remove
excess of water.

9. Transfer the embryos to a 35 mm glass bottom microscopy
dish using a brush or a gel-loading pipette tip.

10. Cover the microscopy dish with 2 mL of PBS.

11. Gently position the embryos in such a way that their (A) ventral
side or (B) dorsal side is facing the glass bottom (see Fig. 1d).
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3.3 Live Imaging All imaging procedures are based on protocols developed for a
Zeiss LSM780 NLO confocal laser scanning microscope equipped
with a 561 nm He–Ne laser diode and a femtosecond (140 fs, at a
repetition rate of 80 MHz) pulsed multiphoton laser (Chameleon,
Coherent Inc.).

Live reporter acquisition was performed using a 561 nm laser,
which excites mCherry and does not cause photoactivation. Actual
photoactivation can be stimulated with either one-photon
(458–488 nm) or two-photon (900–950 nm) illumination. In the
following experimental settings, we describe three procedures:
global, whole embryo activation of the 5-phosphatase OCRL1
using single-photon activation (Subheading 3.4), local activation
of the 5-phosphatase OCRL1 (Subheading 3.5) and of RhoGEF2
(Subheading 3.6) using two-photon activation.

1. Place the microscopy dish on the stage of the inverted confocal
microscope.

2. Position the sample in the center of view. Transmission light
can be used without photoactivating the sample by inserting a
sheet of amber lighting filter foil above the condenser centering
that efficiently filters the transmission light source (see Fig. 1e,
Note 8).

3. Use a C-Apochromat 40�/NA 1.2 water immersion objective.

4. Use the 561 nm laser exciting the mCherry reporter to orien-
tate the sample.

3.4 Global

Photoactivation of the

5-Phosphatase OCRL1

Photoactivation with one-photon illumination can be achieved
with classical laser lines using light at λ ¼ 458, 488, and 514 nm.
In the early Drosophila embryo, 488 nm has been proved to be the
most effective wavelength for triggering the translocation of Cry2
fusion proteins to the plasma membrane where CIBN::pmGFP is
anchored [12, 13] (see Fig. 2a, b).

1. Set up the optogenetic experiment like a conventional dual-
color imaging experiment with two separated tracks. The first
track uses the 561 nm laser for mCherry reporter acquisition,
and the second track uses the 488 nm laser for photoactivation.
Switch tracks between z-stacks (see Note 9).

2. Optimize the imaging parameters for the mCherry reporter
signal.

3. Set a z-stack spanning 5 μm from the apical surface with a 1-μm
interval.

4. Set the parameters for one-photon activation using a continu-
ous wave argon laser at λ ¼ 488 nm, laser power: 6.9 μW
(measured 1 cm from the objective) at a scanning speed of
1 � 10�6 s/pixel and a line averaging of 4 in a bidirectional
scanning mode, which corresponds to a scan time of about
2.1 ms per cell and 1 s for the entire embryo (see Note 10).
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5. Follow the development of the embryo using transmitted light
or the mCherry reporter signal. Start the experiment ~5 min
before ventral cells would normally begin to constrict in order
to inhibit apical constriction.

6. Run a time-lapse imaging experiment for up to 30 min with a
time interval of 30 s. The recording of the mCherry-tagged
5-ptase-OCRL at 561 nm will be followed by photoactivation
using 488 nm light (see Fig. 2b, right). Due to scattering at the
defined laser power, the entire embryo will be activated.

3.5 Local

Photoactivation of the

5-Phosphatase OCRL1

Local photoactivation with cellular precision can be achieved with
two-photon illumination using light between λ¼ 900 and 950 nm.
In the early Drosophila embryo, 950 nm has proven to be the most
effective wavelength for triggering the plasma membrane translo-
cation of Cry2 fusion proteins [12] (see Figs. 2c–f and Note 11).

1. As this experiment requires inhomogeneous acquisition set-
tings between the reporter acquisition and photoactivation
mode, we use the Pipeline Constructor macro to alternate
between different predefined acquisition modes. Newer ver-
sions of the Zeiss-owned ZEN software contain the ZEN
Module Experiment Designer that can be used accordingly
(see Note 12).

2. Optimize the imaging parameters, field of view, and resolution
of the mCherry acquisition at 561 nm and define a z-stack (see
Fig. 2c, d). Save the settings as reporter acquisition protocol
(job) in the Pipeline Constructor macro.

3. Set a z-stack of 5 μm from the apical surface with 1 μm interval
with the following parameters for two-photon activation at
950 nm: laser power: 3 mW (measured 1 cm from the objec-
tive), scanning speed of 1� 10�6 s/pixel, line averaging of 2 in
a bidirectional mode, which corresponds to a scan time of
500 ms per z-stack. Repeat the photoactivation for 8 consecu-
tive repetitions, resulting in a total activation time of ~2.5 s (see
Note 10). Save the settings as photoactivation protocol (job)
in the Pipeline Constructor macro. Be aware that to prevent
premature photoactivation, the 950 nm laser cannot be used
while defining the settings (see Note 9).

4. Define the region that contains the cells that will be photo-
activated, and find the apical cell surface using the 561 nm laser.
Save the settings as photoactivation protocol.

5. Follow the development of the embryo using transmitted light
or the mCherry reporter signal. Start the experiment ~5 min
before ventral cells would normally begin to constrict in order
to inhibit apical constriction (see Fig. 2e).
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6. Run in alternating cycles the reporter acquisition and photo-
activation protocol with a time interval of 30 s (see Fig. 2d).
Acquire an initial mCherry stack before photoactivation.

3.6 Local

Photoactivation of

RhoGEF2

Local photoactivation of mCherry::Cry2::RhoGEF2 follows the
same general workflow as described above in Subheading 3.5,
and, due to its high photosensitivity, it only differs in the photo-
activation parameters (see Figs. 3a–d and Note 11).

1. Load the Pipeline Constructor macro in addition to the ZEN
software.

2. Optimize the imaging parameters, field of view, and resolution
of the mCherry acquisition at 561 nm and define a z-stack. Save
the settings as reporter acquisition protocol (job) in the Pipe-
line Constructor macro.

3. Set a z-stack with 3 slices, centered at 4 μm from the apical
surface (see Note 13) with 1 μm interval with the following
parameters for two-photon activation at 950 nm excitation:
laser power: 10 mW (measured 1 cm from the objective), a
pixel size of 300 nm, and a pixel dwell time of 1.27 μs in a
bidirectional mode. Repeat the photoactivation for 8 consecu-
tive repetitions, resulting in a total activation time of ~2 s (see
Note 10). Save the settings as photoactivation protocol (job)
in the Pipeline Constructor macro (see Note 9).

4. Define a rectangular region that will be photoactivated using
the “Region” tool, and find the position of the apical cell
surface using the 561 nm laser (see Fig. 3b). The activation
region can be arbitrarily defined to probe the relationship
between tissue geometry, apical constriction, and morphoge-
netic output (see Fig. 3d). Store the region of interest in the
photoactivation protocol.

5. Run in alternating cycles the reporter acquisition and photo-
activation protocol (see Fig. 2d, right). Acquire an initial
mCherry stack before photoactivation.

6. As the photoactivated cells constrict their apical surface and
invaginate (see Fig. 2c), manually shift the center z-position of
the activation stack downward by entering a z-offset in the
macro (see Note 14).

4 Notes

1. Maintain individual optogenetic fly stocks separately, and do
not keep stocks expressing transgenes permanently. This can
result in reduced expression and efficacy over time.
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2. Expression levels of the different components must be opti-
mized. Weak expression will result in weak photoactivation,
and too high expressions will result in dark-state activity (effec-
tor protein activity also in the dark). The maternal tubulin-
Gal4 driver is stronger than the Oskar-Gal4 driver. Although it
is appropriate for expression of the 5-phosphatase OCRL, it is
not appropriate for expression of the RhoGEF2 optogenetic
module.

3. Keep vials containing the fly crosses in the dark by placing them
in a paper box, and incubate at 22 �C to avoid unwanted
activation (see Fig. 1b).

4. When using the Gal4 driver, the expression of transgenes is
temperature-sensitive. With the maternal tubulin-Gal4, the
expression is higher at 18 �C. If the expression is too high the
cages can be switched to room temperature, i.e., ~22 �C.

5. Select embryos with a normal morphology and avoid embryos
with an abnormal shape. Premature activation of the optoge-
netic system during oogenesis or embryos that stochastically
express extremely high levels of the optogenetic transgenes can
cause morphological abnormalities (e.g., short embryos).

6. Embryo collection and mounting should be performed strictly
in the dark (see Fig. 1c). Even dim ambient light can result in
unwanted photoactivation. In order to have a safe source of
light, it is possible to replace white bulbs with yellow or red
ones or cover light sources with amber lighting filters.

7. Avoid keeping the embryos in bleach for more than 1 min or
letting them dry out for too long.

8. Blue light-filtered transmission light of a confocal microscope
can be used to position the embryo by inserting a red foil such
as the amber lighting filter paper (that can be bought at a low
cost) into the light path, e.g., on top of the condenser center-
ing (see Fig. 1e). Many filter foils from do-it-yourself stores are
efficient enough to block blue light.

9. It is highly recommended to tune down the laser power of the
488 nm/950 nm laser to 0%, while setting up the experiment
to prevent accidental photoactivation.

10. Efficient photoactivation has to be optimized, and the exact
settings can vary between different microscopes. The most
important parameters that affect photoactivation are laser
power, number of repetitions, line averaging, resolution and
pixel size, and imaging speed, i.e., dwell time, the size of the
activated volume, its z-interval and number of slices, and the
time interval between consecutive photoactivations. As a start-
ing point, we advise using a low pixel size resolution (512 �
512) and rather increase the line averaging or number of
repetitions than decreasing the scanning speed (low dwell
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time). The most important parameter is laser power. When
optimizing laser power, start with a fairly high power and
gradually decrease the power to a minimal value that produces
reproducible effects. Photoactivation at deeper z-positions
requires higher laser power.

11. Localized photoactivation (e.g., one half of the embryo) can
also be achieved by single-photon activation at 488 nm
[22]. However, due to light scattering, it is not possible to
achieve precise cellular resolution (in the x/y dimension);
instead, a gradient of activation around the defined photoacti-
vation region will be induced. The applied laser power is 1–5%
of the power applied for the described global activation
(~0.35 μW, measured 1 cm from the objective). The point
scanning laser is a focused cone of light that penetrates all
optical planes between the focal point and the objective. There-
fore, this activation mode can only be used to photoactivate the
apical-most surface of the embryo; otherwise, photoactivation
of the entire cell volume will occur.

12. Localized photoactivation can also be achieved by fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) or laser ablation micros-
copy settings using 488 or 950 nm light, respectively. Optimize
laser power and iteration numbers that are suitable for photo-
activation and do not result in photobleaching.

13. Selective photoactivation of a volume within the depth of the
tissue can also be achieved using multiphoton light at 950 nm.
To do so, a z-stack at the desired z-position has to be defined
(the width of the stack and the number of slices have to be
optimized), and the center position has to be stored (using the
“Position” tool). Save the settings as photoactivation protocol.

14. By alternating cycles of photoactivation and darkness (~1 min
intervals), it is possible to trigger non-ratcheted pulsatile apical
constrictions. However, under this condition, tissue invagina-
tion is not induced.
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Chapter 14

Optochemical Control of Cell Contractility in Drosophila
Embryos

Deqing Kong and Jörg Großhans

Abstract

Cell shape changes based on actomyosin contractility provide a driving force in tissue morphogenesis. The
temporally and spatially coordinated constrictions of many cells result in changes in tissue morphology.
Given the networks of complex and mutual cellular interactions, the mechanisms underlying the emergence
in tissue behavior are challenging to pinpoint. Important in the analysis of such interactions are novel
methods for noninvasive interference with single-cell resolution and sub-minute timescale temporal con-
trol. Here we characterize an optochemical approach of Ca2+ uncaging to control cell contractility in
Drosophila embryos. We describe in detail the method of sample preparation, microinjection, Ca2+ unca-
ging, and data analysis.

Key words Optochemical, Ca2 + , Cell contractility, Epithelia, Morphogenesis, Live imaging

1 Introduction

The dynamic behaviors of cells, including cell shape changes, cell
migration, cell proliferation, and cell rearrangement, drive tissue
morphogenesis [1–4]. The mechanical forces generated by the
contractile actomyosin cytoskeleton play a pivotal role in these
types of cellular behaviors [5, 6]. Much less understood is how
this set of cell behaviors leads to emergent tissue morphology. In
addition to global interference affecting all cells of the tissue, such
as in mutants, spatiotemporally controlled noninvasive interference
is needed to dissect the mutual interactions between cells. For
example, to understand how apical constriction of cells leads to a
groove in the tissue, ideally, apical constriction is induced or inhib-
ited in single cells, groups of cells, or cells selected by a chosen
pattern. The kinetics of interference should be within the timescale
of the process, at least.

The recent development of optogenetic and optochemical
technologies has provided these long-sought-after possibilities to
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control cellular processes with high spatiotemporal resolution
[7, 8]. Combined with live imaging and cell tracking, those novel
noninvasive approaches offer avenues to dissect mutual cellular
interactions in a highly spatial and temporal manner, e.g., how
does a cell react to an adjacent contracting cell to finally understand
tissue morphogenesis?

Intracellular calcium ions (Ca2+) have been implicated in
controlling cell contractility for a long time, not only in muscle
cells [9] but also in mesenchymal and epithelial cells. In striated
muscle cells, Ca2+ triggers contraction by binding the Ca2+-binding
protein troponin and releasing its inhibition of myosin. In smooth
muscle [10] and nonmuscle myosin II [9], the myosin regulatory
light chain is phosphorylated by a calcium–calmodulin-dependent
myosin light-chain kinase. More recent reports have pointed to the
role of Ca2+ in cell contraction in a variety of epithelial cells and
tissues. Ca2+ has been implicated in contractility in cultured epithe-
lial cells [11], in Drosophila amnioserosa cells during dorsal closure
[12], during neural tube closure in chick embryos [13], in the
folding morphogenesis of the neural plate in rat and chick embryos
[14], and in the process of wound healing [15]. In Drosophila
oogenesis, myosin II is activated by an induced intracellular increase
of Ca2+ [16]. A transient increase in Ca2+ concentration is also
associated with apical constriction in Xenopus neural tube cells
[17]. The underlying mechanism for myosin activation has
remained elusive.

An increase in intracellular Ca2+ can be induced noninvasively
by so-called uncaging from a light-sensitive ethylene glycol tetra-
acetic acid (EGTA) derivative (see Fig. 1a). NP-EGTA is available in
a form with linked fatty acid esters o-Nitrophenyl EGTA, AM
(NP-EGTA, AM), which mediate membrane permeability. Inside
the cell, the cage molecules are trapped because intracellular ester-
ase cleaves the ester bonds of the fatty acid moieties. What is
important is that NP-EGTA, AM is membrane permeable and
does not need to be injected directly into cells. In neuroscience,
optochemical approaches for the release of intracellular Ca2+ have
been well established and widely employed for two decades
[18, 19]. Despite its success, Ca2+ uncaging should not be applied
to epithelial tissues wildly. Ca2+ has previously been implicated in
several processes of actomyosin organization and activity in epithe-
lial cells. Ca2+ uncaging offers a simple and spatiotemporally precise
way to induce contractile activity. We have recently established a
Ca2+ uncaging method employing a 355-nm pulsed UV laser to
control epithelial cell contractility during tissue morphogenesis in
Drosophila embryos with single-cell resolution [20]. Here we show
that a continuous-wave (cw) laser at 375 nm can be used with
similar efficiency and practicability (see Fig. 1). From a technical
point of view, the 375-nm laser comes with several advantages.
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Light transmission is possible by fiber optics compared to a 355-nm
laser, which requires open transmission.

Furthermore, continuous-wave laser is less likely to induce
ablation and tissue damage than pulsed laser due to its lower energy
density. However, we have sporadically observed that Ca2+ is
released after applying high doses of cw 375-nm laser even in the
absence of NP-EGTA. It is conceivable that cw laser can cause
damage to the Endoplasmic reticulum (ER), leading to the libera-
tion of Ca2+ from an internal store. In any case, the intensity and
exposure time of the UV laser applied to the target cell(s) has to be
carefully titrated. The optimal dose will probably, in general,
depend on tissue and cell type.

The origin of the released cytosolic Ca2+ as measured by a
GCaMP sensor, for example, is unclear and needs to be studied
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Fig. 1 Principle of optochemical control of cell contractility. (a) Structure of the cage molecule NP-EGTA. UV
illumination cleaves the bond in red and releases Ca2+. (b) Schematic drawing of the light path. DL-375/70 is a
continuous-wave diode laser with 375 nm wavelength and 70 mW power DL-375/70 from Rapp OptoElec-
tronic. c. Experimental scheme of the Ca2+ uncaging in Drosophila embryos. NP-EGTA, AM is microinjected
into the embryos. In the cytoplasm, the cage is loaded with Ca2+. A 375-nm UV laser-induced cleavage of
NP-EGTA releases Ca2+ (“uncaging”), which can be visualized with a membrane-bound GCaMP6s fluorescent
sensor, for example
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further. At least partially free Ca2+ originates from the opened
EGTA cage. In addition, uncaged Ca2+ may trigger the opening
of Ca2+-gated Ca2+ channels, such as channels related to the rya-
nodine receptor or inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) receptors
[21], which would lead to an influx from the extracellular space
or intracellular stores such as the ER. The time traces of the
GCaMP reporter show a peak only at about 3–6 s after uncaging.
An immediate signal with a peak at 0 s would be expected for Ca2+

from the opened cage. The observed time lag may be due to the
diffusion of the Ca2+ ions from the cytoplasm to the GCaMP sensor
in the plasma membrane. In addition, the opening of Ca2+ channels
in the ER or plasma membrane with a corresponding Ca2+ influx
may contribute to the overall signal. The Drosophila genome
encodes one RyR, which is also widely expressed in nonmuscle
cells throughout development [22]. The RyR channel is a potential
candidate for a mechanism enhancing the response to uncaged
Ca2+.

Some of our assays observed a gradual, monotonic dose-
response relationship between the laser dose and the GCaMP sig-
nal. In some cases, our results suggest the presence of a threshold.
At a low laser dose (20% intensity), the GCaMP signal remained
unchanged after laser illumination and the cell did not constrict.
The molecular events for uncaging are expected to be linearly
dependent on the laser dose. Instead of 40%, 20% should uncage
half of the molecules. A threshold effect may thus hint at the
possibility that additional processes may be triggered, such as posi-
tive feedback loops involving the RyR Ca2+-dependent Ca2+ chan-
nel, for example.

The noninvasive optochemical method of Ca2+ complements
the recently developed toolbox for optogenetic interference to
control selected single or multiple cell behavior with high spatial
and temporal resolution. Future experiments will reveal to which
cell types and species Ca2+ uncaging can be applied as a noninvasive
optochemical method.

The protocols described here are an optochemical method to
control cell contractility in Drosophila embryos with examples in
the columnar epithelium (lateral epidermis) and squamous epithe-
lium (amnioserosa) via Ca2+ uncaging in single cells and tissues (see
Fig. 1c). Ca2+ cages are loaded into the embryos via microinjection.
Ca2+ uncaging is performed by the continuous-wave diode laser
with 375-nm wavelength mounted on the epiport of an inverted
spinning disk confocal microscope or an inverted laser scanning
confocal microscope. All the experiments are carried out at room
temperature (�22 �C). Here, we describe microinjection needle
preparation, preparation of flies and embryos, microinjection, Ca2+

uncaging, and data analysis.
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2 Materials

2.1 Sample

Preparation

1. Stereomicroscope (for the alignment of embryos).

2. Fly cages.

3. Apple juice agar plates.

4. Yeast paste.

5. Glass slides.

6. Coverslips (24 � 24 mm2).

7. Mounted needle for embryo alignment.

8. Brush.

9. Paper towel.

10. Basket 200 mesh, stainless steel.

11. 50% hypochlorite bleach: dilute the hypochlorite bleach with
deionized water to 50%.

12. Deionized water in a squirt bottle.

13. Heptane glue: Soak a strip of sticky tape (1 m � 30 cm) in
50 mL heptane solution in a shaker overnight. Transfer the
heptane to a falcon tube, and centrifuge at 10,000 rpm for
1 hour. Transfer the supernatant to a new tube and centrifuge
at 10,000 rpm for 1 hour. The supernatant is ready to use.

14. Voltalef oil 10S.

15. Ophthalmic forceps.

16. Double-sided adhesive tape.

17. Coverslip holder.

18. Desiccation chamber.

19. Petri dish.

2.2 Drosophila

Strains

1. E-cadherin-GFP (E-CadGFP) [23].

2. UASt-GCaMP6-myr [24].

3. Mat-Gal4–67;15 (St. Johnston Laboratory/Cambridge).

4. Amnioserosa-Gal4 (w[1118]; P{w[+mW.hs] ¼ GawB}c381,
Bloomington).

2.3 Microinjection 1. Inverted microscope including objectives (�10 and �20).

2. Microinjector.

3. Manual micromanipulator.

4. Capillary (length 100 mm, outside dimeter 1.0 mm, inside
dimeter 0.75 mm, with filament).

5. Micropipette puller.

6. Micro loader.
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7. Capillary grinder.

8. Injection solution: 180 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES [pH 7.2],
5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2.

9. NP-EGTA, AM solution: Dissolve 50 mg NP-EGTA, AM
(Invitrogen) in 30 μl (60 μl) injection solution for 2 mM
(1 mM) stock solutions. Prepare 5 μl aliquots and store at
�20 �C (see Note 2).

2.4 Ca2+ Uncaging 1. A continuous-wave diode laser with 375-nm wavelength and
70-mW power DL-375/70 (Rapp OptoElectronic). This laser
is controlled with an independent scan module (Rapp UGA-42
Caliburn) and linked to the microscope via the epiport (see
Fig. 1b). Uncaging is performed under the “sequence” or
“click-and-fire” mode on the “REO-SysCon-Zen” platform
(Rapp OptoElectronic).

2.5 Imaging 1. Imaging is conducted with the normal optical path of the
inverted spinning disk confocal microscope or the inverted
laser scanning confocal microscope with objectives (�40,
�63, and�100) (see Fig. 1b) in parallel to the UV laser system.

2.6 Software 1. ZEN (blue edition, Zeiss).

2. REO-SysCon-Zen (Rapp OptoElectronic).

3. ImageJ/Fiji [25].

4. Tissue analyzer [26].

3 Methods

3.1 Microinjection

Needle Preparation

1. The program with HEAT 515, PULL 150 (see Note 1), VEL
080, and TIME 250 in needle puller P97 (Sutter Instrument)
works well, for example.

2. Load a capillary and pull the needle by pressing the “PULL.”

3. Open the needle by a capillary grinder or manually with oph-
thalmic forceps under a stereomicroscope. The microinjection
needle is ready for loading.

3.2 Preparation

of Flies

GCaMP6-myr is a membrane-bound variant of the genetically
encoded Ca2+ sensor GCaMP6s tagged with a myristoylation site
that presents the intracellular Ca2+ concentration. The fly embryos
expressing GCaMP6-myr are used to visualize the increasing Ca2+

concentration.
The fly embryos expressing E-CadGFP, which serves to label

cell outlines, are used to visualize the cell size change.
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1. Experiments in columnar epithelial cells (lateral epidermis)
(stage 7–8): Cross Mat-Gal4–67;15 with UASt-GCaMP6-
myr. Collect the F1 progenies into a fly cage. In parallel,
transfer the E-CadGFP flies into a second fly cage.

2. Experiments in squamous epithelial cells (amnioserosa) (stage
14): Collect female virgins of AS-Gal4 and male flies of UASt-
GCaMP6-myr and transfer both into a fly cage. In parallel,
transfer the E-CadGFP flies into a second fly cage.

3.3 Preparation of

Embryos

1. Set up cages a few days ahead. Feed the flies well with yeast.
Keep the fly cages in a dark and quiet place at room tempera-
ture. This will help synchronize the egg-laying.

2. Allow the flies to lay eggs on the agar plate with little yeast for
the required length of time depending on the embryonic stage
of interest (seeNote 3). Let the flies lay eggs for 1.5 h, and age
the embryos for 1.5 h for stage 7 embryos. Let the flies lay eggs
for 2 h, and age the embryos for 12 h (16 h at 18 �C) for stage
14 embryos.

3. To dechorionate the embryos, add deionized water onto the
apple juice plate and resuspend the embryos with a brush.
Transfer the embryos to a net and wash them thoroughly
with deionized water. Dip the net with embryos into 50%
hypochlorite bleach and incubate for 90 s. Then, wash the
embryos thoroughly with water. Dry with a paper towel. Trans-
fer the embryos with a fine brush to a piece of apple juice agar
on a slide.

4. Select the embryos at the stage of interest and line them up
under a stereomicroscope using a fine needle. Align multiple
embryos in a row, head toward tail, and orient the region of
interest (ROI) upward (will be toward the coverslip and objec-
tive). Remove the remaining embryos from the agar.

5. Spread a drop of heptane glue on the coverslip and wait until
heptane has completely evaporated. Place the coverslip in the
middle of the agar piece and gently tilt the coverslip on top of
the embryos. Touch with a brush on top and gently apply some
pressure to ensure that embryos stick to the coverslip. Gently
flip back the coverslip. The embryos should stick to it.

6. Fix the coverslip with a double-sided adhesive tape to a holder
fitting with the microscope stage. Consider the orientation and
make sure that the microinjection can be down at the middle of
the embryos.

7. Place the embryos in a desiccation chamber for about 10 min.
The exact time depends on the material and humidity (see
Note 4).

8. Cover the embryos with Voltalef oil 10S (use as little as possi-
ble). The embryos are ready for injection.
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3.4 Microinjection 1. Thaw an aliquot of NP-EGTA, AM solution: 2 mM for colum-
nar (lateral ectoderm) epithelial cells (stage 7–8) and 1 mM for
squamous (amnioserosa) epithelial cells (stage 14). Load 5 μl
NP-EGTA, AM solution to an injection needle.

2. Place a clear slide with a drop of Voltalef oil 10S on an inverted
microscope. Place the injection needle on the manual micro-
manipulator and dip the needle tip into the Voltalef oil 10S
gently. Set the pressure of the micromanipulator: pre-pressure:
very little material may exit the needle – injection pressure:
slightly higher (see Note 5). Find the needle tip under the
inverted microscope with �10 objective and press the “clear”
button to clear the air from the needle tip completely; you can
see a drop of liquid coming from the needle.

3. Replace the empty slide with the slide with embryos on the
inverted microscope..

4. Inject the NP-EGTA, AM solution into the embryo/yolk from
the dorsal side at the middle of the stage 7 embryos and from
the lateral side at the middle of the stage 14 embryos. To
ensure a uniform distribution of NP-EGTA, AM, we recom-
mend deposition of the reagent to the middle of the embryos.
Alternatively, the reagent can be injected into the extracellular
perivitelline space, which is more effective but requires more
skills. In this case, you may inject from either side of each
embryo.

5. Place the injected embryos in a Petri dish with a damp paper
towel and incubate them in the dark for 10 min. Then the
embryos are ready for Ca2+ uncaging.

3.5 Uncaging

Induces a Rapid Ca2

+ Burst

Intracellular Ca2+ levels can be visualized with a Ca2+ sensor.
(We employed a membrane-bound variant of the genetically
encoded Ca2+ sensor GCaMP6s tagged with a myristoylation site.
An increase of the GCaMP signal indicated a transient increase of
intracellular Ca2+ levels in the target cells and revealed whether
uncaging was only restricted to the target cells (see Fig. 2).)

In general, the uncaging experiments can be performed on a
spinning disk microscope with a 375 laser for releasing Ca2+. We
used a Zeiss spinning disk confocal microscope and a Rapp system
to perform all the experiments. The principle could be transferred
to other microscope and laser systems.

1. Place the injected embryos on the inverted laser scanning
microscope with the continuous-wave diode laser with
375-nmwavelength mounted on the epiport of the microscope
(we used an inverted spinning disk confocal microscope [Zeiss]
with 100x/oil objective). Use the 488-nm laser for GCaMP6s
signal illumination and set up the time-lapse parameters
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according to the detector, e.g., laser intensity and exposure
time (we used ZEN 3.0 [blue edition, Zeiss] for live imaging).

2. Switch on the continuous-wave diode laser with 375-nm wave-
length for uncaging. The uncaging system is independently
controlled by REO-SysCon-Zen (Rapp OptoElectronic), syn-
chronized with ZEN 3.0 via UGA-42 Caliburn (Rapp). The
uncaging can be performed under the “sequence” or “click-
and-fire” mode. Under the “click-and-fire” mode, the relative
UV laser illumination size can be controlled by “spot radius”
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Fig. 2 Uncaging induces a swift Ca2+ burst. (a–c) Laser illumination for the indicated period in the columnar
epithelium (stage 7 embryos, lateral epidermis). (a) Images from a time-lapse recording of an embryo in stage
7 (lateral epidermis) expressing membrane-bound GCaMP6s before and after UV laser illumination. Control
embryos were injected with buffer without NP-EGTA, AM. (b) Time course of normalized GCaMP6 fluorescence
in target and control cells. (c) Distribution of normalized maximal GCaMP6s signals. Bar indicates the mean.
UV illumination time: 50 ms, n¼ 12 cells, 100 ms, n¼ 15 cells, 200 ms, n¼ 7 cells. (d, e) Laser illumination
for the indicated period in the squamous epithelium (stage 14 embryos, amnioserosa). (d) Images from time-
lapse recordings of embryos in stage 14 (amnioserosa) expressing membrane-bound GCaMP6s before and
after UV illumination for the indicated period. (e) Distribution of normalized maximal GCaMP6s signals. Bar
indicates the mean. UV illumination time: 200 ms, n ¼ 6 cells, 500 ms, n ¼ 9 cells, 1000 ms, n ¼ 10 cells.
Scale bars in (a) and (d) are 10 μm
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(we used 3–6 depending on the size of the target cell). UV laser
illumination on the target cell is performed by clicking the
mouse during imaging under ZEN. An ROI (region of inter-
est) can be set up under the “sequence” mode. Set up the laser
intensity and illumination time (see Note 6). (We used the
“click-and-fire” mode for columnar epithelial cells and the
“sequence” mode for squamous [amnioserosa] epithelial cells
with 20% and 40% laser intensity, respectively, and different
illumination times [see Fig. 2]).

3. Start the time-lapse imaging for GCaMP6s with ZEN and click
“image transfer” (a ZEN macro). Then, the image is synchro-
nized in ZEN and REO-SysCon-Zen. Perform the Ca2+ unca-
ging by 375-nm UV laser illumination on the target cell
(s) during time-lapse imaging. The parameters for time-lapse
imaging are:

l Length of image acquisition (5 min).

l Frequency of capture (1 image/s).

l Laser and laser intensity (488-nm laser line at 50%).

l Exposure time (300 ms).

l Detector (AxiocamMR).

4. Analyze the data. The fluorescence intensity of GCaMP6-myr
(see Fig. 2) is measured manually with Fiji. The mean density It
is measured along the cell membrane. The mean density of the
background Ib is measured from the cytoplasm. The normal-
ized GCaMP6-myr fluorescence intensity increase is calculated
as follows:

F=F 0 ¼ I t � I bð Þ= I t�1 � I bt�1ð Þ

where It is the mean intensity at time t, Ib is the mean intensity
of the background at time t, It-1 is the mean intensity at
1 second (one frame) just before UV illumination, and Ibt-1 is
the mean intensity of the background at 1 second (one frame)
just before UV illumination.

3.6 Optochemical

Control of Cell

Contractility in the

Columnar and

Squamous Epithelia

In this protocol, E-CadGFP is used to visualize the cell outline.
Optochemical control of cell contractility at single-cell resolution in
the lateral epidermis (columnar epithelium) from stage 7 embryos
and amnioserosa cells (squamous epithelium) from stage
14 embryos is performed (see Fig. 3).

1. Place the slide with the injected embryos (at the stage of
interest) on the inverted laser scanning microscope. Set up
the parameters of time-lapse and uncaging (see Subheading
3.6 for detailed information).

2. Start the time-lapse imaging for E-CadGFP with ZEN and
click “image transfer.” Then, the image is synchronized in
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ZEN and REO-SysCon-Zen. Perform the Ca2+ uncaging by
375-nm UV laser illumination on the target cell(s) during
time-lapse imaging. The parameters for time-lapse imaging are:

l Length of image acquisition (10 min).

l Frequency of capture (1 image/5 s).

l Laser and laser intensity (488-nm laser line at 50%).

l Exposure time (400 ms).

l Z-stacks (3–4 stacks with a 0.5 μm z-interval).

l Detector (AxiocamMR).
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Fig. 3 Optochemical control of cell contractility in the epithelium. (a, b) Optochemical control of cell
contractility in the columnar epithelium. (a) Images from a time-lapse recording of embryos in stage 7 (lateral
epidermis) expressing the junction marker E-cadherin-GFP. Target cells are labeled by color. Control embryos
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3. Analyze the data. The image stacks are processed with Fiji
(Z-projected). Use the Fiji Plugin “Tissue Analyzer” to seg-
ment and track the time-lapse images and perform cross-
sectional area measurement. (The value of the cell area from
A0 (the first frame after UV illumination) is set to 1, and all the
cell areas are normalized by A0 in our analysis (see Fig. 3).)

3.7 Optochemical

Control of Tissue

Deformation

In this protocol, E-CadGFP is used to visualize the cell outline.
Optochemical control of contractility in multiple amnioserosa cells
(squamous epithelium) is performed (see Fig. 4).

1. Place the slide with the injected embryos (stage 14) on the
inverted laser scanning microscope. Set up the parameters of
time-lapse and uncaging (see Subheading 3.6 for detailed infor-
mation). A large ROI covering multiple cells for 375-nm UV
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t¼ 0 in three adjacent target cells. Illumination period¼ 500 ms per cell. Overlays of two consecutive images
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illuminations can optochemically induce multiple cell contrac-
tions simultaneously. Since 375-nm UV illuminations might
introduce photobleaching of the cell outline maker, multiple
small ROIs for 375-nm UV illuminations are suggested for
every individual cell if you want to track the cell contraction.

2. Start time-lapse imaging for E-CadGFP with ZEN and click
“image transfer.” Then, the image is synchronized in ZEN and
REO-SysCon-Zen. Perform the Ca2+ uncaging by 375-nmUV
laser illumination on the target cells during time-lapse imaging.
(We induced Ca2+ uncaging in an array of three adjacent cells in
the amnioserosa.) The parameters for time-lapse imaging are:

l Length of image acquisition (10 min).

l Frequency of capture (1 image/10 s).

l Laser and laser intensity (488 nm laser line at 50%).

l Exposure time (400 ms).

l Z-stacks (3–4 stacks with a 0.5-μm z-interval).

l Detector (AxiocamMR).

3. Analyze the data. The image stacks are processed with Fiji
(Z-projected). “PIVlab” in MATLAB is used for particle imag-
ing velocimetry (PIV) analysis of E-CadGFP images. (We
quantified the displacement by particle imaging velocimetry
(PIV) using square interrogation windows of 64 � 64 pixels
with a 10 s interval by the “PIVlab” in MATLAB (see Fig. 4).
Prior to uncaging, a distribution of velocities is detected up to
4 μm min�1 with the majority below 1 μm min�1. Following
uncaging, the distribution of PIV velocities is shifted to larger
values. The majority of vectors has a velocity higher than
1 μm min�1 with maximal values higher than 4 μm min�1.
This analysis shows that induced cell contraction has a striking
and quantifiable impact on the neighboring tissue.).

4 Notes

1. In general, the higher the PULL, the smaller will be the nee-
dle’s tip diameter and the longer the taper. The PULL should
be set up according to the capillaries. The taper should not be
too long because the needle might be too soft to lodge into the
embryo.

2. NP-EGTA, AM is delivered as a powder with 50-mg aliquots.
It is stable as a powder; however, once dissolved into the
injection solution, repeated freezing and thawing can affect
the effectiveness of the reagents. We strongly recommend pre-
paring the NP-EGTA, AM solution freshly and storing the
solution with aliquots and protecting it from light as much as
possible.
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3. Alternatively, allow the flies to lay eggs on the agar plate with
yeast overnight. Collect the overnight agar plate and cover the
embryos with Voltalef oil 3S. Pick up embryos at the stage of
interest according to the morphology under a stereomicro-
scope using a needle. Transfer the wanted embryos to a net
and place the net on a paper towel to remove the oil as much as
possible. Then, dechorionate the embryos as mentioned above.

4. If the embryo is too soft during the injection process, this
indicates that it is being over-dried. Conversely, the drying
time must be extended if the fluid leaks out of the embryo
quickly after injection.

5. Pre-pressure and injection pressure vary with different individ-
ual microinjection needles. In general, the smaller the needle’s
tip diameters, the higher the pre-pressure and injection
pressure are.

6. Out of the single-mode fiber, the laser gets about 50% of the
power (about 35 mW) before the objective of about 20 mW.
Depending on the used objective with its transmission specifi-
cations, you usually get 10–15 mW after the objective. Besides
setting up the percentage of power in REO-SysCon-Zen soft-
ware, multiple filters are available for replacement, which allow
0.1%, 1%, 10%, and 100% laser to go to the objective.
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Chapter 15

Stiffness Measurement of Drosophila Egg Chambers by
Atomic Force Microscopy

Uwe Töpfer, Karla Yanı́n Guerra Santillán, and Elisabeth Fischer-Friedrich

Abstract

Drosophila egg chamber development requires cellular and molecular mechanisms controlling morphogen-
esis. Previous research has shown that the mechanical properties of the basement membrane contribute to
tissue elongation of the egg chamber. Here, we discuss how indentation with the microindenter of an
atomic force microscope can be used to determine an effective stiffness value of a Drosophila egg chamber.
We provide information on the preparation of egg chambers prior to the measurement, dish coating, the
actual atomic force microscope measurement process, and data analysis. Furthermore, we discuss how to
interpret acquired data and which mechanical components are expected to influence measured stiffness
values.

Key words Drosophila egg chamber, Morphogenesis, Basement membrane, Atomic force microscope,
AFM indentation, Extracellular matrix (ECM)

1 Introduction

The Drosophila egg chamber has emerged as a powerful model to
study how organs and tissues are formed during development.
Drosophila egg chambers are composed of a monolayered follicle
cell epithelium, which covers the inner germline cells (the nurse
cells and the oocytes). Follicle cells are covered by a basement
membrane, which constitutes the outer envelope of the maturing
egg chamber. This basement membrane is a stiff, solid-like layer of
self-assembled extracellular matrix with a thickness of approxi-
mately 50–200 nm [1, 2].

The initially round egg chamber undergoes 14 developmental
stages during maturation and elongates 2–2.5-fold [3]. Egg elon-
gation depends on the planar cell polarity of follicle cells and
requires the interaction of the cellular actin network with the
surrounding basement membrane [4–9]. During egg chamber
development, follicle cells undergo a collective cell migration. As
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a consequence, basal actin filaments and fiber-like structures within
the basement membrane show a circumferential polarization in
stage 8 [10]. This resulting circumferential scaffold of structural
molecules is called molecular corset. The molecular corset prohibits
radial outgrowth, causing the egg chamber to grow into an elon-
gated ellipsoidal shape over time. Mutant egg chambers for the
main basement membrane component collagen IV and the cell
basement membrane receptor integrin fail to elongate [10]. More-
over, genetic manipulation of the basement membrane composi-
tion or secretion can result in aberrant egg elongation [11–13]. In
addition, collagenase-treated egg chambers are less resistant to
tissue expansion, as determined in an osmotic burst assay [11]. In
conclusion, these observations point to a major functional role of
the basement membrane in the mechanical stabilization and the
shape regulation of the egg chamber.

Indentation experiments with an atomic force microscope
(AFM) are a method to monitor the mechanical changes of the
basement membrane, reflecting the changes of the basement mem-
brane’s architecture and molecular composition during egg cham-
ber development. Previous AFM indentation measurements on
Drosophila egg chambers reported apparent Young’s moduli of
egg chambers to be between 1 and 800 kPa from measurements
of different indentation depths and indenter shapes [1, 2, 11,
14]. In those studies, the authors demonstrated that measured
stiffness values were dominated by the basement membrane by
showing that molecular perturbations of basement membrane
components resulted in significant changes of measurement results
(e.g., collagenase treatment led to a significant decrease of
measured moduli) [1, 2, 11, 14]. Furthermore, during develop-
ment, egg chambers were shown to stiffen as reflected by increasing
Young’s moduli for increasing stages [1, 2, 11]; measurements at
the central, terminal, and pole regions of distinct egg chamber
stages showed an initially uniform stiffness in round stages (3 and
4). At later stages (7 and 8), stiffness inhomogeneities started to
form along the long axis of the egg chamber with a stiffness peak in
the central region. This non-uniform increase leads to the genera-
tion of stiffness variations along the egg chamber with a stiffness
peak in the center [11, 14]. Mechanical changes between stages
5 and 8 coincide with the establishment of the abovementioned
molecular corset of the egg chamber.

Theoretical considerations suggest that apparent Young’s mod-
uli, as reported from shallow AFM indentation of egg chambers
(described in this protocol), are influenced by several material
parameters [15]: Young’s modulus and the bending modulus of
the basement membrane material, the thickness of the basement
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membrane, the principal radii of curvature of the egg, and the
pressure excess in the egg chamber.

As part of this protocol, we describe (1) how to prepare the
dishes for mounting of the Drosophila egg chambers, (2) how to
dissect the egg chambers from the flies, (3) how to set up an atomic
force microscope for the measurement, (4) how to carry out the
AFM indentation measurements, (5) how to perform data analysis,
and (6) how to interpret the obtained measurement results.

2 Materials

2.1 Dish Preparation 1. Poly-D-lysine solution (0.1 mg ml�1).

2. Cell culture dishes (35 mm diameter, e.g., FluoroDish
FD35–100, World Precision Instruments, see Note 1).

3. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS): 137mMNaCl, 2.7 mMKCl,
10 mM Na2HPO4, 1.8 mM KH2PO4.

4. 2 mL reaction tubes.

5. Compressed air or nitrogen spray gun.

2.2 Egg Chamber

Dissection

1. Fetal bovine serum, sterile-filtered.

2. Penicillin/streptomycin (10,000 U mL�1 of penicillin and
10,000 μg mL�1 of streptomycin).

3. Insulin powder, from bovine pancreas.

4. Egg chamber culture medium [16]: 15% fetal bovine serum
and 600 U ml�1 penicillin/ 600 μg ml�1 streptomycin in
Schneider’s medium (see Note 2). Adjust the pH to 7.0 (see
Note 3). Store at 4 �C. Dissolve insulin in acidified water (37%
HCl in water, 1:1000) and store at �20 �C (see Note 4).
Immediately before usage, add insulin to a final concentration
of 0.2 mg ml�1.

5. Vial with fly food.

6. Baker’s yeast paste: active dried baker’s yeast dissolved in a
small amount of water.

7. Stereomicroscope.

8. Light source.

9. Forceps (Dumont #55).

10. Block bowl or depression glass slide.

11. CO2 source with a pad and fly gun.

12. 200 μl pipette.
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2.3 AFM,

Light Microscopy

Setup

1. Standard atomic force microscope setup mounted on an
inverted light microscope (see Note 5). The atomic force
microscope setup should ideally offer a ~ 15 μm piezo-
controlled z-range and a 100 μm � 100 μm x–y scan range.

2. Low-magnification air objective (10� or 20�).

3. Microscope camera for transmitted light pictures, ideally with a
large chip and a corresponding large field of view (e.g., DMK
23 U445 from the Imaging Source) (see Note 6).

2.4 AFM

Measurements on Egg

Chambers

1. AFM cantilever holder for measurement in water (e.g., Bru-
ker/JPK Supercut cantilever holder).

2. Bruker MLCT-C AFM cantilevers (at least a package of 10) (see
Note 7).

3. A silicone/plastic foil ring (placed around the cantilever holder
during the measurement to protect the AFM internal parts
from condensation water).

4. Petri dish (35 mm diameter) for cantilever calibration filled
with ~1 ml of Schneider’s medium (ideally use the same dish
type as for measuring egg chambers, e.g., FluoroDish
FD35–100, World Precision Instruments).

5. AFM analysis software.

3 Methods

3.1 Dish Preparation 1. Aliquot poly-D-lysine solution in 2 mL reaction tubes and
store them at �20 �C.

2. One day before the experiment, thaw a poly-D-lysine aliquot at
room temperature. Once melted, dilute the poly-D-lysine in
18 mL of sterile PBS to prepare a 1:10 working solution.

3. Estimate the number of cell culture dishes required for the
measurement of egg chambers (typically one per condition to
be measured). Coat the surface of each cell culture dish with
2.5 mL of the above working solution and leave them over-
night at 4 �C.

4. The next day, remove the solution from the dishes and let them
dry for 1 hour at room temperature. Place them upside down
or with the lid on to avoid dust or other kinds of particle
contamination.

5. After 1 hour, remove the remaining solution by applying the
compressed air or nitrogen spray gun, as excess of poly-D-
lysine solution can be toxic to the biological samples.

6. Dry dishes can be used immediately or stored at 4 � C and used
within 2 weeks of coating.

7. If doing the measurement for the first time, prepare an
uncoated dish for AFM cantilever calibration. To this end,
mark the dish with a permanent marker pen from the inside
in the dish center. This mark serves as a focusing aid. After the
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measurement, this dish can be dried and reused for calibration
during subsequent measurement days.

3.2 Egg Chamber

Dissection

1. Collect 1–2-day-old female flies of the desired genotype in a
standard food vial and add baker’s yeast paste (see Note 8).

2. Incubate the flies (see Note 9) for 1–2 days to allow ovary
growth.

3. Anesthetize one to three flies with CO2 on a fly pad and transfer
them to the egg chamber culture medium (in a block bowl or
depression glass slide).

4. To dissect the ovary under a stereomicroscope with a light
source, hold the abdomen at the dorsal region with one pair
of forceps. Rip it into two pieces by pushing with the second
forceps at the last but one posterior segment (see Fig. 1a, Note
10). Hold the residual abdomen with one forceps and pull with
the other at the oviduct to separate the ovary (see Fig. 1b, c).

Fig. 1 Egg chamber dissection. (a) Grab the fly (dorsal to the top) with one forceps at the anterior central region
of the abdomen and use the second forceps to grab and pull (red arrow for direction) at the last but one
segment of the abdomen to move the ovary out of the fly. (b) Hold the ovary with one forceps and pull (red
arrow for direction) at the residual cuticle with the other to remove it. In addition, remove other attached
nonovarian tissues. (c) Only intact ovaries should be left. (d) Hold the ovary with one forceps and use one side
of the second forceps to move between the ovarioles (red arrow for direction) to isolate them. (e) Still hold the
ovary with one forceps. Grab the tip of one ovariole with another forceps and pull it out to isolate the egg
chambers from the muscle sheet (red arrow for direction). (f) Isolated egg chambers on the right
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Remove all dispensable tissues like the gut or fat body. Hold
the ovary with one forceps and isolate the ovarioles by moving
the second forceps between them (see Fig. 1d). Still hold the
ovary and grasp the ovariole at its small tip. Gently, pull the egg
chambers out of the muscle sheath (see Fig. 1e, Note 11).
Repeat this step to collect more egg chambers.

5. Suck the egg chamber of the desired stage together with 20 μl
egg chamber culture medium into the tip of a 200 μl pipette
and release it in the center of a poly-D-lysine-coated glass-
bottom dish. Once placed in the desired spot, quickly remove
and add back the medium with the same pipette tip. The
momentary lack of medium will adhere the egg chambers to
the glass-bottom dish.

6. Transport the dish with the egg chambers to the AFM. Less
medium while moving the dish will prevent the egg chambers
from floating away. Before beginning AFMmeasurements, add
4 ml more of the medium.

3.3 AFM Preparation 1. Mount the cantilever on the cantilever holder. Mount the
cantilever holder with the cantilever onto the AFM head and
add a water protection ring if necessary.

2. Switch on the AFM/light microscope ensemble. Open the
AFM software. Adjust the measurement mode to be force
spectroscopy in contact mode. Tick the closed loop box in the
software to use the piezo gauges.

3. Mount the calibration dish filled with ~1 ml egg chamber
culture medium on the stage. Focus the microscope on the
pen mark inside the calibration dish to find the upper side of
the dish bottom glass. Now, keep the focus position of the
objective.

4. Unmount the calibration dish with the dish holder. Mount the
AFM head on the microscope. Lower the cantilever in 100 μm
steps until it comes into focus. Double-check visually that the
cantilever keeps sufficient distance from the objective top
surface.

5. Place the cantilever tip in the center of the field of view. Posi-
tion the AFM laser on the cantilever tip with the aid of the
camera. Lift the cantilever by 2 mm with the stepper motors.
Unmount the AFM head.

6. Mount the calibration dish again, mount the AFM head care-
fully avoiding physical contact between the cantilever and the
dish. Then, lower the cantilever in steps of 100 μm with the
stepper motors until the cantilever is ~100 μm above the dish
surface (the cantilever tip is not quite in focus yet but is already
visible).
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7. Now, adjust the mirror in the AFM head to obtain maximum
signal intensity on the AFM photodiode. Adjust the voltage
signal to ~0 V vertical and horizontal deflection.

8. Do an approach with the cantilever on the glass surface of the
calibration dish (Adjust the approach height appropriately. For
a system with a ~15 μm piezo, an approach height of 7.5 μm is
appropriate for calibration and measurements.)

9. Open the calibration manager of the AFM software to perform
thermal calibration of the cantilever. Measure cantilever sensi-
tivity: run a force spectroscopy measurement by lowering the
cantilever against the glass bottom until half the maximum of
the vertical deflection is reached at an extension speed of 2 μm
s�1 (for a diode with a maximum deflection of 10 V, deflect
until a 5 V signal is reached). Fit the slope of the voltage versus
cantilever height curve to obtain the sensitivity estimate for the
cantilever. Lift the cantilever by 200 μm with the stepper
motors. Record the thermal resonance curve of cantilever fluc-
tuations. Determine the cantilever spring constant by fitting
this curve around a chosen resonance peak. For egg chamber
indentation, we use the second peak of the thermal resonance
curve and a corresponding correction factor of 0.25.

10. Lift the AFM cantilever by 2 mm and carefully unmount the
AFM head.

3.4 AFM

Measurements on Egg

Chambers

1. Before measurements start, the AFM measurement process
needs to be programmed in the AFM control software. For
each egg chamber measurement, we put forward to probe the
stiffness of the egg by indenting on several points on the top
central area of the egg chamber. We recommend that the
cantilever performs 64 indentations by scanning an 8 � 8
grid on a square x–y area of 10 μm � 10 μm. In case stiffness
measurements on other parts of the egg chamber are of inter-
est, the extension and localization of the force scan area can be
adapted accordingly. By usage of a specialized PDMS holder,
the egg chamber may be placed in an upright position, which
allows stiffness probing of the egg chamber at the poles. Details
of this procedure have been described in ref. [11].

2. The following indentation settings are recommended: an
extension speed in the order of 0.5 μm s�1 (speed of cantilever
lowering, see Note 12), indentation up to a peak force of 0.4
nN (see Note 13), retraction speed of 5 μm s�1 (speed of
cantilever lifting), and z-length of 2 μm (this is the z-range,
which will be available for data analysis in the fitting of force-
indentation curves later). Once the force scanning has been
programmed, save the scanning routine under a
specified name.
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3. Activate the autosave of the force-indentation curves with the
AFM software and set a name for force spectroscopy files that
are going to be saved during the measurement. We recommend
to save force spectroscopy curves measured for each egg cham-
ber in a separate folder.

4. Now, mount the Petri dish with dissected and adhered egg
chambers on the microscope stage. Check that the egg cham-
bers are properly adhered to the dish (see Note 14).

5. Move the microscope stage in the x–y direction until you find
an egg chamber in the right developmental stage (seeNote 15).
Place the egg chamber in the center of the field of view and
orient it such that the longitudinal axis is along the y-direction,
i.e., perpendicular to the AFM cantilever (see Fig. 2). Mount

AFM cantilever

AFM cantilever

egg chamber,
stage 8

ca
nt

ile
ve

r c
hi

p

measurement
area

B) Top view

A) Side view

egg chamber,
stage 8

dish bottom

cantileverchip

100 µm

Fig. 2 AFM indentation measurement on a Drosophila egg chamber. (a) Sche-
matic side view of the measurement setup (egg chambers are seen from the
poles). (b) Transmitted light image of a top view of the measurement setup with
a triangular MLCT-C cantilever over a stage 8 egg chamber
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the AFM head and lower the cantilever in steps of 100 μm until
approximately 100 μm above the dish surface.

6. Approach the cantilever in the center on the top surface of the
chosen egg chamber. Set the center of the grid position. Start
the force scan such that the 64 force-indentation curves are
recorded on the different grid positions one after another.

7. Take a camera snapshot of the measured egg chamber if
required and name the image file in correspondence to the
force scan file.

8. Now, the next egg chamber can be measured. To that end, lift
the AFM cantilever by 100 μm. If an appropriate egg chamber
is available in the same field of view (or nearby) and in the
correct orientation, then move the stage to center the new egg
chamber in the field of view. Move the cantilever in the x–y
direction above the center of the new egg chamber. Then,
continue from step 6. Otherwise lift the AFM cantilever by
~1.5 mm and unmount the AFM head. Then move to point
5 (see Note 16).

9. We recommend to measure 5–15 egg chambers for each con-
dition under consideration in order to obtain an appropriate
statistic (see Note 17). In case of shallow stiffness changes,
larger egg chamber numbers might be required in order to
obtain statistical significance.

10. To change the dish and move to a second condition, lift the
AFM cantilever ~1.5 mm above the dish bottom and unmount
the AFM head.

3.5 Data Analysis of

AFM Measurements

1. Load the force spectroscopy curves obtained from indentation
of one egg chamber into the AFM analysis software to perform
AFM curve fitting. Possible software choices include
AFM-dedicatedMATLAB routines [17], open-source software
such as AtomicJ [18], or software from commercial AFM
companies.

2. Open the batch of spectroscopy curves for one egg chamber in
the curve-fitting software. For each curve,

(a) Correct the cantilever tip height for cantilever bending.

(b) Find the force baseline.

(c) Fit the contact point of the force-indentation curve.

(d) Fit the force-indentation curve: for a pyramidal indenter
as given for the MLCT-C cantilevers, Hertzian contact
mechanics predicts a force-indentation function FAFM �
E

1�ν2
3 tan α

4 δ2 [19–21], (see Note 18). Here, α is the angle

between the face of the pyramid and its central axis, E is an
effective Young’s modulus of the indented material, and ν
is the Poisson ratio of the indented material, which is
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commonly set to 0.5 for biological samples. To probe the
stiffness of the egg chamber basement membrane, force-
indentation curves should be fitted only up to an indenta-
tion depth of 50 nm. An example fit is presented in Fig. 3.

(e) Output fit parameters into a text file, i.e., apparent
Young’s modulus E and the contact point.

3. Repeat step 2 for batches of force-indentation curves for all
egg chambers.

3.6 Interpretation of

Measured Apparent

Young’s Moduli

AFM indentation experiments commonly use Hertzian contact
mechanics to associate a specific material stiffness (as quantified by
an apparent Young’s modulus E) with measured force-indentation
curves. In the analysis scheme described here (also used in ref.
[1, 11]), a mechanical model is applied, which assumes indentation
into an elastic half space with an indenter of a specific shape (e.g.,
pyramidal, parabolic, or spherical). In essence, this analysis assump-
tion means that the force curves are interpreted as if indentation
had been performed on the surface of a large, thick, isotropic,
uniform, and nonadhesive workpiece (with a significant distance
to the boundaries). Furthermore, incompressibility of the work-
piece material is typically anticipated, i.e., the Poisson ratio ν is set

extension curve
(cantilever is lowered onto the sample)

contact point

retraction curve
(cantilever moves upwards)

Fig. 3 Analysis of force-indentation curves by Hertz model fitting. The measured force is given by the vertical
deflection of the cantilever (y-axis). The indentation depth is read out from the vertical tip position below the
contact point (here at 0 μm, x-axis). The red curve represents fitting of the force-extension curve (bright blue)
with the theoretical force-indentation relationship F AFM δð Þ ¼ E

1�ν2
3 tan α

4 δ2 for a pyramidal indenter [19]. The
force-retraction curve (darker blue) is not fitted due to stronger influence of adhesion effects on this force
curve
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to 0.5. Clearly, the egg chamber does not fulfill all criteria of this
assumption (for instance, the egg chamber is not made of a uniform
material but has several mechanical components such as the outer
basement membrane as well as the cytoskeleton and the cytoplasm
of internal cells). Nevertheless, this simplifying interpretation
scheme is applied and therefore provides a so-called apparent
Young’s modulus of the measured egg chamber.

More complex theoretical studies of indentation into pressur-
ized elastic shells suggest that the force response of shallow shell
indentations can be influenced by several material parameters of the
shell [15, 22]: Young’s modulus and the bending modulus of the
shell, the thickness of the shell, the principal radii of curvature of
the shell, and the hydrostatic pressure excess in the shell (if there is
any). By applying this insight to the shallow indentation of Dro-
sophila egg chambers as described here, we can conclude that the
measured apparent Young’s moduli are likely influenced by the
thickness of the basement membrane, the radii of curvature of the
egg chamber, the bending and Young’s modulus of the basement
membrane material, and the hydrostatic pressure excess inside the
egg chamber.

4 Notes

1. The rim of the used dishes should not be too high since,
otherwise, the AFM cantilever cannot reach the sample.

2. To avoid contaminations, we prepare the culture medium
under a laminar flow hood.

3. For stage 9 egg chambers, an exact pH of the culture medium is
critical [16]. If it exceeds a pH of 7.0, prepare a fresh one.

4. Single-use aliquots can be stored at �20 �C as a stock solution.
Freeze-thaw cycles should be avoided.

5. Make sure that your AFM/light microscope setup is properly
isolated against vibrations present in the room/building. Mea-
surements described here are in the lower force range of AFM
measurements and are vulnerable to disturbances by acoustic
waves or small mechanical vibrations triggered by external
sources such as nearby traffic. Prepare for the measurements
to be carried out in silence.

6. Large microscope fields of view are beneficial for conducting
AFM measurements (e.g., by choice of a low-magnification
objective or a camera with a large chip size). In this manner,
it is easier to locate the cantilever in the field of view. If the
experimentalist is mistaken about the x–y position of the canti-
lever, then accidents with cantilever breakage during the mea-
surement are much more likely.
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7. It is possible to use other AFM cantilevers than the ones
described here. However, much care is needed for the right
choice. The cantilever stiffness needs to be adapted to the force
range acquired during the measurement. This force range
depends on the indenter shape – larger indenters will tend to
give larger forces at a specific indentation depth. As a rule of
thumb, a typical peak force during indentations should be no
lower than ~5% but no larger than ~50% of the maximal force
range for the cantilever under consideration.

Furthermore, the indenter shape influences the functional
shape of the curve fitted to the measured force-indentation
curve. Standard analysis schemes are available for pyramidal,
spherical, and conical indenters.

8. Age and nutrition are critical to ensure proper egg chamber
development. Too old or malnourished flies stall in egg pro-
duction and could show morphological defects [23, 24].

9. Incubation at 25 �C should be preferred for suitable egg pro-
duction; however, an increase to 29 �C like for Gal4/upstream
activation sequence (UAS) temperature-sensitive experiments
will be tolerated. Too high- or low-temperature conditions
may affect fly fitness and fecundity.

10. Correct grasp positions of the forceps are required to success-
fully isolate the intact ovaries. Positions more anterior will end
in a ripping between the thorax and the abdomen and positions
more posterior may damage the ovary.

11. Do not touch the dissected egg chambers of interest. Every
damage could affect the integrity of the follicle cells and the
measurements. If the egg chambers leak yolk, do not use them.
Be sure that the egg chamber is no more covered by the muscle
sheath. An overlying tissue will disturb the measurements.

12. Variation of AFM indentation speed may influence measured
Young’s moduli. It may seem attractive to increase indentation
speed in order to perform measurements more quickly. How-
ever, in this case, AFM forces will be influenced to a larger
extent by the excitation of viscous flows during AFM indenta-
tion. These may be (1) viscous flows inside the medium sur-
rounding the moving cantilever or (2) flows inside the viscous
cytoplasm. In particular, the former does not provide any
meaningful force contribution to the measurement, and
respective force contributions should be avoided. The current
choice of AFM indentation speed is a good compromise
between the speed of measurement and avoidance of viscous
contributions during AFM measurements. Furthermore, it is a
standard speed value in the field.

13. Indenting up to a higher peak force is an option and increases
the accessible force-indentation range for analysis. For analysis
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up to 50 nm indentation, this increase is, however, not
required. A peak force increase might call for an accompanying
increase of the z-length of the AFM indentation depending on
the stiffness of the sample.

14. Proper adhesion of the egg chambers to the dish bottom is
crucial for the measurements. If the egg chambers are only
loosely attached or not attached at all, then this will influence
measured Young’s moduli. In particular, failure in adhesion
will yield modulus values that are smaller than values from
measurements on the adhered egg chambers. To avoid
corresponding artifacts in the measurement results, test
whether the egg chambers are properly adhered prior to the
measurement. To this end, gently (!!) agitate the microscope
mechanically when the dish is mounted (ideally, without the
AFM head mounted). The liquid in the dish will start to move
gently in response. Egg chambers that are not attached prop-
erly will be seen to move with the liquid when monitored by
the ocular or by the camera.

15. Detailed protocols of how to identify the distinct stages of egg
chamber development with or without fluorescent markers
have been previously published [25, 26].

16. After finishing the AFM measurement on one egg chamber,
you may want to change the field of view to measure another
egg chamber. If this second egg chamber is further apart than
the extension of your field of view, or if the egg chamber does
not have the proper orientation with respect to the AFM
cantilever (the longitudinal axis of the egg chamber is perpen-
dicular to the longitudinal axis of the AFM cantilever), then lift
your AFM cantilever ~1.5 mm away from the dish bottom and
unmount the AFM head. Only after this, change the field of
view of the dish and/or turn the dish to achieve proper egg
orientation. Then, the AFM head can be mounted again, and
the cantilever can be lowered and approached on the sample.
Why is this necessary? Moving the stage excessively with the
AFM head mounted may lead to driving the cantilever holder
into the rim of the dish. This may (1) displace your cantilever
and thereby ruin your cantilever calibration or (2) immediately
break the cantilever. Furthermore, dish rotation is not possible
without AFM unmounting.

17. We suggest to compare stiffnesses of the egg chambers under
different conditions on one and the same day of measurement
using the same cantilever and the same calibration of this
cantilever. What are the reasons for this? AFM cantilevers of a
specific kind are subject to a certain degree of variability even
within one batch of fabrication. This concerns the tip curvature
and tip height as well as cantilever stiffness. Furthermore,
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cantilever stiffness determined by thermal calibration is accu-
rate in a range of approximately 10% [27] and may vary from
one calibration to the other. These effects may introduce sys-
tematic changes of measured Young’s moduli from one mea-
surement day to the other even in the absence of actual stiffness
changes. If not enough data for a satisfactory statistic can be
produced on one day, then the measurement needs to be
repeated on forthcoming days, and data from different days
can then be pooled later. If this pooling option is chosen, the
egg chambers from each condition should be measured at
approximately the same number on each measurement day to
not introduce biases. Moreover, the order of conditions during
the measurement should be permuted at different measure-
ment days to avoid possible effects of sample waiting times.

18. For some cantilevers only the angle β between the outer edge
of the pyramid and the central axis is given by the manufac-
turer. In this case, the alternative formula FAFM � E

1�ν2
3 tan β
4√2

δ2

for the force-indentation curve can be used.
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Chapter 16

Cultivation and Live Imaging of Drosophila Imaginal Discs

Natalie A. Dye

Abstract

In this chapter, I present a method for the ex vivo cultivation and live imaging of Drosophila imaginal disc
explants using low concentrations of the steroid hormone 20-hydroxyecdysone (20E). This method has
been optimized for analyzing cellular dynamics during wing disc growth and leverages recent insights from
in vivo experiments demonstrating that 20E is required for growth and patterning of the imaginal tissues.
Using this protocol, we directly observe wing disc proliferation at a rapid rate for at least 13 h during live
imaging. The orientation of tissue growth is also consistent with that inferred from indirect in vivo
techniques. Thus, this method provides an improved way of studying dynamic cellular processes and tissue
movements during imaginal disc development. I first describe the preparation of the growth medium and
the dissection, and then I include a protocol for mounting and live imaging of the explants.

Key words Drosophila, Explant, Culture, Ecdysone, Growth, Eversion, Live imaging, Dynamics,
Wing disc

1 Introduction

Drosophila imaginal discs have proven to be excellent model sys-
tems for studying many aspects of animal tissue development and
cell biology [1]. These tissues are flat epithelial sacs that grow
during larval stages of a fly’s life cycle before undergoing complex
morphogenesis during pupal stages to eventually generate most of
the adult tissues of the animal. By the third instar, the imaginal discs
are large enough to visualize with a stereomicroscope and can be
dissected away from the rest of the animal by carefully severing only
one or two thin attachments to their surroundings. Most often, the
tissues are then fixed and analyzed with immunofluorescence, as
staining patterns are easy to visualize in this relatively simple, flat
geometry and many genetic perturbations are available. Keeping
the dissected tissues alive in ex vivo culture, however, is required for
studying dynamic processes at high spatial and temporal resolution
as well as for making perturbations with physical and pharmacolog-
ical methods. In this case, care must be taken to ensure that the
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culture conditions replicate the in vivo environment as much as
possible, including important signals that imaginal discs get from
elsewhere in the animal.

One circulating signal that is critically important for many
aspects of fly development is the steroid hormone ecdysone,
which is produced in the prothoracic gland and then converted
into its active form, 20-hydroxyecdysone (20E), by distal tissues. A
large peak in the circulating levels of ecdysone triggers pupariation
at the end of the third instar. Early work has shown that the
addition of 20E to a culture medium could support ex vivo eversion
morphogenesis and cuticular differentiation of the wing and leg
imaginal discs [2–4]. More recently, it has become clear that 20E
signaling is also required in vivo throughout the larval stages to
support the morphogen signaling systems that pattern gene expres-
sion in the wing disc [5, 6] and allow morphogenetic furrow
progression in the eye disc [7, 8]. Furthermore, it was shown that
the addition of relatively low concentrations of 20E to a culture
medium can support wing disc proliferation for up to 24 h ex vivo
[5]. In summary, 20E acts directly on imaginal discs, both in vivo
and ex vivo, to promote their growth, development, and
morphogenesis.

The method presented here was developed to enable quantifi-
cation of the cellular dynamics underlying the oriented tissue
growth of the wing disc using live imaging at fairly high spatial
and temporal resolution [5, 9]. For this purpose, it is important
to maintain proliferation for as long as possible, while preserving
the patterning systems that are known to be required for the proper
amount and orientation of growth. Thus, it is important to include
low levels of 20E in the culture medium. Insulin, a well-conserved
anabolic growth hormone that is often added to a culture medium
[10–13], is not absolutely necessary for ex vivo proliferation when
low concentrations of 20E are supplied [5]. In fact, 20E can sup-
port more proliferation in ex vivo culture than insulin [5]. Although
the imaginal discs are exposed in vivo to circulating Drosophila
insulin-like peptides under fed conditions, they also continue pro-
liferating at least partially during periods of starvation, a phenome-
non called “sparing” [14, 15]. Whereas loss of 20E signaling in vivo
causes patterning defects [5, 6], loss of insulin signaling causes
reduced but generally well-proportioned growth [16], suggesting
a limited requirement for insulin for wing growth orientation. For
reasons that are not yet clear, extended proliferation in culture does
not occur when adding both insulin and 20E together [5, 13], and
therefore I recommend using 20E alone. The conditions
described here may more accurately reflect a “starved” disc but
otherwise recapitulate the conditions required for proper growth
orientation. Thus, the method is well suited to studies of morpho-
genesis and less useful for studying processes that may be heavily
insulin-dependent.
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For long-term live imaging, I describe a gentle immobilization
technique to reduce drift of the sample during the experiment. This
technique involves laying a porous filter over the discs, using a
double-sided tape as a convenient spacer to hold the filter in
place. The spacer is slightly thicker than the discs to avoid compres-
sion, and the filter reduces medium flows enough to keep the discs
in place during transport, microscope setup, and imaging. This
setup has the added benefit of allowing medium exchange. In
addition, all steps of a standard immunofluorescence protocol
with paraformaldehyde fixation can be performed with the discs
mounted under the filter, and subsequent imaging can then be
done in the same dish (as done in ref. 9). Thus, this method has
some added benefits compared to others that have been presented
in the literature (see Note 1). It is of course possible to culture the
discs off the microscope if live imaging is not required.

With this method, it is possible to directly observe proliferation
occurring at a rapid rate in mid-third instar wing discs for up to
~13 h of live imaging [5]. Growth orientation measured directly as
the sum of cellular behaviors observed during live imaging is
entirely consistent with indirect methods for tracking growth and
cell division in vivo [17–22]. Thus, ex vivo culture in 20E can be
used to visualize and quantify cellular dynamics – such as divisions,
rearrangements, shape changes, and deaths – which are otherwise
impossible to fully capture in live animals, even with newer
methods [22].

After the original report describing the cell dynamics underly-
ing tissue growth orientation in wild-type wing discs [5], the
method was successfully used to study the dynamics of fold forma-
tion in very early third instar wing discs [23], the effect of particular
genetic mutations on wing growth [24, 25], and the spatial pat-
terns of ATP concentration upon pharmacological inhibition in late
third instar wing discs [26]. In addition, by increasing the concen-
tration of 20E, I have had success using the same setup to study
imaginal wing and leg eversion, a process whereby the tissues
unfold and change shape, removing the peripodial membrane and
exposing the apical surface of the disc proper epithelium to the
outside. I am optimistic that it can be used to study other imaginal
discs, as I have unpublished data indicating that proliferation,
morphogenetic furrow progression, and ommatidial rotation
occur in cultured mid-third instar eye discs. Thus, the method
described here is a useful new tool for studying dynamic cell
biological and morphogenetic processes, further enhancing the
power of these classic genetically tractable model tissues.

Nonetheless, ex vivo methods always have limits. Proliferation
in the described growth medium does not continue indefinitely,
even when starting with very young discs, and the reasons why they
stop dividing are not yet understood. Using mid-third instar larvae,
we never observed a cell divide more than once. This result is not
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unexpected, given estimates of the cell cycle duration from indirect
methods in well-fed animals [17, 22, 27, 28]. However, it does
prevent very long-term analysis of lineage, for example. It must also
be noted that this method has not been used to study regenerative
growth, although I have occasionally observed some minor wound
healing during imaging. I expect that the ex vivo requirements for
regenerative growth are actually quite different, as injured discs
in vivo secrete a signal, Dilp8, which inhibits ecdysone production
[29, 30]. Thus, there is still room for future improvement of ex vivo
culture methods. Nevertheless, ex vivo culture should be viewed as
a powerful tool, enabling certain types of experiments that are
impossible to perform in vivo, either due to physical inaccessibility
or complex interactions that are difficult to precisely manipulate
genetically.

Here, I present this improved method for imaginal disc cultiva-
tion and imaging, which incorporates the knowledge that 20E is
required in vivo for proper growth and development. I first describe
the preparation of the medium and the sample. For completeness, I
include a description of the dissection protocol for the wing disc, as
this disc has been used most often with this method. However,
other methods of dissection can be used if preferred, particularly if
this method is used to study different discs such as the eye. Lastly, I
describe the method of sample mounting and provide guidelines
for live imaging.

2 Materials

Prepare and store all reagents/materials at room temperature,
unless otherwise indicated. Use gloves to protect the sample.

2.1 Culture Medium 1. 0.5 M Bis-Tris stock solution, pH 6.8.

2. Bottle vacuum filters with a hole size of 0.2 μm.

3. Modified Grace’s insect medium from Sigma (Table 1 for
composition; see Notes 2 and 3). Add the premixed powder
to ~800 mL of deionized water in a large beaker by stirring
continuously and, then, rinse the bottle with more water to
remove all the powder and add this to the beaker. Adjust the
pH to 6.6–6.7 with sodium hydroxide, first with 10 N and then
with 1 N as you near the target pH. Be very careful as you
approach the target pH, as an extremely high pH will cause
precipitants to form and the solution to become cloudy. Add
NaOH dropwise while stirring the solution. Add 10 mL of
0.5 M Bis-Tris stock solution and, then, bring the total volume
to 1 L with deionized water. Notice that we do not add sodium
bicarbonate. Sterilize the filter and store at 4 �C for up to
1 month (see Note 2).
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Table 1
Composition of Grace’s Insect medium from Sigma

Component g L�1

Inorganic salts

CaCl2 (anhydrous) 1

MgCl2 (anhydrous) 1.068189

MgSO4 (anhydrous) 1.357858

KCl 2.24

NaH2PO4 0.876923

Amino acids

β-Alanine 0.2

L-Alanine 0.225

L-Arginine–HCl 0.7

L-Asparagine 0.35

L-Aspartic acid 0.35

L-Cystine–HCl 0.025

L-Glutamic acid 0.6

L-Glutamine 0.6

Glycine 0.65

L-Histidine 2.5

L-Isoleucine 0.05

L-Leucine 0.075

L-Lysine–HCl 0.625

L-Methionine 0.05

L-Phenylalanine 0.15

L-Proline 0.35

L-Serine 0.55

L-Threonine 0.175

L-Tryptophan 0.1

L-Tyrosine–2Na 0.07202

L-Valine 0.1

Vitamins and others

D-Biotin 0.00001

Choline chloride 0.0002

(continued)
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4. 20-Hydroxyecdysone (20E) stock solution: Dissolve 20E pow-
der in ethanol to make a 2 mM stock solution. Make a 1000�
working stock solution of 20uM by diluting the 2 mM stock 1:
100 in ethanol. Do not aliquot, as ethanol can easily evaporate
at low volumes. Store both in tightly sealed containers at
�20 �C.

5. GFBE (Grace’s medium, FBS, 20E): Modified Grace’s insect
medium, 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS, see Note 4), 20 nM
20-hydroxyecdysone (see Note 5), and 1� penicillin–strepto-
mycin solution for cell culture (100 U penicillin and
0.1 mg mL�1 streptomycin at final concentration). Prepare
just before use and bring to 25 �C.

2.2 Imaginal Disc

Dissection

1. Drosophila larvae with the genotype of interest. For live imag-
ing, a suitable fluorescent marker is required. For marking the
apical junctional network, E-cadherin–green fluorescent pro-
tein (GFP) recombined into its native locus is excellent [5, 31,
32].

2. 70% ethanol (v/v).

Table 1
(continued)

Component g L�1

Folic acid 0.00002

Myo-inositol 0.00002

Niacin 0.00002

D-Pantothenic acid–1/2 Ca 0.00002

p-Aminobenzoic acid 0.00002

Pyridoxine–HCl 0.00002

Riboflavin 0.00002

Thiamine 0.00002

Dextrose anhydrous 0.7

D-(-)-Fructose 0.4

Fumaric acid 0.055

α-Ketoglutaric acid 0.37

L-(-)-Malic acid 0.67

Succinic acid, free acid 0.06

Sucrose 26.68
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3. Glass staining blocks for dissecting and culturing discs off the
microscope. We use staining blocks made of clear glass molded
with a semicircular depression of 32 mm in diameter. Rinse first
with 70% ethanol, followed by sterile water.

4. Two fine dissection forceps: Dumont #55 or similar, rinsed
before use with 70% ethanol, water, and medium.

5. Small paintbrush (for handling the larvae).

6. Razor blade.

2.3 Mounting for Live

Imaging

1. Uncoated glass-bottom 35 mm culture dishes. We typically use
dishes with a 20 mm opening so that there is plenty of room to
add the double-sided tape and filter for imaging several discs,
but smaller openings are also fine, depending on the size of
your hole puncher.

2. Porous filter for immobilization: Whatman cyclopore polycar-
bonate membranes with a hole diameter of 5–8 μm.

3. Good-quality hole puncher. The device should cleanly cut the
edges without too many ripples, which can cause variations in
the sandwich thickness or allow bubbles to form. The diameter
of the hole can be anywhere from 2 to 6 mm, depending on
how many discs you need to image in the same chamber.

4. Photo-quality (acid-free) double-sided tape: Tesa 5338 Dop-
pelband Fotostrip (�100 μm thick).

5. Scissors.

3 Methods

Carry out all procedures at room temperature, unless otherwise
indicated.

3.1 Preparation of

the Larvae for

Dissection

1. Remove Drosophila third instar larvae (see Note 6) from their
food vial with a paintbrush and transfer them to a glass staining
block containing ~1 mL of water. Transfer up to ~15–20 larvae
per dissecting dish (see Note 7).

2. Stir the larvae with the paintbrush, trying to remove as much
food as possible from the body wall.

3. Rinse the larvae by removing the water and food from the glass
block and by adding another 1–2 mL of water. This step can be
done with a transfer pipette or a p1000. Repeat as needed until
all the food is visibly gone.

4. (Optional, see Note 8): Surface-sterilize the larvae by rinsing
with 70% ethanol briefly, followed again by sterile water.

5. Remove the water and replace with the GFBE medium (see
Note 9).
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3.2 Dissection 1. Using forceps with hand 1 (see Note 10), grab a larva at its
midsection (roughly a third of the way from its anterior end)
and fully close the forceps firmly (see Fig. 1, steps 1 and 2).

2. Using hand 2 with another set of forceps, slice off the posterior
end of the larva while keeping hand 1 firmly holding the larva
(see Fig. 1, step 3).

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

Fig. 1 Dissection of wing imaginal discs. Shown here are the steps of the wing disc dissection described in the
text. In this series, the dissection was done by a right-handed person. The right hand grabs the larva (1–2),
while the left hand bisects it (3). The right hand then gently inverts the larva over the tip of the forceps in the
left hand (4–5). Finally, the wing discs are severed from the larva carefully with the right hand (6). Wing discs
are pointed out in 5–6 by the yellow arrows
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3. Remove the posterior part (using hand 2) from the
dissecting well.

4. With hand 2, use the forceps to firmly grab the larva’s mouth
and do not let go (see Fig. 1, step 4).

5. Release hand 1, causing some of the larva’s interior to expel.
You can gently remove the pieces of gut and fat body if you
wish but be careful not to stretch and pull too much to avoid
damaging the imaginal discs.

6. Invert the remaining anterior end of the larva by gently rolling
back the larval epidermis onto the forceps in hand 2, which are
still firmly holding the mouth (keep forceps in hand 2 closed
throughout) (see Fig. 1, step 5).

7. Locate the discs and gently move the forceps from around the
perimeter of the discs to loosen it from the rest of the animal.

8. Separate the discs from the rest of the body wall by clipping
them as far up the stalk region as possible, aiming for the least
amount of physical disturbance and touching as possible (see
Fig. 1, step 6). Take special care not to pull, pierce, or tear the
discs with the forceps. It is not necessary to remove all traces of
the trachea.

9. Prepare a pipette tip for disc transfer: cut off the end of a p100
or p200 pipette tip with the razor blade and block the surface
by pipetting up and down a few times with FBS so that the discs
do not stick to the walls of the pipette tip when you
transfer them.

10. Using this blocked pipette tip, transfer the imaginal discs in a
volume of ~20 μl to a clean glass block containing ~1 mL of the
GFBE medium to rinse the discs.

11. Continue dissecting all the larvae and collecting the discs in the
clean glass block (see Note 11).

12. Wash the discs by rinsing with another 1 mL of the medium.

3.3 Disc Culture

Without Imaging

1. If the discs are meant to be cultured off the microscope, replace
the medium with 0.5 mL fresh GFBE medium.

2. Place the glass block in a humidified chamber. The humidified
chamber can be a simple covered Petri dish with wet paper
towels lining the edges to prevent medium evaporation.

3. Place the humidified chamber in a 25 �C incubator for culture
(see Note 12).

4. Remove the discs at the time point of interest and process as
needed, depending on the experiment (e.g., immunofluores-
cence or RNA/protein analysis).
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3.4 Preparation of

the Live Imaging

Chamber

1. (See Notes 13 and 14) Cut a strip of the double-sided tape,
leaving the protective cover on one side (see Fig. 2a, step 1).

2. Punch a hole in the tape with the hole puncher (see Fig. 2a, step
1).

3. Trim the tape around the punched hole to generate a piece that
can fit within the inner diameter of the exposed cover glass in
the glass-bottom dish (see Fig. 2a, steps 1 and 2).

4. Adhere the hole-punched tape to the cover glass using the
exposed sticky side, leaving the protective coating on the
other side (see Fig. 2a, step 3).

5. Make sure that the exposed glass under the hole in the center of
the tape is completely free of the tape glue. If not, it is best to
start over.

6. With a blunt tool, such as the blunt end of the razor blade or
forceps, press on the back of the tape to firmly adhere it to the
glass, focusing especially on the edges of the cut hole so that it
is nicely flush against the surface of the glass.

7. Remove the protective covering on the tape to expose the
second sticky side (see Fig. 2a, step 4).

8. Trim a piece of the porous filter to roughly match the size of
the tape spacer in the dish and set it aside until you are ready for
mounting the discs (see Fig. 2a, step 1).

3.5 Mounting of the

Discs in the Live

Imaging Chamber

1. Transfer the discs to the center of the hole in the tape using the
blocked pipette tip in a volume of ~20 μL (see Note 15) (see
Fig. 2b, steps 1 and 2).

2. With the pipette tip, gently move the medium around to cover
the entire surface enclosed by the hole with the medium. Make
sure that you do not touch the tape or make the tape wet, or
else it will not stick well to the filter. The medium will make a
rounded top (see Fig. 2b, step 3).

3. Remove ~15 μL of the medium so that the discs are closer to
the surface of the glass.

4. Examine the discs under the dissecting microscope and arrange
them so that the surface of interest (usually the apical side) is
facing down, closest to the glass and the objective.

5. Spread out the discs so that they are not too close together to
prevent them from overlapping one another after the filter is
added.

6. Acting quickly, carefully remove most of the remaining liquid
surrounding the discs (all but a couple of microliters). Then,
gently cover them with the filter by first separating the filter
from its protective blue cover and then dropping it gently onto
the tape, centered on the discs (shiny side down, toward the
tape) (see Note 16) (see Fig. 2a, step 5; Fig. 2b, step 4).
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3.

5.

1. 2.

4. 

1. 2.

3. 4.

a

b

Fig. 2 Assembly of the live imaging chamber and mounting of the discs. Shown here is the assembly and
mounting of the discs for live imaging (a), with a close-up view of the addition of the sample to the dish in (b).
(a) The materials needed include a glass-bottom dish, a double-sided Tesa tape, and a Whatman cyclopore
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7. As soon as you add the filter, press hard on the filter with the
blunt end of the razor blade or forceps where it overlaps with
the tape to seal the filter firmly to the sticky tape spacer (see
Note 17).

8. Fill the dish with the GFBE medium to sufficiently cover the
discs and filter (1–2 mL).

3.6 Live Imaging 1. Preset the microscope stage to 25 �C.

2. Put the live chamber containing the discs on the microscope
and bring the discs into focus.

3. Inspect the discs under high magnification, looking for evi-
dence of damage, adherence, or compression (see Note 18).
If found, do not image those discs.

4. Perform time-lapse live imaging as required for the experiment.
Most applications will require a spinning disc microscope to
image fast enough and expose less light intensity to the sample
overall. Take care to minimize light exposure, ideally with a
laser power of <0.1 mW (see Notes 19 and 20).

5. (Optionally): Fix the tissues with 4% paraformaldehyde and
perform immunofluorescence according to the standard pro-
tocols, keeping the discs immobilized under the filter until
ready for imaging.

4 Notes

1. This filter method is similar to that presented in Zartman et al.
[10, 33]. Aldaz et al. use methylcellulose to create a very
viscous medium that impedes disc movement [4]. I found
this to be suboptimal, as it can be difficult to optimally position
the wing discs. In order to perform high-resolution imaging,
the discs need to be flat, with their apical side down, and very
close to the glass coverslip. Dragging them through the viscous
methylcellulose medium to position them in this manner is
time consuming and often mechanically disruptive for the
discs. Thus, I did not achieve good results with this method.

�

Fig. 2 (continued) filter (1–2). The tape and filter are trimmed to fit inside the dish on the cover glass, and a
hole is cut in the tape (1). The tape is attached to the dish on the cover glass (3), and the yellow protective
coating is removed (4). The samples are added, followed by the filter (without the blue protective coating). To
the right of (5) is a cartoon depiction of the setup, with the spacer in orange, the wing disc (apical side down) in
blue, the filter in green, the cover glass in dark gray, and the medium in light gray. (b) The discs are added with
the blocked pipette (1–2), and the medium is moved around to cover the hole in the tape spacer (3). The
excess liquid is removed, and the samples are covered with the filter (4). The whole dish is then filled with the
medium
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Furthermore, this method does not allow for immunofluores-
cence post imaging or for medium exchange and rapid phar-
macological perturbations. Poly-L-lysine (PLL)-coated glass
works to immobilize the discs for short times. It is again
sometimes difficult to position the discs optimally with PLL,
however, as they tend to stick as soon as they touch the surface
and repositioning them is tricky. Tsao et al. imbedded the discs
in 0.75% agarose [12]. Such a method may work well for the
eye disc, which was their primary goal, but it is less optimal for
the wing disc, as it is likely to impose a mechanical barrier to
growth.

2. Be aware that the “Grace’s Insect medium” is sold by different
companies with slightly different compositions. The medium
composition that we have tested comes from Sigma and is listed
in Table 1, according to their product information sheet. When
correctly prepared, the solution will be clear and colorless or
very light yellow. Discard if the solution becomes visibly yellow
or cloudy. Do not freeze. Although it may be tempting to
subdivide the prepared powder mix to make <1 L at a time,
this practice is not recommended as it can result in extremely
variable and unpredictable medium compositions, with highly
detrimental effects on disc growth and viability.

3. The wing disc shrinks and curls slightly in every culture
medium that we have tried (including Schneider’s, Shields
and Sang, and Grace’s), independent of hormonal composi-
tion. Grace’s is the least dramatic, and that is why it was
selected. Nonetheless, even in the GFBE medium, there is a
consistent shrinkage that is measurable in the apical cell area
during the first ~2 h of culture [5]. We call this the “adaption
phase.” Thereafter, size stabilizes and then grows in GFBE. It is
always recommended to dissect in a full medium, rather than in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), even if culture times are kept
short, in order to minimize any disruptions due to changes in
the medium’s environment.

4. Other groups have reported adding a fly extract to a growth
medium (an aqueous extract of homogenized adult female
flies) rather than FBS [10–12]. We have found the fly extract
to be far less optimal for growth and much more variable.

5. Our original report [5], as well as others that have come later
[9, 23, 25], uses 20 nM 20E for live imaging of proliferation in
wing discs younger than ~100 h after egg laying (AEL). Zhou
et al. [24], however, thought they could see premature eversion
of older discs with 20 nM 20E (personal communication) and
used instead 10 nM 20E to visualize cell divisions during live
imaging. To induce eversion morphogenesis of late third instar
wing and leg discs, I have had consistent results using 400 nM
20E (added from the 2 mM stock solution).
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6. Younger larvae that are still in the food can be easily isolated by
floating them up in 30% sucrose or 30% glycerol. Add this
solution to the food vial (breaking up the food with a transfer
pipette) or to the glass block and wait a minute or two for the
food to sink (the larvae will float). Wash the larvae thereafter in
water.

7. You can dissect one animal at a time while all the larvae share
the same well. Alternatively, you can move a single larva to a
separate well for dissection so that it is alone in the dissecting
well and you are not disturbed by other larvae in the dish. It
depends purely on your preference and how proficient you are
at dissecting live animals. The larvae should not spend more
than ~15 min in the dish.

8. Long-term disc culture is prone to microbial contamination,
even with antibiotics added to the medium. A brief surface
sterilization with 70% ethanol helps alleviates this problem,
particularly for yeast contamination likely originating from
the food. This step was used in our original report without
visible disruption to wing disc proliferation [5]. However, sub-
sequently, our group noticed that this rinse causes mitochon-
drial fragmentation, even when extremely brief. Thus, for
short-term cultures or experiments investigating metabolism
in the discs, this step should be omitted, and extra care should
be taken to dissect and handle the discs with sterile techniques.

9. Many people chill the larvae by placing them on ice for some
time before dissection. This immobilizes the larvae and makes
them easier to dissect. Here, however, we want to perturb the
imaginal discs as little as possible to prevent any growth delay or
defect. Thus, we dissect them live, at room temperature.

10. I describe the dissection protocol with “hand 1” and “hand 2,”
as people can have different dominant hands. If you are right-
handed, hand 1 is your right and hand 2 is your left. In this way,
you will be using your dominant hand for the delicate work of
removing the discs from the body wall.

11. Keep in mind that the more larvae you dissect, the longer the
discs will be waiting in the culture medium. Keep track of how
long it takes to dissect all the larvae so that the variation around
the “time 0 h” start of culture is known.

12. In our original report [5], we replaced the culture medium
every 2–8 h when growing off the microscope and circulated
fresh medium during the course of the live imaging. We did
this to ensure that the medium was not being depleted of any
nutrients or that there was no toxic component accumulating.
Nonetheless, we have subsequently performed live imaging
experiments without circulating the medium, and we did not
see dramatic differences [9]. Thus, medium circulation may
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not be necessary. Interestingly, Strassburger and Lorbeer et al.
report that wing discs can become hypoxic within 3 h of culture
and arrest growth when the medium is not mixed [13]. Their
base medium was different from ours, however, and they did
not include a serum supplement. Our transcriptomic data on
discs cultured in GFBE do not suggest that they become
hypoxic [5].

13. Preparation of the live chambers can and should be done ahead
of time to reduce the time that the discs are sitting in culture
waiting to be mounted. Use gloves whenever handling any of
the parts to prevent contamination.

14. Typically, one layer of tape is sufficient, but if you are imaging
larger discs (for example, for eversion) and want less chance of
the discs being compressed, you can make a double layer. Cut
two pieces of the tape and adhere them together with their
exposed sticky sides. Then, punch a hole, trim to fit in the dish,
remove one side of the protective covering, and adhere it to the
dish, just as described for the single layer in steps 2–7.

15. The volumes needed will depend on the size of the punched
hole in the tape spacer as well as the thickness of the tape spacer
(whether you have a single layer of tape or double). Here, we
report volumes for a 6 mm hole with a single layer of a sticky
tape spacer. Likewise, the number of discs you can add depends
on the size of the hole. For a 6 mm hole, do not add more than
10–12 discs; otherwise, they may be too close to one another
or may overlap one another once the filter is added.

16. This step is a little tricky and requires some practice. Aim for
leaving a visible thin layer of the medium. The discs should not
move if you move the surface of the liquid using forceps or a
pipette, but there should still be some liquid. If you remove too
much of the medium before adding the filter, you risk the discs
drying out or being compressed too much by the filter. If you
remove too little of the medium, however, the filter may
become wet and not properly seal to the tape, causing the
discs to drift during imaging. Removing too much or too little
of the medium can also cause air bubbles to form when adding
the filter. Note, however, that the filter does not need to be
exactly aligned to the tape spacer when you place it – it just
needs to cover the hole containing the discs. For example,
notice that the filter is not exactly aligned to the tape in
Fig. 2a, step 5. That is fine, as it still covers the entire hole.

17. If you accidentally fold the filter while adhering it to the tape, it
is best to start over, since the ripples will cause the discs to drift
during imaging. If you only have a few air bubbles at the
interface between the filter and the tape, it is usually not a
problem.
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18. Damage can be a hole or a tear in the tissue from dissection.
Compression of or adherence to the filter can sometimes be
seen when the discs are observed with transmitted light, where
the discs look stretched between the holes of the filter or the
thickness of the disc is considerably less than it should be
(normally ~30–50 μm, depending on the age of the disc).
Excessive compression of the discs can cause cell death and
cell division arrest in the wing disc and arrest of the morpho-
genetic furrow progression in the eye disc. Sometimes, how-
ever, these defects are only apparent after projection and
analysis of the time-lapse movie.

19. Light exposure is an extremely important consideration
[34]. Most often, when live imaging experiments do not pro-
duce good results, it is because the discs received too much
light. Spinning disc microscopes are much preferred over tra-
ditional point scanning confocals, but even then, care must be
taken. To determine whether light damage is producing sub-
optimal results, one can either compare drastically different
frame rates or even prepare two samples, with one being
imaged and the other kept off the microscope.

20. As a reference, our long-term live imaging of wing disc cell
dynamics during growth was performed using Z-stacks of
65–85 frames captured with a 350 ms exposure time every
5 min for ~13 h, using a laser power of 0.04–0.05 mW
[5]. We also tiled 2 � 2 across the wing disc to make sure
that the disc was captured in the field of view even if there were
any drifts or movements.
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Chapter 17

Sample Preparation and Imaging of the Pupal Drosophila
Abdominal Epidermis

Daiki Umetsu

Abstract

The epithelium is one of the best studied tissues for morphogenesis, pattern formation, cell polarity, cell
division, cell competition, tumorigenesis, and metastatic behaviors. However, it has been challenging to
analyze real-time cell interactions or cell dynamics within the epithelia under physiological conditions. The
Drosophila pupal abdominal epidermis is a model system that allows to combine long-term real-time
imaging under physiological conditions with the use of powerful Drosophila genetics tools. The abdominal
epidermis displays a wide range of stereotypical characteristics of the epithelia and cellular behaviors
including cell division, cell death, cell rearrangement, apical constriction, and apicobasal/planar polarity,
making this tissue a first choice for the study of epithelial morphogenesis and relevant phenomena. In this
chapter, I describe the staging and mounting of pupae and the live imaging of the abdominal epidermis.
Moreover, methods to combine live imaging with mosaic analysis or drug injection will be presented. The
long-term live imaging of the pupal abdominal epidermis is straightforward and opens up the possibility to
analyze cell dynamics during epithelial morphogenesis at an unprecedented resolution.

Key words Live imaging, Epithelium, Tissue remodeling, Histoblasts, Proliferation, Apoptosis

1 Introduction

The epidermis of the Drosophila pupal abdomen is emerging as an
excellent model to study the various aspects of epithelial tissue
morphogenesis at both the cellular and the tissue-wide scales. The
adult epidermis of the abdomen is derived from imaginal cells called
histoblasts, which are born during embryogenesis, being mitoti-
cally quiescent until the onset of the pupal stage [1]. Histoblasts
form discrete cell groups, called histoblast nests, which are embed-
ded in the larval epidermal tissue during development [2, 3] (see
Fig. 1). Meanwhile, larval epidermal cells (LECs) cover the
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epidermis of the larval abdomen [2, 3]. As the histoblast nests
expand, driven by both vigorous cell proliferation and migration,
the surrounding LECs are removed from the epithelium by apo-
ptosis and extrusion [2, 4]. This tissue remodeling is a rapid pro-
cess, taking only 20 h from the onset of the histoblast proliferation
to the complete removal of LECs [2, 5].

Since cellular events such as cell proliferation and cell death can
be easily monitored in histoblast nests (see Fig. 1), live imaging
makes this tissue a very powerful system to study basic cellular
activities and tissue-scale morphogenesis. Unlike most of the
other live imaging systems, this tissue does not need any cultivation
buffers. The live imaging of this tissue can be performed for 24 h
and potentially more. The pupa hatch after imaging without any
problem in their morphology or health states. Studies of abdominal
epidermis development have revealed an intriguing coordination
between histoblasts and LECs. The proliferation of histoblasts and
the removal of LECs are tightly coupled. When the apoptosis of

Fig. 1 Abdominal epidermis in the Drosophila pupa. (a) Proliferating histoblasts. Anterior and posterior dorsal
histoblast nests are shown. Smaller cells in the center are histoblasts, and the surrounding larger cells are
larval epidermal cells (LECs). Times indicated at the upper right corner represent the time to the fusion of the
anterior and posterior dorsal histoblast nests. Cells are visualized with the E-cadherin::green fluorescent
protein (GFP) knock-in [27]. (b) Illustration of the pupa around the time of the anterior and posterior dorsal
histoblast nest fusion. Histoblast nests are diploid cells like the cells consisting of other body parts at this
stage. They are highlighted in brown. LECs are polypoloid cells and shown in beige. Anterior is to left, dorsal is
up in all panels
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LECs is prevented by overexpressing p35, which is a baculoviral
protein that inhibits caspases, the cell growth of histoblasts is non-
autonomously reduced and a frequent histoblast delamination is
induced [6, 7]. On the other hand, when the proliferation of
histoblasts is blocked by genetic means or an optical method, the
extrusion of LECs is nonautonomously suppressed [7, 8]. This
tight coordination would guarantee the preservation of tissue
integrity in accidental situations. Although the detailed mechan-
isms which coordinate histoblast proliferation and LEC elimination
are yet to be revealed, it is believed to occur through both mechan-
ical and chemical interactions.

Cell sorting is another interesting process that benefits from
the study in histoblasts [9, 10]. The dorsal part of the abdominal
segments is derived from anterior and posterior dorsal histoblast
nests (see Fig. 1b). Cells from these nests are not intermingled and
maintain a sharp boundary between them, establishing anterior and
posterior compartments. The establishment of straight boundaries
is commonly found in many other tissues and is important for tissue
patterning since compartment boundaries act as a signaling center
[11–13]. The apoptosis and extrusion process of LECs have also
been studied. Image analysis is relatively easy for LECs since they
are gigantic (up to 70 micrometers in diameter). For example, the
extrusion process has been extensively studied by quantitatively
measuring area reduction [5, 14]. LECs also display an intriguing
migratory behavior, which is planar oriented [3, 15].

The combination of live imaging and Drosophila genetics ren-
ders the tissue an even more attractive system for wider applica-
tions. Powerful Drosophila genetics such as mosaic clone analysis
has been used in the studies of this tissue [16–20]. The molecular
mechanisms that regulate planar cell polarity [17, 19], patterning
[18], coordination of cell cycle progression and cell growth [4],
uniform cell alignments [21], and cell sorting [10, 16] have been
identified using mosaic analysis of this tissue. Drug application,
which enables an acute inhibition of protein functions, is also
applicable [10]. Moreover, laser ablation methods, a new biophys-
ics approach, have been introduced to reveal the mechanical prop-
erties of histoblasts and LECs [7, 9, 14, 21, 22]. Many more
interesting biological processes observed in this tissue can be con-
sidered for a detailed study in the future, including bristle forma-
tion, fold formation, and pigmentation, which are often
challenging to study live in other tissues. The availability of a wide
range of techniques in the tissue raises the stakes for a better
understanding of tissue morphogenesis at the cellular and molecu-
lar levels.

Not only live imaging but also classical imaging methods such
as whole-mount immunohistochemistry have been performed, and
such a protocol is available online (https://www.jove.com/t/313
9/drosophila-pupal-abdomen-immunohistochemistry). Please
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refer to the online protocol for the dissection and immunohisto-
chemistry of fixed samples. This chapter features the live imaging
technique for the study of histoblasts and LECs in combination
with other methods. The major procedures described here will be
live imaging and its combination with mosaic clone analysis and
drug application. Mosaic clone analysis allows the tissue-specific
knockdown or overexpression of any genes of interest, and drug
application allows the acute inhibition of protein function at the
time of imaging. The combinatory usage of these methods enables
the sophisticated analysis of gene and protein function in regulating
cell dynamics and tissue morphogenesis.

2 Materials

2.1 Live Imaging of

Histoblasts and LECs

1. A fly line harboring fluorescently tagged protein(s) for visuali-
zation of the tissues of interest (Table 1).

2. Stereomicroscope.

3. Forceps.

4. Adhesion tape (15 mm width).

5. Double-sided adhesion tape (12 mm width).

6. Scissors.

7. Thin paintbrush.

8. Delicate task wipe (Kimwipes).

9. Coverslip (24 mm � 32 mm or wider).

10. Confocal microscope.

11. 35 mm petri dish.

12. Deionized water.

13. Water bath (for live imaging in combination with mosaic
analysis).

2.2 Live Imaging in

Combination with Drug

Application

In addition to the materials listed in Subheading 2.1:

1. Glass capillary (e.g., Microcaps 30 μL, Drummond).

2. Rotating grinder (e.g., Microgrinder EG-400, NARISHIGE).

3. Microinjector (e.g., FemtoJet 4i, Eppendorf).

4. Micromanipulator (e.g., M-152, NARISHIGE).

5. Chromic acid mixture (H2SO4 58.0–59.6%,
CrO3(IV) 2.3–2.7 w/v%, toxic).
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3 Methods

3.1 Live Imaging

3.1.1 Cultivation of

Properly Staged Pupae

1. Make and amplify a fly line, which visualizes histoblasts or
LECs with the expression of fluorescent proteins (Table 1).

2. Mark outside of a fly vial where prepupae are present.

3. Pour deionized water in a 35 mm dish to fill about a half of its
volume.

4. Wet a thin paintbrush with water in the dish.

5. Use the wet paintbrush to place a drop of water onto each
prepupa and wait for a minute until the pupa can be easily taken
away from the vial.

6. Pick the wet pupa from the fly vial with the paintbrush and put
it into the dish filled with water (see Fig. 2a).

Table 1
A list of fly lines useful for the visualization of histoblasts or LECs

Fly line
Targeted
tissue Advantages Weakness References

esg-GAL4 Histoblasts Highly specific to
histoblasts

Expression level reduces at later stages [4, 14, 22,
28, 29]

Ecad::
GFP
knock-
in

Histoblasts,
LECs

Visualizing cell
outline

Expression level reduces in LECs at later
stages

[5, 7, 14,
22]

Nrg::GFP
protein
trap

Histoblasts,
LECs

Visualizing cell
outline

A little bit fuzzy [5, 14]

pnr-
GAL4

LECs Very strong Expression is missing in a few rows at the
segment boundaries.

Initially specific to LECs but eventually
expressed in histoblasts in later stages

[5, 15]

Eip71CD-
GAL4

LECs Specific to LECs;
broader in each
segment than pnr-
GAL4

Slightly weaker than pnr-GAL4 [14, 30]

32B-
GAL4

LECs n.d. n.d. [7, 31]

tsh-GAL4 LECs Very strong
compared to pnr-
GAL4;

Broader broader
expression in LECs
than pnr-GAL4

Initially specific to LECs but eventually
expressed in histoblasts at later stages
(similar to pnr-GAL4);

Expressed expressed in many other
tissues

[14, 22]
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7. Let the pupa soak in water for a minute so that water permeates
into the debris sticking on the pupal case.

8. Gently brush the pupa in water with the paintbrush to remove
the debris.

9. Stick the pupa onto the wall of a new fly food vial (seeNote 1).

10. Place the vial in an incubator at a proper temperature for the
desired time period.

Fig. 2 Flow of sample preparation for live imaging of the abdominal epidermis. (a–b) Staged pupae are
washed in water (a) and then dried (b) before dissection. (c) The pupa is placed onto a dissection tape. (d) The
pupa is placed on the tape at a right angle to the dorsal midline facing up for the imaging of LECs. Ventral side
is down. (e) Dissection with forceps on the dissection tape. (f) The tape is cut into a narrow strip. (g–h) Place
the strip onto a coverslip. (i) Pupae are mounted for multiposition imaging, which enables automated live
imaging of multiple samples on a slide
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3.1.2 Dissecting Staged

Pupae

1. Make a stack of three adhesion tapes. Cut the tape stack into a
small piece of about 1 cm long. This is the dissection tape used
for dissection of pupae (see Note 2). Use one piece of the
dissection tape for each pupa.

2. Pour water in a 35 mm dish to fill about a half of its volume.

3. Wet a thin paintbrush with water in the dish.

4. Use the wet paintbrush to wet a pupa and wait for a minute
until the pupa can be easily taken away from the vial.

5. Pick the pupa with the paintbrush and place it onto a piece of a
delicate task wipe (see Fig. 2b).

6. Roll the pupa on the delicate task wipe with the paintbrush to
remove water and the remaining debris (see Note 3).

7. Dry the paintbrush using the delicate task wipe.

8. Lay the pupa on its dorsal side on the delicate task wipe (see
Fig. 3a, b, Note 4).

9. Take the dissection tape and gently touch the pupa with the
adhesive side so that the pupa sticks on the tape on its ventral
side (see Fig. 2d, Note 5).

10. Place the dissection tape with the pupa’s dorsal side up under a
stereomicroscope (see Fig. 2d).

11. Take the forceps with your right hand (if you are right-handed)
and hold the dissection tape with your left index finger (use the
right index finger if you are left-handed) and, then, navigate to
the field of view under the microscope (see Figs. 2e and 3c).

12. Scratch or gently poke the pupal case near the joint between
the thorax and the abdomen where there is a space between the
pupal body and the pupal case (see Fig. 3d, Video 17.1) with
the forceps to make a tiny hole (see Note 6).

13. Insert the tip of the forceps and tear the pupal case little by little
toward the tail to about three-quarters of the abdomen (see
Fig. 3e).

14. Strip off the torn pupal case by grabbing it with the forceps.
Place the dissected pupa onto the tape on the other side of the
body to expose the abdominal epidermis (see Fig. 3f, g).

3.1.3 Mounting and Live

Imaging

1. Cut the dissection tape into narrow strips with the width of the
pupal body length (see Fig. 2f).

2. Place the tape strips with pupae onto a wide coverslip (see
Fig. 2g–i).

3. Refill the 35 mm dish with clean water.

4. Mount the dish onto an upright confocal microscope stage (see
Note 7).

5. Place the coverslip with pupae on top of the dish in a hanging
position.

6. Start imaging.
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3.2 Live Imaging in

Combination with

Mosaic Analysis

Application of mosaic clone analyses is a strength of this tissue as a
model system of epithelial morphogenesis. Mosaic analyses
broaden the application of live imaging. The conditions for clone
induction in histoblasts and LECs are different due to the differ-
ence in ploidy and the timing of proliferation. Interchromosomal
recombination-based methods such as twin spot analysis and
MARCM (mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker) [23, 24]
are useful for the analysis of gene function specific to histoblasts,
which are highly proliferative in later development. Marked clones
of cells can be also generated in LECs with this method. Flippase
(FLP)-out techniques [25, 26] can be used in both histoblasts and
LECs. The clones can be generated predominantly in LECs since
LECs are more prone to generate clones due to their polyploidy
(more copies of FLP-out elements in each cell).

Fig. 3 Dissection of the pupa for live imaging of the abdominal epidermis. (a–b) Pupa placed on its dorsal side.
For the imaging of the LECs, the pupa is placed on the position at a right angle to the dorsal midline facing up
when placed on the adhesion tape (a). For the imaging of the entire anterior and posterior dorsal histoblast
nests, the pupa is placed in a position slightly tilted (b). (c) Pupa pasted on the adhesion tape at a right angle to
the dorsal midline facing up. (d–e) Removal of the dorsal part of the pupal case of the abdomen. Inserting the
tip of the forceps (d) and tearing the pupal case little by little toward the tail (e). (f) Removal of the pupal case.
Strip off the pupal case with the forceps and place it on the tape on the other side of the pupa. (g) The
abdominal epidermis is exposed and is ready for imaging
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3.2.1 Interchromosomal

Recombination (Twin Spot

Analysis and MARCM)

1. Set up an appropriate cross to perform clonal analysis with the
flippase recognition target (FRT)/FLP system or similar
techniques.

2. Let the flies lay eggs in a normal fly food vial and grow them to
third instar larvae.

3. Heat-shock at 37 �C for 90 min (see Note 8).

4. Pick up prepupae for proper staging and dissect them at the
timing of interest.

5. Follow the protocol for live imaging as detailed in
Subheading 3.1.

3.2.2 Overexpression

Analysis with FLP-Out

Clones

1. Set up an appropriate cross to perform clonal analysis with an
FLP-out system (e.g., Act5C > CD2 > GAL4).

2. Let the flies lay eggs in a normal fly food vial and grow them for
2 more days.

3. Heat-shock at 37 �C for 8 min for LECs and at 37 �C for
10 min for histoblasts (see Note 9).

4. Pick up prepupae and dissect them at the timing of interest.

5. Follow the protocol for live imaging as detailed in
Subheading 3.1.

3.3 Live Imaging in

Combination with Drug

Application

Drug application makes it possible to acutely inhibit protein func-
tion in vivo. The effect can be analyzed live in combination with the
live imaging, making it a powerful method for the analysis of
protein function in the regulation of cell dynamics and
morphogenesis.

3.3.1 Needle Preparation 1. Prepare a capillary needle using a micropipette puller.

2. Grind the tip of the capillary needle to make a hole and sharpen
using a rotating grinder equipped with a stereomicroscope (see
Fig. 4a).

3. Set the sharpened capillary needle to a micromanipulator under
the microscope and wash the tip in a drop of chromic acid
mixture by repeatedly pulling in and pushing out the solution
and then rinsing in a drop of water.

3.3.2 Drug Injection 1. Follow the protocol detailed in Subheadings 3.1.1 and 3.1.2
for staging of pupae and dissection, respectively.

2. Fill the capillary needle with a chemical solution of interest
using a microloader tip.

3. Set up the capillary needle on a microinjector device (see
Fig. 4b, e.g., FemtoJet 4i, Eppendorf).

4. Paste a double-sided adhesion tape on a microscope slide (see
Fig. 4c).
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5. Place the dissection tape with a pupa on the microscope slide
(see Fig. 4c).

6. Hold the microscope slide with the pupa and push it toward the
capillary needle. Stab the needle into the dorsal abdomen at an
angle perpendicular to the body axis (see Fig. 4c, d).

7. Inject the drug as soon as the capillary needle is inserted into
the pupa.

8. Pull out the capillary needle gently while applying pressure on
the needle (see Note 10).

Fig. 4 Drug injection in the pupal abdomen. (a) Microgrinder used for sharpening
capillary needles. (b) Injection setup. Stereomicroscope, micromanipulator, and
microinjector from left to right. (c) Sample preparation for injection. (d) Injecting
drug under the stereomicroscope. (e) Schematic illustration of a pupa stabbed
with a capillary needle for drug injection viewed from top
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9. Start imaging by following the protocol detailed in
Subheading 3.1.3.

4 Notes

1. For the incubation of pupae, use a normal fly food vial. The
food provides pupae with proper humidity.

2. Prepare two pieces of the single-sided adhesion tape of about
15 cm long and a piece of the double-sided adhesion tape with
the length slightly longer than that of the single-sided tape.
Place a piece of the single-sided tape on a flat surface (adhesive
side is up) and stack the double-sided tape on top of it. Stack
the other piece of the single-sided tape on top of the stack of
the tapes with the same orientation (adhesive side is up) so that
the double-sided adhesion tape is sandwiched between two
single-sided adhesion tapes.

3. Debris should be cleaned completely. Remaining debris pre-
vents the pupa from sticking well to the dissection tape.

4. Make sure that the pupa is oriented right up without any angle
for the imaging of LECs. For histoblast imaging, tilt the pupa
by about 30 degrees to its right if you are right-handed (see
Fig. 3b).

5. Do not stick the pupa tightly to the dissection tape so that you
can adjust the angle of the pupa easily.

6. Make sure that the forceps are sharpened well. If not, use a
piece of sandpaper (#1000, #2000) to sharpen. The sharpness
of the forceps substantially affects the efficiency of dissection.

7. If you use an inverted confocal microscope, skip this step and
directly set the coverslip on the microscope stage with an
appropriate holder.

8. This heat-shock condition induces clones in histoblasts arrested
at G2. Clones are specifically generated in histoblasts but not in
LECs. For the clone induction in LECs, collect eggs on agar
plates supplied with yeast for 2 h at 25 �C, then allow them to
develop for 3 more hours at 25 �C and, finally, heat-shock for
1 h at 37 �C.

9. Play around the heat-shock condition at 35–37 �C for
4–10 min for the induction of clones in LECs. For the induc-
tion of clones in histoblasts, play around with a wider range of
heat-shock conditions to have more or less clones depending
on your purpose.

10. If the pressure is not applied while the needle is still inside the
body, the body fluid backflows inside the needle. The body
fluid often clogs the needle and makes it difficult to reuse the
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needle for the following samples. In case the needle is clogged,
immediate washing with chromic acid mixture will resolve
the clog.
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Chapter 18

FlyClear: A Tissue-Clearing Technique for High-Resolution
Microscopy of Drosophila

Marko Pende, Saiedeh Saghafi, Klaus Becker, Thomas Hummel,
and Hans-Ulrich Dodt

Abstract

Fluorescently labeled transgenic lines of Drosophila melanogaster are a powerful routine tool in fly labora-
tories. The possibility to fluorescently visualize individual cell populations or entire tissues and the con-
stantly improving microscopy technologies such as two-photon or light-sheet applications, with deep tissue
imaging, hold great potential to address central biological questions at an organismic level. However,
strong pigmentation and the opaque nature of the D. melanogaster cuticle hinder the penetration of visible
light into internal tissues, thereby limiting the application of fluorescent microscopes to analyses of the
outermost surfaces of intact samples. In addition, tissue-induced light scattering and optical aberrations
quickly blur the view and, hence, require tissue sectioning for further investigation. We have developed a
tissue-clearing and depigmentation approach (FlyClear), which preserves endogenous fluorescent signals
and is applicable to various developmental stages ranging from larvae to adult fruit flies (Pende et al. Nature
communications 9:4731, 2018). In this chapter, we provide a detailed protocol of the experimental steps
involved.

Key words Tissue clearing, Depigmentation, Transgenic fluorescent signal preservation, Fruit fly

1 Introduction

Although the fruit fly D. melanogaster has been used as a research
model for several decades, three-dimensional (3D) visualization of
internal structures remains a challenge because – unlike in some
other animals such as zebrafish larvae orCaenorhabditis elegans – all
developmental stages of Drosophila are opaque. This opacity relies
on light being absorbed by different types of pigments and scat-
tered due to inhomogeneities in tissue composition. Both the
scattering and absorption of light increase with imaging depth.
This, in turn, reduces image sharpness and limits excitation of
fluorophores [2–4].
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Thus, most analyses of D. melanogaster samples rely on two-
dimensional (2D) information obtained from thin histological sec-
tions. The translation of these 2D data into a comprehensible,
three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction is an error-prone and labo-
rious process. As an alternative, D. melanogaster organs are dis-
sected before mounting and imaging, which can damage the tissue
and often lead to tissue deformation, making conclusive investiga-
tion of biological mechanisms difficult. This is particularly true
when studying structures or processes that extend across different
tissues and organs such as the long-range projections of peripheral
nerves that span the entire body, linking different body parts to the
central nervous system.

To overcome the deleterious light-absorbing and scattering
properties of the biological specimens, samples can be rendered
transparent using certain chemicals – a concept referred to as tissue
clearing. The principle of optical clearing is to even out refractive
index (RI) mismatches at the interface between different cellular
components, creating a homogeneous medium for the transmis-
sion of light. This is achieved by replacing low RI components such
as the water-based cytoplasm with a high RI solution and removing
strongly scattering molecules such as lipids. In this way, tissue
clearing can improve both imaging depth and contrast.

However, implementation of a working clearing method,
which preserves the fluorescent signal, is difficult, as the chemicals
used in this process are usually harsh to the tissue and their combi-
nation and incubation times are very much tissue dependent
[5, 6]. Furthermore, tissue-clearing protocols were optimized for
use in rodent organs such as the brain [7–20] or even in whole
animals [21–26]. Few attempts of tissue clearing were published for
fruit flies but with minimal [27] or no possibility of transgenic
fluorescent signal preservation [28–30].

We developed a clearing technique tailored to D. melanogaster
termed “FlyClear,” which reliably clears intact samples from differ-
ent developmental stages while preserving the fluorescent trans-
genic signal (see Fig. 1a, b). FlyClear has several advantages: (1) It is
fast, simple, and requires immersion of flies in only two solutions
after fixation (see Fig. 1c). (2) Animal and tissue morphology is
preserved after the procedure (see Fig. 1b, c). (3) The method
facilitates removal of most body and eye pigments without the use
of any bleaching agents, which are known to damage the tissue and
quench fluorescent signals (see Fig. 1d). (4) The protocol was
established with endogenously expressed green fluorescent protein
(GFP) and mCherry; however, it is most likely to also be compati-
ble with other related fluorophores (see Fig. 1e). (5) After the
clearing procedure, the endogenous fluorescence signal is pre-
served for at least 1 month without significant changes in intensity
(see Fig. 1f). In this chapter we provide a detailed description of the
steps involved in the FlyClear protocol.
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2 Materials

2.1 Tools for Sample

Handling

1. Dumont #5 forceps.

2. Pins with round heads.

3. 3-ml disposable plastic transfer pipettes.

4. Clear acrylic sticks.

5. Glass slides.

6. Coverslips.

7. Cuvettes.

8. Petri dish.

Fig. 1 Application and properties of the FlyClear procedure. (a) Major steps of the FlyClear protocol. (b) Wide-
field image of different optically cleared fruit fly developmental stages placed on top of a USAF1951 chart in
Solution-2 demonstrates the level of overall transparency. (c) Corresponding specimens from (b) after clearing
and light-sheet imaging showing the GFP signal in Peb-Gal4 UAS-mCD8::GFP flies. (d) Adult fly head cut into
two pieces. PBS (pH 8.5)-treated side on the left; Solution-1-treated side on the right (image was taken in
PBS). (e) Light-sheet image of adult;;R88E12-Gal4 UAS-mCherry fly showing mCherry preservation. (f) Light-
sheet image of dscam-Gal4/CyO; UAS-mCD8::GFP 1 day and 1 month after the FlyClear procedure. (Pictures
are modified from Pende et al. (2018) [1])
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9. Ultraviolet (UV) glue.

10. UV lamp.

11. Blu Tak.

12. Glass snap cap vials, 50 � 30 mm, 25 ml.

13. Shaking water bath or shaking incubator.

14. Platform rocker.

15. Rotator.

2.2 Tools for Solution

Measurements and

Preparation

1. Benchtop pH meter.

2. Refractometer (e.g., Abbe).

3. Magnetic stirrer with a hot plate.

4. Stirring magnets.

2.3 Fixative 1. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 8.5 (1 L): NaCl, 8 g,
KCl, 0.2 g, Na2HPO4, 1.44 g, KH2PO4, 0.24 g. Adjust the
pH to 8.5 with HCl.

2. 4% Formaldehyde solution (pH 8.5) (see Fig. 2): Prepare a fresh
fixative under a fume hood by adding paraformaldehyde (PFA)
pellets or powder to PBS, and stir on a magnetic stirrer with a
hot plate. Set the temperature at 60–70 �C. Place a pH meter
into the solution and adjust the pH by adding 4MNaOH until
reaching a pH between 9 and 11. The increased temperature
and pH facilitate fast dissolution of the PFA. After the solution
turns clear, adjust the pH of the fixative to 8.5 using concen-
trated HCl (decrease pH) or 4 M NaOH (increase pH) (see
Note 1).

2.4 Permeabilization 1. Acetone.

2. Proteinase.

2.5 Depigmentation

and Clearing Solution

1. Solution-1: 8% (v/v) N,N,N0,N0-tetrakis(2-hydroxyethyl)
ethylenediamine (THEED), 5% (v/v) Triton® X-100, and
25% (w/v) urea in dH2O. Prepare a Solution-1 stock in a
50 ml Falcon tube by mixing 4 ml THEED, 2.5 ml Triton®
X-100, and 12.5 g urea filled up to 50 ml with dH2O. THEED
is very viscous, so it should be loaded into a plastic syringe and
then added to the Falcon tube. The solution can be reused
multiple times (see Note 2).

2.6 Refractive Index

Matching Medium if

Mounted on Slides

1. VECTASHIELD®.

2. Slides.

3. Coverslips.

4. Blu Tak (as a spacer).
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2.7 Refractive Index

Matching Solution if

Mounted in a Cuvette

1. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 8.5.

2. Solution-2: 50 wt% meglumine diatrizoate in PBS (pH 8.5)
adjusted to a refractive index (RI) of 1.45. Prepare a Solution-
2 stock by adding 10 g of meglumine diatrizoate to 10 ml of
PBS. Add further meglumine diatrizoate while monitoring the
RI of the solution with a refractometer until an RI of 1.45 is
reached. The initial pH of PBS defines the final pH of
Solution-2. Hence, dissolving 10 g of meglumine diatrizoate
in PBS (pH 8.5) will result in Solution-2 with a pH of 8.5 (see
Note 3).

3. Diluted Solution-2 (optional): 25 wt% meglumine diatrizoate
in PBS (pH 8.5). Prepare by adding 5 g of meglumine diatrizo-
ate to 10 ml of PBS.

3 Methods

3.1 FlyClear Protocol

(Third Instar Larva)

1. Place the samples in pre-warmed PBS (pH 7.5) with 0.03%
proteinase (see Note 4) and incubate for 1 hour to make the
larva surface permeable.

2. Fix the larva in 4% formaldehyde solution (pH 8.5) for 2 h at
4 �C under gentle shaking (see Note 5).

3. Wash the samples 3 � for 20 mins in PBS (pH 8.5) at 4 �C.

4. Place the larva in a 50 � 30 mm, 25 ml glass snap cap vial and
incubate in 10 ml of Solution-1 at 37 �C under gentle shaking
for 4–5 days using either a water bath or an incubator.

5. Wash the samples 3 � throughout 1 day in PBS (pH 8.5) at
room temperature.

Fig. 2 Fixation of fruit fly samples. (a) Comparison of fixation quality and GFP emission after different
incubation times in 4% formaldehyde at 4 �C (+, poor; +++, good). (b) Peb-Gal4 UAS-mCD8::GFP pupa
after 2 and 4 hours of formaldehyde fixation
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6. Incubate the samples in diluted Solution-2 (25 wt% meglumine
diatrizoate) or diluted VECTASHIELD® (50% VECTA-
SHIELD® in dH2O) – depending on the later imaging
approach – to avoid deformation (see Note 6).

7. Incubate the samples in Solution-2 or VECTASHIELD® for
24 hours at room temperature for the final RI matching (see
Notes 7 and 8).

3.2 FlyClear Protocol

(Prepupa)

1. Make a small rupture between T1 and T2 of each prepupal case
using two Dumont #5 forceps to enable better penetration of
chemicals and to avoid tissue deformation during later clearing
steps.

2. Place the samples in pre-warmed PBS with 0.03% proteinase
(seeNote 4) and incubate for 1 hour to digest the prepupal case
surface.

3. Fix the prepupa in 4% formaldehyde solution (pH 8.5) for 2 h
at 4 �C under gentle shaking (see Note 5).

4. Wash the samples 3 � for 20 mins in PBS (pH 8.5) at 4 �C.

5. For permeabilization, place the samples in pre-chilled acetone
and incubate for 2 hours at �20 �C (see Note 9).

6. Wash the samples once for 20 min in PBS (pH 8.5) at 4 �C.

7. Place the prepupa in a 50 � 30 mm, 25 ml glass snap cap vial
and incubate in 10 ml of Solution-1 at 37 �C under gentle
shaking for 4–5 days using either a water bath or an incubator.

8. Wash the samples 3 � throughout 1 day in PBS (pH 8.5) at
room temperature.

9. Incubate the samples in diluted Solution-2 (25 wt% meglumine
diatrizoate) or diluted VECTASHIELD® (50% VECTA-
SHIELD® in dH2O) – depending on the later imaging
approach – to avoid deformation (see Note 6).

10. Incubate the samples in Solution-2 or VECTASHIELD® for
24 hours at room temperature for the final RI matching (see
Notes 7 and 8).

3.3 FlyClear Protocol

(Pupa)

1. Put pupa in PBS (pH 7.4) and remove the pupal case gently
with Dumont #5 forceps.

2. Fix pupa in 4% formaldehyde solution (pH 8.5) for 2 h at 4 �C
under gentle shaking (see Note 5).

3. Wash the samples 3 � for 20 min in PBS (pH 8.5) at 4 �C.

4. Put pupa in a 50 � 30 mm, 25 ml glass snap cap vial and
incubate in 10 ml of Solution-1 at 37 �C for 3–5 days under
gentle shaking using either a water bath or an incubator.

5. Wash the samples 3 � throughout 1 day in PBS (pH 8.5) at
room temperature.
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6. Incubate the samples in Solution-2 or VECTASHIELD® for
24 hours at room temperature for the final RI matching (see
Notes 7 and 8).

3.4 FlyClear Protocol

(Adult)

1. Anesthetize adult flies with CO2.

2. Fix the fly samples in 4% formaldehyde solution (pH 8.5) for
2 h at 4 �C under gentle shaking (see Note 5).

3. Wash the samples 3 � for 20 min in PBS (pH 8.5) at 4 �C.

4. Place the flies in a 50 � 30 mm, 25 ml glass snap cap vial and
incubate them in 10 ml of Solution-1 at 37 �C for 3–5 days
under gentle shaking using either a water bath or an incubator
(see Note 10).

5. Wash the samples 3 � throughout 1 day in PBS (pH 8.5) at
room temperature.

6. Incubate the samples in Solution-2 or VECTASHIELD® for
24 hours at room temperature for the final RI matching (see
Notes 7 and 8).

3.5 Mounting on

Slides

1. Make four small Blu Tak spacers and put them in each corner of
the slide.

2. Place the cleared samples on slides and add VECTASHIELD®.

3. Place a coverslip on the Blu Tak spacer and gently apply pres-
sure to avoid squeezing of the sample.

3.6 Mounting in a

Cuvette

1. Use a holder for a needle, e.g., a round-headed pin.

2. Keep the cleared samples in a Petri dish with Solution-2.

3. Place a drop of UV glue on a needle tip.

4. Immerse a small portion of the samples in the UV glue and
illuminate the UV glue using a UV lamp for solidification.

5. Add Solution-2 in a cuvette using a pipette, e.g., a 3 ml dispos-
able plastic transfer pipette, and remove eventual air bubbles,
e.g., using a clear acrylic stick.

6. Place the samples in the cuvette.

4 Notes

1. To ensure proper fixation, the samples should be fully
immersed in the fixative. However, sometimes, the samples
float on the surface of the fixative. In this case, add a few
drops of detergent such as Triton X-100 to lower the surface
tension. Alternatively, 69 nl of 9% formaldehyde (pH 8.5) can
be injected into the samples using a microinjector. The samples
should be washed 3 � for 10 min in PBS (pH 8.5) at RT after
10 min of 9% formaldehyde incubation.
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2. The pH of the solution is around 11 and decreases after every
use, thereby reducing depigmentation efficiency. When the pH
of the solution drops to about 10, a new solution should be
prepared.

3. Meglumine diatrizoate is an aromatic iodine compound, which
is present in a highly saturated state in Solution-2. Therefore, it
tends to precipitate when in contact with air. Furthermore, the
RI can change when water evaporates from the solution. Thus,
Solution-2 should be used in sealed containers like a cuvette.

4. The activity of proteinase is very much pH, batch/lot, and
vendor dependent. In our case, we use the proteinase from
Sigma (Sigma, P8038-250MG), which worked best at pH 7.5.

5. Fixation is one of the most crucial steps when it comes to
preservation of the fluorescent signal and tissue morphology.
However, fixation also induces autofluorescence. Fixation
times longer than 2 hours should be avoided as they lead to a
substantial loss of signal and increased autofluorescence (see
Fig. 2a, b).

6. Larvae and prepupae can be subject to tissue deformations
induced by high differences in osmolarity. Thus, gradual
adjustment of the RI is advised.

7. The final RI matching usually depends on the imaging modal-
ity the sample is intended for. If the samples are to be mounted
on a microscope slide, it is advised to use VECTASHIELD® or
a similar glycerol-based mounting medium and spacers such as
Blu Tak to avoid squeezing of the specimen (see Fig. 3a). If the
samples are imaged in sealed chambers (e.g., light-sheet imag-
ing), then they can be mounted in Solution-2 using UV glue
(see Fig. 3b, c).

8. The samples can be stored for more than a year at RT in the RI
matching solution.

9. Acetone incubation is associated with fluorophore quenching;
however, if pre-chilled acetone is used and the samples are kept
at �20 �C, even overnight incubation steps have no visible
impact on fluorophore stability (tested for transgenic GFP).

10. Incubation in Solution-1 already renders the samples transpar-
ent. However, transgenic signal and sample integrity are
destroyed over time. Furthermore, Solution-1 is not able to
remove certain types of pigments, such as the melanin in the
male adult fly abdomen or the whole-body pigment in the
ebony fly line.
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Chapter 19

Preparation of Drosophila Tissues and Organs
for Transmission Electron Microscopy

Olympia-Ekaterini Psathaki and Achim Paululat

Abstract

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is the method of choice to image the ultrastructure of cells or
tissues. TEM allows the visualization of molecular complexes up to an atomic resolution. Thus, TEM data
have led to important conclusions about cellular processes and supported findings obtained by functional
analyses. In this chapter, we describe the preparation of Drosophila tissues for TEM and provide reliable
step-by-step protocols for applying classical chemical fixation or high-pressure freezing–freeze substitution
(HPF–FS) to preserve cellular structures.

Key words Chemical fixation,Drosophila, Transmission electron microscopy, High-pressure freezing,
Freeze-substitution

1 Introduction

To study the ultrastructure of cells under a transmission electron
microscope, some type of fixation is always necessary. Two main
fixation methods are widely used in our days, chemical fixation at
room temperature and cryogenic fixation. Classical chemical fixa-
tion with aldehydes such as glutaraldehyde, is based on slow pene-
tration of the fixative into the tissue by diffusion, which causes the
cross-linking of proteins. Proper chemical fixation of samples often
works excellently and results in remarkable structural details that
allow for a comprehensive ultrastructural analysis. Thousands of
scientifc publications with chemically fixed tissue have been pub-
lished, providing deep insights into morphological details. How-
ever, during chemical fixation, artefacts such as degradation,
shrinking or other processes may occur and remain unnoticed
because of the slow fixation process.

Aiming to eliminate artefacts, fixation based on ultrafast freez-
ing of biological samples within milliseconds is now considered the
method of choice. High-pressure freezing–freeze substitution
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(HPF–FS) results in the preservation of cellular structures, such as
luminal compartments and membranes, and thus offers a higher
resolution of ultrastructural details, such as cellular membrane
bilayers. HPF–FS requires technical equipment and experience
that may not be available at every institute.

The protocols described in this chapter have been used success-
fully in our laboratory for many years to prepare Drosophila
embryos, larvae, pupae, and adult flies. They allow the reliable
acquisition of detailed TEM images with a relatively high contrast.
However, these protocols have plenty of room for optimization,
such as by testing different fixation mixtures, buffers or different
incubation times. In addition, numerous methods exist for sample
embedding and trimming, including the type of knife to use. Here,
we provide protocols that have been established in our laboratory
and used to achieve favorable results when imaging Drosophila
tissues. Our protocols are also suitable for novices to quickly learn
sample preparation of Drosophila tissue for transmission electron
microscopy. If researchers know which organelle in which cell type
they would like to image at the beginning of their studies, it is
always wise to search both the recent and older literature to learn
about efficient techniques that previous authors have recom-
mended for fixatives, buffer composition, fixation times, and
other parameters. For example, it has been observed that Drosoph-
ila eyes and ovaries do not freeze well; thus, optimized chemical
fixation may be the best choice for these tissues [1]. When analyz-
ingDrosophilamutant phenotypes, proper control is always needed.
The white1118 line is presumably the most abundant fly line in the
Drosophila community and it is often used as a reference. However,
it is important to note that white1118 is a mutant on its own and has
been inbred for decades, although, in most cases, this is not an issue
for ultrastructural studies.

2 Materials

It is crucial to use only freshly made buffers, fixatives, and contrast-
ing solutions from trusted suppliers. Some chemicals can be pur-
chased in a quality grade that is particularly suitable for electron
microscopy (marked as EM grade). When using formaldehyde
(FA) (see Note 1), it is best to use EM grade FA from freshly
opened ampoules and not to use opened formaldehyde ampoules
of unknown age and source.

2.1 Chemicals 1. Acetone, water-free.

2. Aqua destillata (a.d.).

3. Artificial hemolymph: 108 mmol NaCl, 5 mmol KCl, 2 mmol
CaCl2, 8 mmol MgCl2, 1 mmol NaH2PO4, 4 mmol NaHCO3,
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5 mmol HEPES, pH 7.1; prior to use, supplement the buffer
with sucrose (final concentration, 10 mmol) and trehalose
(final concentration, 10 mmol).

4. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) buffer: 20% bovine serum albu-
min (BSA) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) buffer, pH 7.4.

5. Cacodylate buffer: pH 7.4, 0.2 M, EM grade (ready-to-use
buffer) or use sodium cacodylate trihydrate to prepare 0.2 M
cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4.

6. Clorox®, DanKlorix, Colgate-Palmolive, Hamburg, Germany.

7. Dental wax.

8. Ethanol (C2H6O).

9. Epon.

10. Extran®.

11. Dental wax.

12. Fixation buffer: 2% glutaraldehyde (made from 25% glutaral-
dehyde in ampoules, EM grade) in 0.05 M cacodylate buffer,
pH 7.4.

13. Formvar® solution: 0.3% in chloroform (v/v).

14. FS (freeze-substitution) solution: 1% osmium tetroxide, 0.1%
uranyl acetate, and 5% water in anhydrous acetone. Use
ampoules with 1 g osmium tetroxide crystals, EM grade. Care-
fully break open an ampoule, and add 1 mL of anhydrous
acetone. Use a pipette and a disposable tip, mix the solution
thoroughly by pipetting up and down 2–3 times and then
transfer the osmium tetroxide solution to a new 15 mL Falcon
tube. Next, bring the solution to a total volume of 10 mL with
anhydrous acetone to obtain a 1% osmium tetroxide solution,
and pipette 950 μL of this solution into a 1.5 mL Sarstedt
screw cap tube.

15. Glutaraldehyde-saturated heptane: Mix 1 mL glutaraldehyde
stock solution (25% glutaraldehyde, EM grade) in 0.05 M
cacodylate buffer, pH 7, with 4 mL n-heptane. Shake vigor-
ously, allow phases to separate, and use the upper n-heptane
phase for fixation.

16. Hexadecene.

17. Isotonic embryo wash buffer: 0.7% NaCl, 0.05% Triton X-100.

18. Lead citrate (Pb(NO3)2): 2.66 g lead citrate, 3.52 g sodium
citrate, in 100 mL aqua destillata (Millipore), pH 12.

19. Nitric acid (HNO3).

20. Nitrogen, liquid.

21. Osmium tetroxide, crystallized, EM grade.

22. Osmium tetroxide, 4%, 1 mL ampoules, EM grade.
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23. Paraformaldehyde, 16%, ampoules, EM grade.

24. PBS buffer: 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM NaH2PO4,
1.8 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4.

25. Post-fixation buffer I: 2% glutaraldehyde and 1% osmium
tetroxide in 0.05 M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4.

26. Post-fixation buffer II: 1% osmium tetroxide in 0.05 M caco-
dylate buffer, pH 7.4.

27. Sylgard®, Dow Corning, Midland, MI, USA.

28. Toluidine blue staining solution: 1% toluidine blue, 1% sodium
borate in aqua destillata (Millipore).

29. Uranyl acetate 2%: 4 g uranyl acetate in 200 mL aqua destillata
(Millipore).

30. Yeast paste: Mix dry yeast with 10% methanol until a stiff yeast
paste is prepared.

2.2 Equipment 1. Stereo microscope.

2. Contrasting machine e.g., Nanofilm Surface Analysis, leica EM
AC20, Wetzlar, Germany.

3. Diamond knife, Histo, 4 mm, DiATOME, Nidau, Switzerland.

4. Diamond knife, Ultra 35�, 2 mm, DiATOME, Nidau,
Switzerland.

5. Double-sided adhesive Scotch® tape.

6. Dumont tweezers, style 7, HP grade.

7. Egg basket: Prepare as follows: Cut off 0.5 cm of a 1.5 mL
microcentrifuge tube, keeping the part with the cap. Place a
1 � 1 cm piece of 120 μm synthetic mesh on a hot plate, and
melt the microcentrifuge ring to the mesh. Cut off any pro-
truding material. Larger baskets can be prepared using Falcon
tubes.

8. Egg collection bottle (for Drosophila).

9. Embedding mold.

10. Fine-haired paintbrush.

11. Freeze-substitution, e.g., Leica EM AFS2, Wetzlar, Germany.

12. Forceps.

13. Gelatine-coated slide.

14. Glass microscope slide.

15. Glass Petri dish.

16. Glass screw-top jar (5 ml).

17. Grid boxes.

18. Grids: copper slot grids, 1 � 2 mm, ready-to-use.

19. Heating plate, e.g. Medax, Neumünster, Germany.
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20. High-pressure freezer, e.g., M. Wohlwend, Sennwald,
Switzerland.

21. Loop, steel loop e.g. Perfect Loop, Electron Microscopy
Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA.

22. Minutien pins.

23. Micro-scissors.

24. Oven.

25. Parafilm®.

26. Petri dish.

27. Pipettes, disposable, 3 mL.

28. Planchettes for HPF (3 mm diameter, 0.15–0.2 mm depth of
deepening) e.g. Model 241, 242, 353, M. Wohlwend, Senn-
wald, Switzerland.

29. Razor blades, carbon steel.

30. Razor blades.

31. Screw cap Sarstedt tubes (1.5 mL).

32. Tissue Tack®/Biobond® glue.

33. Transmission electron microscope e.g. Zeiss TEM 120kV
Leo912, Zeiss TEM 120kV Libra120, Jeol TEM 200kV
JEM2100Plus.

34. Tungsten needle.

35. Ultramicrotome e.g. Leica Ultracut UC7RT, UC7cryo, Leica
EM UC6, Wetzlar, Germany.

36. Ultrasonic bath e.g. Bandelin, Berlin, Germany.

2.3 Safety Issues Some of the chemicals used are toxic, so the local safety regulations
applicable to biology laboratories must be strictly observed. This
includes using gloves and working in a safety fume hood. Further
information on the use of chemicals in histological techniques can
be found in textbooks [2].

Aldehyde All aldehydes are toxic and can cause dermatitis on
contact, among other harmful effects. Moreover, the inhalation of
aldehyde vapors is hazardous. Therefore, aldehydes must be han-
dled with care.

Cacodylate This buffer contains arsenic, which is a health hazard.
If absorbed through the skin, it can cause dermatitis and liver and
kidney inflammation. The hands should be protected by wearing
disposable gloves made of impermeable material. A fume hood
should be used while weighing the reagent and preparing the buffer
solution. To prevent the release of arsenic gas, strong acids must
not be used in conjunction with cacodylate buffers.
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Osmium Tetroxide This is a strong oxidizing agent with a high
vapor pressure; therefore, it volatilizes very easily at room tempera-
ture. Its vapors are harmful to the eyes, throat, and nose. Osmium
tetroxide easily penetrates through the skin, so the hands and other
parts of the body should not be exposed to this reagent. Osmium
tetroxide must always be handled in a fume hood, and gas-tight
goggles should be worn when handling it. For storage, use a
refrigerator that fits in the fume hood, such as a small refrigerator
from a camping supplier.

Uranyl Acetate Uranium and its compounds are radioactive and
extremely toxic. Uranyl acetate is a double hazard, being both
chemically and radiologically toxic. The inhalation of powdered
uranyl compounds can cause severe damage to the respiratory
tract, lungs, and liver. The hazards of uranium compounds have
been discussed elsewhere [3]. Check the local safety regulations
before handling uranyl acetate.

3 Methods

3.1 Chemical

Fixation of Drosophila

Specimens

3.1.1 Preparation and

Chemical Fixation of

Embryos

Numerous protocols have been successfully used for the fixation
and sample preparation of Drosophila embryos for ultrastructural
analysis. These protocols often differ in their details (e.g., composi-
tion and concentration of fixatives and incubation times) and man-
ual handling methods (e.g., how the vitelline membrane is
perforated and removed). Here, we describe the method routinely
used in our laboratory, which has been assembled by combining
numerous protocols [4–14].

1. Collecting eggs: Set up aDrosophila egg collection bottle fitted
with a Petri dish lid containing apple juice agar. Flies will
deposit eggs onto the agar. Replace the apple juice agar dish
approximately every 2 h, and incubate the eggs and embryos in
a 20 �C incubator for a defined period. This allows the embryos
to reach the desired developmental stage. The work is greatly
facilitated if the age of the embryos or larvae is determined as
accurately as possible before starting the fixation and embed-
ding process.

2. Pick up the embryos with a fine-haired paintbrush, and transfer
them into an egg basket (see Subheading 2.2). Wash the
embryos several times with copious amounts of fresh tap
water to remove food remains from the apple juice plate.

3. Dechorionation: Place the egg basket in a larger glass Petri dish
or crystallizing dish filled with 50% Clorox (Clorox:water,
v/v). Rinse the embryos thoroughly with the bleach solution
using a Pasteur pipette. The dechorionation process should be
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performed under a dissecting microscope. It typically takes
2–3 min to dechorionate more than 75% of the embryos.

4. Immediately continue with extensive washing using the iso-
tonic embryo wash buffer. Finally, wash all the embryos from
the basket onto a single piece of mesh.

5. Transfer the embryos with a fine-haired paintbrush from the
mesh into a 5 mL glass screw-top jar (seeNote 2) filled halfway
with glutaraldehyde-saturated heptane (see Subheading 2.2).
Mix well and incubate the embryos in this solution at room
temperature for 20 min with gentle agitation in an orbital
shaker. Heptane permeabilizes the vitelline membrane, whereas
glutaraldehyde penetrates the embryo and preserves the inter-
nal tissues.

6. Transfer the embryos onto a glass microscope slide with a
Pasteur pipette. Heptane typically evaporates within 30–60 s,
and the embryos remain on the glass slide. Adhere the embryos
extremely carefully onto one side of the double-sided adhesive
Scotch® tape, and apply this to a Petri dish (or a new micro-
scope slide) with the embryo on top.

7. Drop the fixation buffer onto the embryos. To remove the
vitelline membrane, check the embryos under a dissect-
ing microscope while poking a small hole in the vitelline mem-
brane at the anterior tip of the embryos using a self-made,
extremely thin glass or tungsten needle. Push the embryos
out of the vitelline membrane by applying gentle pressure
from the posterior. The vitelline membrane will peel off and
adhere to the tape. The membrane has a silvery shimmer,
whereas the embryos appear white.

8. Pre-fixation: Using a glass pipette, transfer the embryos into an
Eppendorf cup filled with the post-fixation buffer I (see Note
3) in 0.05 M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4. Incubate the speci-
mens for 2 h at 4 �C (use an ice bucket or a small refrigerator
placed in the fume hood). Wash the embryos 3 times for
10 min in 0.05 M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4, at room
temperature.

9. Post-fixation: Remove the wash buffer, and add the post-
fixation buffer II to the embryos. Incubate for 1 h at 4 �C.
Afterward, wash the embryos 3 times for 10 min in 0.05 M
cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4, at room temperature. After the
second wash, transfer the embryos into a new Eppendorf cup
and continue washing (see Note 4).

10. Dehydrate the embryos in a series of ethanol:cacodylate buffer
solutions for 10 min per step: 30%:70% (4 �C), 50%:50%
(4 �C), 70%:30% (room temperature), 2 � 95%:5% (room
temperature), and 2 � 100% ethanol (room temperature) (see
Note 5).
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11. The embryos are now ready for infiltration with Epon resin
and embedding (see Subheading 3.3).

3.1.2 Dissection and

Chemical Fixation of Third

Instar Wandering Larvae

and Isolated Organs and

Tissues

1. Prepare small Petri dishes (e.g., with a diameter of 3 cm) half-
filled with Sylgard® resin (seeNote 6). Sylgard dissection plates
remain usable for several weeks when stored at 4 �C, and
dehydration is avoided (see Fig. 1).

2. Pin down anesthetized third instar wandering larvae (see Note
7) on Sylgard plates with insect needles and Minutien pins.
Prepare in artificial hemolymph or PBS buffer. Open each larva
with micro-scissors, starting from the posterior pole and work-
ing toward the anterior without destroying the tissue of inter-
est. This method effectively prepares structures such as the
somatic muscles, heart, and other tissues connected to external
structures for fixation. Tungsten needles and fine-tipped for-
ceps are helpful for the preparation of the larval tissues. Ensure
that the larva is consistently covered with hemolymph solution.

3. For studies of specific organs or tissues, such as the salivary
glands, malpighian tubules, fat body, gut, brain, testis, and
other easily accessible organs, isolate and remove them from
the larvae and transfer them into an Eppendorf cup with the
fixation buffer for further processing.

4. If proceeding with tissue prepared on Sylgard plates, replace
the artificial hemolymph with the fixation buffer, and fix the
specimen for 1.5 h at room temperature. The fixative must
cover the specimen at all times. Gentle agitation is recom-
mended. Extracted organs or tissues are fixed in the same
manner but in an Eppendorf cup.

5. Wash the larvae or organs 3 times for 10 min with 0.05 M
cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4.

6. Post-fix the larvae or organs for 1 h in the post-fixation buffer
II in the same Sylgard plate/Eppendorf cup.

7. Wash the larvae or organs 3 times for 10 min with 0.05 M
cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4.

8. Transfer the larvae or organs into a 5 mL glass screw-top jar
filled with 0.05 M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4, at 4 �C.

9. Dehydrate the samples in a series of ethanol:cacodylate buffer
solutions for 10 min per step: 30%:70% (4 �C), 50%:50%
(4 �C), 70%:30% (room temperature), 2 � 95%:5% (room
temperature), and 2 � 100% ethanol (room temperature). Do
not allow the tissue to dry out.

10. The samples are now ready for infiltration with epoxy resin and
embedding (see Subheading 3.3).
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3.1.3 Dissection and

Chemical Fixation of Pupae

As a holometabolic insect, Drosophila undergoes a complete meta-
morphosis in which most of the larval tissue is histolyzed and most
of the organs of the adult differentiate from imaginal cells, which
are mostly organized in imaginal discs. Tissue reorganization dur-
ing metamorphosis makes it difficult to provide a simple prepara-
tion protocol for the generation of pupae TEM analysis. However,
we have studied the differentiation of several cell types during
metamorphosis, including the heart tissue, wing hearts, and
nephrocytes; on the basis of our experience, we suggest a simple
protocol for the sample preparation of pupal and adult tissues.

1. Collect pupae of the desired age (see Fig. 2). If needed, one can
refer to the efficient method for collecting larvae and pupae at
defined developmental stages described by Gerlitz and
colleagues [15].

2. Transfer individual pupae to a small Petri dish, and glue the
pupae ventral side down to the bottom of the dish using
double-sided adhesive Scotch® tape. Alternatively, Tissue
Tack®/Biobond® glue may be used.

3. Dissect older pupae with sharp micro-scissors and forceps as
illustrated in Fig. 2. If preparing several specimens simulta-
neously, avoid dehydration of the specimens (e.g., by dissecting
them in artificial hemolymph).

4. Once the dissection is finished, replace the artificial hemo-
lymph with the fixation buffer and incubate the specimens
overnight at 4 �C with gentle agitation.

5. Wash the specimens 3 times for 10 min with 0.05 M cacodylate
buffer, pH 7.4. Continue with post-fixation.

Fig. 1 Dissecting third instar wandering larvae. (a) Larvae were pinned down onto a 3 cm Sylgard plate with
Minutien pins. (b) Heart preparation of a third instar larva
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6. Post-fixation: Post-fix the specimens in the post-fixation buffer
II for 4 h at 4 �C with gentle agitation. This step may be
shortened to 2–3 h for small samples, such as isolated salivary
glands or imaginal discs.

7. Wash the specimens 3 times for 10 min with 0.05 M cacodylate
buffer, pH 7.4.

8. Next, dehydrate the samples in a graded ethanol series (see
Subheading 3.1.2, step 9).

9. The samples are now ready for infiltration with Epon resin and
embedding (see Subheading 3.3).

3.1.4 Dissection and

Chemical Fixation of Adult

Flies

Adult flies are anesthetized with carbon dioxide before dissection.

1. Use a Sylgard® plate for preparation, and fix the specimens
with Minutien pins.

2. Dissect the adult flies in artificial hemolymph. For example, for
studying the dorsal vessel, remove the ventral body side and the
head with a razor blade. Specific protocols have been estab-
lished for the preparation of some adult organs, such as the eyes
or ovaries, for TEM [1, 16].

Fig. 2 Dissecting pupae. (a) A piece of plastic, placed on the inner surface of a Drosophila breeding vial, was
used to collect pupae. (b–d) Removal of the operculum and the pupal case. APF after puparium formation
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3. Replace the dissection solution with the fixation buffer, pH
7.4. The fixative should cover the specimens at all times. Fix
the specimens for 1.5 h at room temperature with gentle
agitation.

4. Transfer the flies from the Sylgard plates to an Eppendorf cup,
and wash them 3 times for 10 min with 0.05 M cacodylate
buffer, pH 7.4.

5. Next, post-fix the flies for 2 h in the post-fixation buffer II at
4 �C.

6. Wash the specimens in the same Eppendorf cup 3 times for
10 min with 0.05 M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4.

7. Transfer the flies into an Eppendorf cup filled with 0.05 M
cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4, at 4 �C.

8. Dehydrate the samples in a series of ethanol:cacodylate buffer
solutions for 10 min per step: 30%:70% (4 �C), 50%:50%
(4 �C), 70%:30% (room temperature), 2 � 95%:5% (room
temperature), and 2 � 100% ethanol (room temperature). Do
not allow the tissue to dry out.

9. The samples are now ready for infiltration with epoxy resin and
final embedding (see Subheading 3.3).

3.2 High-Pressure

Freezing and Freeze-

Substitution of

Drosophila Specimens

The idea of using high pressure (approximately 2000 atmospheres
or 200 MPa) to freeze cells or tissues was conceived in the late
1960s [17]. The value of high pressure freezing (HPF) is that
samples with relatively large volumes up to 200 μm thickness,
including large cells and whole organisms, can be frozen without
visible ice crystal damage. Several cryo methods can be used to
freeze cells or tissues, but they all aim to remove heat at a rate fast
enough so that the water molecules form amorphous, noncrystal-
line ice [18]. This can be achieved because at these high pressures,
ice crystal nucleation and growth are slowed down [18]. HPF
retains cellular structures in their original positions with fewer
distortions; moreover, the molecules remain in a near-native state.
In larger specimens of several microns, or in organisms that have
natural diffusion barriers, such as Drosophila larvae or embryos,
diffusion by chemical fixation throughout all the cells is relatively
slow [18]. During that time, e.g. autolysis can occurs, and the cell
structures change. Another problem is that cross-linking reactions
are selective. For example, glutaraldehyde only reacts with certain
amino acid residues on proteins and does not cross-link nucleic
acids or carbohydrate molecules. As a consequence, these mole-
cules are extracted from the cell during the rinse steps and especially
during dehydration at room temperature [19]. High-pressure
freezing and freeze-substitution reduce the artifacts caused by con-
ventional EM specimen preparation.
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Embryos, larvae, and organs are collected and prepared using
the same protocol as that described for the classical chemical fixa-
tion of Drosophila.

1. Immediately after the dechorionation of the embryos and the
preparation of the larvae in hemolymph, carefully lift off the
specimen, immerse it briefly into the BSA buffer, and transfer it
onto an aluminum planchette 3 mm in diameter with a 100 μm
or 150 μm cavity. The organs of the larvae are processed in the
same manner (see Fig. 3).

2. Especially for the embryos, the use of yeast paste instead of the
BSA buffer as a filling material is recommended. Transfer one
or several dechorionated embryos to the yeast paste using a
paintbrush. Mix the embryos and the yeast paste carefully, until
they form a homogeneous yeast ball with embryos. Paint the
probe onto planchette. More details are described by
McDonald [20].

3. After placing the specimen on the planchette, fill the cavity with
the sample completely with hexadecene. Use another plan-
chette of the same diameter without a cavity on the sample
side and a cavity of 300 μm on the outside to cover the sample.
Take care that no air bubbles are enclosed. The hexadecene
should overflow when the cover planchette is closed and
attached to the HPF sample holder (see Fig. 3).

4. Next, close the HPF sample holder and start high pressure
freezing; this can be carried out, e.g., in a Compact 03 from
Martin Wohlwend (Sennwald, Switzerland) (see Fig. 3a).

5. After HPF, immediately transfer the sample holder into a
custom-made basin filled with liquid nitrogen placed nearby
(see Fig. 3b).

6. Open the HPF sample holder in the liquid nitrogen basin, press
the planchette sandwich out of the holder with pre-cooled
tweezers, and then transfer the planchette sandwich to the
cryo storage container (see Fig. 3b–d). Ensure that the sample
is always in liquid nitrogen after HPF. To store the samples in
cryo containers, we recommend using custom baskets made
from 500 μL Eppendorf cups and mesh tissues, which fit per-
fectly in the cryo containers (see Fig. 3d). This ensures that the
individual samples can be identified at any time and will not be
lost in the liquid nitrogen basin.

7. To proceed to freeze-substitution, transfer the planchette into
a small basin inside a larger basin filled with liquid nitrogen (see
Fig. 3e–g) and open the planchette sandwiches in the liquid
nitrogen with a scalpel or tweezers under a stereo microscope.
It is critical for the liquid nitrogen level of the small basin to be
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Fig. 3 High-pressure freezing. (a) HPF device, Wohlwend Compact 03 with a self-filling LN2 container. (b) The
sample holder with a clamped sample is frozen at high pressure and immediately transferred to a prepared
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slightly above that of the larger basin; otherwise, turbulence
will be present on the liquid nitrogen surface in the small basin,
obscuring the sample from view.

8. As soon as the planchette sandwich is opened, hexadecene,
which also escapes from the planchettes, hinders the visibility
in liquid nitrogen. Therefore, it is necessary to keep adding
liquid nitrogen to the small basin without sweeping away the
sample. After opening the planchette, remove the lid and con-
tinue processing the planchette with the sample. To do this,
first, carefully scrape away the frozen hexadecene with a scalpel
under a stereo microscope without damaging the sample. Hex-
adecene appears white, and the sample should be light brown
to yellow and transparent (see Fig. 3h). Caution must be exer-
cised in this step; if the hexadecene is not adequately removed,
the freeze-substitution solution will not be able to penetrate
the sample because hexadecene shields the sample.

9. Once the hexadecene has been removed and the sample is
clearly visible (see Fig. 3h), the sample can be transferred to
the freeze-substitution (FS) system (in our case, the AFS2 from
Leica (Germany); see Fig. 3i).

10. First, fill the dewar of the FS system with liquid nitrogen
(approximately 40 L) and set the system to �90 �C, the start-
ing temperature for the FS. When the set temperature is
reached, pour approximately 300 mL of 100% absolute ethanol
into the sample basin so that 1.5 mL screw cap Sarstedt tubes
are immersed into the alcohol up to the 1 mL mark. Cool the
alcohol to �90 �C, and then place the sample stand in the
basin.

11. In the meantime, prepare the FS solution (see Subheading 2.1)
in a fume hood. ForDrosophila third instar larvae and embryos,
we have obtained the best results with the FS solution. Add
50 μL of a previously prepared and filtered 2% aqueous uranyl
acetate solution, and then mix and briefly cool the mixture in
liquid nitrogen. Next, place the tubes in the FS sample stand of
the AFS2 (see Fig. 3j).

�

Fig. 3 (continued) LN2 bath. (c) In the LN2 bath, the specimen holder is opened and unfolded. (d) The
planchette doublet with the sample simply falls out of the holder into the small LN2-filled basin or can be
pushed out from behind with pre-cooled forceps. It can then be transferred with pre-cooled forceps into the
sample baskets of the LN2 storage container (d). Prior to freeze-substitution, the planchette doublet must be
opened in LN2. This is performed using binoculars in the small LN2 basin within the larger LN2 basin (e–h). The
planchette doublet is opened using a pre-cooled scalpel and tweezers (h, inset). The white, opaque
hexadecene is carefully scraped off the sample with the scalpel to reveal the sample (h), which ideally
looks yellowish and glassy. The Sarstedt tubes with the substitution solution are pre-cooled in the basket
holder of the Leica AFS2 freeze-substitution system to �90 �C (i, j). Freeze-substitution is then started. HPF
high-pressure freezing; LN2 liquid nitrogen
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12. We have achieved good results with the following temperature
curves: 12 h at �90 �C, 12 h at �60 �C, 12 h at �30 �C, and
10 h at 0 �C.

13. When the FS is finished, remove the samples from the FS, place
them on ice, and wash them 4 times with ice-cold anhydrous
acetone. Then, infiltrate the samples overnight in a 50% Epon–
acetone mixture. The following day, infiltrate the samples for at
least 4 h in a 70% Epon–acetone mixture and then overnight in
100% Epon.

14. The following day, transfer the samples into fresh 100% Epon
for at least 4 h. Finally, transfer the samples into fresh 100%
Epon in embedding molds and cure them in an oven at 60 �C
for 48 h. The samples are now ready for ultrathin sectioning
and post-staining, as described in Subheadings 3.4, 3.5,
and 3.6.

3.3 Embedding of

Chemically Fixed

Embryos, Larvae,

Pupae, or Adult

Tissues

Because misalignment of the embedded specimens cannot be cor-
rected by trimming and requires re-embedding, it is crucial to align
the embryo, larva, or tissue in the desired position in the embed-
ding mold as precisely as possible before the Epon is cured.

1. All chemically fixed samples were collected in 100% ethanol (see
Subheading 3.1). Now, replace the 100% ethanol with 100%
acetone and incubate for 15 min. Repeat this step. Note that
acetone evaporates very quickly; ensure that the samples never
become dry. Because acetone reacts with polystyrene, do not
use classical cell culture dishes or Petri dishes. Eppendorf cups
and Falcon tubes made of polypropylene, as well as glassware,
can be used with acetone.

2. Replace acetone with a 1:1 mixture of Epon–acetone, and
incubate the samples at room temperature overnight with gen-
tle agitation.

3. Replace the 1:1 Epon–acetone mixture with 100% Epon, and
incubate the samples at room temperature for 4 h (leave the
Eppendorf cup open). Transfer the specimens manually into a
new cup with fresh Epon, and incubate overnight with gentle
agitation (without rotation).

4. Transfer the embryos, larvae, pupae, adult flies, or dissected
organs individually into fresh Epon in embedding molds. Ori-
ent them with a fine needle or a sharpened wooden toothpick
so that they are at the top of the mold in the desired position
(use a stereo microscope; see Fig. 4).

5. Polymerize the resin in an oven for 48 h at 60 �C. The samples
are now ready for trimming and cutting.
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3.4 Trimming Once the specimens are embedded, the Epon block must be
trimmed (see Fig. 5). Trimming is essential to achieve a defined
size and trapezoidal shape of the tip of the Epon block in which the
desired part of the sample is positioned. Only if this is achieved, is it
possible to use the diamond knife to generate a series of ultrathin
sections arranged as ribbons on the water surface of the diamond
basin in the ultramicrotome (see Fig. 5f). Therefore, excess Epon
must be removed (or trimmed) away from the sides and the front of
the Epon block with a sharp razor blade or a trimming diamond.

1. First, clamp the sample holder with the Epon-embedded spec-
imen in a vice (see Fig. 5a, b). Fine trimming of the sides and
surface should be performed extremely carefully under a dis-
secting microscope. We use a custom-made trimming setup for
this purpose (see Fig. 5c). Use a single-edged razor blade to
remove the resin from the sides. Care must be taken not to
splinter the Epon block. Therefore, always cut thinly from top
to bottom and up to the side of the specimen. The cuts must
not be thicker than approximately 200–300 μm and not deeper
than approximately 300–400 μm. A trapezoid must be gener-
ated before the sample is installed in the ultramicrotome for
ultrathin sectioning. The trapezoid should be no wider or taller
than 500–700 μm (see Fig. 5d, e). However, the height should
be greater than the width and the edges should be relatively
steep. It is easier to make serial sections from a smaller pyramid.
The top and bottom edges must be parallel. An optimally
trimmed trapezoid is crucial for well-executed, ultrathin sec-
tions (see Fig. 5f).

2. To approach the sample from above, use a new double-sided
razor blade. Break the blade into two beforehand by bending it
in the paper sleeve containing the razor blade. With one half of
the blade, carefully cut off thin sections of Epon. The surface
should be transparent after cutting. A rough surface indicates

Fig. 4 Embedding molds. (a) Silicone rubber mold with (b) Epon-embedded thoraces
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that the blade is no longer sharp. At a certain angle of illumi-
nation, the dark sample can be immediately recognized in the
section or on the Epon surface. The last 100 μm in front of the
sample or in front of the region of interest should be
trimmed with a trimming diamond followed by the Histo dia-
mond knife in the ultramicrotome.

Fig. 5 Trimming and sectioning of an Epon embedded sample. (a) Pre-trimming. Excess Epon next to the
specimen is removed with the single-sided steel blade. (b) A trapezoidal shape is created around the
specimen. (c) The specimen is clamped in the custom-made trimming device for fine trimming. The excess
Epon has already been removed, as can be seen in (d). The double-sided razor blade is now used to precisely
trim the trapezoid around the specimen (e). The upper and lower edges must be parallel; in addition, the
surface should be trimmed to create a largely smooth surface with the double-sided razor blade, and it should
be transparent. (f) The sample is now ready to be sectioned in the ultramicrotome. Start with the DiATOME
Histo knife and cut semithin sections (250 nm)
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3. Another option for trimming is to use a trimming diamond
(20� or 45� diamond) to trim the surface shortly before the last
100 μm in front of the sample is reached and then to trim the
sides. This is much more accurate and protects the ultra-
diamond knife; splinters from the razor blades on the block
can damage the diamonds.

3.5 Sections Once the probe is clamped into the ultramicrotome probe holder,
sectioning generates trapezoid-shaped single sections with an
identifiable and defined orientation of the embedded embryo,
larva, pupa, or adult fly.

1. Use the Histo diamond knife to produce semithin sections
of 200–400 nm thickness.

2. It is necessary to start with semithin sections to determine
whether the desired region of the specimen has been reached.
For this purpose, stain individual sections with toluidine blue
for light microscopic examination. Transfer a selected section
using a steel loop (either a self-made loop or one available for
purchase, such as the Perfect Loop®) onto a drop of water
(deionized distilled water) on a gelatine-coated slide. To adhere
the section, place the slide on a hot plate (80 �C) until the water
droplet has evaporated. Next, add a drop of filtered (filter pore
size 0.2 μm) toluidine blue staining solution, and leave the slide
on the hot plate at 80 �C for 2–3 min (see Note 8).

3. Next, rinse the slide with distilled water to remove excess
toluidine blue. The slide can now be examined under a light
microscope. Add a coverslip for objectives with 20� and 40�
magnifications (it is noted on each microscope objective
whether a coverslip, usually 0.17 mm thick, is required). Con-
tinue producing semithin sections and staining with toluidine
blue until the region of interest is reached.

4. Once the desired region is reached, prepare a sufficient number
of ultrathin sections of either 60 or 70 nm with the Histo
diamond knife. Alternatively, switch to an ultra-diamond
knife to produce the highest quality ultrathin sections. The
sections, arranged in ribbons, float on the surface of the water
in the collection vessel of the knife and are now ready to be
transferred onto grids.

5. Using fine tweezers, dip a Formvar® coated grid into the
catching vessel of the knife under the water surface at a suffi-
cient distance from the sections. Carefully move the coated
grid under the sections. Some practice will allow the sections
to be caught easily by lifting the grid slowly and then position-
ing them on the Formvar film of the grid. In other laboratories,
a steel loop is used to approach the ultrathin sections from
above with a hanging drop of water. If the droplet of water
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touches the sections, then they remain attached to the water
droplet and can be deposited on the coated grids.

6. All Drosophila probes analyzed thus far in our laboratory have
been placed on 1 � 2 mm custom-made Formvar®-coated
copper grids (see Subheading 3.8). However, we strongly rec-
ommend buying manufactured, coated, ready-to-use grids
from a trusted TEM supplier. TEM grids are available with
different materials, mesh sizes, and thicknesses from various
suppliers, such as Science Services (Munich, Germany). It
requires time to gain sufficient experimental experience to
produce grids. It is only worthwhile to produce grids indepen-
dently if an imaging facility with experience in electron micros-
copy and sample preparation is available on site. Always use
special grid tweezers to handle grids, and use dedicated clean
grid boxes for long-term storage.

3.6 Post-Staining

(Contrasting with

Heavy Metal Ions)

Staining the sections is necessary to enhance the contrast of the
electron microscope image. During this process, atoms with a high
atomic number, such as lead, uranium, or both, are introduced into
the samples. They scatter the electron beam much more strongly
than atoms with a low atomic number (which naturally dominate in
the tissue) and thus increase the contrast of the resulting electron
microscopic image.

1. For safety reasons, the post-staining of the sections (already
placed on the grids) with contrasting agents should be carried
out in a specially designed space in the EM laboratory or the
fume hood. We use staining machines (the nanofilm surface
analysis system and a Leica EM AC 20) for post-staining.
However, many EM groups perform contrasting manually (see
Fig. 6).

2. Stain sections first for 30 min in 2% uranyl acetate and then for
20 min in 3% lead citrate.

3. After post-staining the grids, store them in grid storage boxes.

3.7 From Post-

Staining to

Transmission Electron

Microscopy Images

Once the Drosophila samples are embedded, sectioned, and post-
stained, they can be analyzed in a TEM (see Fig. 7). For imaging,
we use a Zeiss 120 kV TEM (Leo 912), a Zeiss 120 kV TEM (Libra
120), or a Jeol 200 kV TEM (JEM 2100 Plus).

3.8 Grids We As mentioned earlier, we strongly recommend buying ready-to-
use Formvar®-coated TEM grids from a trusted TEM supplier.
However, a brief description of our own protocol for preparing
Formvar®-coated slot grids is as follows:

1. Clean microscope slides (see Note 9) for 5 min in an ultrasonic
bath in 2% Extran®.
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2. Next, wash the slides in the ultrasonic bath with deionized
water twice for 5 min each, transfer them into 70% ethanol
for 5 min in the ultrasonic bath, and, then, wash them two
more times in deionized water for 5 min each.

3. Dry the slides in a gas burner flame, and store them in a clean
beaker with a piece of filter paper on the bottom. To keep dust
out, close the beaker with the lid of a Petri dish.

4. Prepare an oval glass cuvette filled with Formvar solution. Then
immerse the slides (held with tweezers with flattened tips) into
the Formvar solution to within 1 cm of the edge of the slides
and then slowly and evenly pull them out of the solution. The
faster this step is performed, the thicker the Formvar® film will
be. The optimum speed must be determined individually
through experience.

5. Next, carefully remove the Formvar® foil from the slides. To
achieve this, immerse the Formvar®-coated slides in water.
This is best accomplished by filling an extremely clean large
glass dish with Millipore water so that a “water mountain”
forms. Wipe the water surface with a clean glass rod to
completely remove any lint from the surface.

6. Next, take a coated slide from the beaker, grasping it only at the
top uncoated area, and score the sides and bottom with a sharp
single-edged razor blade (cutting, not scraping). Do not touch
the surface with your fingers.

7. Then dip the slide once quickly into the water and immediately
afterwards place the lower edge very slowly on the water sur-
face and then dip the slide very slowly. Ideally, the film will
detach from both sides of the slide. Often, the whole film gets
stuck or comes off on only one side. Whether this occurs
depends on many parameters, including humidity, slide batch,
the Formvar® solution, and the slide cleaning procedure. If the

Fig. 6 Staining machine. Post-staining of the sections placed on grids in the
staining device
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film sticks in one place, tweezers can be used in an attempt to
detach the film; however, this often does not work, and the film
is lost.

8. When the Formvar® film floats on the water surface, it can be
covered with grids. Using tweezers, place the grids in short,
regular intervals on the Formvar® film. A reasonable number

Fig. 7 Transmission electron microscopy images of nephrocytes from the third instar larvae. (a, c, e) High-
pressure freezing–freeze substitution (HPF–FS), (b, d, f) chemically fixed samples. Note the preservation of the
lipid bilayer of the membranes as double black lines in the HPF–FS samples (c, d, arrows) compared with the
chemically fixed samples, in which the membranes are visible as one line (d). Particularly striking in the
HPF–FS samples is the good preservation of the vesicular structures without shrinkage artifacts (a, c,
endosome), which occur in vesicular organelles during chemical fixation (d, endosome). The so-called slit
diaphragms (filtration apparatus of the nephrocytes) are also well preserved in the chemical- and
HPF-prepared samples (e, f). ECM extracellular matrix
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of grids is 30–50 on one film. Currently, our most commonly
used grids are 1 � 2 mm. The film should have a silvery sheen.
If it is golden, it is too thick; if it is transparent, it is too thin.
Place the grids only on the smooth surfaces of the film, not on
the waves.

9. The grids have a glossy and a matte side. We always place the
matte side of the grids down so that the glossy side is facing
us. The grids should always be placed evenly on the film, and
not too close together.

10. Use the clean part of a piece of Parafilm® that was covered with
paper to cover the plastic films holding the grids. The film,
including the grids, should lift from the water surface and stick
to the Parafilm®.

11. Store the pieces of Parafilm® with grids and plastic film in Petri
dishes and let them dry.

12. To use the grids, cut them out with fine tweezers.

3.9 Knives In general, two types of knives are available: glass and diamond.
Ultrathin sections can be produced perfectly with a glass knife,
which accepts all types of embedding media, including the com-
monly used resins Durcupan®, Lowicryl®, and Epon®. Beginners
should always practice making thin sections on the ultramicrotome
with a glass knife before starting to work with diamond knives.
Glass knives can be purchased commercially. Alternatively, they can
be produced independently with a knife maker. We use a 7800
Histo Knifemaker from LKB (Germany).

However, for ultrathin sectioning diamond knives are prefera-
ble for obtaining optimal results. Diamond knives are high-
precision instruments provided by specialized companies such as
DiATOME (Switzerland). They are available with various specifica-
tions, optimized for semithin, ultrathin, or cryo-sections. To
approach the relevant region within a sample, it is best to use a
Histo diamond knife first. In practice, the Histo diamond knife is
often used for ultrathin sectioning as well. However, the Histo
diamond knife is typically only changed to an ultra-diamond knife
to create excellent sections, such as when generating images for
publication.

Extreme caution must be exercised with diamond knives
because even the slightest faulty touch will damage the cutting
edge. Great care should also be taken when trimming the Epon
block with a razor blade. As soon as pressure is applied with the
razor blade, tiny metal particles can be deposited on the surface of
the Epon block, which leads to the chipping of the diamond.
Switching from glass knives to diamond knives for the same sample
is not recommended, as residual glass debris can damage the dia-
mond knife edge and lead to undesirable marks in the subsequent
ultrathin section. Thus, it is better to use a trimming diamond first.
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4 Notes

1. Aldehyde is a polymerization product of formaldehyde in pow-
der form. It depolymerizes to formaldehyde in water when
heated. Such solutions are used as fixatives for sample prepara-
tion in histology.

2. Embryos stick to plastic; use glassware instead (a scintillation
vial is suitable).

3. Osmium tetroxide fixation is used to preserve membranes.
Because of its extremely slow penetration efficiency, osmium
tetroxide is almost always used as a secondary fixative after
primary fixation in aldehyde.

4. After this step, the procedure can be paused, and the samples
can be stored overnight at 4–6 �C in the refrigerator in the
wash buffer.

5. In practice, an alcohol:water series is often used instead of an
alcohol:buffer series. This works in many cases but is an addi-
tional burden on the samples, especially in the 70:30 and 50:50
mixtures. In addition, the incubation times depend on the sizes
of the objects; 10 min is only sufficient for small samples.

6. Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning) is mixed according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions (typically from an elastomer/hardener in
a mixing ratio of 10:1, w/w) and poured into small glass or
plastic Petri dishes. The dishes are filled approximately halfway
with the elastomer. The pinned prepared animals must be able
to be completely covered by liquid.

7. Larvae are easier to dissect if they are placed on ice for at least
10 min before dissection. However, we recommend anesthe-
tizing as shortly as possible to avoid any kind of damage.

8. The ideal duration for staining a section to obtain a clear image
depends on the temperature of the heating block, the amount
and concentration of the toluidine blue stain, and the thickness
of the section. This step must be optimized to meet individual
needs and instruments. Keep in mind that an understained
section can be restained.

9. We often observe that, for unknown reasons, somemicroscopic
slide batches are not suitable for the production of defect-free
Formvar® films. This is possibly due to interference from
microscopic scratches on the glass surface. Therefore, we rec-
ommend checking Formvar® films made with a particular
batch of slides under an electron microscope to ensure that
they are free of defects. Only flawless films should be used.
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Chapter 20

Segmentation and Quantitative Analysis of Epithelial
Tissues

Benoit Aigouy and Benjamin Prud’homme

Abstract

Epithelial tissues regulate exchanges with the environment. They are highly dynamic and can acquire
virtually any shape. At the cellular level, they are composed of cells tightly connected by junctions. Most
often epithelia are amenable to live imaging; however, the vast number of cells composing an epithelium
makes large-scale studies tedious. Here, we present Tissue Analyzer (TA), an open-source tool that can be
used to segment epithelia and monitor cell and tissue dynamics.

Key words Epithelia, Quantitative biology, Tissue Analyzer, Cells, Segmentation, Tracking, 2D, 3D,
Deep learning, Open source

1 Introduction

Epithelial tissues cover body structures, organs, and cavities. They
act as barriers and regulate the passage of molecules between the
internal milieu and the environment. Drosophila epithelia often
consist of a single layer of cells tightly connected by junctions.
These monolayers are highly dynamic and can acquire almost any
shape. Their plasticity is driven by a series of cellular events, includ-
ing cell death, proliferation, shape changes, and neighbor
exchanges. Fully understanding epithelial development, therefore,
requires the quantitative description of cellular events as well as
collective behaviors. Such a quantitative analysis is facilitated, now-
adays, by the advent of deep learning segmentation that largely
automates cell segmentation. The latter can then, in combination
with various computer science algorithms, be used to convert the
pixel information of images into biological knowledge. Quantita-
tive biology is not only accurate and unbiased but also allows for the
development and in-depth validation of theoretical modeling of
biological processes [1–6].

Christian Dahmann (ed.), Drosophila: Methods and Protocols,
Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 2540, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-0716-2541-5_20,
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Here, we introduce Tissue Analyzer (TA), an open-source
Python software, capable of segmenting and analyzing single-
layered epithelia. TA conveniently integrates, in a single package,
all the tools necessary to study epithelial development, from cell
segmentation using deep learning up to quantitative analysis of cell
properties such as area and shape as well as neighbor relationships.
In this chapter, we describe software installation (see Subheading
2.1) and image pre-processing (see Subheading 3.2) and introduce
epithelial segmentation (see Subheading 3.3). Later, we discuss cell
tracking (see Subheading 3.5). We finally provide a brief overview of
the data collected by TA (see Subheading 3.7) and demonstrate
some of the plotting capabilities of the software (see
Subheading 3.8).

2 Software

2.1 Software

Installation

1. The software can be installed on any recent computer capable
of running Conda and Python 3.7 (or superior) (see Notes 1
and 2). Ideally, the computer should be equipped with a
CUDA®-compatible graphic card (see Note 4).

2. Open the system command line (see Note 3).

3. Then, type “conda create -n TA python¼¼3.7”, without the
quotes, to create and activate a Conda environment for Tissue
Analyzer.

4. Type “conda deactivate” to leave the default Conda
environment.

5. Enter the TA environment by typing “conda activate TA”.

6. Finally, install Tissue Analyzer by running the following com-
mand: “pip install ––upgrade epyseg”.

2.2 Run Tissue

Analyzer

1. Open a terminal (see Note 3).

2. Type “conda activate TA” in the terminal to activate the
environment.

3. Type “python –m epyseg.ta” to open the TA graphical user
interface.

2.3 Input Data 1. TA supports single and multichannel images.

2. TA supports pixel intensities up to 32 bits per channel.

3. TA reads TIF, CZI, LIF, LSM, JPEG, and PNG images (see
Notes 5 and 6).

4. TA can create two-dimensional (2D) projections by extracting
the surface of epithelial cells in three-dimensional (3D) stacks
using deep learning [7].

5. TA can segment two-dimensional (2D) images of epithelial
cells.
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3 Applications

TA can be used to segment still images of immunostained epithelia
or image sequences of a living sample expressing a fluorescently
tagged protein.

3.1 Image

Acquisition Guidelines

Ideally, the images to be segmented and analyzed should have a
good signal-to-noise ratio. However, nowadays, good results can
be obtained with images exhibiting a low signal-to-noise (seeNotes
7 and 8).

1. TA is designed to detect cell outlines in single-layered epithe-
lia – cells need to be labeled with a membrane marker (e.g.,
E-cadherin in Drosophila and zonula occludens-1 (ZO-1) in
vertebrates).

2. If pixel intensity measurements are important for the study,
make sure to avoid both bleaching and pixel saturation.

3. Post-acquisition, ensure the epithelial integrity of the live sam-
ples by verifying that the animal continues to develop normally.

3.2 Image Pre-

Processing

Classically, epithelial images are acquired as 3D stacks; however,
tissue segmentation is often faster, more reliable, and best suited for
publication when performed on 2D images. Therefore, creating a
2D projection from a 3D epithelium is usually a good enough
approximation of the epithelial tissue. This is especially true since
most fly epithelia are monolayers lying in a plane, and this avoids
the hassle of having to correct segmentation errors in 3D, which is
long and difficult.

Such a 2D image can easily be created from a 3D stack using the
maximum projection algorithm; however, this method accumulates
the noise of the entire stack, generating a 2D image that is
extremely noisy. To avoid noise accumulation and to select only
the relevant planes carrying the epithelial signal within a wide and
noisy 3D epithelial stack, several algorithms or deep learning meth-
ods have been developed [8–16, 7, 17]. Only the deep learning-
based method for surface extraction [7] is currently implemented in
TA (see Note 9).

However, there are rare cases, i.e., when the epithelial mono-
layer is not flat (e.g., the tissue is curved or bent), where the 2D
projection can lead to severe underestimation of several cell metrics
(e.g., cell area and perimeter) and needs be corrected. Importantly,
fixing 2D cellular metrics to accommodate for nonflat tissues is easy
to achieve; it requires a 2D segmentation mask along with a height
map (depth localization) of the cells in the tissue [18, 12]. In
parallel to extracting 2D cell cortices from 3D epithelial stacks,
TA can also map cell heights. Combining 2D cell segmentation
with a height map allows to obtain reliable 3D cell metrics
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[12]. Below is a description of the procedure to perform surface
extraction in TA using the content-aware image restoration
(CARE) model to generate height maps from 3D epithelial
images. Please note, however, that if the epithelium you study is
perfectly flat or if you have already obtained a 2D projection using a
third-party software (see Note 9), you may move directly to Sub-
heading 3.3.

1. Select the “Pre-process” tab (see Fig. 1a).

2. Drag and drop single time points of epithelia 3D stacks over
the TA interface (see Fig. 1b).

3. Select the channel containing the cell outlines (see Fig. 1c and
Note 10).

4. Press “Surface projection” (see Notes 11 and 12).

3.3 Automated

Segmentation

1. TA relies on EPySeg [19], a deep learning software, to segment
epithelial cells. We will now guide you through the segmenta-
tion procedure.

2. Click on the “Segmentation” tab (see Fig. 1e).

A

B

C
E

F

G H I J KD

Fig. 1 The Tissue Analyzer user interface. (a) “Pre-processing” tab. (b) Image list where images can be
dropped. (c) Channel selection tool. (d) “Properties” tab. (e) “Segmentation” tab. (f) “Save” button. (g)
“Analysis” tab. (h) “Tracking” tab. (i) “Advanced segmentation and tracking correction” tab. (j) “Export
(CSV files)” tab. (k) “Preview” tab
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3. If you skipped the pre-processing step (see Subheading 3.1),
drag and drop 2D projections of epithelial cells over the TA
interface, otherwise move to step 4.

4. Select the channel that needs to be segmented (see Fig. 1c).

5. Press the “Deep learning/EPySeg segmentation” button and
wait until the segmentation mask is overlaid.

3.4 Correction of

Segmentation Masks

Even though deep learning segmentation is globally excellent
(compare Fig. 2a and b), few errors may remain. TA, therefore,
allows editing segmentation masks (see Fig. 2).

1. Select an image from the list, and scroll over it to detect the
missing or erroneous cell junctions (see steps 2 and 3 and
Notes 13 and 14).

2. Adding missing cell contacts: Left-click the centroid of all the
cells surrounding the missing junctions (compare Fig. 2c and
d) and press “Ctrl/Cmd+M” to run the watershed algorithm
[20] locally and have the missing junctions appear (see Fig. 2e).

3. Removing false cell contacts: Right-click any pixel of the junc-
tion (compare Fig. 2i and j) and press “Enter” or “Shift
+Enter.” All the pixels contained between the two vertices of
the targeted junction will disappear (see Fig. 2k).

4. Once editing the segmentation mask of an image is done, press
the “Save” button (see Fig. 1f) to store the changes.

5. Finalize segmentation, and compute cell metrics.

(a) Repeat steps 2–5 for all the images in the list until there
are no segmentation errors left.

(b) Select the “Analysis” tab (see Fig. 1g), and press the
“Measure cell properties” button.

3.5 Cell Tracking Identifying the same cells in time and space is essential to under-
stand morphogenesis. Cell tracking is achieved in TA by matching
cells in consecutive frames and assigning them a unique identity
(represented by a unique color) throughout the movie (see
Note 15).

1. Please complete “Epithelial cell segmentation” before tracking
cells.

2. Select the “Tracking” tab (see Fig. 1h).

3. Press “Track cells.”

3.6 Correction of Cell

Tracks

The tracking algorithm in TA is usually robust, especially when the
segmentation is good. It can also accommodate for large time gaps
between consecutive frames. However, tracking may, in rare cases,
contain two types of errors: (i) cell swapping errors where two
adjacent cells exchange their identities (compare Fig. 3d and e)
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and (ii) interrupted tracks where the identity of a cell is changed
from one frame to the next (compare Fig. 3e and f). TA now ships
with a tool to rapidly spot tracking and segmentation errors (see
Fig. 3). This tool measures the similarities of the cellular environ-
ments in consecutive frames (see Fig. 3g, h). A low score (i.e., a dark
color-coded cell) using this metric indicates that the cell environ-
ment is rapidly changing; this is often (see Note 16) due to a
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Fig. 2 Epithelial segmentation and mask editing. (a) Original image. (b) The red
overlay is the result of deep learning (EPySeg) segmentation of the image shown
in (a). (c) Image with three missing junctions. (d) The same as (c), where cell
centroids have been drawn. (e) Locally running the watershed algorithm (“Ctrl/
CMD+M”) using seeds drawn in (d) restores the missing contacts. (f) Segmented
image. (g) The same as in (f), except that a new junction bisecting a cell has
been drawn manually (note that the new junction is intersecting two existing
junctions). (h) The software removes extra mask pixels when “Enter” is pressed.
(i) Segmented image. (j) The same image as in (i), except that a small piece of a
cell contact mask has been removed using the mouse right-click (dashed
outline). (k) The entire junction is removed after pressing “Enter”
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Fig. 3 Tool to rapidly detect tracking and segmentation errors. (a–c) Three consecutive time points of the
same epithelial tissue overlaid with their segmentation masks in red. (d–f) Cell tracks corresponding to (a–c).
(g, h) Color code of the environmental score obtained when comparing the current track with the previous (g)
and next tracks (h). Any dark-colored cell in (g, h) has undergone important environmental changes between
consecutive frames and needs be scrutinized for potential errors. In contrast, bright cells in (g, h) have kept a
similar environment between consecutive frames and can be ignored safely. For example, the asterisk in (g)
indicates an oversegmented cell. This corresponds to a newly appeared cell (asterisk in e) that does not exist
in the previous (d) or next time frame (f). This oversegmentation is visible in the segmentation mask (asterisk
in b); it can be fixed as described in Subheading 3.4, step 3. The arrow in (e) indicates two cell tracks that
have been swapped (compare with d). Note that this cell swap generates a (darkening) strong environmental
change (arrow in g). Cell swapping can be fixed as described in Subheading 3.6, step 2. Finally, the dark
color-coded cell (labeled with a + in h) shows a strong environmental change caused by a tracking failure.
Compare the identity given to the cell in (e) and (f) (o and + symbols in e and f). This error can be fixed as
described in Subheading 3.6, step 3
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segmentation or a tracking error and calls for a careful user inspec-
tion. In contrast, a high score (a bright color-coded cell) indicates
environmental preservation and does not require user attention.

1. Visually identifying tracking or segmentation errors:

(a) Select the “Advanced segmentation and tracking correc-
tion” tab (see Fig. 1i).

(b) Click on the “Fix masks and tracks dynamically” button,
and wait until a window with three rows appear (see
Fig. 3).

(c) Visually identify a dark cell (see Fig. 3g, h) and zoom
(“Ctrl/Cmd +”) on it and move the mouse to it.

(d) Using the synchronization of the mouse pointer, search
for associated segmentation errors (see Fig. 3a–c) and fix
them as described in Subheading 3.4. If there is no seg-
mentation error, check the tracks (see Fig. 3d–f) for errors
(swapping error or lost track) and fix them (see steps
2 and 3).

2. Correction of a cell swapping error:
Please correct all the segmentation errors and repeat the

tracking procedure (see Subheading 3.5) before attempting to
correct for tracking errors. Indeed, as most tracking errors are
linked to segmentation errors, fixing the latter is often suffi-
cient to fix the former. However, if tracking errors persist,
please do as follows:

(a) Move the mouse cursor over the image where the swap-
ping is first detected (see arrow in Fig. 3e).

(b) Left-click the centroid of the two swapped cells.

(c) Press “Enter” while keeping the mouse pointer on this
image to fix the error for the current and following
frames.

3. Correction of an interrupted track error:

(a) Place the mouse cursor on the last image where the cell is
still tracked properly (i.e., shows the right color/identity
in Fig. 3e).

(b) Left-click the cell that is about to lose its identity/
color (o).

(c) Place the mouse cursor on the following image (see
Fig. 3f) and left-click the cell with the wrong identity/
color (+).

(d) Press “Enter” while keeping the mouse on this image; this
will fix the tracking error for the current and following
frames.
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3.7 Data Analysis

and Quantifications

TA provides the user with a thorough description of cells including
area, perimeter, elongation, planar distribution of proteins, and cell
neighborhood (number and identity of neighbors) [1]. TA addi-
tionally provides information on junction length, orientation, and
intensity. Most cell metrics can also be corrected for tissue bending
as if they would have been obtained directly from a 3D segmenta-
tion when a height map is provided (also see Subheading 3.2).

Data extracted by TA are stored in an internal SQLite database
(seeNotes 17 and 18). These data can also be exported to facilitate
plotting using third-party software as follows:

1. Click on the “Export (CSV files)” tab (see Fig. 1j).

2. To export cell data, press the “Export cell data” button.

3. To export junction data, press the “Export bond data” button.

3.8 Data

Presentation

Because visual presentation of quantitative data is often key to
human understanding of tissue dynamics, TA offers the possibility
to overlay/blend virtually any data over the original epithelial
images.

1. Select the “Preview” tab (see Fig. 1k).

2. Select the data to be visualized from the “Image/Data” drop-
down list.

3. Enable “Color coding.”

4. Select the look-up table to be used from the “LUT” drop-
down list.

5. Enable “Overlay/Blend” and select the channel of interest for
the background image.

6. Set the “foreground opacity” value (0 totally transparent;
1 totally opaque).

7. The view can be exported as a TIF for use with third-party tools
or for publication by pressing the “Single image” or the
“Stack” button.

3.9 Going Further

with Tissue Analyzer

Here, we have covered the basic TA functionalities from surface
extraction to segmentation and data presentation. However, due to
space limitation and for the sake of simplicity, we have left out
several useful TA functionalities. We leave it to you to try by
yourselves more advanced functionalities that have not been docu-
mented here. To assist you in that process, we offer an online
tutorial (https://github.com/baigouy/tissue_analyzer). Alterna-
tively, place your mouse cursor over the TA component of interest
and wait for a few seconds until a small tooltip text appears.
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4 Notes

1. If Python is not installed in your system or if the installed
version is <3.7 (see Note 2), then please download and install
Miniconda from https://docs.conda.io/en/latest/miniconda.
html

2. To determine the version of Python running on a computer:

(a) Open a terminal (see Note 3).

(b) Type in the terminal “python -V” without the quotes.

3. Open a terminal:

(a) On a Mac: open the command line terminal by pressing
together the Command and Space keys, and then type in
the new window “terminal” without the quotes.

(b) On Windows: press the “Windows” key and the “R”
letter, and then type “cmd” without the quotes.

(c) On Linux (Ubuntu): press Ctrl+Alt+T.

4. TA currently relies on deep learning for segmentation and
image pre-processing. Even though a graphic card is not man-
datory to use trained deep learning models, being equipped
with a CUDA®-compatible graphic card will significantly
speed up the analysis. For example, we recommend using,
whenever possible, Nvidia® graphic cards with, at least, Turing
or Ampere microarchitectures.

5. The JPEG compression is deeply modifying pixel data and
should not be used for quantifications. Instead, we recommend
using TIF images with non-lossy or no compression.

6. When a file format cannot be read by TA, open the image using
a third-party tool such as ImageJ or FIJI [21, 22], and then
export it as a TIF file. TIF files can be read flawlessly by TA.

7. Deep learning segmentation models can be trained using
images having a low signal-to-noise ratio; such models can
then achieve good segmentation even for tissues showing
weak fluorescence.

8. Deep learning models can be used to reconstruct/denoise
images prior to segmentation [7]. Note, however, that if inten-
sity measurements are key for your analysis, denoising algo-
rithms should be used with a lot of care, as they heavily modify
pixel intensities and are shown to statistically guarantee a good
quality and a biologically relevant denoising only when the
images used are of the same tissue and acquired under the
exact same conditions as the ones used for training the
model. This will almost inevitably not be the case for your
tissue unless you do train the model on your own data, a step
that is often difficult and time-consuming.
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9. In our hands, surface extraction is best achieved using deep
learning.

10. TA output might be channel-dependent, and the software will
warn the user when channel selection is required.

11. Most often, surface extraction works well, but it is rarely error-
free; very importantly, any error in the height map will impair
the 3D correction of 2Dmeasurements such as area and perim-
eter. It is, therefore, important to check for the quality of the
height map. To help you visually assess height map quality, TA
generates a file called “height_map_quality_test.tif” for each
surface extraction it performs. If there are discontinuities/
holes in the cortical signal of the region of interest, then the
height map is not of good quality and the 3D corrections
applied to the 2D cell metrics will be locally erroneous. In
such case, and if the epithelium studied is flat, it is probably a
good idea to rely on raw 2D measurements rather than using
the 3D corrected ones, or, alternatively, to correct the height
map. Finally, when using a third-party tool to create the 2D
surface projections from a 3D epithelial stack, we recommend
that you set the projection tool in a manner so that only one
frame is used for building the final 2D projection; this allows to
see the height map errors better. Indeed, height map errors are
hard to visualize when several frames are summed or averaged
to create a 2D projection, and most tools use several frames to
compensate for their low-quality height map extraction.

12. At this step, TA must have extracted the voxel depth/voxel
width ratio. Given the importance of this ratio for the 3D
correction of 2D cell metrics, it is necessary to verify its cor-
rectness. This can be done in the “Properties” tab of TA (see
Fig. 1d). If there is an error, it is possible to edit the value
stored in the table and to save those changes.

13. To enter the full screen mode and see cells better, press “F12.”

14. Some segmentation errors may be hard to see. It is often useful
to switch back and forth between the original image and the
image overlaid with its segmentation mask to detect errors.
This can be achieved by pressing the “M” key repeatedly, to
show or hide the segmentation mask.

15. When tracked, each cell is given a unique pseudorandom color,
defining its identity. A cell keeps this identity as long as it is
successfully tracked. It is attributed a new identity when lost.

16. Please note that a low score is not necessarily due to an error in
segmentation or tracking; it can instead indicate that a cell
underwent a rapid, yet natural, environmental change (e.g.,
such a change can result from a division or a cell delamination).
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17. For each image, Tissue Analyzer stores the segmentation mask
and various output files in a folder. To open this folder, double-
click the file of interest in the list (see Fig. 1b).

18. Those databases can be accessed directly by users having expe-
rience with manipulating Structured Query Language (SQL)
databases. Since SQL databases are heavily used by TA, it is
important that all TA-generated tables remain unaltered. Expe-
rienced users can nevertheless create extra tables or duplicate
the existing ones and modify them at will. We recommend
closing TA before accessing databases using an external soft-
ware to avoid database locking problems and, similarly, we
recommend closing external database browsers before
launching TA.
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Chapter 21

Genetically Encoded Sensors to Study Metabolism
in Drosophila

Ellen McMullen, Helen Hertenstein, Stephan Müller,
and Stefanie Schirmeier

Abstract

The rather recent development of genetically encoded metabolite sensors has changed the way we can study
metabolism in living cells, ex vivo tissues, and in vivo immensely. In recent years, these sensors have also
been adapted for use in Drosophila tissues. Here, we describe a standard protocol to image such sensors in
ex vivo Drosophila larval brains using the glucose sensor FLII12Pglu-700μδ6. The protocol, however, can
be adapted for the use of other sensors, tissues, and can even be used in vivo.

Key words Genetically encoded metabolite sensors, Live imaging, Metabolism, FRET, Carbohydrate
transport

1 Introduction

For decades, cellular integrity was one of the main obstacles pre-
cluding the discovery of what lies within a cell, as well as limiting
knowledge of the intracellular processes that occur. This is espe-
cially true when it comes to the question of how metabolites enter
cells, travel through cells, and are metabolized within cells. There-
fore, the development of tools that enable monitoring of intracel-
lular processes, while allowing the tissue to remain intact, was a
major scientific breakthrough of the late twentieth century. Since
the development of the first genetically encoded calcium indicator
[1], this ever-expanding field has had a tremendous impact on
noninvasive, target-oriented biological research.

In general, any genetically encoded fluorescent indicator
(GEFI) consists of three major components: one or multiple
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fluorescent proteins, a target-binding domain, and a protein scaf-
fold. In theory, this basic layout can give rise to as many biosensors
as there are targets in a cell. However, after the first nongenetically
encoded Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based biosen-
sor for cAMP (302,502-cyclic adenosine monophosphate; [2]), it
took another 15 years until the development of the first single-
fluorophore (SF) small molecule-binding GEFI (H2O2, [3]).
Although many advancements have been made over the last two
decades (reviewed in ref. (4–7)), there is still a lack of concise and
comprehensive hands-on manuals on how to best approach GEFIs
as well as the considerations that should be made in experimental
design when working with them.

This chapter aims to give researchers an overview of the advan-
tages and disadvantages of metabolite sensors as well as what to
look out for when using such a sensor as a drosophilist. At present,
there are two main classes of GEFIs: FRET (Förster resonance
energy transfer)-based biosensors and single-fluorophore
(SF) biosensors, which we will describe in more detail.

FRET Sensors
Among groups of biosensors with two (or more) fluorophores,
FRET probes are the most prevalent. FRET-based sensors were
among the first biosensors to be available [2]. The underlying
principle is based on a spectral overlap in the emission of the
donor fluorophore and absorption of the acceptor, thus enabling
the direct transfer of energy between the two fluorophores if in
close proximity (reviewed in ref. 8). Depending on the sensor
design, binding of the target molecule causes a conformational
change that either brings the FRET pair closer together, resulting
in energy transfer from one fluorophore to the other, or reduces the
FRET efficiency as the distance between the fluorophores increases.
Advantages of FRET sensors include low pH sensitivity, which
results from relatively similar pH sensitivities of the two fluoro-
phores used (leading to very low pH sensitivity of the relative
fluorescent change (fluorophore A/fluorophore B)). Additionally,
focus changes and z-drift affect both fluorophores simultaneously;
therefore, the fluorescence ratio is maintained. Additionally, both
fluorophores are translated from the same mRNA transcript, result-
ing in an equimolar ratio. Disadvantages include the relatively low
dynamic range and error-prone folding of such large proteins. The
latter can lead to oligomerization, which can affect the experimen-
tal outcome (reviewed in ref. 6, 9).

Single-Fluorophore (SF) Sensors
SF sensors are derived from a circular permutation and genetic
engineering of just one fluorescent protein, fused with a sensing
domain (for a detailed review about circular permutation, see ref.
10). In general, target binding leads to a conformational change of
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the protein that in turn induces a change of the chromophore’s
degree of protonation or enables correct chromophore folding.
Nowadays, these sensors are designed to have a broad range of
emission spectra as well as different KDs.

Advantages of SF sensors often include the very high dynamic
range. In addition, the entire protein structure is smaller and, thus,
the expression rates are higher and the risk of misfolding is reduced.
Given the narrower emission spectrum, SF-GEFIs are most suitable
for multiparametric imaging, i.e., measuring different metabolites
with different sensors at the same time [11]. Disadvantages include
the notoriously high pH sensitivity, susceptibility to small ions
(e.g., sensors often have a second Ca2+-binding site that has been
overlooked), and the issue of being able to reliably quantify fluo-
rescence if the sensor is intensiometric. In addition, focus shift and
z-drift can be problematic; however, this can be overcome by the
addition of a second, insensitive fluorophore. This requires the
expression of the second fluorophore using another transgene
(pseudo-ratiometric) or, more elegantly, by using the unique prop-
erties of 2A sequences [12] allowing the equimolar expression of
two fluorophores from a single transcript (ratiometric).

The Materials and Methods sections that follow detail a well-
established protocol utilizing the FRET glucose sensor (UAS-
FLII12Pglu-700μδ6; [13–15]) expressed in the astrocyte-like glia
of a third instar larval brain. In this example experiment, the base-
line, maximal glucose levels, and glucose uptake rate are measured.
In the Notes section, we will address how the described experimen-
tal design can be adapted for the use of different sensors, tissue
types, or buffers.

2 Materials

2.1 Equipment for

Microscope Setup

1. Custom-made, three-dimensional (3D) printed flow-through
chamber (see Fig. 1, Supplemental file 1; see Note 1).

2. Mini-peristaltic pump.

3. Silicone tubing to connect the pump, chamber, and waste
(a pipette tip can be used to secure the tubing to the chamber)
(see Note 2).

4. Laser scanning microscope with water emersion objectives (see
Note 3).

5. Poly-L-lysine-coated coverslip (see Note 4).

6. Silicone to adhere the coverslip to the chamber.
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2.2 Fly Stocks and

Dissection Equipment

1. Third instar larvae expressing alrm-Gal4 � FLII12Pglu-
700μδ6; [16].

2. A pair of forceps.

3. Dissection pad or dish.

4. Binocular dissecting microscope.

2.3 Buffers (See

Note 5)

1. Hemolymph-like buffer 3 (HL3): 70 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl,
20 mM MgCl2, 10 mM NaHCO3, 115 mM sucrose, 5 mM
trehalose, 5 mM HEPES; pH 7.2; ca. 350 mOsm; [17].

2. Glucose buffer: HL3 supplemented with glucose (10 mM;
pH 7.2).

3 Methods (See Note 6)

3.1 Sample

Preparation

1. Dissect the brains of third instar larvae expressing the FRET
glucose sensor (UAS-FLII12Pglu-700μδ6; for sensor specifics,
seeNote 7) in astrocyte-like glia (alrm-Gal4) in the HL3 buffer
(see Note 8).

Fig. 1 Schematic of the custom-made flow-through chamber. (a) Top view of the
chamber. The chamber has a larger and a smaller compartment, which are
interconnected, indicated by the dotted lines. In the larger compartment, the
tissue of interest, e.g., a larval brain (red), is placed. Here, a pipette tip filling in
fresh buffer from the pump is inserted. A second pipette tip inserted into the
smaller compartment aspirates the buffer. Arrows indicate the direction of the
buffer flow. (b) Transverse section of the chamber. The chamber is adhered to a
poly-L-lysine (green)-coated coverslip (blue) via silicone (yellow). The smaller
compartment of the chamber is connected to the larger part via a small channel.
Fresh buffer flows into the first compartment in which the sample is placed (red).
The buffer is removed from the connected second compartment via suction from
the pump, as indicated by the arrows
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2. Adhere freshly dissected brains onto a poly-L-lysine-coated
coverslip, and submerge sample in HL3 (see Note 9).

3. Attach the coverslip to the chamber using silicone to avert any
leaks (see Fig. 1).

3.2 Pump Setup 1. Attach the silicone tubing to the chamber.

2. Place one end of the first length of the tubing into the buffer
and the other end into the first compartment of the chamber
(see Fig. 1).

3. Place one end of the second length of the tubing into the
outflow, second chamber compartment, and the other end
into an empty Schott bottle for waste (see Fig. 1).

4. Connect both lengths of the tubing to a mini-peristaltic pump.
Alternatively, the buffer flow can be created using a “variable
speed pump medium flow” (neoLab Migge GmBH, Heidel-
berg), and waste buffer removed by a modified commercial
aquarium pump (Tetra Aquarium Air Pump, APS 50).

5. Run the buffer through the system before mounting it onto the
microscope to check for leaks, and adjust the flow rate as
desired.

3.3 Buffer Exchange 1. Mount the chamber onto the microscope, and fill the first
compartment of the chamber with HL3 buffer.

2. Lower the emersion objective into the buffer, and locate the
sample (see Note 10).

3. Run the HL3 buffer through the system for 2 min (see Note
11; start imaging (see below) at this step).

4. Somemetabolites are not transported over cellular membranes;
in this case, permeabilization of the tissue is needed prior to
washing such metabolites into a tissue. Please refer toNote 12
for comments on permeabilization. Permeabilization is not
needed in the experiment described here.

5. Exchange with glucose buffer by manually moving the tubing
from one buffer to another and leave for 6 min (see Note 13).

6. Return the tubing to the HL3 buffer until the end of the
experiment.

3.4 Image

Acquisition (See

Note 14)

1. Set image acquisition to 5 s at a resolution of
1024*1024 pixels.

2. Set excitation of 436/25 nm, beam splitter 455 nm, emission
480/40 nm Cyan fluorescent protein (CFP channel) and exci-
tation 436/25 nm, beam splitter 455 nm, emission
535/30 nm yellow fluorescent protein (YFP channel).
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3.5 Data Analysis

(See Note 15)

1. In Fiji, select a region of interest (ROI) to measure the
background.

2. Create an additional ROI (or ROIs) around the exact expres-
sion of the sensor (see Fig. 2a and Note 16).

3. Determine the mean gray values for the background and each
channel separately, for each time frame (see Note 17).

4. Subtract the background from the gray values of each channel.

5. Calculate the ratio of the two channels to negate any focus
change that may have occurred during the experiment (see
Note 18).

Fig. 2 Data analysis. (a) Confocal image of the ventral nerve cord of a third instar larval brain expressing the
FRET glucose sensor (UAS-FLII12Pglu-700μδ6) in astrocyte-like glia. ROIs have been created in the back-
ground of the image (ROI 1) and around an individual astrocyte-like glial cell body (ROI 2) so that the
background fluorescence can be subtracted. Analysis can be performed on single or multiple cells or on the
entire image. In this experiment, the FRET ratio was determined for the single cell indicated. (b) Scatter graph
and table indicating the buffer exchange during the experiment. HL3 was exchanged for 10 mM glucose buffer
after 2 min and then exchanged back to the HL3 buffer 6 min later, after a plateau was reached. Images were
captured every 5 s. (c) The baseline can be subtracted from the maximum to determine the overall change in
the FRET signal and give an indication of the amount of glucose entering the cell type of interest during the
experiment. (d) The rate of glucose uptake was determined by performing regression analysis of the first
10 time points at the beginning of the slope (red line). This indicates the rate of change in the FRET signal and
therefore the rate of glucose uptake into the cell
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6. For further analysis and graphical illustrations, transfer data to
SigmaPlot (Jandel) (see Note 19).

7. Graph the change in fluorescent intensities of the biosensors
fluorophore over time (see Fig. 2b).

8. Calculate the overall change in fluorescence by calculating the
mean of 10 consecutive time points of the maximal plateau and
subtracting the mean of 10 consecutive time points of the
baseline (see Fig. 2c and Note 20).

9. Calculate the glucose uptake rate by performing a linear regres-
sion on 10 consecutive time points from when the slope begins
(see Fig. 2d and Note 21).

4 Notes

1. A big advantage of closed chambers is that a smaller volume of
buffer is required per experiment; it is also beneficial when
working with harmful or toxic substances. However, the air
bubble or pressure changes caused by buffer exchanges can lead
to a significant focus change. This issue can be reduced if an
automated buffer exchange system is used. Setups that use an
epifluorescence microscope are less susceptible to such pro-
blems than setups using a confocal microscope. Open cham-
bers require a higher volume of buffer and have the added risk
of overflowing, which can potentially damage the microscope.
A big advantage of an open chamber is that air bubbles or
pressure changes do not cause significant focus drift. Both
open and closed chambers can be used in inverted and upright
microscopes. Which setup is best to use depends on the indi-
vidual experimental design. Imaging biosensors in an intact
larval filet/tissue are best in an open chamber with an upright
microscope to allow direct access to the tissue. However, using
an upright microscope with an open chamber requires a dip-
ping objective to receive high-quality images.

The two-chamber design of the imaging chamber used
here reduces the movement of the sample caused by the peri-
staltic movement produced by the pump. However, when
imaging cells, any standard flow-through chamber is suitable.

2. When exchanging buffers, the new buffer takes some time
(depending on the flow rate and the length and diameter of
the tubing) to reach the chamber. This leads to a delayed
reaction in the tissue. A small air bubble is formed when buffers
are being exchanged; this air bubble can be followed through
the tubing. Thereby, the time the new buffer needs to reach the
chamber can be determined.
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3. Different microscopes can be used for the system described
here. The best suited for these fluorescent sensors are epifluor-
escence microscopes, but confocal LSMs (laser scanning micro-
scopes) also work well. Sensors with a weaker expression and
high dynamics are more difficult to image using a confocal
microscope and to benefit from a camera system used by an
epifluorescence microscope.

4. Coverslips coated with poly-L-lysine are autofluorescent. How-
ever, we found that poly-L-lysine worked best for the described
setup. The background fluorescence is subtracted during anal-
ysis. We received the best results using poly-L-lysine-coated
coverslips, when 200 μl of poly-L-lysine was added to a
22 � 40 mm coverslip and incubated for 2 h at room tempera-
ture (RT). The residual solution was removed, and the cover-
slips were allowed to dry completely. These coverslips are best
used the next day but can also be stored at room temperature
and used within 2 weeks. Poly-L-lysine-coated coverslips can
lose adherence during long-term imaging and with some per-
meabilization treatments.

5. pH varies in different cellular compartments; therefore, buffers
should be adjusted to the predominant pH of your tissue. In
the experiment described here, the pH was adjusted to 7.2,
which is said to be the pH of Drosophila hemolymph [17]. All
buffers should also have comparable temperatures. If effects are
studied in, for example, an ex vivo larval brain, the temperature
influences the living organ in several ways, including metabolic
rate. Due to the small volume of the tubing, buffers can rapidly
cool down or heat up in the time it takes to reach the chamber.
Therefore, the temperature at which the buffers are stored
should be adjusted in a way that they are at the desired temper-
ature when the chamber is reached. This can be achieved by
keeping the buffers on ice or with the use of a heat block. If
needed, the temperature can be measured in the chamber by
adding a suitable digital thermometer to the setup.

Aliquots of each element of the HL3 (or other) buffers can
be made ahead of time and stored at RT, 4 �C, or �20 �C;
however, buffers should be brought to RT (or the desired
experimental temperature) prior to use.

6. Explore the dynamic range and sensitivity of the sensor in the
cell or tissue of interest to optimize your experiments. Biosen-
sors can be used to analyze a variety of parameters, from
metabolite levels to pH, but, to do so, other variables need to
be controlled, meaning only one variable should change at a
time. For example, if one wants to compare different concen-
trations of a metabolite, e.g., glucose, all buffer solutions used
must have the same pH. The fluorescence of some biosensors is
affected by pH; this should be monitored to prevent
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quenching. In case the metabolite of interest or its transport
may alter the local pH, a pH sensor should first be used to
determine any potential pH changes. If indeed a pH change
occurs, this should be considered when interpreting the results.

7. When using an SF biosensor, the sensor’s fluorescence should
ideally be normalized to a fluorophore unaffected by the treat-
ment to ensure that fluorescence change is due to the treatment
and not any other factors. This second fluorophore must
remain constant throughout the experiment (besides bleaching
and changes due to tissue movement) and should be expressed
in the same cellular compartment. When using a green SF
sensor, we express tdTomato or mCherry in the same cellular
compartment as the circularly permuted green fluorescent pro-
tein (cpGFP)-coupled biosensor. FRET biosensors harbor two
fluorophores. Thus, a focus drift, for example, affects both
fluorophores equally. Taking the ratio of both fluorescence
intensities abolishes changes caused by a focus drift. However,
over time, the two fluorophores can bleach at different rates.

Since biosensors are proteins, they exhibit characteristic
equilibrium dissociation constants determined by their respec-
tive KD values. Thus, the sensor might already be saturated at
low metabolite concentrations and further changes are no lon-
ger detectable. The variance in fluorescence intensity correlates
with the KD value. In other words, a biosensor can show a
much greater range in fluorescence the less saturated the target
site is. Therefore, careful normalization of baseline fluorescence
is necessary.

8. To minimize stress reactions, dissections are performed in the
HL3 buffer and the tissue is transferred to the chamber
immediately.

9. Leaving the surrounding tissue, for example, imaginal discs,
attached to larval brain, help stick the tissue to the poly-L-
lysine-coated coverslips. Once attached to the coated cover-
slips, the tissue cannot be easily removed and will not stick well
elsewhere.

10. Specific microscope objectives are available to allow better
image quality, for example, a dipping objective for use with
an open chamber in an upright microscope. Furthermore,
there are water immersion objectives for inverse microscopes
available. Here, the refraction index of the immersion medium
is similar to that of the buffer, which is beneficial for image
quality.

11. The flow rate can be calculated prior to starting the experiment
by measuring the time it takes for the buffer to run through the
empty system. It is advised not to alter the flow rate once the
experiment has started to reduce the variables.
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12. Most available GEFIs have targets that can naturally enter a
given tissue via ion channels or transporters (glucose, pyruvate,
lactate). Thus, fluorescence can be manipulated by titrating
different concentrations of the target to get an estimate of
the sensor’s fluorescence behavior. However, some molecules
are not transported over cell membranes (reduced nicotin-
amide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH), H2O2;
even though in the case of the latter, this is still a matter of
debate). In order to assess the fluorescent range of a given
sensor for such a molecule, cell membranes need to be permea-
bilized. Fig. 3 summarizes the common molecules used for
permeabilization, with some characteristic features. In general,
the size of the metabolite to titrate determines the choice and
concentration of the permeabilizing agent and in turn the
length of the treatment. The bigger the target, the later it
should be washed into the sample, as permeabilization itself
causes damage to the tissue. One specialty of metabolite live
imaging lies in the complexity of metabolic interactions.
Hence, the choice of molecules to normalize the baseline

Fig. 3 Permeabilizing agents. The degree of damage to the cell membrane varies with the choice of the
permeabilizing agent. The smaller the resulting pore size and the more reversible the interaction with the cell
membrane is, the longer the samples can be imaged. Nigericin creates the smallest pores but can only be
used in pH measurements. Beta-Escin, together with other saponins, is weakly permeabilizing. Digitonin can
create large, irreversible pores, of which the size is concentration-dependent. It is useful for big metabolites
and also causes the most damage. Metabolites that require digitonin to enter the cell should be washed last.
Triton X-100 is a brute force attack to the cell membrane; it has the worst trade-off between permeabilization
and damage
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fluorescence must be carefully evaluated for each sensor to be
used. For instance, the effects of peroxides can be counteracted
via the addition of NADPH. However, since NADPH is the
larger molecule, it needs to be washed last, since it requires
stronger permeabilization to be titrated successfully.

Since the buffer enters the cell after permeabilization (see
below), a different, intracellular buffer (HL6) should be used.

Hemolymph-like buffer 6 (HL6): 15 mM MgCl2,
24.8 mM KCl, 23.7 NaCl, 20.mM isenthionic acid, 5 mM N,
N-bis(2-hydroxyethyl)-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid (BES),
80 mM trehalose, 5.7 mM L-alanine, 2.0 mM L-arginine,
14.5 mM glycine, 11 mM L-histidine, 1.7 mM L-methionine,
13 mM L-proline, 2.3 mM L-serine, 2.5 mM L-threonine,
1.4 mM L-tyrosine, 1 mM L-valine (pH 7.2) [18].

13. Using an automated buffer exchange system can avoid the
production of air bubbles and thereby disturbances of the
tissue.

14. Sometimes a drift of the tissue is unavoidable. This can be
corrected for with a second fluorophore or landmarks that do
not change their relative position during imaging.

The length of imaging depends on the tissue, sensor, pro-
tocol, and treatment being used. A protocol without the addi-
tion of any harsh chemicals can run for upward of an hour.
However, the specific properties of the sensor used need to be
considered for each individual experimental setup. The kinetics
of the metabolite measured can be highly diverse and thereby
affect the endurance of the sensor. Furthermore, some treat-
ments damage the tissue or the cellular properties irreversible,
which decreases maximal experimental duration. In the case of
ex vivo samples, the tissue can become less reactive to changing
conditions over time.

For the biosensor and experimental setup used here,
12 frames per min were used to analyze the uptake rate. How-
ever, this is dependent on the biophysical properties of a given
sensor and the kinetics of the metabolite of interest in the cell.
Some metabolites show extremely fast concentration changes
and thus require higher frame rates, e.g., Ca2+.

Laser intensities can be adjusted to the individual sample;
however, a medium range is desired so that fluctuating fluores-
cent intensities can be detected in both directions. Acquisition
rate and resolution can be modified to fit the needs of the
experiment. When using a FRET sensor or when expressing
two fluorophores and working with a confocal microscope, the
line acquisition mode must be employed to detect both chan-
nels; a sequential acquisition mode can be used with single-
fluorophore sensors.
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At which time point a buffer exchange needs to occur
depends on the individual’s research interest. When studying
an uptake rate, or relative metabolite concentrations, the fluo-
rescence should always reach a stable plateau before a different
condition is applied. Otherwise, the effect of the treatment
cannot be clearly analyzed. However, this is not the case
when studying metabolite consumption rates, for example.

The uptake rate and time taken to reach the plateau differs
between tissues and genotypes. It is advised to perform a trial
to understand how the tissue of interest will react and adjust
the experiment accordingly.

Depending on the experiment and setup used, multiple
tissues or cells can be imaged simultaneously; this increases
the n of the experiment without increasing the time and addi-
tionally ensures that the experimental conditions are the same
for these samples/cells.

15. Interpretation of the data highly depends on the system used,
taking into consideration the characteristics of transporters,
cellular metabolism, external influences, etc. The diet on
which the flies/larvae are raised can have a significant impact
on their metabolic requirements; therefore, this should be
considered when designing the experiment and interpreting
data. The data obtained can be used to compare different
genotypes, for example, to determine the effect of the loss of
a specific transporter or animals raised on different food con-
ditions [19, 20].

16. In order to analyze the fluorescence emission from a sensor
expressed differently in subcellular compartments, the region
of interest (ROI) should always be solely based on the pixels
comprising the actual signal. A mask can be used to achieve a
precise cutout of the area expressing the sensor; this is particu-
larly useful when the sensor is expressed in unconnected
regions, as is the case e.g., for mitochondria. When creating a
mask, a duplicate of the image should be rendered binary. The
mask should cover the area of interest in which the signal will
be quantified. If there are several unconnected areas with sen-
sor expression, the resulting ROI has to be adapted accord-
ingly; combining ROIs (Fiji>ROI manager>more>OR) or
using an exclusive OR function (Fiji>ROI manager>mor-
e>XOR) will work in this situation.

17. Different channels have different levels of autofluorescence, so
a background subtraction needs to be performed for both
channels.

18. If the experimental design allows, linear baseline condition
phases can be used to correct for bleaching. Therefore, a linear
function is calculated in order to determine the bleaching rate.
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The actual experimental values can then be corrected
accordingly.

19. The initial image processing can be carried out using ImageJ or
the accompanying software of the microscope used for the
experiment. Further calculations can be performed using a
statistical software of choice, for example, SigmaPlot (Jandel),
R Studio (https://www.rstudio.com/), or Anaconda (https://
www.anaconda.com/).

20. When the metabolite is taken away after a certain incubation
time, the observed decay in fluorescence is not only the efflux
of the metabolite but also its consumption.

21. When analyzing the uptake rate of a metabolite, it must be kept
in mind that this does not reflect the net uptake but rather the
metabolites uptake minus its cellular consumption.
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